COVID-19 COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT SERVICES
Advanced Business Alliance
(a BGS-AST Joint Venture)
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Small Disadvantaged Business
Minority Owned Business

Advanced Business Alliance (ABA) is positioned and ready to combine the core capabilities,
experience, and resources of its joint venture members – Boston Government Services (BGS)
and Allegheny Science & Technology (AST) – to support federal, state, and local governments
in their response to and recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and other disasters.

PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
ABA is dedicated to strengthening our nation’s security and energy infrastructure by providing
expert resources, efficient processes, and effective technologies. ABA supports federal programs and
large complex projects with personnel, tools, and solutions for all aspects of Program and Project
Management. We provide experts in cost estimating, scheduling, performance-based program
planning and management, risk management, change management, project documentation, and
software tools for project baseline and financial management. ABA can help federal agencies in
meeting challenges and rapidly responding to the need for effective project planning for temporary
infrastructures, resources, and facilities for the COVID-19 response. Our professionals provide
assistance with all aspects of project controls and project management, including:
Cost estimating, including development of estimates with the backup for certified cost or
pricing data and basis of estimate
Scheduling, including developing and maintaining baseline and working schedules
Identification and management of risks and maintenance of an active risk management program
Advanced Business Alliance, LLC
OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract No. 47QRAD20D1119
DUNS: 081158089
105 Mitchell Road, Suite 101
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
(866) 730-7353
Contact: Karen Harris
kharris@bgs-llc.com
(865) 272-8400 x1119

Boston Government Services, LLC
(BGS) is an engineering, technology,
and security firm supporting
government programs in energy
technology, nuclear engineering, cyber
security, and related technical areas.

Allegheny Science & Technology (AST)
is a technology and energy solutions
firm with established capabilities in
data & decision analytics, mission
assurance & support, and applied
science & technology. AST focuses
on applying these core capabilities to
overcome our clients’ challenges.

Integration of estimating, scheduling, and cost software systems (P6, Timberline, Cobra)

GRANTS AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Managing a large and evolving portfolio of federally funded projects – under complex stimulus
programs with varying reporting requirements and budget allocation windows, and enhanced
urgency for delivery – requires robust processes, procedures, and tools, as well as knowledgeable
personnel to ensure successful delivery and efficient use of critical federal resources.
ABA provides full lifecycle grants and contract support – from solicitation development through
project evaluation and selection, project monitoring, and contract closeout – to ensure that federal
funds are efficiently dispersed and used to foster innovation and address emergent needs, while
maintaining fiduciary and execution accountability.
These capabilities are coupled with best-in-class program and project management processes and
tools to ensure that funded projects are progressing on schedule, while remaining within scope
and budget. To manage and monitor ongoing contracts and project portfolios, ABA utilizes the
proven Program Information Collection System (PICS) – a web-based project management tool that
supports the overall planning, control, execution, and reporting of federally-funded projects. This
tool is currently being used to support a portfolio of more than $1.3B across 38 federal programs.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Because the seasoned professionals at ABA support missions of national importance across
the U.S. at every stage from strategic planning to program planning to execution to project
management, our team brings comprehensive understanding to the qualification and quantification
of risk and mitigation strategies in response to natural disasters such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our professionals have a thorough understanding of the requirements of governmental standards
and guidelines regarding Capital Asset Project Management, Risk Management, Cost Estimating
Guide, Earned Value Management Systems, and Project Management requirements.
With ABA’s experience in providing Project Controls to national laboratories, national security
facilities, and nuclear operations, our professionals comprehend the delineation of risks
from deterministic elements in cost and schedule, providing guidance in assuring costs are
traceable, avoiding duplication of elements, and that ample consideration is made of the
potential modifications to safety protocols in consideration of the pandemic, including roll-up of
subcontractors’ costs, management inefficiencies and extensions, limited access to materials, and
indirect impacts. ABA supports management at government sites in delineating the realized risks
associated with the current shutdown from the future risks and costs resulting from changes to
operations due to the continuing health threats from the pandemic.

CYBER AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
ABA IT and cyber resources include infrastructure design engineers who can rapidly evaluate
mission needs and provide a secure solution to address networking, security, communication,
applications, and reporting needs. Our expertise centers around secure information storage and
transmission, quality and reliability of service, platform flexibility, ease of use, and rapid deployment
capabilities. With a foundation built on cybersecurity expertise to secure at the highest levels, rock
solid techniques to ensure fault tolerance, reliability, and quality of service, and tools that inherently
provide the flexibility to use any device, anywhere, ABA provides cost effective solutions that
securely deliver data in real time. Example needs we can address:
Rapid expansion of remote capabilities
Provide additional monitoring and incident response capabilities to address increased threats
Provide surge helpdesk support
Support Secure Cloud-Based Security Operations Center needs
Address application development, business intelligence, and reporting needs
Transform to a secure cloud platform
Transform to a secure mobile platform
Virtualize your infrastructure
Provide quick certification and accreditation packages
Perform Risk Assessments
Preparation for COOP, Contingency Planning, and Disaster Recovery needs
Securely navigate roadblocks to meet the mission needs
Establishment of IT infrastructure for mobile testing stations and/or ad-hoc care facilities

DATA AND DECISION ANALYTICS
ABA‘s data and decision analytics capability stands ready to support solutions to the current
pandemic – using our established methodology to coordinate the appropriate application of IT
methodologies, game theory, data science, machine learning, modeling, and advanced computation
strategies to provide a quantitative foundation for solutions and strategy development.
ABA has a proven track record of translating its data capabilities to assist medical research.
Specifically, our data capabilities were critical to assuring scientifically valid and properly sampled
clinical data from dialysis facilities in support of the CMS End Stage Renal Disease Quality Incentive
Program. ABA seeks to apply our data and decision analytics capabilities to support research
and analysis of medical data related to the outbreak. Such support can be targeted for unlocking
diagnostic or predictive factors associated with immunity, transmission, or vulnerability, or to drive
the rapid evaluation of data regarding the efficacy and safety of various potential therapeutic and
preventative treatments to combat the virus.
Furthermore, as COVID-19 instances migrate from location to location, ABA data scientists
anticipate their skillsets being key to developing successful mitigation strategies, where data science
methods can be used to estimate zones of contact, monitor personal mobility, and predict potential
behaviors in order to guide policy decisions in the development of effective policy measures that
minimize the disruption to our lives and economy.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT (KM)
The knowledge landscape around COVID-19 management and suppression is ever-evolving and
requires a robust and flexible KM framework to gather and analyze real-time data and build on and
develop ever-changing lessons learned and best practices. It also requires changes in the way that
government agencies and business entities operate and communicate. ABA works collaboratively
with our clients to implement comprehensive and adoptable knowledge management programs
driven by innovative capture, storage, and delivery techniques designed to empower critical
decision-making and drive mission success. ABA’s knowledge management expertise in turning
lessons learned into actionable process improvements coupled with our ability to identify and
replicate best practices deliver lasting benefits to our clients’ bottom line. Properly implementing a
KM strategy also enables vital continuity of operations during unexpected periods of virtual work
by employing essential technology solutions to overcome the challenges of accessing and sharing
knowledge, connecting with colleagues and collaborating on projects and deliverables.
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Provide IT and cyber
infrastructure and applications
for COVID-19 Testing Stations.
Solution establishes quick,
scalable, secure mobile testing
stations with cloud storage and
National Reporting capabilities.
Designed to store and process
PII and PHI and are compliant
with NIST 800-53 and FISMA
requirements. Scales quickly
to replicate capabilities across
the country to allow for rapid
nationwide deployment:
Cybersecurity Experts:
• Perform Risk Assessments
• COOP, Contingency Planning,
and Disaster Recovery
experts (planning, training,
testing, recovering, lessons
learned)
• Incident Response
• Security Operations Center
Experts
• Developed +200 Approved
C&A Packages
• Firewall, IPS, IDS, Cyber
Security Tool Stack Expertise

ADVENTureOne LLC
www.adventure-one.com

About Us
AMSG is the Managing Partner of
the GSA OASIS Pool 1 award winner,
Adventure One JV. AMSG is a
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
verified Service-Disabled Veteran Owned
Small Business (SDVOSB) with substantial
Program, Project and Acquisition Management,
Business Operations, Facilitation, Enterprise Business
Services, Financial Management, Cost Estimation,
Logistics Services, Systems Engineering, Capability
Development, IV&V, Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM), Information Technology and Knowledge
Management Services, Facility Management,
Customer Service and Administrative Support
experience. Founded in 2008 and headquartered in
Dumfries, VA, with numerous satellite work locations
across the country, AMSG supports a variety of
Department of Defense (DoD), Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA), Defense Health Agency (DHA),
Department of Energy (DOE), Department of the
Treasury, and Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
program and performance management services.
For the Veterans Health Administration (VHA), AMSG
provides technical automation for managing training
catalogs and requests for training for VA’s over
375,000 employees and healthcare professionals.
AMSG provides access to a SharePoint-based web
accessible interface to access training. In support of
change management and transition goals, AMSG
developed an Automated Intake System (AIS) for
Customized Learning Solutions (CLS) and Catalog
Requirements to replace a legacy Microsoft Excel
solution. AMSG’s team converted an 8,000-line item
Excel Spreadsheet training data capture into a
Microsoft Access database linked to Microsoft
SharePoint. This effort significantly reduced an
already manual and labor-intensive process.

OASIS SB Pool 1
47QRAD20D1043

AMSG’s COVID-19
Response at VHA
In response to the COVID-19 global pandemic,
within 72 hours of receiving the request from
our VHA Employee Education System (EES)
Client Services (CS) Division customer, AMSG
created a state-of-the-art Microsoft
SharePoint-based collaboration hub and
provided virtual training in how to use the hub,
allowing the newly formed COVID-19
Integrated Product Team (IPT) headed by Dr.
Robert Stone, VHA’s Executive in Charge
(reporting directly to Vice President Pence and
The White House COVID-19 Task Force) and
including senior leaders from across the VA
enterprise to focus on the “battlespace” and not
the tools for collaboration. For example, in a
matter of days, numerous e-learning and simlearn training courses (examples: PPE Rules for
COVID-19, Intubation for COVID-19, Addressing
PTSD in COVID-19 Patients, etc.) have been
updated. Each of these course updates is
tracked in the C-19 Knowledge Hub for timely
reporting to The White House and other
stakeholders. AMSG’s VHA customer praised
the AMSG team in responding quickly,
professionally and effectively to the crisis.

COPM: Ms. Chris Taylor

ctaylor@amsgcorp.net
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E M P O W E R I N G O U R N AT I O N ’ S F O R C E S T O C O M B AT T H R E AT S

Advancing
your capabilities,
minimizing your risk

CORPORATE INFORMATION
ISO 9001:2015, 20000, and 27001

Allegient Defense is a world leader in the advancement
of information technology, innovative weapon systems,
and unmanned aerial vehicle science & technology.
Our highly skilled team delivers services ranging from
research and development, design and engineering to
specialized technology, program management and artificial
intelligence / machine learning (AI/ML).
Leverage our talent to ensure your mission’s success.
Contact us today.

Our
Clients

DUNS Number: 962943887
CAGE Code: 61YD3
Certified NIST Compliant GCC High
Information Technology Environment
Top Secret Facility Clearance with
Secret Holding Facility in Arlington, VA
DCAA Approved Accounting System

Devang Patel, PMP | Vice President
Devang.Patel@allegientdefense.com
M: 201-919-5717
O: 571-447-4476
4401 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 321
Arlington, VA 22203
www.allegientdefense.com

NAICS CODES
541330 238210 518210 541611 541340 541511 541512 541513 541519 541612 541690 541713 541714 541715 541990 611420 611430

PAST PERORMANCE

CORE COMPETENCIES

Allegient Defense | Services and Capabilities

Science and Technology

Program Support

Information Technology

Advanced Prototype Development

STEM Management

Technology Assessment

Research and Development

Program and Project Management

Cloud Architecture and Engineering

UAV Tech Integration

Contract Management

Infrastructure Engineering

Biomedical Human Systems

Acquisition Support

IT Operations

Weapon Systems Engineering & Hypersonics

Capital Planning

Secure Communications

Artificial Intelligence/Autonomy

Workforce Development

Mobile Device Management

Electro Optics Infrared

Financial Management

Tiers 1-3 Help Desk

C4ISR System Integration

Congressional Reporting

Cybersecurity: CNO/CND

ONR Systems Engineering Support

SBA DCMS PMO

DoS Cyber Workforce Development

ONR Directed Energy Systems Support

ONR Aviation, Force Projection and
Integrated Defense

HHS Data Lake Architecture

ONR Warfighter Performance

DoS Help Desk and Secure Communication

High Powered Microwave

DOE Fossil Energy Directorate Support
ARDEC Unmanned Systems Support

Awarded OASIS SB
Pools 1 and 3
We are proud to continue to serve
our Federal clients through the Oasis
MA-IDIQ contract vehicle—delivering
responsive, innovative solutions at a
premier value in both cost and quality.
Pool 1: Management/Scientific
Technical Services
• Program management
• Management consulting
• Engineering support
• Scientific support
• Financial services
Pool 3: Military/Marine/Energy Engineering
• Engineering for Military/Aerospace
Equipment & Military Weapons
• Energy Policy Act (1992) Engineering
• Marine Engineering and Naval
Architecture

SEC Cloud Adoption and Analytics
DHS CISA ISSO CMD
CIGIE FISMA and Network Engineering

Our COVID-19 Support Initiatives

During the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic, the US and world face a
realistic threat of overwhelming the medical system—more specifically,
running out of available ventilators
In response to the COVID-19 event, Allegient Defense—in our support to the Office
of Naval Research (ONR), Warfighter Performance Division (Code 34)—had to
accelerate new methods for developing technology for logistics systems. We rolled
out the HACK-A-VENT Innovation Challenge in order to receive proposals for
accelerating ventilator production. Proposals were chosen and we were able to
have the contracts processed and money awarded by the performers at an
unprecedented rate. Our efforts supported the facilitation and dialogue with the FDA
and coordinating efforts with private industry participant who were developing these
prototypes.
Additionally, the CARES Act created the Pandemic Response Accountability
Committee (PRAC) composed of federal Offices of Inspector General to "promote
transparency and conduct and support oversight of covered funds and the
Coronavirus response to (1) prevent and detect fraud, waste, abuse, and
mismanagement; and (2) mitigate major risks that cut across program and agency
boundaries." Rather than a stand-alone organization, the PRAC is a Committee of
the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE), an
independent entity established within the executive branch, that includes the 75
statutorily created federal Inspectors General with a mission to address integrity,
economy, and effectiveness issues that transcend individual government agencies.
Allegient Defense is supporting the CIGIE today with technical analysis, design,
implementation and remediation services required to resolve Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA)-related deficiencies associated to the Agency’s
General Support System (GSS) infrastructure.

Initiative. Commitment. Excellence.
©Allegient Defense, 2021

PASSION FOR EXCELLENCE

Apogee
ABOUT APOGEE

Apogee is an exceptionally-rated services provider with access to multiple 8(a) Direct
Award contract vehicles
•
•
•
•
•

16 Prime contracts valued at over $375M
Over 200 Task Orders managed on multiple ID/IQ contracts
Over 25 geographic locations supported across CONUS
Customers and teaming partners request our assistance to identify, mitigate,
and provide solutions for their most complex challenges
Top Secret Facility Clearance and ITAR Registered with Active TAAs

PANDEMIC SERVICES
•

•

•

Comprehensive Pandemic Influenza (PI) & Infectious Disease (ID)
Campaign Planning
o Deliberate & Crisis Action Planning in support of Department of
Defense (DoD) global PI/ID Plan & US Northern Command
(USNORTHCOM) Theater Concept Plan
o Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES) and Adaptive
Planning and Execution System (APEX) system expertise
Real World/Crisis Event Support
o H1N1 and Avian Bird Flue Response Coordination with Interagency &
State/local Government partners, including Departments of Homeland
Security, Health & Human Services, Transportation, & Agriculture
o Developed USNORTHCOM Response to Pandemic Influenza Concept &
Operations Plan
o Supported Development of National Strategy for PI, National Strategy
for PI Implementation Plan, & DoD Implementation Plan for PI
Exercise & Training Support
o Lead training sessions, working groups, exercises, contingency
planning, & operations for regional PI & ID preparations
o Developed and presented lessons learned from H1N1 response that
formed basis for National & International response during Global
Synchronization Conference

STREAMLINED ACQUISITION
•

ITES-3S, CIO-SP3, and STARS II 8(a) – Eligible for Sole Source awards up to $4M

•

OASIS SB Pools 1 & 3 & GSA Professional Services Schedule – Engineering
services in support of military weapon systems

•

Training Systems Contract (TSC)-IV – Training system development/instruction

CYBER SECURITY &
RESILIENCY
ENGINEERING & RESEARCH
TRAINING
TECHNICAL SERVICES
ANALYSIS

Director of Capture
Management
Andrew Martin
(419) 571-9342
Martin@ApogeeMail.net
4031 Col Glenn Highway,
Suite 301
Beavercreek, OH 45431
CAGE Code: 35CZ6
DUNS No: 170203199

571-210-4500
OASIS@aptiveresources.com
421 King Street Suite #200, Alexandria, VA 22314

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE
ABOUT
Aptive HTG provides rapid, nimble and collaborative pandemic response services. We
use evidence-based best practices and leverage deep commercial and federal expertise
to help client achieve strategic objectives.
Aptive HTG is a Small Business Joint Venture comprised of Aptive Resources and
Enterprise Resource Performance, Inc. (ERPi).
As part of both the GSA’s and SBA’s Mentor-Protégé Programs, Aptive and ERPi have a
strong working relationship through more than 15 engagements over the last five years.

Planning and Preparation
Training and Technical Assistance
Analysis and Performance Measurement
Community Engagement
Strategic Communications

MANAGEMENT/
SCIENTIFIC/
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Contract # 47QRAD20D1107

•

Management and Business
Consulting

•

Feasibility Studies

•

Engineering and Testing

•

Human Resources

•

Marketing, Advertising and
Public Relations

Supply Chain

•

Logistics

Business Transformation

•

Other Professional, Scientific
and Technical Services

RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE CAPABILITIES
Program and Project Management

OASIS SMALL BUSINESS POOL 1

Crisis Communications and Issue
Management
Organizational Change Management

Healthcare Analytics

PAST PERFORMANCE
 Veteran Benefits Fraud Prevention.
Define, develop, test and implement 20+ fraud, waste and
abuse investigation and data quality monitoring projects
which protect $90B in Veterans’ benefits.
 Global Force Information Management. Portfolio
and project management services, including capability
and requirements definition and business process
reengineering, to align Army Global Force Management
(GFM) processes and more than ten Army systems
supporting DoD/Joint GFM processes.

 Veteran Suicide Prevention Program Evaluation.
Independent, third-party assessment conducted annually,
detailing the clinical effectiveness, cost effectiveness and
Veteran satisfaction of VA’s mental health programs and
suicide prevention programs.
 Veteran Hepatitis C Outreach. Out-of-home and
national magazine advertising campaign to reach
Veterans at risk of hepatitis C, educate them about their
options and encourage them to visit VA for testing and
new, advanced treatments.

ArcSource Group

Prime Contract Vehicle: GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 (47QRAD20D1111) | CAGE: 52RK7 | DUNS: 118857205

Distinctive Quality, Unparalleled Service
ArcSource Group, Inc., an award-winning, highly-skilled Minority and Woman
Owned Small Business (EDWOSB/WOSB) with experienced Project Management,
Information Technology (IT), Finance, Training, and Administrative personnel
available immediately to join others in rapid response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Areas of Expertise
Rapid Response
◼

◼

Pool 1 NAICS: 541611, 541618, 541690, 541990
◼

Select Past Performance:
Training Development & Delivery
◼

◼

Air Force Medical Readiness Agency (AFMRA) Training Support — Instructional
design and curriculum development support
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) National Surveyor Training
Program — Instructional design, conference planning and support, training
facilitation

IT Support Services
◼

◼

◼

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Section 508 Compliance Testing and
Remediation — Section 508 compliance testing, remediation, and
recommendations for software, web, web service, video, audio, assorted media
and electronic content, and enterprise system technologies
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Designing Usable Systems (DUS) — Human
factors engineering, dashboard development, user-centered design, and usability
testing
CMS Payment Management System Grant Reporting Portal — Feasibility study
to determine most efficient solution for a grants reporting system and platform
implementation plan

◼
◼

Deploy Skilled IT, Administrative, and
Finance Experts
Training and Knowledge Management
Delivery
Staff On-Ramping
Section 508 Compliance & Remediation
Agile Development

Training Development & Delivery
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Instructional Systems Design
Mobile and Micro Learning
Distance Learning
Virtual Workshop Facilitation
Virtual Meeting Support

IT Support Services
◼
◼
◼

Human-Centered Design
Portal & Website Development
DevOps Support

Program Management Support
◼
◼
◼

Portfolio/Program/Project Management
Financial Management
Dashboards and Reporting

Contact Us

Program Management Support
◼

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Wide Area Workflow (WAWF)/Procurement
Integrated Enterprise Environment (PIEE) Program Management Office (PMO)
Support — Technical and operational support services; test, deployment, and
production; and configuration management

◼

Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) Portfolio Management
Operations Support — Portfolio and financial management, planning, budgeting
and execution support for readiness operations

Product Spotlight:

TalentSpring™ is a cloud-based solution that
enables customers to drive organizational
training and retention by delivering content
across mobile devices anytime and anywhere.
It is intuitive, engaging, agile, and accessible
for administrators, designers, trainers, and
learners. With TalentSpring,™ training and HR departments, sales managers, and
team leaders can design, develop, implement, schedule, and track training across
the country or around the world.

Megan Pulliam
President and CEO
410.707.2949
mpulliam@arcsourcegroup.com
Kate Perry
Vice President
410.707.4115
kperry@arcsourcegroup.com
Nycal Anthony-Townsend
Sr. Strategist
301.908.9840
nanthony@arcsourcegroup.com

6751 Columbia Gateway Drive, STE 3700
Columbia, MD 21046
(888) 852-3715 fax

OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD20D1064
Pool 1 Small Business

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Ardent’s administrative support capabilities include duties from
routine office management to handling sensitive and
confidential organizational information. Our administrative
personnel demonstrate the highest level of professionalism,
courtesy, accuracy, and tactfulness in all tasks, representing the
“face” of the organization and ensuring smooth day-to-day
operations.
• Office administration, including secretary services
• Program administration
• Acquisition support
• Logistics administration
• Support for planning, policy development and analysis,
research, human resources, and legislative and budget
formulation processes

Ardent’s financial management capabilities assist organizations
in reconciling contract and account data, ensuring important
funds are properly accounted for. Our services have enabled
federal agencies to reduce large backlogs of open, unresolved
accounts so they may more accurately assess financial data for
agency planning.
• Contract reconciliation and closure
• Verifying data in financial, logistics, accounting and
payment systems
• Research and resolution of dormant financial transactions
and unliquidated obligations
• Delivery reporting
• Financial metrics, extrapolations, modeling, analysis and
decision support

FRAUD INVESTIGATION

CALL CENTER / CUSTOMER SERVICE

Ardent provides complex investigative support specializing in
healthcare fraud, waste and abuse investigation. Our highly
detailed analyses ensure pharmaceuticals, equipment, and
medical supplies are being properly distributed to those who
need them the most.
• Quantitative and qualitative analysis of claims data, medical
records, account information and other relevant data
• Following leads, identifying witnesses, and conducting
interviews
• Supporting case development and court proceedings,
including pretrial preparations
• Reports and recommendations on investigations of federal
health care fraud violations

6234 Far Hills Ave, Dayton, OH 45459
www.ardentinc.com

Ardent’s customer service aids members of the public across
the United States to quickly address questions and concerns.
We are experts in combining people, processes and
technologies to ensure customers quickly get the answers they
need with one call.
• Implementing and supporting call center solutions
• Phone, email and postal requests
• Customer surveys and metrics reporting
• Issue escalation
• Bilingual (English/Spanish) support
• Telephonic Oral Interpretation Service for Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) Individuals
• TDD/TTY (ASCII) terminals
• Specializing in support regarding policy, issues, application
processes, and disaster response

937.312.1345
oasissb@ardentinc.com

COVID-19
RESPONSE
How data and education can help in effectively distributing the vaccine

SOLUTIONS
ASHLIN Management Group is a SBA-certified small, women-owned business who holds an
OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract and has 25 years of experience in providing professional services
and digital solutions to federal and state governments. ASHLIN has 15+ years of experience
working with the CDC and HHS, including DOL and FDA. We provide training and eLearning
services, technical assistance, program development, data analysis, business intelligence
services, and project/program management. ASHLIN has had the unique experience of
working with the CDC to combat the HIV epidemic, creating a unique and replicable model
of linking testing to community pharmacies and clinics. Previous work with large scale and
fast spreading viruses uniquely positions us to provide tested solutions during the COVID-19
response.
ASHLIN, in collaboration with CDC, worked with over 300 employers to help
them create Work@Health programs that trained employees and promoted the
development of healthy habits to maximize performance.
ASHLIN is working with the FDA Office of Minority Health to train FDA communications
employees to improve the accessibility of culturally competent health education
materials.
ASHLIN, in collaboration with the CDC, developed and evaluated a replicable and
sustainable model for HIV testing and linkage to care in community pharmacies and/
or retail clinics.

KNOWLEDGE IS HEALTH
We all know the saying, “Knowledge is power.” But
today, knowledge is health. At ASHLIN we’ve been
doing our part to promote crucial COVID-19 relief
information. ASHLIN recently partnered with the CDC
Foundation to host a webinar on the importance
of leveraging small businesses to help stop the
spread of COVID-19. The webinar covered four
topic areas: Creating the right messaging about the
vaccine for communities of color; Addressing the
vaccine hesitancy in communities of color; Providing
ongoing data and reporting; and Providing access
to necessary resources for community-based small
businesses to keep their operations thriving.

WORK@HEALTH
WITH CDC

By working on the Work@Health program
with CDC, we were able to implement our
in-house Digital Learning Platform (DLP) to
effectively train a large number of employers
in important workplace health strategies.
Our DLP provides the following features:
Self-paced interactive learning modules
Learner data analysis to track progression
Live virtual classrooms and webinars
And more!
Our eLearning team has years of experience
creating custom curriculums for our clients.
Using our rapidly deployable DLP they will get
your users learning as soon as possible!

COMPASSBI

Our fully-managed data visualization tool,
CompassBI, has provided data analytics and
dashboards for a number of our clients. Using
features like GIS and interactive filtering, users
are able to quickly identify trends and gain
insights from their data in an easily-digestible
format.
CompassBI provides the following features:
Real-time, dynamic data visualization
Connectivity to multiple data sources
Row level security
And more!

Learn more at ashlininc.com/solutions/

DUNS NUMBER
175897388

OASIS SB POOL 1
47QRAD20D1085

CAGE CODE
1WXH7

CONTACT
Samuel Botts
Chief Operating Officer, COCM
404-417-9154
ashlin_OASIS@ashlininc.com

Samantha Nolan
Project Manager, COPM
301-345-8357 ext 105

Working with
Land, Sea, and Air Defense Platforms

CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Applied Technology, Inc.
5200 Potomac Drive
King George, Virginia 22485
www.appliedti.com
Bill Taczak
President
btaczak@appliedti.com
John Dries
Vice President of Technology
Development
jdries@appliedti.com
Mike Purello, P.E.
Vice President of Operations and
Innovation
mpurello@appliedti.com
Phone: (540) 663-0050
Fax:
(540) 663-4284
DUNS:
Cage Code:
NAICS:

790027754
4MGY7
541715

ATI has cleared Top Secret/SCI
professionals, Top Secret facility
clearance, and Secret storage
approval.

GSA/OASIS Contracts
OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract # 47QRAD20D1048
GSA Schedule
Contract # 47QRAA19D00CC

CORE COMPETENCIES
Applied Technology, Inc. (ATI) is a small business with primary business
areas in: (1) research, development, engineering, and program management
services to Department of Defense customers and (2) hardware design,
development, and fabrication. ATI has subject matter experts in several areas,
including infrared (IR), laser, radio frequency (RF), electronic warfare (EW)
countermeasures; directed energy (DE), including high energy lasers (HEL)
and high power microwave (HPM) technologies; energetics; missile systems,
particularly IR and RF seekers; radar systems; surveillance systems; and
signature control technology. ATI can quickly leverage its DoD experience
to assist in a COVID 19 response as follows:
Contract Management
ATI uses mature contract management methodologies to provide successful,
efficient contract start-up or transition, project monitoring, project control
mechanism, accounting and reporting systems and deals promptly and costeffectively with contract administration and workload fluctuations. ATI
closely adheres to FAR, DCAA, and other sets of relevant regulations. ATI’s
Contract Management Plan (CMP) addresses quality, timeliness,
responsiveness, customer satisfaction, and other performance requirements.
Program Management
ATI has experience in helping customers manage small projects as well as
multiple projects managed as a program.
Systems Engineering
ATI has a long history of solving complex problems utilizing systems
engineering practices. Uncovering and understanding the real problem and
then developing solutions is one of our many strengths.
Risk Assessment, Mitigation and Failure Analysis
ATI has conducted numerous risk assessment and failure analysis studies and
developed mitigation strategies for these risks and failures using continuous
process improvement tools (i.e., Lean, Theory of Constraints, Total Quality
Management, High Velocity Learning, Statistical Process control, and others).
Communication Strategies
ATI has developed communication strategies, standard operating procedures,
plans, and products for our customers which have been used to educate
organizational leadership, the workforce, and the public.
Strategic Planning
ATI has experience facilitating strategic planning events for organizations.
We also have developed and conducted wargames, lessons learned studies,
and operational analysis on events. We have experience in standing up
innovation laboratories and facilities and in conducting training sessions.

5200 Potomac Drive
King George, VA 22485
(540) 663-0050
www.appliedti.com

CoViFi

AttainX

Together we fight

What is CoViFi?
CoViFi is a Crowdsourced Social
Platform that aids the Federal
Government, State Governments,
and allow citizens to share data
to help fight COVID-19 and other
pandemics.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

CONTACT TRACING

Every user reports their
current symptoms.

People can enable contract
tracing and see who in their
network are reporting
symptoms.

09/27/2020

Users get alerts when
they are closer to
someone with symptoms.
Users would know how
many people in their
neighborhood are
reporting symptoms.

People can enable contact
tracing, this will help the local
authorities and hospitals trace
and track an individual's past 15
days’ movement.

You are closer to someone who
has reported symptoms

ustoms and Border protection
can enable contact tracing if
they find someone entering the
United States has symptoms of
a disease.

Potential patients can
find out nearest test
centers.

Mark Fletcher

5 min ago

Hi, can someone let me know where I can find
face mask? My local store is out of this item.
10

EXPERIENCE SHARING
Communities can share
real time experiences
based on zip code and
neighborhood.

Louisa Pearson
Hi. I need to travel to Asia, do any of you
know if there is a travel ban.
2
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NEIGHBOR HELP
This is one place where
communities can help each
other.

WHAT ISSUES ARE
STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
FACING?

Currently all data comes from
hospitals

States / Counties do not have a clue on how
many people are reporting symptoms until
patients show up at the hospitals.

Counties cannot forecast and plan, their plan is based on models. But models
depend on how many people report to hospitals, but CoViFi models are based on
real public data.

Quarantined

HOW CAN COVIFI HELP
STATE AND COUNTY?
States and Counties can get real time
crowdsourced public data on how many people
are reporting symptoms, how many
quarantined and how many tested positive.
State /County can see heat map by zip code
State/County can see which hospitals have
current inventory of Personal Protective
Equipment and other supplies, they can also
ask what supplies they need.
When someone calls 911 – the first responders
get a Risk score of the patient they are
attending, this will help them determine if the
need to send normal EMS team or hazmat
team.

HOW CAN COVIFI HELP
HOSPITALS?
Users can answer a few questions and find out
their risk of contracting Coronavirus.
If risk factor is high this initiates a request to the
doctor’s office
Doctors can have a virtual consultation thru Tele
health – this helps Hospitals to attend to patients
without having them in the building.
Hospitals can see how many people are reporting
symptoms in their neighborhood, this helps them
with planning staffs and equipment.

CoViFi

Together we fight

BB&E’s Capabilities in
Emergency Management and
Pandemic Response

OUR COMPANY
BB&E is a full-service civil and environmental engineering small business under OASIS SB Pool 1 contract with the
capability and depth and breadth of resources necessary to respond to large and small requirements. We have been
providing advisory and assistance support for federal and industrial clients since 2002.
BB&E

ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION/FACILITY
DISINFECTION
BB&E
offers
environmental
remediation/facility
disinfection services, following precautionary steps and
using products and protocols identified by the EPA as
effective against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2.
BB&E’s extensive remedial experience and technical
competency can help clients optimize their remedial
solutions based on their program- and site-specific
requirements. BB&E’s environmental professionals have
the experience in assisting organizations with developing
appropriate remedial strategies. From development and
selection of a preferred remedy, preparation of remedial
action work plans or remedial design documents, to field
implementation of remedial response activities, BB&E
has the necessary experience to cost-effectively manage
and execute environmental restoration and facility
disinfection processes.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Our qualified, professional, and motivated workforce of
program management professionals foster a culture that
emphasizes
teamwork,
integrity,
continuous
improvement, and effective resource management. Our

Emergency Management/Pandemic
Response/Disaster Recovery Capabilities










Environmental Remediation/Facility Disinfection
Program Management
Emergency Management
Augmentation of Contracting Support
Construction Management and Facility
Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization
Logistics Support
Financial Management
Marketing Support/Publications and
Administrative Support
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Data
Management

program management support integrates and manages
all activities needed to successfully execute client’s
requirements that may include coordinating with a wide
variety of internal and external agencies and
stakeholders for the development of execution strategies,
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monitoring, and analysis of program performance.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

BB&E’s emergency management response activities
provide for the organizing, training, and equipping of
military and civilian personnel to prepare and respond to
the impact of natural, accidental, or civil
threats,
including Emergency Management Planning Support;
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and
Explosive (CBRNE) Preparedness Support; and
Administration Support.

BB&E provides financial management, budget analysis,
and execution support which includes in-depth analysis
of funds available, funds disbursed, and status of
awards. As the Treasury Department, the SBA, the IRS,
and other agencies are gearing up to implement
programs contained in the $2 trillion relief legislation,
BB&E is well-positioned to provide financial management
support.

AUGMENTATION OF CONTRACTING SUPPORT

MARKETING SUPPORT/PUBLICATIONS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES

BB&E offers highly qualified, pre-screened staff that are
available to provide immediate support for short- and
long-term assignments. Our staffing solutions
to
augment contracting support are flexible and costeffective and cover a full spectrum of scope of work and
capabilities from junior to senior staff.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND FACILITY
SUSTAINMENT, RESTORATION, AND MODERNIZATION
Our team of certified architects, engineers, and
construction managers provide complete design and
construction management support, assisting with
studies, investigations, construction management, and
facility support (design and construction). BB&E also
supports construction projects where expedient issue
resolution is needed in order to recover mission-essential
infrastructure, including ramping up or expanding
infrastructure in response to a natural emergency or
pandemic on a quick-turn basis.

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
BB&E provides logistics, technical support, design,
evaluation, and construction technical reach-back
support, and provisional life support facilities that sustain
relocated and displaced people, as well as those
responding to and facilitating recovery following natural
disasters, civil disruptions, or a pandemic.

BB&E assists with the development and delivery of
strategic communications projects and tools, including
the creation of guides, templates, manuals, as well as
coordination support for mass-public notification, such as
postcards and news release to local media and
newspapers. Our professional administrative services
also include assistance in the preparation of reports,
presentations, and other correspondence; scheduling
and organization of meetings; tracking, managing, and
responding to taskers; and collecting, creating,
reviewing, and storing digital information.

GIS AND DATA MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
BB&E provides support in developing and managing
databases to allow for an efficient approach to data
capture, integration, and visualization, enabling
organizations to have access to geospatial tools that can
be used for reporting and analysis of cases and deaths,
public health, and response activities at the local and
national levels, in addition to managing testing sites and
community activities and impact. By effectively
integrating and managing data, trends can be analyzed
allowing our clients to focus resources and respond to
pressing issues.

Overall, BB&E has significant experience in providing emergency management and
infrastructure/disaster recovery support to the DoD and other government installations
worldwide. We have remained flexible to requirements and adapted our support to deliver
high quality technical resources in support of our customer requirements worldwide on
over $500M in program- and project-level requirements.
In summary, BB&E offers result-oriented personnel, offering extensive experience in the
areas of emergency management, infrastructure/disaster recovery, program management,
planning, preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery support. We understand that
there is nothing more important than protecting human health and the environment. Our
company offers the right people, with the right experience to solve our clients’ toughest
challenges, delivering professionally developed, efficient, cost-conscious solutions.

CONTACT INFO
Aaron D. Etnyre, PE
OASIS Program
Manager

oasissb@bbande.com
235 E Main St Ste 107
Northville, MI 48167
P 248.489.9636
F 248.489.9646
www.bbande.com

CONTRACT
INFORMATION
OASIS SB-Pool 1
11ADS144
GS00Q14O

Bevilacqua Research Corporation

CONTACT INFO
David Vidler

Director Business Development
davidv@brc2.com
256.882.6229 x130

www.brc2.com
4901 Corporate Drive, Suite B,
Huntsville, AL 35805
Toll Free: 877.404.9449
Fax: 256.882.6239

CERTIFICATIONS

ABOUT US:
Bevilacqua Research Corporation (BRC) is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small
Business (SDVOSB). With its corporate headquarters in Huntsville, Alabama, BRC
consists of over 350 professional and skilled employees at key locations in fifteen
states. Started in 1992, BRC has established a solid reputation as a quality provider
of innovative high‐technology solutions for the Department of Defense and NASA.
BRC is organized into two major business units. The services business unit provides
advisory and assistance services (A&AS) to the Army, Air Force and Navy. Major
programs under this business unit include the TMAS Platforms and C4ISR programs
at Eglin and Edwards Air Force Bases and testing in the Gulf of Mexico for the Navy
at NSWC Panama City. BRC provides advice and assistance in Chemical and
Biological Defense (CBD) testing, specializing in collective protection, to include
engineering management, creation of genuine test standards and procedures,
continuous test I&M as well as facilitating joint IPTs, document review, test concept
development, cost estimation and realization, methodology development, test plan
development, test execution, test reporting, data reduction and analysis, fielding
recommendation and reporting. In Huntsville AL, we are a major subcontractor to
Jacobs Engineering on the ESSCA engineering contract for the Marshall Space Flight
Center. Within the technology business unit BRC operates the Human and Machine
Learning Laboratory and the CYBER laboratory. These laboratories develop and test
advanced cognitive, machine learning, human behavioral modeling and CYBER
technologies that provide innovative solutions for DOD and commercial customers and
programs. BRC maintains a Top Secret Facilities Clearance.

CLIENT BASE:

AWARDS
2019 Best of Huntsville Award in the
Research and Development Category
14th in Top 100 Fastest Growing US
Inner-City Businesses 2012
1998 Tibbets Award Winner for Excellence
and Innovation in the DoD SBIR Program

VISION

Our vision is to deliver superior value for
our customers and shareholders through
effective organizational management,
responsible corporate governance and
continuous improvement, enhancing our
reputation as an Industry-leading
Technology Product and Engineering
Services Small Business.

CONTRACT INFORMATION:

OASIS SB Pool 6 – 47QRAD20D7004

CAPABILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software Engineering
Cognitive Reasoning / Artificial Intelligence/ Knowledge Management
CYBER Integration and Assurance
ORACLE Database Development
Information Technology (IT)
Modeling & Simulation
Camouflage Concealment & Deception
Battle Damage Assessment
Conceptual Graphs
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
Test & Evaluation (T&E)
Chemical and Biological Defense/ COLPRO

Bixal

COVID-19
Emergency
Support
In response to COVID-19, Bixal has expanded its
role to work side-by-side SBA staff to create a
trusted resource for small businesses to access
government assistance during this unprecedented
pandemic. Our team is updating the website for
users to easily find guidance and loan resources,
available in both English and Spanish. New policy
and content updates are made within short
turnaround times. Web analytics are reviewed
each day to understand user needs and supports
informed decisions.

Point of Contact:
Jose Briceno
jose.briceno@bixal.com
oasissb@bixal.com
703.634.5701

Here is how
Bixalcan help

3050 Chain Bridge Rd.
Suite 305
Fairfax, VA 22030

• Support COVID-19 emergency response teams

OASIS Small Business Pool 1

• Facilitate online conferences, meetings, training

OASIS Small Business is a
multiple award, Indefinite
Delivery Indefinite Quantity
contracts that provides flexible
and innovative solutions for
complex professional services.
DUNS Number: 100128086
Cage code: 4QRJ3

www.bixal.com

with content production and dissemination
• Build user-centric digital self-service solutions
• Support remote data managementand
analytics
• Position agencies to improve their overall
customer experience
• Provide DevSecOps on mission critical systems
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Service
Offerings

Strategic
Communications

Learning & Knowledge
Management

Agile
Development

Customer
Experience Design

Data Science
& Analytics

Cloud
Computing

Our Experience
USAID/Resilienceand FoodSecurityBureauFeedthe
FutureKnowledge,Data,Learning,andTraining(KDLT)

U.S.Department of Healthand Human Services
(HHS), Digital Support Services

Supporting USAID Operating Units and Missions to
expand knowledgecapacity

Using evidence-based knowledge to drive decisionmaking

Bixal leads the five-year KDLT activity using several innovative
approaches, including Agile methodologies and human-centered
design to sustainably reduce global hunger, malnutrition, and
poverty. KDLT helps USAID’s Washington Operating Units and
Missions stay connected through Agrilinks.org, Adobe Connect
for webinars, and various online trainings to make learning and
strategic information easily accessible regardless of location.

The project with HHS Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs includes
the expansion and managementof the enterprise data warehouse,
a system used for reporting and data analysis that is the foundation
of business intelligence of HHS’ Digital Communication Office. The
system serves as the central repository of integrated data from 13
disparate sources.

Social Security Administration (SSA)
Small Business Administration (SBA)
Helping small businesses move forward
Bixal is leading a complex effort to transform the website into a
customer-centeredonlineexperience.Theprojectaims to enhance
user experience and optimize delivery of the SBA’s core services to
America’s entrepreneurs. Bixal uses an iterative, Agile methodology
to rapidly meet and adapt to short-term goals while working
toward a comprehensive new sba.gov.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)
Using a new approach to distance learning
Bixal was contracted for the implementation of interactive
web-based training and examination for the housing counseling
certification program. Through combined strengths in instructional
design, web development, and graphic design, Bixal helped the
HUD Office of Housing Counseling achieve its goal of providing an
online, one-stop training and certification platform to facilitate the
certification process.

Supporting digital modernization and customer
experience
Bixal is using a human-centered, data-driven approach to research
to assess the customer journeys of three separate transactions on
MySSA.gov. Our findings will motivate users to engage with the
self-service transaction feature and decrease traffic to both call and
service centers.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)
Supporting FEMA’s “Prepared Nation” plan
Bixal produced short format videos to highlight FEMA’s 20182022 strategic plan to educate the public, build trust, and to
establish confidence through transparency to all audiences. Key
delivery areas include original graphic design, animation creation,
animation-template development, video editing, audio editingand
design, and on-location/field production.

Brown & Company

Financial
Fraud
Specialist
Prime

The U.S. Attorney General and
Deputy
Attorney
General
directed each U.S. Attorney to
appoint a Coronavirus Fraud
Coordinator to serve as the legal
counsel for the federal judicial
district on matters relating to
the Coronavirus, direct the
prosecution of Coronavirusrelated crimes, and to conduct
outreach and awareness.

Certified Women
Owned Small
Business

Information
Technology
Fraud
Specialist
Subcontractor

Brown & Company CPAs and
Management Consultants, PLLC
www.brownco-cpas.com
POC: Gail Jenifer, CPA, CISA, CISM, CGFM
gjenifer@brownco-cpas.com
(240) 770-4903
OASIS Contract Number:
GS00Q18OADS202
NAICS: 541211
Dun & Bradstreet No.: 183720515
CAGE No.: 04TFO
DSB Management Consultants, LLC
www.dsbmgt.com
GSA Information Technology (IT)
Schedule 70
Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services
(HACS) 132-45
Contract Number: 47QTCA19D00JM
NAICS: 541519
DUNS: 003477485

COVID-19 FRAUD PROBLEMS
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals and businesses selling fake cures for COVID-19 online and engaging in other
forms of fraud.
Phishing emails from entities posing as the World Health Organization or the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Malicious websites and apps that appear to share Coronavirus-related information to
gain and lock access to your devices until payment is received.
Seeking donations fraudulently for illegitimate or non-existent charitable organizations.
Medical providers obtaining patient information for COVID-19 testing and then using
that information to fraudulently bill for other tests and procedures.

BROWN & COMPANY COVID-19 FRAUD INVESTIGATION SOLUTIONS
We use the knowledge gained through these activities to strengthen the financial and security
posture of our clients and reduce the vulnerability threat, fraud, waste, and abuse across all the
enterprise components with the cybersecurity enterprise IT operational boundaries. Brown &
Company provides resources, personnel, and services to accomplish:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity and Forensic Services
Cybersecurity Hunting Services
Cybersecurity Penetration and Vulnerability Testing Services
Cybersecurity Threat Intelligence and Management Services
Cybersecurity Threat and Incident Response Services
COVID-19 Fraud Outreach and Training Services

In response to the Continuity of Operations (COOP), IT Disaster Recover Plan, and Telecommuting
Challenges caused by COVID-19, Brown & Company delivers advanced cybersecurity services
across the enterprise to protect Federal, State, and Local Government IT systems by monitoring,
responding to, reporting cyber incidents and vulnerabilities, securing Internet gateways, and
providing value-added network and security services as requested.
Services can be delivered remotely from our facilities in Maryland and Virginia. Our facilities are
primarily in the Washington, DC metro area. Here, we maintain the flexibility and surge to
capacity capabilities to provide core business hours Standard of Coverage (SOC) and to meet any
threat scenario 24/7/365 as mission dictates.
Brown & Company cybersecurity services team functions within Cybersecurity Operations (CSO)
units that conducts proactive collection, analysis, and enhancement of cybersecurity intelligence,
threat research, testing the cyber security posture of systems, and searching for malicious activity
across the enterprise, with the goal of supporting, fortifying, and improving the knowledge,
responsiveness, and effectiveness of cybersecurity teams within HHS and the HPH sector.
Brown & Company provides National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) compliant
systems security engineering life-cycle oversight and management of the work performed under
its task orders for cybersecurity support services and will lead the execution of supporting
activities for the following government activities: We also determine compliance with Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) security requirements.

4391 Dayton-Xenia Road/ Beavercreek Ohio 45432 I 937-431-9431
Woman-Owned I Small Business / OASIS Pool 4 / GS00Q14OADS405
OASIS POOL 5b / GS00Q14OADS603 / OASIS Pool 6 / GS00Q14OADS704
Contact George S. Vlahos / STAS Executive Vice President/ 937-212-811 0
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The Elevon Design Studio is prepared to assist the US Federal
Government combat COVI D19 . The Elevon Design Studio is a creative group
of software developers, graphic desi gners, motion designers, and subject
matter experts who design innovative tools and training using easily adaptive
technologie s. Elevon has developed a series of solutions known as Agena.
Many of our DoD customers have adopted Agena tools to manage
collaborative organizational workspaces across multiple stakeholders and
automate many labor-intensive tasks. Agena combines
process aut omati on, repor ti ng, and data analytics to provide
immediate insight into current program operati ons. In
additi on, Agena can include inter acti ve, engaging, and
specialized on-demand user training tailored to critical
functi ons .
Customers adopting Agena tools report decreases in time to
complete tasks and increases in quality of products. Our
solution will enable Government health organizations to
maintain compliance with statutes, regulations, policies,
and guidance. It will also instantly manage and track results
of te sts , conduct asset management on healthcare suppli es,
and deliver real-time analysis of data to understand the outcomes of the Federal COVID-19 efforts. To reach the full potential of
today's business technologies, Agena implements the following features within existing browser and data management tools:

Process Automation:

Our solution proposes to automate document development, turning regulatory
documents into a library of "sections" logically organized into web forms. Each
section will be capable of being pre-loaded with approved standard language so
the team can focus their efforts on information that is specific to their unique
program. Once a section or document is complete, our solution will automate the
coordination cycle with comments being collected and resolved real-time
through the collaborative workspace. As each section is approved by the decision
authority, Agena can auto-populate other related documents, producing
efficiencies in user's time and document comple ti on. The COVID-19 crisis has
created significant data collection and reporting processes that are now
necessary to stay abreast of current information as
this emergency evolves. Agencies will need to know the
latest information quickly in order to provide timely
advisement to Government leaders. Through process
automation, information on COVID-19 will be collated and
coordinated expeditiously and dynamically presented to
leaders digitally . It is our vision that once multiple projects
have been executed through Agena, novel technologies
like predictive analysis and machine learning can enable
program offices to auto-draft complete packages for efforts
where historical requirements were similar. This capability
will continuously speed up the timeline to navigate an
entire process and incentivize a culture of standardization
and routine practices.

e eTAS

elevon

4391 Dayton-Xenia Road/ Beavercreek Ohio 45432 I 937-431-9431
Woman-Owned I Small Business / OASIS Pool 4 / GS00Q14OADS405
OASIS POOL 5b / GS00Q14OADS603 / OASIS Pool 6 / GS00Q14OADS704
Contact George S. Vlahos / STAS Executive Vice President/ 937-212-811 0
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Reporting Automation:

Automating a process and documentation establishes the environment necessary for automatic reporting and
tracking. With Agena, each project can be tracked and displayed at every step of its documentation process,
enabling every stakeholder on-demand access to real-time information for each project within their
responsibility. These displays can be delivered in multiple formats, i.e., Dashboards, PowerPoint slides, Word
Documents, etc. Automated reporting drastically reduces the person-hours
Dashboard
spent researching, integrating, de-conflicting, and formatting information
for the entire organization.
TOTH TRUNING COMPLETIONS

APR OS, 201'109:30

Localized Training:

E-learning offers staff members with instruction at the moment they
need it. The training modules and guidance are designed to be linked,
so a user can navigate to other sections as needed. Our solution delivers
practical, highly effective and engaging training through a combination of
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clear instruction, exciting graphics, and interactive motion design. It is
essential that training solutions be developed to assist workers on the
proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE), as well as instruction for social distancing guidelines, and other facets of
achieving healthy practices during a pandemic . By developing easy-to-follow and readily accessible training modules, agencies
will be able to disseminate instruction to larger populations of workers and citi zens. Staff members will gain a common
understanding of each organization's unique approach to
navigating a complex system, increasing the value of the
entire workforce.

Data Analytics:

Agena provides the organization data to improve
performance without requiring additional labor or losing
integrity of the process. Agena's collaborative workspace
enables tracking and logging of any activities completed in
our tool, creating metrics and providing insight into how the
organization is performing. Metrics are defined by the organization, and are collated to produce data analytic reports in the
form of graphs, charts, grids, etc. For example, metrics can be used to identify persistent problems in the organization and
aide in determining root cause analysis, tracking Customer Relationship Management results to assess how well the teams
are collaborating with functional staff, as well as, track time at each phase of a process to determine process delays or
progres s. Workplace data that is critical to monitor includes average distances between workspaces on any given day;
placement of employees within office spaces; and PPE locations and stock. Agena can easily compare current and historical
metrics to identify trends, evaluate a process change, and can even assist in providing staff performance metrics for awards
and recognition.

Finally, we are attentive to cybersecurity vulnerabili ti es. That is
why Agena uses Browser-Based technology using open source
programming languages such as HTML, CSS3, and JavaScript.
Our tools are accessed securely without gaining access to the
end user's operating system. Technical specifications simply
require an online or cloud environment to host Agena and an
Internet Service Provider to connect users.
www.btas.com
Do Not Distribute

For Government Use Only

Rapid Covid-19 paper-based infection test
BTS | Mantle Biotech R&D | Dr. Eric Miller (Principal Investigator)

System Diagram – Vertical Flow Assay
Au NP

rcSso7d #1

Layer
Sample
addition
Conjugate
storage
Incubation
Capture/
test readout
Wash

rcSso7d #2

Wick pad

Testing will determine if nasal swab, saliva, or blood is
best sample type. Form factor will support any of them.

Differentiators
• 10-minute, paper-based diagnostic for active COVID-19 infection that
detects the SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein
• Administered with no training or specialized skills- patient can selfadminister test
• Can add COVID-19 “spike protein” test for redundancy
• Direct detection of viral proteins– no specialized equipment involved
or sample preparation (no RNA extraction kit needed)
• No refrigeration or specialized equipment required
• Consistent performance out to 4 months dry storage at over 100
degrees Fahrenheit; strong signal even after 3 years
• No supply chain issues restricting test kit development
• 10-liter fermentation vessel can produce enough reagent for ~5
million tests – highly scalable production
• Same approach with different reagents results in test strips to detect
other viruses (Dengue, Malaria, Zika, TB, etc.)

BTS Software Solutions

Technical Rationale and Approach
• Stable protein core isolated from bacteria native to hot springs
• Built large library of variants (>1.5B); can rapidly screen for highly
specific and highly sensitive variants per indication
• Sensitive detection demonstrated for TB, Zika
• Variants sensitive and specific to SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein identified
and purified; ability to add COVID-19 spike protein within 3 weeks
• Utilizes rapid, high-yield bacterial expression system; manufacturing
processes at scale with one reagent established
• Iterate on the design/technical performance while manufacturing
capacity is being put in place
• New reagents for new viruses straightforward
• Collect and store patient data at point of test using web app (v1- no
PHI/HIPAA; v2- add PHI collection, QRCode on strips)
Copyright 2020

CONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARY

Team organization, milestones and schedule
•
•
•
•

BTS Prime (Program Management)/ Mantle Biotech R&D
Mantle developed tech over 7 years at MIT
BTS has contracts with DARPA, BARDA, Army, NSA
Team is talking to groups in Singapore, Boston, and New York with
sources of clinical specimens (COVID-19+ and COVID-19-) and labs
with the appropriate biosafety classification

•
•
•
•

Mid-May - Clinical Validation (TRL 5)
June - Clinical Validation on a real-world prototype (TRL 6)
July - Mass production
Main deliverables:
• Ten-minute paper-based COVID – 19 test
• Data collection/reporting system

Point of Contact: erich.Izdepski@unleashbts.com
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C & T S O L U T I O N S, L L C
IMPROVING CITIZEN SERVICES

Hetel Patel
Managing Partner
410-236-9080
hpatel@gocttech.com
C&T Solutions
20 F St NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20001
410-236-9080
gocandt.com
♦ DCAA Audited Accounting
♦ Secret Facility Clearance
♦ 100% of consultants have
one or more certifications:
Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (CISSP)
Certified Authorization Professional
(CAP) IT Service Management
Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) Foundations
Microsoft Certified Solution Developer
(MCSD)
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer
(MCSE)
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP)
Oracle Certified Database
Administrator
Oracle Certified Professional (OCP)

Oracle Certified Professional
Project Management Project
Management Professional (PMP)

Quality Software Engineer
SCRUM Master

C&T Solutions, LLC is a Small Business Administration (SBA) approved
joint venture (JV) participating in the SBA 8(a) Mentor-Protégé program.
C&T consists of CSS Federal (protégé), a current participant in the 8(a)
program and Tantus Technologies (mentor), a graduate of the 8(a)
program. C&T provides 8(a) credit and Small Business credit. Founded in
2015, C&T is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

CUSTOMERS
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS)
Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC)
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Department of Education (ED)
Department of Energy (DOE)
Department of Justice (DOJ)
Department of State (DOS)
Department of Transportation (DOT)

Export-Import Bank of the United
States (EXIM)
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Office of Personnel Management
(OPM)
Small Business Administration (SBA)

COVID-19 DEMONSTRATED CAPABILITY
Using Joint Application Development
(JAD) techniques and rapid
prototyping, C&T developed an
emergency ServiceNow® scoped
application to implement the ability
for COVID-19 volunteers to be
matched for support requests across
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS). A public front-end
form allowed volunteers to submit
applications while another form
allowed managers to request
additional staff for support.
Additionally, C&T leveraged the
ServiceNow® back-end platform to
assist the COVID-19 response team
in matching volunteers’ applications
to requests for support from across

CMS in order to:
♦ Host volunteer applications &
data.
♦ Host requests for support.
♦ Notify volunteers & requesters of
successful form submission.
♦ Prompt managers by email to
approve volunteer applicants.
♦ Allow the team to filter volunteers
by data fields e.g., relevant skills,
center, or office when matching.
♦ Link the volunteer repository and
the request for support repository,
which allowed the COVID-19 team
to assign specific volunteers to
specific requests for support,
matching them to the need and
updating their status from
“Available” to “Detailed.”

CONTRACT & FACTS
ISO 20000

SB Pool 1
Contract 47QRAD20D1199
Contract End 12/19/2024

NAICS 541330
DUNS 080073493
CAGE 7HN02

Copyright © C&T Solutions, LLC 2021. All Rights Reserved.

Cadmus Concourse JV

CADMUS CONCOURSE JV COVID-19
RESPONSE AND RECOVERY SUPPORT
CADMUS CONCOURSE JV, LLC HOLDS OASIS SB POOL 1—47QRAD20D1081—
MANAGEMENT/SCIENTIFIC/
TECHNICAL SERVICES

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged nations in ways we
have not seen in our lifetime. Cadmus Concourse JV (Cadmus/
Concourse) is well-positioned to support our federal, state, local,
tribal, territorial, and private sector partners to develop and
implement effective solutions addressing these extraordinary
challenges. What sets us apart is our multidisciplinary team of fieldtested, results-oriented scientists, operational staff, policy analysts,
resilience experts, emergency managers, and engineers. We bring
expertise across a number of domains including emergency
management, public health, environmental policy, water security,
energy, and business resilience. We stand ready to assist with your
most pressing COVID-19-related needs.
Cadmus/Concourse has helped our clients confidently prepare for
the full range of threats and hazards—from COVID-19 and pandemic
planning to hurricanes, power outages, and cyberattacks. Through
a highly collaborative approach, we assess risks, provide scientific
advisory services, create plans, develop resilience strategies, train
and deploy response teams, and conduct realistic exercises and
draft real-world after-action reports (AARs) to assess readiness and
provide tangible solutions to improve organizational resilience.

Proven Public Health Emergency
Response Experience
Cadmus/Concourse has supported multiple high-profile
deployments to the field to assist with process improvement and
continuous improvement for public health emergencies. For both
the 2014 Ebola Virus Disease and 2020 COVID-19 outbreaks,
our team deployed to U.S. international ports of entry to monitor
and assist with training those involved in passenger screening
operations. Our staff understand how to operate in disaster
environments, build trust with personnel on the ground, and work
the long hours required to achieve the mission.

SELECTED CADMUS/
CONCOURSE COVID-19
EXPERIENCE
DHS CWMD COVID-19 Response
Operations: Supported various
offices in training, exercises, and
biosurveillance.
FEMA COVID-19 Support:
Provided quick-turn analytical
and mission support to help the
agency and stakeholders across
the whole community respond to
COVID-19 operations.
EPA COVID-19 Support: Helped
the Water Security Division
deliver critical COVID-19 planning
and response information to
stakeholders.
Other Federal Government
Agencies Support: Varied
activities for COVID-19 response
operations.

CADMUS/CONCOURSE
STANDS READY TO
EFFECTIVELY SUPPORT
ALL OASIS CONTRACT
NEEDS
For more information on
COVID-19 offerings, please
contact Nitin Natarajan,
Principal, Public Health Security.
Phone: 703.247.6180
Email: Nitin.Natarajan@
cadmusgroup.com

What We Do
Health Security
Advance health security and resilience to
save lives
Cadmus/Concourse offers a dynamic combination of
scientific experts across a number of public health domains
along with experts who have been involved in pandemic
preparedness at the federal and state levels for decades.
Cadmus/Concourse supports clients in public health and
healthcare emergency preparedness, emergency response,
data science, communications, and homeland security.
We support deployments nationwide for emerging public
health needs—often with less than 24 hours’ notice. We help
clients craft realistic and effective plans, training, exercises,
strategies, doctrine, and communications campaigns that
take all critical perspectives into account.

Planning, Training, and Doctrine
Plan for the future while navigating today’s
threat environment
Cadmus/Concourse offers a deep understanding of best
practices and analytical rigor in preparing for natural
disasters and terrorism, and innovative thinking supporting
readiness at all levels. We ensure that our clients’ planning,
training, and doctrine are suited for increasingly complex and
demanding environments.

Exercises and Real-World After-Action Reports
Inspire confidence with realistic and challenging
crisis simulations
We help a wide range of clients unlock their organizations’
abilities to think creatively and resolve complex challenges
with our leading experts in emergency management,
pandemic planning, medical countermeasures, and
crisis decision-making. We are consistently called upon
to coordinate the nation’s most significant AAR efforts,
including the unprecedented 2017 Hurricane Season
and Las Vegas Shooting/1 October AAR. We are often
supporting incidents in real time, as with the COVID-19
response.

All-Hazard Preparedness
Be decisive and effective during crisis
To ensure readiness and resilience, Cadmus/Concourse
works with clients to understand their risks, develop training
and exercises, engage partners, and conduct effective,
comprehensive planning. Our multidisciplinary expertise
helps our clients confront the full range of threats and
hazards.

Policy, Program, and Risk Assessment
Use data and analysis to point the way to
your desired outcomes
Cadmus/Concourse helps our clients understand policy
implications and program effectiveness by employing
rigorous, data-driven analysis. Combining knowledge of realworld hazards with expertise in quantitative and qualitative
analytical methodologies, Cadmus/Concourse has developed
a suite of custom tools and techniques to objectively evaluate
security-related policies, programs, and risks.

Climate Security, Adaptation, and Resilience
Adapt strategically to enhance your resilience
Cadmus/Concourse provides a full suite of strategic, technical,
and modeling expertise to enable our clients to evaluate risks and
vulnerabilities, water and energy security, green infrastructure,
building codes and design standards, greenhouse gas inventories,
alternative and renewable energy, and grid resilience. We then help
create tailored solutions to prepare, adapt, and thrive in an evolving
landscape.

Business Resilience/Continuity Planning
Be ready for the next crisis
Cadmus/Concourse helps international business and government
leaders explore, develop, and improve their resilience through
response planning, practical training, crisis-simulation exercises, and
comprehensive risk assessment. Recent emergencies coupled with
the changing threat environment have emphasized the importance
of effective Continuity of Operations (COOP) planning for the whole
community. For COVID-19, Cadmus/Concourse recognizes response
is stretching and testing organizations in unexpected ways. While
response activities are still underway, we can assist organizations in
beginning to understand and document how the systems performed
and to update their continuity planning accordingly.

Who We Serve
From federal government agencies to states, and Fortune 500
companies to major utilities, we’re honored to have helped the best
to become even better. A selection of our recent clients includes:
• U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS)

• U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)

• U.S. DHS/Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)

• U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)

• U.S. DHS/Countering Weapons
of Mass Destruction Office
(CWMD)

• U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID)

• U.S. Department of Defense/
NORTHCOM
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

• NYC Emergency Management
• Virginia Department of
Emergency Management
• Investor Owned Utilities

IF YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE THE
EXTRAORDINARY, WE WANT TO HELP
Cadmus is a strategic and
technical consultancy compelled
to helpsolve the world’s most
challenging problems.
We assemble outstanding teams
of leading experts who work
seamlessly across disciplines to
help you achieve extraordinary
results.

From safety, security,
and resilience to
energy, water, and
transportation—together,
we are strengthening
society and the natural
world.

Want to know more? To learn more about Cadmus and our
areas of expertise, visit cadmusgroup.com

OASIS COVID-19 Response Support Capabilities

COVID-19

HELPING AGENCIES RESPOND

TO UNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES

Cape Fox Federal Integrators

Cape Fox Federal Integrators
is a proud subsidiary of Cape
Fox Corporation, an Alaska
Native Corporation (ANC) that
controls multiple small
disadvantaged businesses
and 8(a) certified subsidiaries.
Each subsidiary has one
strategic purpose in mind –
to grow and maintain a
strong foundation by
managing financial and land
resources to provide immediate
and long term economic,
education, and cultural
benefits to our 300 Tlingit
Shareholders living in rural
areas near Ketchikan, Alaska.

Cape Fox Federal Integrators and the Cape Fox family
of subsidiaries are committed to providing fully
responsive, highly adaptable, and superior quality
services to support on-going Government response
efforts to COVID-19.
As the number of coronavirus cases climbs exponentially, it is
imperative for agencies to take bold actions to preserve the
safety and health of their workforce and build their agency’s
resilience. At Cape Fox, we are working with various agencies to
manage the impact of COVID-19 on all aspects of their
operations. Our support ranges from screenings by skilled
healthcare professionals to providing forward-thinking workforce
management initiatives to senior leadership, positioning the
agency to thrive in a new normal.

OASIS

SM

SB Pool 1
Alaska Native Corporation
SBA Certified 8A

SBA Certified Small
Disadvantaged Business

One Acquisition Solution
for Integrated Services

CRITICAL RESPONSE SERVICES
Security Services

▲

▲

▲

Support clinical trials and research studies in
various medical, operational, and administrative capacities
Implement open source data analytics for
infectious disease surveillance, policy
decision support, and social impact
Perform laboratory support functions
including experiment design, animal care,
data/results analysis, safety engineering
reviews, supply procurement and inventory
Provide biosafety and other specialized
training services

▲

Infrastructure Support
▲

▲

▲

▲▲

▲

▲
▲

▲▲

▲

▲

▲
▲▲

Deliver network design and integration
services to provide network capacity for
unclassified and secure environments
Develop and implement engineering
solutions for reconfiguring old equipment or
upgrading site infrastructure
Conduct site surveys to assess equipment
inventory, network configurations, space,
HVAC, electrical, lighting, circuits, and
demarcation locations
Remove, replace, and augment cabling
Configure switches, routers, firewalls, crypto
devices, and install software for workstation
images, server images, and support devices
Provide IT and cybersecurity professionals
with industry standard certifications (CISSP,
CCNP, Security+, MSCE)

Surge Staffing
▲

Janitorial Services
▲

▲
▲

▲▲

Provide daily, weekly, and monthly
scheduling options
Clean and disinfect offices and common areas
Perform carpet/upholstery cleaning and floor
maintenance

Provide recruiting and personnel placement
services for any staffing requirement
Maintain staffing pipelines of candidates for
quick fill positions
Perform administrative/clerical support such
as data entry, drafting correspondence, and
assembling report information in support of
Government response programs

▲

▲

▲

Provide lifecycle logistics support for supply
chain acquisitions and inventory management
Ensure sustained supplies of critical items
during periods of national emergency, armed
conflict, or major humanitarian efforts
Resolve supplier delivery issues and track
orders through delivery
Manage shipping and receiving functions for
receipt of materials and supplies
Assess current and future logistics posture
Provide secure warehousing capabilities

Provide unarmed security guard staffing to
cover various shifts
Perform temperature monitoring of
individuals entering the facility
Serve as crowd control to monitor and
enforce social distancing requirements

Scientific Support
▲

▲

Logistics Services

▲

▲

Triage calls, screen individuals,
schedule COVID-19 testing, and provide
recommendations for next steps
including quarantine using online intake
portal and telephonic call stations
Provide community resources for medical,
financial, or other support needs
Maintain connection with remote work
forces
Deliver 24/7 manning capabilities
Assist with help desk troubleshooting

▲

▲

Call Center/Customer Assistance

▲

▲

Provide qualified and competent medical
staffing, including physicians, nurses, and
other ancillary providers to deliver
comprehensive patient treatment in hospital
and clinic settings
Coordinate health education programs to
communicate safety/health risks and
protective measures
Support employee wellness and occupational health initiatives
Perform pre-placement, work-related injury,
viral illness, and psychological examinations
Evaluate worker’s ability to return to work or
need for reevaluation or quarantine

▲

Medical Solutions

Contribute budget formulation inputs,
budget execution, associated reporting and
support, and control of financial records and
payments
Coordinate virtual meeting logistics including
registration, materials, and A/V needs

Past Performance
DHA Medical
Q-Coded Services
NIH Scientiﬁc, Technical &
Other Professional Services
USAF RPA SOC Installation,
Warehouse, & Field
Maintenance Site Support
NIH Occupational Medical
Services, Safety Engineering
& Biorisk Support
USAID Human Capital
& Talent Management
DLA Technical & Functional
Medical Readiness
FDA Occupational Health
Services
USARC Family Readiness
Support Services
BIA Unarmed Security Guard
Services
USCG Janitorial Services

Note - As an ANC, past performance for
corporate affiliates apply under a meaningful
involvement determination based on the
sharing of organizational leadership, program
management, and recruiting capabilities.
References and additional past performance
information available upon request.

Point of Contact
Michael R. Kershner - President
d 703.686.2444
c 571.719.8574
OASISSB@capefox-fi.com

KEY INFORMATION

CAGE 57MH3

▲

▲

Certified SBA 8(a) 2012

DUNS 828427125

▲

▲

100% Tribally-Owned ANC

NAICS 541611 - primary

▲

▲

Founded 2010

▲

▲

Cape Fox Federal Integrators, LLC

OASIS 47QRAD20D1033 (SB Pool 1)

7050 Infantry Ridge Road
Manassas VA 20109
p 703.530.9523 f 703.369.1230

capefox-fi.com

Copyright© 2020. All rights reserved. Cape Fox Federal Integrators, logo, and icon are owned by Cape Fox Federal Integrators, llc. Cape Fox Federal Integrators is a proud subsidiary of Cape Fox
Corporation. No part of this material may be reprinted or duplicated without the written consent of Cape Fox Federal Integrators, llc.
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Catapult Consultants, LLC
SNAPSHOT
OASIS SB Pool 2 Prime
Top Secret Facility Clearance
DCAA Compliant Accounting
Small Business Under $15 M
DUNS: 121827260

CONTRACTS
PRIME BPA

HHS - Program Support Center (PSC)
GSA - OASIS SB Pool 2
GSA - Professional Services Schedule
(PSS)
((PSS) (MOBIS and FABS)

CATAPULT CONSULTANTS, LLC
Professional Services and Management Consulting
COVID Assistance and Response
CYBER
SECURITY,
ANALYTICS, &
DEVELOPMENT
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DHS,
DISA, DPJ, FBI,
USPS

SUBCONTRACTOR BPA

OASIS Pool 1
CMS SPARC
USCYBERCOM Omnibus
Army - RS3
CIO-SP3
I2S
NGA MOJAVE
Un(U
ifo
m) Program Integrity Contractor
PIrC

REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
USMC, USAF
DOJ, HUD

CUSTOMERS

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS)
Department of Homeland Security
(DHS)
Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA)
Department of Justice (DOJ)
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI)
Health and Human Services (HHS)
United States Air Force (USAF)
United States Marine Corps (USMC)
United States Postal Service (USPS)
United Stated computer Emergency

www.catapultconsultants.com
2011 Crystal Dr Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22202
Joshua Bogart, CEO
jbogart@catapultconsultants.com
(703) 864-5200 (cell)

Full Range of cyberspace operations from network
analysis and threat reporting to incident response

CYBER ENGINEERING:

Developing and leveraging new technologies and
solutions across cyberspace and in health
databases

CYBER ANALYTICS:

Developing analytics to identify program
anomalies, outliers, and efficiency enhancement
opportunities

PROGRAM INTEGRITY:

Federal oversight of nationwide and state programs
to ensure provider compliance with regulations to
identify fraud, waste, and abuse

AUDIT READINESS AND REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE:

Assist agencies with audit readiness, A-123,
financial improvement and regulatory compliance

REGULATORY REMEDIATION:

Leverage audit readiness and compliance skillsets
in remediating regulatory gaps

DATA
ANALYTICS
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
USMC, DOJ, FBI

PREDICTIVE, DIAGNOSTIC, & DESCRIPTIVE:

Historical and future trend identification to reveal
patterns and anomalies in data, such as threat,
frauds, waste, and abuse

DATA INTEGRATION:

Mapping and integrating structured and
unstructured data sets for use and analysis

DATA VISUALIZATION:

Historical and real time pattern monitoring to
reveal data anomalies

Response Team (US CERT)

CONTACT

COMPUTER NETWORK DEEFENSE:

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
DHS, USMC, DOJ,
HUD

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS:

Program and project management using
frameworks for planning, controlling, executing,
and completing federal projects and administrative
programs

Capabilities
Statement

Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs

Coronavirus | COVID-19 Response Support
Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS110 | SB Pool 1

In the effort against the COVID-19 pandemic, federal agencies deserve the most
renowned, reliable and responsive teams at their side to achieve critical missions.
During times of major emergencies and/or disasters, you need an experienced team to
handle every detail, from advanced planning and prevention management to response,
recovery, community support and continuity of operations. Cherokee Nation Strategic
Programs (CNSP) has the necessary experience to provide responsive support around
the globe. CNSP delivers mission critical, often times lifesaving services to those in
need, without exceptions.

DISASTER RESPONSE
CAPABILITIES

CHEROKEE
PERFORMANCE
EXAMPLES

VALUE STATEMENT

Augmentation of
Contracting Support

DTRA

With the ability to rapidly execute and put in place COVID-19 research and development
contracts; CNSP provides senior level (Level III) contract support services within the R&D
division of Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) primarily in response to J9 (Civil Military)
requirements.

Program Management
Support

DHS

Highlighting our ability to provide outstanding Program Management; CNSP was awarded the
2017 Small Business Achievement Award for outstanding work in support of the Department of
Homeland Security.

AFCEC

To facilitate community rebuilding and quality assurance during disaster relief; CNSP has
supported the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC) and Facility Engineering Directorate
(CF). We have teams of several dozen construction quality assurance professionals and
construction managers that ensure construction quality on behalf of the Air Force’s $10B active
construction spend.

USA DVBIC

With the ability to rapidly execute and deliver COVID-19 public communication support; CNSP
was awarded the 2018 Platinum Digital Awards for Best Digital Marketing and Best Web- Based
Production in support of The Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center as a part of the U.S.
Military Health System.

Construction Managers,
Certified Architects &
Engineers (Non A&E)

Marketing & Public
Communications Support

GIS Support

AGC SETA, NOAA,
USGS, USDA

As a thought leader in Geospatial Information Systems, CNSP can use GIS and data analytics
to maximize its observations in information analytics. For instance, Cherokee assists National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) by constructing detailed maps based on
drone observations, combined with predictive analyses _ enabling the agency to provide
improved flood predictions and warnings.

Health Services

AFHSB, USDA

Directly relevant to the COVID-19 epidemic, CNSP deploys teams of epidemiologists to
study disease outbreaks across the globe for planning and preparation of troop deployment.
Provided 50 vets within days to manage Avian Flu quarantine and cleanup across the country.

Unmanned Systems
(UXS)

NOAA

CNSP utilizes UXS to significantly improve the forecasting of hurricane tracks, and their
intensity, by up to 15 percent. This knowledge gives residents and public safety officials in
a hurricane’s path more time to protect their property and evacuate threatened areas, while
providing more confidence to those who will not be affected, saving time and money when
evacuations are not necessary.

With five years of experience as an OASIS prime contractor, Cherokee Nation Strategic
Programs has the proven leadership structure, institutional knowledge and resources to
assist government clients with their strategic and operational missions. CNSP understands
the processes and best practices to manage natural disasters with a holistic approach by
supporting the technology, tools and methodologies that enable disaster response organizations
to systematically manage information from multiple sources and collaborate effectively to assist
those in need, mitigate damage and help communities rebuild.

cherokee-cnsp.com

Building. Solving. Serving.
Rapid Response Past Performance
Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs is equipped to respond rapidly and reliably to COVID-19 in ways that few federal contractors
begin to approach. CNSP brings the power of 30 federally focused sister companies to support a wide array of capabilities during this
unprecedented time. These capabilities include the following areas:
INTELLIGENCE

TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES

MEDICAL SERVICES

LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

ENGINEERING
SERVICES

Geospatial Intelligence

Data Management

Training & Education

Restoration

Vital Disease

Construction
Management

Rapid Prototyping

Law Enforcement

Enterprise Systems

Logistics Support

Environmental Quality

Surgical Research

Design Engineering

Engineering Services

Human Intelligence

Network Support

Facilities Support/
Custodial/Janitorial
Services

Environmental &
Geological Research

Vaccine Development

Asset Management

Test & Evaluation

Business Intelligence

Web Design

Program Management

Resource Management

Clinical Trials

Data Management

Independent Verification
& Validation

Financial Forensics

Environmental Liabilities

Financial Management

Cost Estimating

Technology Insertion

Data Management

Program Management

Cost & Schedule
Management

Warehouse Operations

Network Security

Information Technology

Strategic Planning
Communications

Helpdesk

Quality Assurance/Quality
Control

Information Operations

Unmanned Systems

Human Resources

Cost Estimating

Epidemiology

Planning & Programming

Depot Level Maintenance

Intelligence, Surveillance
& Reconnaissance

Risk Management
Framework

Administrative

Cost & Schedule
Management

Bio Surveillance

Acquisitions &
Sustainment

Systems Integration

Psychological Operations

Programming

Policy & Planning

Planning, Programming,
Budget & Execution

Lab Support

Facility Management

Supply Chain/Distribution

Battlespace Awareness

Mobile App Development

Supply Chain
Management

Root Cause Analysis

Psychological/Trauma

Physical Security

Field Team/ Modifications

Identity Intelligence

Cybersecurity

Financial Management

Base Realignment &
Closure Activities

Military Medical Health
Readiness

Technical Reachback

Life Cycle Management

Ready to Serve
CNSP is an established company with the expertise and resources to handle large and small task orders. It offers a more efficient,
cost-effective way to accomplish your critical mission by focusing on these core deliverables:
• An improvement in delivery of business

• Rapid task-order startup

• Competitive, fair & transparent pricing

• Secure facilities and resources to service mission-critical
contracts

• In-house mature “back office” resources
• Involvement/access to executive & senior management
• Quickly transition work & incumbent employees

• Technical solutions, expertise & staff
• Teaming with industry partners (both large & small)

Rapid Mobilization: Tribal 8(a) Contracting Benefits
• Contracts are awarded rapidly for quick-turn acquisition & purchasing
• 13 CFR 124.506(b) provides no limit on contract dollar amount to tribal 8(a) companies
• Direct award ceiling, without J&A, up to $22 million
• For DoD agencies, direct award ceiling, without J&A, up to $100 million – per the revision of Section 811 of the NDAA
• Unlimited direct award ability with approved J&A requirements
• Tribal 8(a) sole source awards are not protestable
• Streamlined process allows for administrative cost savings
Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs is part of Cherokee Federal — a team of tribally owned federal contracting companies focused on
building solutions, solving complex challenges, and serving America’s mission both domestically and abroad for more than 60 federal
clients. These companies manage nearly 1,000 federal projects across the construction, consulting, engineering & manufacturing,
health and technology portfolios.

Call today to put CNSP to work for you.
Peter Harrell | OASIS SB – Program Manager (COPM)
703.403.4137
peter.harrell@cherokee-federal.com
cherokee-federal.com
V1040720

COVID-19 Capabilities
DUNS 080160156 | CAGE 7JW16
Small Business Pool 1 | Contract No. 47QRAD20D1116
Chickasaw Aerospace, LLC

Chickasaw Aerospace, LLC is a tribally-owned 8(a) small
disadvantaged business and proud member of the Chickasaw
Nation Industries, Inc. (CNI) family of companies. We
deliver subject matter expertise deeply rooted in over 150+
years of Active, Reserve, and National Guard military
logistics and contingency operations. Traditionally, we
couple our subject matter expertise with agile, cost efficient
solutions to provide long-term, sustainable logistics
capability that enhances overall mission readiness in support
of the American Warfighter. However, in the wake of the
pandemic, these capabilities can be leveraged to treat and
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

MANUFACTURING
To help combat the
anticipated shortage
of hospital beds, we
have dedicated one of
our
manufacturing
facilities to focus
solely
on
the
production
of
medical/triage beds. We are manufacturing two models, a one
position standard bed and an adjustable incline bed up to 45
degrees. Our beds are 100% made in the USA (Marietta, OK)
and made to last. Constructed from A36 Steel with 1 ¼” steel
pipe railing and a powder-coat finish, these beds are sturdy.
Bolt together design allows for quick assembly and teardown.
Beds are stackable for easy storage and transportation.
Available with or without the mattress. Dimensions: 36”W x
74”L x 17”H.
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
We are actively engaging our supply chains to supplement
the critical need for medical supplies and personal protective
equipment (PPE). We can provide 100% made in USA
(Wood Dale, IL) hand sanitizer, in bulk supply and ready to
ship. The product is EPA certified, Quaternary Ammonium
Chloride Sanitizer available in gallon or drum sizes. This
sanitizer has been independent laboratory certified to be
99.9% effective. Testing results are shown here.
Description
HAND BEFORE
HAND AFTER
COUNTER TOP BEFORE
COUNTER TOP AFTER
INT DOOR HANDLE BEFORE
INT DOOR HANDLE AFTER

APC (35°C) (CFU/swab)
6600
<10
870
10
100000
<10

Other supplies that we can source include KN95 masks (not
NIOSH certified), gloves, isolation gowns, protective
coveralls, ventilators, and medical grade temporal
thermometers.

FACILITIES

Over the past two decades, CNI companies have completed
more than 500 projects valued at over $150M in support of
facilities sustainment, restoration, and modernization
initiatives. This capability includes:
• Utilities
• Vertical & Horizontal
Construction
• Network Cabling
• Building Renovations
• HVAC
• Fire Suppression Systems
• Equipment
• Temporary Structures
Procurement &
Installation
• Furniture, Fixtures, &
Equipment
This capability can easily
be extended to enhance
the COVID-19 treatment
capacity through building
conversions (hotels and
arenas
converted
to
hospitals)
and
or
construction of temporary
structures to facilitate
field hospitals.

STAFF AUGMENTATION
We understand that this is an “all hands on deck” scenario for
healthcare professionals nation-wide. As such, we can help
augment your staff to support surging demand. CNI has been
facilitating medical support contracts for the U.S. Army and
U.S. Air Force since 2001 across 86 unique CONUS and
OCONUS installations. These contracts have a consolidated
award value of over $288 million comprising of 2,158 FTE
positions. Personnel that could prove beneficial to the Covid19 fight include:
• Physicians
• Transcriptionists
• Registered Nurses
• Psychologists
• Surgeons
• Psychiatrists
• Ancillary Technicians
• Social Workers
• Administrators
• Pharmacists
The ability to staff medical professionals globally while
maintaining on-time fill rates and on-time replacement rates
above the AQL is a testament to our dedicated recruiting and
credentialing staff. This recruiting and credentialing team
provides the unique industry knowledge, proven
credentialing
processes,
and
competitive
market
compensation rate analysis to ensure that we source qualified
professionals on-time while maintaining cost and contractual
compliance.

Contact Us | Jeremiah Gideon Business Development Director | Jason Hardman VP, Business Development
(405) 253-8200 | www.Chickasaw.com | Defense@Chickasaw.com

Team Chimera

TEAM CHIMERA

Team Chimera COVID-19 Response
and Get Back to Work Initiatives

Team Chimera’s scientific and technical team provides
expertise in hazard preparedness (threat assessments and
training), mitigation (social distancing and hygiene
practices), response (mortuary and scientific laboratory
support), and recovery (decontamination). We have 50+
years of combined experience developing and executing
science-based risk mitigation plans, strategies, and training
programs in support of the critical missions of the
Department of State, Department of Defense, and
Department of Homeland Security. Our scientific and
technical team can assist our Nation in combatting COVID19 and reduce the risks of getting employees back to work.

COVID-19 RELATED
CAPABILITES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site, Work Process, and Workflow
COVID-19 Risk Assessments
Risk Mitigation Advice
Workforce Training
Decontamination
Continuity of Government
(COG)/Continuity of Operations
(COOP) Pandemic Exercises
Laboratory Retooling for High Volume
COVID-19 Testing

COVID-19 - Response
Workplace, Work Force, and Work Process COVID-19 Risk Assessments and Mitigation Strategies

Team Chimera can provide facility, workflow, and work process assessments to identify potential risks
related to COVID-19 and then recommend effective science-based mitigation strategies and
methodologies. We provide recommendations - from general cleaning and disinfection procedures to
workflow and process adjustments - giving leaders a range of options to lessen the risk of COVID-19 on
their workforce and operations. Our assessments show leaders how to keep their workforce safe and gives
the workforce confidence their leadership and organization are taking their health and well-being serious.

Laboratory Retooling for High-Volume COVID-19 Testing
There is currently a critical need for COVID-19 testing. Team Chimera has the expertise and capability to
assist the government in retooling existing laboratories for high-volume
COVID-19 testing. Many laboratories already have most of the
equipment needed to transition to high-volume operations. For example,
forensic laboratories have equipment such as biosafety cabinets, robotic
extraction instruments, and real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
instruments. Team Chimera can support the rapid retooling of these
laboratories for large scale COVID-19 testing responses, as well as with
laboratory staff support and training.

COVID19 - Preparedness – Get Back to Work Initiatives
The United States will flatten the COVID-19 curve, and soon thereafter, Federal, State, and Local
agencies and businesses will reopen and welcome back employees into the workplace. To prepare,
agencies and businesses must rethink the way employees work and must put in place protocols,
processes, and training plans to lessen the risk of a second wave of COVID-19.
Get Back to Work Covid-19 Risk Assessments and Mitigation Strategies
If your organization is currently teleworking and you are concerned how your workforce will return to full
capacity, Team Chimera can help you and your staff plan, prepare, and get back to work safely. We can
assist businesses and agencies now to better prepare for when they will return to work. We can provide site
assessments and recommendations on the most effective methodologies and strategies giving leaders a
range of options to lessen COVID-19 risks to their workforce and impacts on their operations. We can help
organizations be certain when the time arrives, they are ready to return to work in the safest manner possible.

TEAM CHIMERA

Team Chimera COVID-19 Response
and Get Back to Work Initiatives

Senior Level COVID-19 Pandemic Themed Continuity of Government / Business Table-Top Exercises.
Over the last three years, Team Chimera has designed, developed, executed, and facilitated numerous
exercises and wargames featuring an escalating biological crisis that ultimately resulted in a global pandemic.
The ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic identified gaps that simulated scenarios can fill by highlighting
organizational challenges and areas for improvement in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. These
events range from basic, one day workshops to complex, multi-day events with participants from all levels of
agencies and organizations.
Leadership and Work Force Training
Team Chimera provides training and educational strategies to help reduce the
risk to your workforce on the job. Team Chimera provides training that will
assist your personnel to implement the best practices in the workplace to limit
COVID-19 transmission risk. While it is impossible to control what your
personnel do on their own time, their personal habits and social interactions are
critical elements of protecting your workforce. Team Chimera provides training
that will assist your personnel in following procedures and developing the habits
that will lead to less risk at your workplace.
Some of our Current Customers and Contracts
Department of State Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Training and Logistics
Provides CBRN/WMD threat assessments at every US Embassy, Consulate, and other Diplomatic Missions
located throughout world; trains more than 25,000 diplomats, other civilians, military members, and foreign
nationals per year on CBRN/WMD response and mitigation.
Federal Emergency Management Agency National Exercise Design and Control Team
Provides focused Exercise Design and Control support for FEMA exercises including exercise planning
management, required documentation development, and exercise conduct and control coordination.
Naval Special Warfare Group CBRN-D Training and Analysis
Provides highly specialized training to US Special Operations Forces and SEAL Teams in chemical and
biological threats with advanced classroom, laboratory, and field level training support.
Armed Forces Medical Examiner Scientific, Technical, Administrative and Logistical Support Services
Provides highly-complex DNA and other laboratory support services as part of the medical-legal services
and emerging technologies essential for readiness, sustainability and survivability of service members.
Chimera Corporate and Contact Information
Chimera Enterprises International (Chimera) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business
established in 2006 and headquartered in Edgewood, MD. Chimera is a GSA Prime Contractor on OASIS
Small Business Pool 1 and the Professional Support Services Schedule. For more information contact:
Chimera Enterprises International
2893 Yost Ct
Edgewood MD 21040
Chimera-Enterprises.com
(410) 417-7501
OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD20D1005
PSS Contract #: 47QRAA18D0034

Jason Capelle (VP Business Development)
jcapelle@chimera-enterprsises.com
434.760.0992
Dave Iverson (President)
diverson@chimera-enterprises.com
443-739-8187

Concourse - Markon JV, LLC

SBA-Certified Mentor/Protégé Joint Venture
Concourse-Markon
JV, LLC
Concourse-Markon

Joint Venture’s Capabilities in Response to COVID-19

About Concourse-Markon Joint Venture
In 2016, Concourse Federal Group and Markon Solutions formed the ConcourseMarkon Joint Venture (CMJV) based on a longstanding and trusted partnership.
The goal was to build an exceptionally qualified team to support clients across
multiple markets with our capabilities. CMJV manages CONUS and OCONUS
projects with state-of-the-art tools and processes to deliver services that meet
or exceed client requirements.
CMJV has built partnerships specifically to support the diverse OASIS Pool 1
requirements, including requirements to address the COVID-19 response.
We offer proven solutions to help government agencies adjust to new world
conditions. The tools, techniques, methods, and processes summarized below
cross disciplines and geographies to make a positive impact on stakeholders.

Corporate Profile
Concourse-Markon Joint Venture, LLC
DUNS: 829828198
Cage Code: 7TDQ2
OASIS Small Business Pool 1 Contract
Number: 47QRAD20D1036
Corporate OASIS Program Manager:
Dan Jackson
Daniel.Jackson@markonsolutions.com

Decision Support
COBRA software provides a common operating picture coupled with integrated emergency
management and decision support tools, enabling users to rapidly see, understand, and
act in daily operations and major events with optimal situational awareness. It is currently
being used to support COVID-19 pandemic by over 50 military and civilian agencies for medical resource and hospital availability
tracking; trauma response; case geolocation and heat maps; information sharing and situation updates; real-time situational
awareness and resource requests; and personnel accountability and preparedness. One DoD client is using COBRA to provide
a common operating picture of the ongoing medical and epidemiological efforts, accountability for units and resources, and
resource request tracking to better allocate and respond to support requests from within their area of operations.
Brightidea is a management and decision support platform on which organizations host, submit, discuss,
and vote on ideas at the enterprise-level. Its use results in employee engagement at scale and rapid
collaboration on novel solutions, fostering an innovation culture to evaluate ideas. At this extraordinary
time, agencies can use Brightidea to collectively tap employee and stakeholder creative potential to
assist with COVID-19 responses and increase preparedness for future challenges.
Business Emergency Response Toolset (BERT) provides organizations with the ability to monitor, evaluate,
and make decisions in response to situations that disrupt normal operations and/or create a continuity of
operations condition. Visibility of personnel status, departments, programs, contracts, and core business
processes are all integrated to enable leadership decisions in a dynamic environment. Currently, an
intelligence community client is using BERT to track personnel under several wellness categories (COVID
exposure, elevated risk, symptomatic, hospitalized, recovered) and location categories (working on-site,
working off-site, teleworking, unable to work).

®

Concourse-Markon Joint Venture’s Capabilities in Response to COVID-19 (Continued)
Supply Chain
Supply Chain Risk Manager Tool uses a framework built on verified, clean data, and predictive
analysis via technology as well as decades of expertise. It allows optimization of supply chain
decision-making well beyond those made from simple illumination platforms. This tool, used
by DoD organizations, was implemented during the Ebola epidemic in West Africa. It measured
risk to the Government supply chain and formed actionable plans to ensure distribution of
appropriate supplies.
Commanders Emergency Response Program (CERP) Review and Reporting Tool (CRRT) tracks,
reports, and analyzes on-the-ground expenditures in pandemic operations and provides decisionmaking tools to avoid unnecessary expenses when opportunity costs are high. For a DoD client
in Afghanistan, this tool was rapidly customized and deployed, leading to millions of dollars in
savings in both direct financing and man-hours.
Industrial Base Management Process leverages real data to pinpoint potential weak nodes in critical supply chains. By triaging
the weak nodes, we better target preservation responses (i.e., direct financing, decision support, alternative logistics plans,
coaching) where they will have the most immediate and effective impact. Clients using this process include DoD, SBA, and DLA.
For the DoD, we aided direct node preservation activities for thousands of vendors worldwide creating communities of practice
and keeping critical supply chains intact.

Sensor Monitoring
SENTRY is a CBRNe warning and decision support system. It is informed by an integration of CBRNe
sensors with existing sensors for a comprehensive protection system that monitors multiple sensor
platforms in complex security and operating environments. SENTRY is a sensor agnostic software,
able to interface with Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) building systems through
IP or BACnet protocols, and various camera systems. SENTRY was integrated into the Pentagon’s
surveillance systems 18 years ago to continuously monitor indoor and outdoor environments.
Through dozens of monitoring cells, CBRN contaminants are detected to the parts per billion range
within seconds of occurrence based upon the sensors’ output. Automated signals then issue warnings to minimize exposure.
SenseNet, an Advanced Bio-threat Detection System, is a sustainable, low-cost approach to environmental
monitoring that reduces the potential impact of a biological incident by providing fast and reliable
detection and identification of a biological agent release. It is a “detect-to-mitigate” system, using
commercially available components, and converts the entire facility into a sensor.
SenseGuard™, a commercially available threat decision support system, is based upon the SENTRY Program. It provides
situational awareness across all threat environments by consolidating CBRN/CWMD and alarm data in one system that is visible
and accessible from any location or by mobile devices. It provides true “Hub and Spoke” monitoring of multiple site locations
reporting “Events” to a centralized monitoring location as well as local monitoring stations.

®

1900 Campus Commons Dr, Suite 100, Reston, VA 20191
(703) 307- 4644 | Fax: (703)940-0267
OASIS SB Pool 1 |Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1010
DUNS: 623587867 | CAGE: 4CQM8
Point of Contact: Sumeet Luthra
www.ConstellationInc.com

Constellation Capabilities and Assistance in Response to
COVID – 19
Introduction
Constellation is ready with the skills and personnel to support government program offices by rapidly
developing and implementing strategies, solutions, and responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. During this
stressful period, Constellation remains committed to providing quality support to government offices to ensure
operations continue uninterrupted and to relieve the strain on government personnel. Our
company dedicatedly provides resources and information, helping us stay connected
and prepared as we manage through this public health crisis together. The nature of
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the unprecedented effect on our nation’s economy, the
federal government, and our normal day-to-day operations demands us to be ready
and capable to respond quickly to this evolving situation.

Rapid Solutions from Qualified Personnel
Constellation understands the time-sensitive nature of the COVID-19 situation and the need to respond to the
changing business environment in the Washington, DC area quickly. Constellation will provide readily cleared
personnel, as nearly all employees have full clearance with DHS suitability or DoD clearances. Constellation’s
employees bring a wealth of federal consulting experience as they have demonstrated success at DHS
components FEMA, CBP, and CWMD over the past sixteen years.
Strategic Planning Pillars

Strategic Planning

Constellation possesses over a decade of experience with enforcement
and emergency management agencies such as CBP and FEMA,
developing strategic plans to deal with emergencies. Constellation has
and can develop continuity of operations plans, help program offices
respond to disaster scenarios, and rapidly implement changes to
business operations to meet mission goals. Constellation continues to
embrace modernization and will assist its government partner in
migrating towards a value-based process and program change.
Recognized by Gartner as a leader in strategy, architecture, and
planning, Constellation has helped global organizations assess maturity
across multiple dimensions to identify capability gaps based on their
needs and objectives. We expand our process management beyond

traditional approaches to include integration with other areas such as investment management, strategic planning,
and operations. Constellation uses repeatable processes to conduct gap assessments, discover, define, elaborate
and communicate the vision, develop clear roadmaps, provide necessary building blocks and assistance, measure
and manage effectivity to accelerate delivery and compliance while reducing project risks.

Program Management Office Support
Constellation works to understand your program and project needs within
your operational environment and business culture, then works to design and
implement a PMO to deliver the necessary support functions. Constellation
can develop, tailor, and apply industry best practices, tools, and templates
that support and mature program management to achieve rapid and
sustainable change. Constellation will proactively work with its stakeholders
to identify and monitor risks, actions, and program metrics, providing
decisionmakers with accurate and timely analysis giving them the ability to
change course to meet changing objectives and needs.

Risk Assessment and Management
Constellation can implement a flexible, agile, well-planned approach to
manage program risk while supporting the successful delivery of the
requirements. Our proactive approach to schedule and risk management will
strategically plan and evaluate risks more effectively to include risk
indicators per leadership’s priorities. We also know that collaboration and
productive stakeholder outreach are crucial to the successful delivery of
program needs. Drawing on our vast prior experience, we will
collaboratively work side by side with your team to manage tradeoffs and
engage stakeholders across and outside of the government.

Strategic Communication
Constellation’s communication specialists work to help program offices
develop Strategic Communication Plans, which are vital in reaching both
internal and external stakeholders. Constellation’s experience in developing
effective communication strategies and solutions will provide agencies
confidence they are reaching the right people with the right message.

Data Analytics / Predictive AI
Constellation’s work with data analytics and AI-based predictive analytics allows our clients to make
predictions on future outcomes based on historical data. Constellation uses analytics techniques such as
statistical modeling and machine learning to analyze big data, a crucial driver in managing programs with
nationwide impacts. Constellation’s approach to data analytics takes into account four key attributes providing
immediate insight into future outcomes: emphasis on prediction vs. historical reporting, rapid analysis of data,
emphasis on the business relevance of the ideas, and finally, the ease of use through dashboards and translation
into non-technical business terms.

COVID-19 MEDICAL CODING, AUDITING,
& FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
CONTACT
OASIS Program Manager
Jeffrey McCandless
President

jmccandless@cooperthomas.com

OASIS Contract Manager
Kathleen Strouse
CEO & Managing Member
ks@cooperthomas.com

Cooper Thomas, LLC
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20016
TEL 202.387.8366
FAX 202.588.8201
www.cooperthomas.com

DUNS 053490988
CAGE 3EMX5
OASIS SB Pool 2
47QRAD18D000A

COVID-19 is having a dramatic effect on the volume and types
of healthcare encounters and admissions straining existing
resources. Under OASIS SB Pool 2, Cooper Thomas specializes
in mid-revenue cycle management services, across all
specialties and settings.
• ICD-10-CM / PCS, CPT-4, HCPCS, E/M, APCs
• INPATIENT, OUTPATIENT, TELEMEDICINE, SURGERY,
REHAB
• CREDENTIALED MEDICAL CODERS, AUDITORS, and CDI
SPECIALISTS

Health Information Management
Our team of HIM professionals includes experienced,
credentialed coders, auditors, CDI staff, and project
managers. Cooper Thomas has staff available nationwide to
provide remote RCM support. We offer:
• Rapid response for on-going and surge support for
coding, auditing, and CDI functions
• Experience coding and auditing in all healthcare
settings including inpatient, outpatient, ED, skilled
nursing, rehab, telephone and telemedicine patient
visits
• Experienced coders & CDI specialists credentialed by
AHIMA or AAPC (RHIA, RHIT, CCS, CCS-P, CPC, CPC-H,
COC, CDEO)
• Expertise in all classifications and current coding
guidelines
• Experience using VA, DoD, and commercial EHRs and
encoders
• CDI supplemental staffing or outsourced program
management
• Inpatient and outpatient CDI Program & Audit Services
to achieve a demonstrable ROI

COVID-19 MEDICAL CODING, AUDITING,
& FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
COVID-19 Financial Management
Cooper Thomas is ready and positioned to respond to health
pandemic emergencies requiring focused program
management services including the following:
• Support for Federal agencies in standing up complex
limited-duration health-related projects
• Design and development of project dashboards to
monitor status of key metrics and critical milestones
• Tracking and monitoring project timelines and
budgets
• Tracking and assessing program efficacy
• Remote support for call center operations
• Specific and limited-duration procurement support
• Processing of project accounts payable to ensure that
approved expenditures and supporting
documentation are processed.
• Financial modeling to address scenario planning

ABOUT US
Since 2003, Cooper Thomas, LLC of Washington, DC, has supported Federal and commercial
clients with a range of health information management (HIM), project management, and
training services. We are the largest remote coding company for VA and code over 1
million encounters per year.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT:
JEFF MCCANDLESS
jmccandless@cooperthomas.com
202.465.8851
COOPER THOMAS, LLC
4200 WISCONSIN AVE. NW SUITE 500
WASHINGTON, DC 20016

HOW CORNER ALLIANCE CAN HELP
YOUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Corner Alliance

CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Corner Alliance has proven experience connecting and equipping the front lines of response and recovery from 9/11 to
Hurricane Katrina to the Ebola outbreak. For more than a decade, we have supported diverse Federal agencies (DHS,
FEMA, NIH, NIST, NTIA, FirstNet Authority) and many state and local government agencies with acquisition methods
that administer high-volume, national-impact programs across these services:
Grants Management
We have administered $2 billion+ across 2,000+
awardees with an ‘audit-proof’ approach across
economic resilience and communications programs.

Cloud-based, enterprise tools
and applications

Innovative Acquisition

We have developed high-impact tools for
healthcare and public safety leaders to support
information exchange with key partners and
enhance pandemic planning.

We have stood up grants, collaborative agreements,
and prize challenges to quickly and creatively solve
government’s toughest challenges.

Impact assessment and performance
measurement

Connecting the nation’s response
communities
We help FEMA Urban Search & Rescue maintain
and coordinate the national level supply chain
by coordinating with more than 28 nationwide
response teams to ensure critical medical,
operational, and communications equipment is
in the right place at the right time during surge
response.

We work with government leaders to identify Key
Performance Indicators that demonstrate the
outcomes and impact of their programs, including
a $300 million research and development
program at NIST to accelerate first responder
communications technologies.
Government Accountability Office (GAO)
and Inspector General (IG) audits
Successfully prepared and supported clients
through multiple audits with minimal findings.

WE PROMISE TO HAVE YOUR BACK EVERY DAY, PUSH YOU WITH NEW IDEAS,
AND START EVERY SOLUTION WITH YOUR STAKEHOLDERS.
1850 M STREET, NW , SUITE 520 | WASHINGTON, DC 20036

CORNERALLIANCE.COM

Relevant Service Offerings
• Grants Program Development,
Planning, Administration, Management,
Monitoring/Oversight, Performance
Measurement, Evaluation, and Reporting
• Emergency/Surge Logistics and Supply
Chain Management
• Emergency Management and Response
Planning
• Project Management and Coordination
• Business Process Improvement
• Cloud Application and Tool
Development
• Digital Communications and
Stakeholder Engagement
• Performance and Impact Measurement
Client List
• Health and Human Services, National
Institutes of Health
• United States Department of Agriculture.
Rural Development
• Department of Commerce

What Corner Alliance can do to help
We can help diverse federal agencies distribute emergency funds
quickly—with the right process, the right systems, to the right
people, to the right priorities—to support response and recovery.
We will use our proven and customizable process to trusted
administration, management and reporting capabilities to achieve
maximum impact toward relief efforts.
• We supported NTIA’s State and Local Implementation Grant
Program (SLIGP) to design, develop, and deploy a $ 116.5m grant
program to promote awareness and outreach for the Nationwide
Public Safety Broadband Network spanning 1,000 recipients from
54 US states and territories.
• Corner Alliance supports USDA’s ReConnect Program to award
$1.805 billion dollars in loans, grants, and loan/grant combos to
build out high speed broadband access in rural America. To date,
70 recipients across 31 states and territories have been awarded
over $620,000,000.
• We supported the Northern Virginia Emergency Response
System (NVERS) as a sub-grantee within the National Capital
Region Tier I FEMA UASI to support 26 localities with diverse
public health and public safety supplies and equipment such
as the regional pharmaceutical cache and PPE for response to
Ebola and H1N1.
Our guiding principles for grants management

• National Institute of Standards and
Technology

1. Accurate understanding of recipient’s current state

• First Responder Network Authority

3. Complete funding packages with detailed processes, procedures,
and requirements

• National Telecommunications and
Information Administration

2. Clear objectives and a way to measure impact

4. Rigorous day-to-day management and oversight

• Department of Homeland Security
• Federal Emergency Management Agency

Planning, assessment, and support

• Science and Technology Directorate

In addition to our proven grants management capabilities, Corner
Alliance supports Federal agencies with critical information sharing,
surge supply chain support, online planning tools, and impact
measurement capabilities such as:

• Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency
Additional contract vehicles:
• GSA MAS/Professional Services
Schedules: GS-10F-0283W
• GSA Schedule 70: 47QTCA18D008X
• NIH Business and Professional Support
Services: 75N98019D00021
• SeaPort Next Generation: N0017819D7414

• Supporting the Department of Commerce and the First
Responder Network Authority’s public-private partnership
with AT&T to implement a $7 billion Nationwide Public Safety
Broadband Network (NPSBN) over 25 years to support more than
60,000 public safety agencies nationwide.
• We support DHS Science & Technology Directorate (S&T)
and helped them to adapt an existing online information
sharing assessment tool to focus more directly on pandemic
preparedness and response as COVID-19 has emerged.
Contracting Information

Contact Us

OASIS Small Business Pool 1:
Contract Number 47QRAD20D1025

Darcy Ziegler

DUNS: 798804519

dziegler@corneralliance.com
202-754-8120

Council for Logistics
Research, Inc.
About Us:

Contact Info
Walter Schneider
President
wschneider@clrexec.com
P: 703-927-0678
www.clr-web.com
1850 Towers Crescent Plaza,
Suite 550
Vienna, VA 22182
P: 571-302-7912

Certifications
Top Secret FCL
DCAA Approved Accounting
System

The Council for Logistics Research, Inc. (CLR) is a Small Business
contractor with over 15 years of experience providing specialized services
for the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Homeland
Security (DHS).
CLR is currently providing advisory services to members of the Operation
Warp Speed staff in items pertaining the commercial aviation industry and
logistics. CLR has also led a number of efforts related to aviation programs
for the USAF, both at United States Transportation Command
(USTRANSCOM)/Air Mobility Command (AMC) and at Headquarters – Air
Force (HAF). As part of these aviation programs, CLR has completed indepth analyses of the effects of COVID-19 on the aviation industry and
ecosystem. CLR’s expertise in geopolitical and economic analysis allows
for transferring methodologies used for analyzing the impact of COVID-19
on the aviation industry and ecosystem to other global industries.
Capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Management Support
Big Data Analytics
Logistics Management
High-Level Advisory Services
Geopolitical and Economic Research and Analysis
Information Technology
DoD Acquisition
Medical Systems Training
Test and Evaluation

Client Base:
•

•
•

Department of Defense
o United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM)
o United States Air Force
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
o Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
Defense Health Agency (DHA)

Contract Information
•
•

OASIS SB Pool 1 – 47QRAD20D1017
GSA Schedule – 47QRAA18D00EV

Primary NAICS Codes
•
•
•
•
•
•

518210
541611
541618
541690
541712
541990

Strengthening a Nation through Innovation

|

A Tribally-Owned SBA Certified 8(a) Prime Contractor

COVID-19 PANDEMIC READINESS AND RAPID RESPONSE
“For a while, life is not going to be how it used to be in the United States. We
have to just accept that if we want to do what’s best for the American public.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases

Your Trusted Partner
Delaware Nation Industries (DNI) is a family of companies wholly owned by the Delaware
Nation, North America’s oldest known tribal nation. DNI is a federally recognized triballyowned prime contractor and integrator with relevant strengths and experience providing
services to federal clients.

Creative Contracts #47QRAD20D1023, #47QRAD20D8110,
#47WRAD20D3060 and #47QRAD20D8312

Creative is an awardee for OASIS in both Small
Business (SB) and 8(a) Pools 1 and 3.

(DNI)

CAGE: 7CX10 | DUNS: 079414233 | 8(a) SDB

Pool 1 covers Engineering, Mapping, Testing,
Management/Business Consulting, Human Resources,
marketing/public
relations,
Logistics
Consulting,
Environmental, and all Other Professional, Scientific, and
Technical services.
Pool 3 covers Engineering with military exceptions.
Creative is proud to be one of the skilled contractors
supporting this Pool.
Creative is proud to be one of the skilled contractors
providing services for these contracts.

Awards
2019: DoS Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year | 2019: #7 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2018: #11 – Metro
50 Award Recipient | 2017: #9 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2015: DHS Small Business of the Year | 2012: Forbes
Magazine #4 fastest growing inner-city business | 2012: #14 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2011: #1 company in
Fortune Magazine’s Inner City 100 | 2010: Inc 500 306th fastest growing company in the U.S.
DNIgov.com

|

2000 N. Classen Blvd., Suite 1700, Oklahoma City, OK 73106

|

405.526.1030

Department of State Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year Award Recipient for 2019

We are prepared to quickly provide turnkey temporary healthcare and housing
facilities and remediation support anywhere.
Available Facility Types
Healthcare
• Clinical Facilities
• Testing Facilities
• Laboratories
• Hospitals

Remediation

Housing
• 5 Bed Sleeper
• Duplex Sleeper

Healthcare

• Mold Remediation for the U.S. Air Force
• COVID-19 Remediation for USACE

Housing units are immediately available.
Please contact us for availability as
inventory changes frequently.

Housing

Ample Bonding Capability
Single: $50M
Aggregate: $100M
Easy to Request Increases

Why OASIS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best-in-Class Vehicle Mandatory for Use by Multiple Federal Agencies
Supports Commercial/Non-Commercial Requirements
Allows All Contract Types
Reduces Lead Time and Effort Typically Required to Acquire Services
World-Class Providers of Professional Services Compete for Task Orders
For Use by Federal/DoD Agencies with Delegation of Authority From GSA
Ability to Support Regional/Global Efforts
Multiple Professional Service Discipline Requirements
Top Secret Facility Clearance Required
Contracts Awarded Quickly with Low Contract Access Fee

Quentin Hamm

OASIS Customer Service
800.488.3111
OASIS@gsa.gov
DNIgov.com

|

NAICS Codes
541330
541360
541370
541380
541611
541612
541613

Points-of-Contact for Contracts #47QRAD20D1023,
#47QRAD20D8110, #47WRAD20D3060 and #47QRAD20D8312

2000 N. Classen Blvd., Suite 1700, Oklahoma City, OK 73106

541614
541618
541620
541690
541810
541820
541830

541840
541850
541860
541870
541890
541910
541990

Lori Price

Chief Growth Officer
Office: 405.830.0500
Lori.Price@DNIshines.com
|

405.526.1030

Credence Management Solutions
Your Trusted Partner for COVID-19 Support
As a top performer under OASIS, we have won and successfully
executed 60+ OASIS prime task orders.
Company Qualifications
TS facility clearance

AF C2ISR

AFSOAWC
Courseware Dev.

GSA Supply Chain

DIA NCMI Data
Analytics

AFCEC Program
Support

OCONUS Presence

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Cost

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Cost

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

Majority of staff have clearances, up
to the TS/SCI poly level
ISO 9001, 20000, 27001, 14001,
17025, AS9100D and CMMI Level 3
quality systems (DEV and SVC)
DCAA approved accounting / DCMA
compliant purchasing systems

Prime Contracts
OASIS SB Pools 1, 3, 4, 5a, 5b, & 6
47QRAD20D1042 (Pool 1) (through
Credence Dynamo Solutions JV)**
GS00Q14OADS315 (Pool 3)
47QRAD19D4001 (Pool 4)
47QRAD19D5001 (Pool 5a)
47QRAD19D6001 (Pool 5b)
47QRAD19D7001 (Pool 6)
CIOSP3 SB 8(a)*
75N98119D00015
GSA PSS
GS-10F-0432Y
8(a) STARS II GWAC; Constellations I
and II; All Functional Areas*
GS06F1190Z
DISA ENCORE III SB
HC1028-18-D-0025
Army ITES-3S SB*
W52P1J-18-D-A008
DLA J6 Enterprise Technology
Services (JETS)*
SP4709-17-D-0034
* Ability to compete on 8(a) tasks,
and receive direct awards
**Ability to compete on 8(a) tasks
(ability to receive direct awards is
pending GSA Subpool creation)

Contact Information
www.Credence-llc.com
or email Leigh Boyle at
OASIS@credence-llc.com.

Credence Management Solutions
As the top performer under OASIS Small Business Pools 1 and 3 and as the recipient of 60+
prime task orders under the OASIS program, Credence is your ideal partner for OASIS SB. Our
differentiators include our broad portfolio of prime contract work across all OASIS domain areas;
our robust infrastructure to support large-scale, complex assignments for Federal customers; our
flat structure to allow for rapid, agile responses; and our exceptional CPARS evaluations. Credence
is the leader amongst small businesses in providing innovative management, technology, and
engineering solutions to Federal government clients—delivering results quickly and cost effectively.
Credence has successfully supported U.S. government customers since 2005, with 95 percent
of our work being performed as a prime contractor and with exceptional past performance
references. With a wide footprint across the Federal government, our areas of expertise span
the following domain areas: Program Management, IT, Cyber and Security, Engineering, Scientific,
Logistics, Financial, and Human Capital.

Services
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

COVID-19 Response
Engineering Services
C4ISR/C2ISR
Agile Combat Support
Command and Control
Contracts & Acquisition
Support
Cyber Security
Enterprise Architecture
Financial Management

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Functional Liaison
Information Assurance
Information Operations,
Intelligence & Analysis
Intelligence Operations,
Test & Evaluation
Intelligence Services
Lifecycle Management
Logistics & Supply Chain
Logistics Support

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Modeling & Simulation
Network Cyber Support
Program Management
Research, Development,
Test & Evaluation
Security (Cyber, Program,
Facility, Systems)
Systems Engineering
Test & Evaluation
Training and Simulation

Credence Prime Contract Success Stories
COVID-19 Support, USAID Bureau for Global Health (GH), GH Technical Professionals (GHTP)
Program: As part of USAID’s COVID-19 Task Force, Credence is helping establish COVID-19 information
tracking systems; crafting data-driven daily reports to Senior Leadership; and developing tools, such
as dashboards, to expedite field situational insights to decision-makers within the broader Task
Force. Credence is overseeing the creation of the COVID-19 Dashboard, which serves as the dayto-day proxy for high-level analysis of the COVID-19 situation in USAID countries. Programmatic
and funding decisions will follow the USAID Task Force process via the COVID-19 strategy, spend
plan, and other steps. More broadly, Credence’s professionals augment the Agency’s programs
addressing its three strategic priorities, including preventing child and maternal deaths, controlling
the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and combating infectious diseases.
Continued on the following page.

One Measure of Success. Yours.

Credence Prime Contract Success Stories

COVID-19 Support, Air Force Patient Safety Program (PSP): Credence is delivering patient safety and quality management expertise at
Air Force and Navy Military Treatment Facilities (MTF) around the world and supporting the government in its response to the COVID-19
pandemic. To assist MTFs with developing and navigating strategies for protecting patients and healthcare professionals against COVID-19, our
team coordinates weekly virtual huddles for patient safety, quality, and infection prevention professionals across the Military Health System
(MHS) to share resources, ideas, and lessons learned related to the fight against COVID-19. Facilitating a forum for these experts to exchange
best practices and implement them at the local level is critical to mission readiness and safe care for all beneficiaries.
COVID-19 Support, DHA Program Management Office (PMO) Support to the National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE): Credence
is supporting NICoE’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic by helping to develop and rapidly implement virtual health/telehealth across
15 clinical services, facilitating and managing COVID-19 response meetings and huddles, developing and managing a workforce resilency
initiative, supporting virtual operations, and providing strategic communications support. More broadly, Credence provides PMO support to
the NICoE; we support the development of a comprehensive plan on the prevention, diagnosis, mitigation, treatment, rehabilitation, research
on traumatic brain injury, post-traumatic stress disorder and other mental health conditions in members of the Armed Forces.
National Guard Bureau (NGB) Domestic Operations (DOMOPS) Directorate: Credence helps to plan and execute large training exercises
for the Army, DHS, ARNG, and FEMA which are designed to help first responders for internal terrorist attacks, dirty bombs, poison, or natural
disasters. We provide analysis to monitor, track, and collect information from various sources such as the Situational Awareness Geospatial
Enterprise (SAGE), Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN), and other inter-agency sources to provide a common operating picture.
We draft and update Threat Working Group Briefings and provide weekly National Military Coordination Center (NMCC) Operations and
Intelligence (O&I) briefs.
DLA Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment (PIEE) Hosting Support: Credence supports the DLA by enhancing and modernizing the
PIEE hosting system. Using the provision of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), the PIEE hosting system makes it possible for many procurement
systems across government agencies to have better capabilities for integration between agency systems to support procurement. By partnering
with Amazon Web Services (AWS), Credence provides implementation of a new AWS GovCloud environment and migration of applications
to support hosting and storage needs. Credence manages and maintains the infrastructure and uses Agile development processes to provide
software development and testing.
USAID Ebola Health Communications and Outreach: Credence was partnered with USAID to play an integral role in the response and recovery
efforts of the Ebola Virus Disease outbreak in Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia. Credence led the health communications and outreach efforts
between USAID HQ, its missions, and other global health donors and implementers. Credence has been on the front lines of the recovery
effort, collecting, monitoring and evaluating health system surveillance data in Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea. With these efforts, we made a
major impact in the rebuilding and the strengthening of these healthcare systems.
Defense Health Agency (DHA) Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) Support: DVBIC’s mission is to serve active duty military,
their beneficiaries, and veterans with traumatic brain injuries through state-of-the-art clinical care, innovative clinical research initiatives and
educational programs, and support for force health protection services. Credence is providing logistical and operational support, including
communications, research database management, communications management, education/training, and personnel management support.
DLA Enterprise Linked Logistics Information System (ELLIS): ELLIS is a DLA program that enables the execution, tracking, measurement,
and analysis of Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) contracts through system enhancements, sustainment, hardening, and hosting. Credence is
transforming the ELLIS program into a cloudbased system that will efficiently track and monitor contractor performance data.
US Army National Guard (ARNG) Human Resources Division (HRP) Systems Support: The ARNG HRP Division provides Line of Duty (LOD)
health services as part of their mission, and in some cases, Soldiers may be entitled to Incapacitation Pay (INCAP). Credence healthcare
analysts provided case processing services to support the LOD Program and INCAP. In addition, Credence provided medical insurance case and
reimbursement support for INCAP cases and monitored the execution of and provided accountability for INCAP funds disbursement.
DHRA Personnel and Readiness Information Management (P&R IM) Support: The OUSD P&R is responsible for overseeing the DoD Human
Resources Management (HRM) Domain, which includes the Military Health Management portfolio of all DoD health policies, programs,
activities, and resources. Credence provided health policy support and domain expertise related to the Military Health System (MHS), which
includes health care delivery; medical education; public health; private sector partnerships; and medical research and development in order
to assess and develop recommendations for the health sub-portfolio and the overarching HRM Domain Portfolio for the USD P&R.

Capability Statement
Contracting Resources Group
EMPLOYEE-CENTRIC  CUSTOMER-FOCUSED

COMPANY DATA
Established July 2002
SBA SBD and EDWOSB
MD MBE 03-578
DUNS #130886604
Cage Code 3E5Y8
TS Facility Clearance
▪ DCAA-Approved Accounting
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Contracting Vehicles
PSS GSA Schedule GS-00F009CA (SINs: 520-11, 52012, 520-13, 520-21, 520-22,
874-1, 871-4, 874-6, 874-7,
874-501, 541-4, 541-5,
C132-51, C595-21)
DoS Single Award BPA
PM Support 19AQMM19A0234
GSA 8(a) STARS II:
GS00Q17GWD2011
GSA OASIS SB – Pool 1
47QRAD20D1120
Seaport-e NxG
N00178-19-D-7407
GSA BPA Acquisition Services
#GSQ0216CL0005
SAMHSA IDIQ
#HHSS2832017000431
FinCEN BPA
#TFSAFIN17D0006
Army EXPRESS BPA
#W31P4Q-18-A0091
Army RMAS MA-IDIQ
#W15QKN-18-D-0124

NAICS Codes
541219,
541512,
541611,
541614,
541810,
541990,
561320,
611430,

541330,
541513,
541612,
541618,
541820,
561110,
561421,
611710

CAPABILITIES
Contracting Resources Group, Inc. (CRG) is an economically disadvantaged woman-owned
small business (EDWOSB) founded in 2002. CRG professional services include:
▪ Program Support and Project Management Services
▪ Program Evaluation and Analysis
▪ Financial Management Support Services
▪ Acquisition Management Support Services
▪ IT Professional Support Services
▪ Communications, Market Research and Analysis

PAST PERFORMANCE
Customer
Army

▪ Management and technical support to the HQDA DCS G-1 Human Systems
Integration Directorate.

▪ Technical Writing – Studies and Analysis for the Deputy Under Secretary of the
Army (DUSA), Army Science Board (ASB).

Navy

▪ Contract close-out and contracting support services for the Naval Medical

Logistics Command (NMLC).
▪ Medical waiver reviews and executive administrative services for the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery (BUMED).
▪ Executive-level consultation, program evaluation, decision support modeling,
coordination/communication, data and analysis approaches for MHS Governance.

Treasury ▪ Audit, administrative, training, logistics, consulting, financial analysis, and
program support of the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
business processes.
WHS

▪ Review WHS’ EBAS-D system against guidance provided in GAO’s FISCAM to
ensure audit readiness.

CDC

▪ Public Health Program Evaluation Services for the CDC DELTA FOCUS Program
– developing IPV intervention strategies.

DHA
541511,
541519,
541613,
541690,
541910,
561210,
561920,

Project

▪ Program Management Support to the Reserve Health Readiness Program.
▪ Management Analysis and Financial Administrative Support for the Vision
Center of Excellence (VCE).

▪ Tri-Services Anesthesia Recording Monitoring Device compliance in the
development phase of the electronic medical record (EMR) initiative.

DHS

▪ Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Acquisition Management

SBA

▪ Procurement support services for the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer.

Office Locations

GSA

▪ Acquisition, Project, and Program Management Support Services for the

8 W. West Street
Baltimore, MD 21230

NRC

▪ Acquisition support services, performing a broad range of commercial contract

HHS

▪ Contract Closeout Support Services for Office of the Assistant Secretary for

HUD

▪ Program/ Project Management Support for the Chief and Deputy Chief

2011 Crystal Drive. Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22202

Contact Information
Dina P. DiPalo, President
(443) 277 – 0781
ddipalo@contractingrg.com
www.contractingrg.com

Support services.

National Capital Region (NCR), Federal Acquisition Service’s (FAS).
and grant administration support activities.
Preparedness and Response (ASPR).
Procurement Officers.

▪ The Indian Housing Block Grant (IHBG) Program Grant Administrative and
Technical Support.

OASIS Pool 2, SDVOSB
Contract #: 47QRAD18000E
DUNS: 803438493
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
Crisis1, LLC is a Center for Veterans Enterprise (CVE) verified Service Disabled Veteran
Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) founded in 2007 to deliver executive-level expertise
and solutions to federal and private sector clients. Crisis1 has previous experience
supporting emergency relief support to a variety of customers. Our team provides
qualified and experienced staff for effective emergency management strategies and
solutions at all levels of government and departments. We have integrated with multiple
stakeholders supporting efforts across mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.
Based on our strategic partnerships and relationships, especially with our MentorProtégé relationship with ABS Consulting, the industry leader in Risk Analysis and
Mitigation, our team has an active and growing Disaster Recovery Associate cadre that
comprehensively covers the expertise needed to support disaster response/recovery
missions, with professionals in the following labor categories: Logisticians; Architects;
Construction Managers; Environmental Planners; Estimators; Geologists; Hydrologists;
Response/Recovery SMEs; Business Continuity SMEs; Emergency Planners, Risk Analysts;
Project Managers; Financial Analysts; Accountants; Architectural Historians; Biologists;
Commercial Property Insurance Specialists; Computer Specialists; Construction/Building
Inspectors; Engineers (Civil, Electrical, Hydrological, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Soil/Geotechnical, Structural).
We have supported the following response and recovery efforts: Nisqually earthquake;
Hurricanes Floyd, Dennis, Katrina, Rita, Wilma, Ike, Gustav, Sandy, Harvey, Irma, and
Maria; Tropical Storm Irene; floods in Texas, Missouri, Iowa, North Dakota, and
Washington State; severe Snow Storms in
Washington State; and tornados in Arkansas,
Missouri, and Nebraska.

1

We Stand Ready to Support

Concurrent Technologies Corporation

Comprehensive Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Response and Recovery Services for Organizations
Providing safety, industrial hygiene, logistics, and training solutions to address
pandemic challenges
Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) and its parent, Concurrent Technologies Corporation,
have helped a variety of organizations, from hospital emergency departments to large-scale food
processing plants, respond to and recover from infectious hazards. We have the skills, experience,
and knowledge to help you develop strategies to protect your customers and employees in relation
to this or future pandemics. We also recognize that many companies must perform necessary
functions to remain operational. Our Industrial Hygiene and Safety staff can interpret, tailor, and
package the information and practices your industry requires to protect your employees and patrons
from infectious diseases and all other occupational health and safety hazards.
From reviewing and updating your emergency response plans,
suggesting cleaning and disinfection protocol, to providing hands-on
employee training, we offer COVID-19 response services to posture
your company and employees to be protected and compliant when
faced with emergencies.
We bring decades of experience in sustaining response efforts
through structured and routine exercises. These keep your employees
constantly at the ready to implement the proper tactics, techniques,
and procedures when the situation arises…or changes.
Beyond the “response” stage, we help leading and documenting a comprehensive recovery, After
Action Report (AAR), and update your organization’s Emergency Action and Emergency Response
Plans (EAP and ERP).
For more information, contact:
OASIS Program Manager:
Tim Tibbits
CTC Executive Director, BD Operations
Phone: 814-248-7605
Fax: 814-262-6937
Email: tibbitst@ctc.com

Gregory M. Jablunovsky, MS, PMP
Director, Professional Services
Phone: 814-269-6497
Email: SMS@evc.ctc.com

Benjamin Lacy
Manager, Environmental Safety
Phone: 814-269-6826
Email: SMS@evc.ctc.com

Visit us at www.ctc.com/public/Solutions/OASIS.aspx or email OASIS@ctc.com.

For more information about CTC’s Areas of Expertise visit: www.ctc.com or email solutions@ctc.com.

www.ctc.com/public/Solutions/OASIS.aspx

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc.

CTEC has answered the call... In response to the
Cybermedia Technologies, Inc.
(CTEC) is a Woman-Owned Small
Business that provides operational
surge support resources, technology
solutions, and rapid response
teams. Our personnel and solutions
are "turnkey", designed to
supplement your operational needs.
CTEC customers include Department

of State, Department of Homeland
Security, Department of Interior,
Office of Personnel Management,
and Department of Defense .
Contract Vehicles (Prime)
GSA OASIS-SB, 47QRAD20D1113

challenges and resource shortages resulting from
the COVID-19 pandemic, CTEC has a its Rapid
Response & Operational Surge Support to focus
solely on Surge Support Teams. Emergency
Response a targeted portfolio of products,
services, personnel, and solutions dedicated its
existing infrastructure, compute-power, qualified
personnel, and available resources for use by
government agencies, First Responders, and other
essential organizations.
Corporate Certifications Recent Awards
TOP SECRET Facility
“SMART CEO award” Clearance, Q Clearance
2017
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 20000,
“Inc. 5000 award" ISO 27000, ISO 14001:2015
2016
CMMI ML 3 appraised
“SMARTCEO award” –
DCAA-Approved Acct Sys.
2016

GSA IT Schedule 70, GS35F0095S
GSA 8ASTARS2, GS06F0685Z
GSA Alliant SB, GS-06F-0595Z
OPM Health-IT BPA,
GS35F0095S / 24361818F0101
Army HR Solutions, W91WAW-11D-0021
Army ACCENT, W52P1J17G0011
DoD ITES-3S, W52P1J-18-D-A119
Contact Information
Kay Ramesh, President and CEO
Telephone: 703-864-3204,
kramesh@ctec-corp.com

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc. | DUNS: 121727577 | CAGE: 3P0K9 | TIN: 54-179-6167 | www.ctec-corp.com

RAPID RESPOSE

www.ctec-corp.com

The CTEC Difference
Our service level metrics
and customer satisfaction
ratings are consistently
higher than our competitors.
This is due to our continuous
process improvement and
agent training programs.

Relevant Experience
We have been servicing
federal agencies for over 20
years.

Rapid Response & Operational Surge Solutions Portfolio

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc. | www.ctec-corp.com | 1900 Campus Commons Drive, Reston VA 20191 | 703-864-3204

Commonwealth Trading Partners, Inc

GSA OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1028
Commonwealth Trading Partners, Inc. has teamed with Centaurus Biotech LLC (CBio) in a MentorProtégé- relationship as well as IBTCI to provide to domestic and international customers the following
critical surveillance and biosecurity equipment and services for the COVID-19 response.
Our relationship provides stakeholder capacity in the U.S. and international community to allow enhanced
capability to interdict and alleviate the unwanted introduction of pathogen agents. Through an experienced
team providing mentorship to national biosecurity systems, we can implement a binary or interagency
approach to biohazards concentrating on safety and security by building capacity and integration of agency
roles and responsibilities. This program will drive agency commitment for risk abatement, training, and
mentoring for a host nation-led and sustainable process to detect and respond to the risk of pathogen
introduction into and out of countries. Rapid detection, data analysis, and timely reporting will allow a
constant adjustment of response and adaptive management. Dr. Jean-Paul Gonzalez, a renowned physician
and microbiologist in this field, leads our team having an extensive experience in biosurveillance,
biosecurity and biosafety. With respect to the extensive CBio medical and scientific network and the
COVID-19 spread, several contacts have been activated to advise national experts (e.g. Senegal, Uganda)
and mentor detection tools and strategies for preparedness (e.g. Pakistan and Lateral Flow Assay, funded by
the Pakistani government).

Equipment

•
•
•
•

MEDICAL SURGICAL MASK +KN95
DISPOSABLE PROTECTIVE SUIT AND OVERSHOES
NITRILE GLOVES/LATEX GLOVES
PROTECTIVE GOGGLES, FACE SHEILDS
THERMOMETERS

Technical specifications and Delivery Terms available on request.

Contact: John Saylor
email: jsaylor@ctp-inc.com
CTP Inc. 100 N. Pitt Street, Suite 425, Alexandria, VA 22314

tel: (703-966-1280)
www.ctp-inc.com

Centaurus Biotech LLC

Services
•

•
•

•
•
•

Biosurveillance with FDA and EAU approved biotechnology and data analytics partners,
includes triage and screening a population using innovative telemedicine technology, sampling
for pathogen detection, and offering point of care testing, timely reporting to end users, and
referral to quarantine services;
Training and mentoring for first responders, health and border officials, in the context of
other critical population bottlenecks, such as hospital emergency rooms or drive-through
testing;
Security and safety for both frontline responders, border personnel and the local
population including proper and efficient use of protective devices, adequate handling of
potentially infectious materials and other items (sampling, sample preparations, diagnostics)
and information materials (posters, fliers) for the community l at testing facilities and points
of entry, control, and care;
High quality clinical services and infection control of sample collection sites including
control of potentially infected material, cleaning of surfaces and equipment, and waste
management;
IT, collection, cloud storage of surveillance data, rapidly processing from collection to 1st
responder;
Interagency coordination to ensure relevant government partners and resources are
appropriately coordinated and positive cases are handled safely and seamlessly with minimal
disruption.

Our Team also supports the Global Health Security Agenda via:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation: Process, outcome, and impact multi-sectorial evaluations of USAID-funded
initiatives in humanitarian, fragile, and stable contexts in emerging and mature infectious
disease epidemics.
Third-party monitoring (TPM) of a range of humanitarian activities, including health
service delivery, health systems strengthening, and epidemic response on behalf of USAID.
Adaptive Management of integrated approaches and complex-systems thinking, to strengthen
health systems performance and more effective responses to emerging and mature epidemics.
Learning, including lessons learned gleaned from evaluation of infectious disease events
about the sequencing and effectiveness of interventions.
Knowledge Management to ensure lessons learned are widely shared through facilitating
knowledge exchange events and disseminating relevant recommendations.

Sample Preparation Technology
The Team can offer ApoH sample preparation technology to improve
virus detection results. The ApoH sample preparation method is a
universal process to bind any type of pathogen agent (bacteria, virus)
from any types of samples (e.g. swab, sera, blood, etc.), using the high
affinity of the ApoH protein to capture micro-organisms. The ApoH
protein is coated on magnetic beads that capture, clean and concentrate
(>100 fold) the virus. This final product is used as an ultrasensitive
detection agnostic to any existing method (rtPCR, ELISA, culture).
Contact: John Saylor
email: jsaylor@ctp-inc.com
CTP Inc. 100 N. Pitt Street, Suite 425, Alexandria, VA 22314

tel: (703-966-1280)
www.ctp-inc.com

Culmen GSA OASIS Pool 1 SB (GS00Q14OADS104)
Culmen submitted proposal to on-ramp on to GSA OASIS Pool 1 UR

Culmen International Capabilities in support of COVID-19 (April 3, 2020)
Culmen International is a private U.S. company with more than fifteen years’ experience providing technical, management and logistics
solutions to the U.S. Government (30 US Government agencies across five federal departments),with a focus on Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE) issues. Headquartered in Alexandria, VA, with over 250 personnel across the U.S. and
in 15 countries internationally, Culmen is well positioned to move quickly to support the COVID-19 outbreak response. Culmen
maintains a TS Facility Clearance, and is certified under ISO 9001:2015 for quality management. We are dedicated to supporting U.S.
Government customers in accomplishing critical missions in challenging environments with constrained resources. Culmen COVID-19
capability areas:
Ø Technical and program management support for planning, analysis, and interagency coordination in support of biological
threats
Ø Procurement and logistics (CONUS/OCONUS) to identify sources, obtain and deliver critical supplies when and where
needed, with a global enterprise management system for tracking taskings, funding, shipments to delivery
Ø Field testing, threat assessments and evaluations
Ø Data analysis, predictive analytics, visualization and reporting to inform decision making, model disease propagation and
spread, and provide analytical support
TECHNICAL AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SUPPORT – Culmen will draw on our experience supporting DTRA, DHA,
DOS, FBI and other agencies to provide highly qualified personnel available to provide immediate surge support to the Assistant
Secretary for Preparedness and Response and his team for planning, analysis, and interagency coordination. Culmen can additionally
coordinate with NGOs, industry, and international partners for information sharing and obtaining critical equipment and supplies.
PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS – Culmen will draw on our substantial procurement and logistics expertise and significant
electronic logistics management tools to identify sources domestically and internationally for critical supplies and equipment, procure
needed items including Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), lab and diagnostic equpment, store and ship items needed throughout
the United States, using multiple modes of transportation and secure, climate controlled storage facilities. In 2019, Culmen procured
over $25M in goods and shipped over 5000 line items to 20+ countries ensuring all items expeditiously cleared customs duty and
VAT free.
FIELD TESTING - Culmen has the talent and expertise to provide field testing, threat assessments and evaluations in Microbiology;
Metagenomics; DNA Forensics; Analytical Chemistry; Protein Chemistry; and Genetic Engineering. Culmen also has the Molecular
Biology; Enzymology; Immunology; Synthetic Biology; and Reagent Analysis talent and expertise to develop and interpret methods to
detect trace amounts of biological samples; develop analytical reagent protocols; and expand existing biological analysis materials.
DATA ANALYSIS, PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS, AND REPORTING - Culmen provides a COTS technology solution based on
its Centrifuge Analytics platform to provide modeling and simulation for disease propagation and spread. Centrifuge Analytics is an
advanced data aggregation, analytics, visualization, and link analysis tool. Centrifuge is currently installed at five of the top six U.S.
Intelligence Agencies, on a range of programs supporting use cases throughout the community such as CT, CP, CWMD, and Bio
Surveillance. We have the in-house expertise for modelling and simulation, geospatial analytics, forecasting for resource optimization
and allocation, and risk mitigation.
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Culmen International, LLC, 99 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 410, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-224-7000, www.culmen.com,
Dan Berkon – CEO (dan.berkon@culmen.com) and Paul McQuillan – President & COO (paul.mcquillan@culmen.com)

Culmen GSA OASIS Pool 1 SB (GS00Q14OADS104)
Culmen submitted proposal to on-ramp on to GSA OASIS Pool 1 UR

Figure shows Centrifuge Analytics integrated visual analysis, with 6 interconnected views, incorporating tabular, business
intelligence (BI), matrix, temporal, geospatial, and relationship graph components.
Culmen recently completed a project for DARPA where location data was evaluated under the GCA program for exploring
international military-relevant case studies. Using the system developed there, we have since internally demonstrated how quickly
COVID could spread using location data from devices which could be used to backtrack all hotspots and predict new outbreak
locations probabilistically.

3.0 Summary
Culmen International is one of the foremost leaders globally in reducing the threat of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) weapons and in responding to CBRN incidents. Culmen stands prepared to offer its Subject Matter Expertise in providing field
testing, threat assessments and evaluations in Microbiology; Metagenomics; DNA Forensics; Analytical Chemistry; Protein Chemistry;
Genetic Engineering; Molecular Biology; Enzymology; Immunology; Synthetic Biology; Reagent Analysis capabilities; and expertise
to develop and interpret methods to detect trace amounts of biological samples; to develop analytical reagent protocols; and expand
existing biological analysis material. We are also prepared to offer additional information on our extensive capabilities.
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Culmen International, LLC, 99 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 410, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-224-7000, www.culmen.com,
Dan Berkon – CEO (dan.berkon@culmen.com) and Paul McQuillan – President & COO (paul.mcquillan@culmen.com)

Dakota Consulting Inc.

OASIS SB Pools 3 and 4

Dakota Consulting Inc.

Points of
Contact
Sr. Director, Business
Development:
William W. Easley, III
William.Easley@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 206-6607
OASIS SB Program
Manager:
Rakesh Gopal
OASIS-COPM@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 645-0286
OASIS SB Contract
Manager:
Lokesh Sayal
OASIS-COCM@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 206-6602

Corporate
Information
Corporate Office:

Company
Dakota was started to deliver high caliber, cost effective, flexible technical solutions and
services to our Federal customers. For over 15 years, Dakota has demonstrated exceptional
performance in meeting complex IT, scientific research, engineering, and technical services
requirements.
In the words of our founder, first employee, and CEO, Lori Renner: “Together, we can
accomplish much more than we can individually. We take that attitude into our customer’s
work site. We never lose sight of the fact that Dakota’s success derives from our ability to
support OUR customer’s Project, Program, Business, and Mission.”

1110 Bonifant St.
Suite 310
Silver Spring, MD 20910
www.dakota-consulting.com

Dayton Satellite Office:
2290 Lakeview Drive, Suite D
Beavercreek, OH 45431

OASIS Contract #:

Capabilities

47QRAD20D3004
SB Pool 3

Dakota’s service offerings and expertise directly align
with the OASIS functional areas.

47QRAD20D4002
SB Pool 4

Our experience gained performing in the ancillary
areas of IT, Software Engineering, and Cyber
Security has positioned us to successfully manage
complex, multi-disciplinary customer requirements.

DUNS: 16-892-6264
CAGE: 33EX5
FACILITY CLEARANCE:
Secret

Dakota Consulting Inc.
Meeting Customers’ Needs, Exceeding Expectations
1110 Bonifant Street, Suite 310, Silver Spring, MD 20910

P 240-839-7812

F 301-254-3186

W www.dakota-consulting.com

E contact@dakota-consulting.com

Dakota Consulting Inc.

OASIS SB Pools 3 and 4

What our
Customers BSF
SayJOH EVSJOH
$07*%
:

Service Delivery:
Quality: Delivering what meets the customers’ requirements.
Dakota has been a registered ISO 9001 firm since 2012. Our QMS offers
customers the assurance that Dakota contracts are managed, monitored,
and audited to ensure successful performance. Last year, our Voice of the
Customer survey results averaged to the 95th percentile rating on scale
of 0 to 5 for quality, on-time delivery, proactive cost management, and
management of key personnel and business relationships.

“The government would
like to recognize a
Dakota employee for his
exemplary response and
work ethic during the
COVID-19 crisis. The
employee has been more
than responsive to
requests and maintained
a positive attitude. The
resource has been great,
but these past 2 weeks
the resource has gone
above and beyond!"

Dakota F2GTM methodology has
leveraged CMMI best practices since
2008. In November 2015 Dakota was
appraised for CMMI for Development,
v1.3 constellation and was rated as a Maturity Level 2 for software engineering services.
Dakota leverages PMP (PMITM Institute) certified project managers for delivering best
practices in the areas of project management, support, and software engineering for our
customers.
F2G™: A system designed and tested to deliver results.
Our successful performance track record led us to develop ‘Flow to Grow,’
our own proprietary framework for comprehensive life cycle management.
F2G™ integrates industry best practices (CMMI, Agile, ITIL, PMBOK),
external reference standards (ISO: 9001, ISO: 17020). It provides welldefined, easily accessible processes and procedures which we have field
tested across multiple agencies, diverse projects, and interdisciplinary
requirements. It is easily adapted to customer-specific methodologies.
Accredited FedRAMP 3PAO: Security is a mission issue, not a technical issue.
Our versatility in multiple domains offers our customers insight into the
benefits and risks of integration. Our risk based management approach
incorporates security into all of our projects. This flexibility provides bestfit and secure services that meet customer needs, budget, and schedule.

DHS CBP COR

“Wanted to give a shout
out to a Dakota resource
for helping me out today
on my Microsoft Teams
issue. He did great, and
was very patient with
me. Appreciate the
support a whole bunch.
Know you all got to be
swamped.”

Air Force Client

Dakota: Preferred Partner
Dakota’s collaborative approach extends to all participants (customers, suppliers, and
employees) in the acquisition and contract performance process. Our performance
success is measurable.

“Dakota's key personnel
helped provide automation to a lab, which
allowed government and
non-government
resources to work
remotely and collaborate
in an efficient manner."

Customers
➢

Over the past 5 years, Dakota primed over 88% of its contracts

➢

We proactively manage, on average, 135 concurrently running
orders/contracts

➢

93% of our customers return to Dakota for repeat business

➢

100% of our customer feedback scores as exceptional

➢

Financial stability: ‘No findings’ audited financial returns; DCAA compliant

NIST Technical Point
of Contact

Dakota Consulting Inc.
Meeting Customers’ Needs, Exceeding Expectations
1110 Bonifant Street, Suite 310, Silver Spring, MD 20910

P 240-839-7812

F 301-254-3186

W www.dakota-consulting.com

E contact@dakota-consulting.com

Data Intelligence, LLC - COVID-19 Support
Primarily a technology company, Data Intelligence, LLC (DI) is prepared to do our part in support of the COVID-19 response.
This document lists select areas where DI’s expertise can most likely contribute. We provide the services listed here today to
the Department of the Navy, Naval Information Warware Center – Pacific.

Company Information
Incorporated:
•
State of New Jersey in 2005
•
85+ U.S-based Employees
Locations:
•
HQ: Marlton, New Jersey
•
Satellites: California, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia
Certifications:
•
SEI CMMI DEV Level 2 assessed
•
ISO 9001:2015 certified
•
Small Business
Facility Clearances:
•
DoD Top Secret

Representative Tasks
•

•

•
•

Dun & Bradstreet Number:
•
612408513
CAGE Code:
•
47YZ2

•

Service Areas
•
•
•
•

Supply Chain Logistics
Management
Product Distribution Center/
Warehouse Support
Full IT Systems Development
Life Cycle Support, Engineering
Cybersecurity

•

Supply Chain Logistics
Support – manage the
movement, storage, and flow of
goods, services and information
within the overall supply chain
Inventory Control –
maintaining usage data,
stocking levels, implement Item
Unique Identification/RadioFrequency Identification
(UID/RFID) for marking and
reading locations of material
Stock Maintenance – maintain
inventories, rotate stock
Material Handling - receive,
accept, unload, stage and track
all incoming goods for inventory
receipt processing; fabricate
containers for storage/shipment
Equipment Operation –
operate trucks, forklifts, other
equipment as needed per
standards and regulations
Shipping/Transportation –
arrange for transportation of
items, use government
designated systems for
scheduling and electronic
payment

Procurement Vehicles
DI is a prime contractor on OASIS
Small Business Pool 1, the best and
easiest vehicle to obtain services
quickly.
GSA OASIS SB Pool 1,
Contract # 47QRAD-20-D-1006

For ordering information, please see
the General Service Administration’s
“How to Use OASIS” site at
https://www.gsa.gov/buyingselling/products-services/professionalservices/buy-services/oasis/how-touse-oasis
For more information, please contact:
John Marcinek, VP
john.marcinek@di-llc.com
703.624.7987

Data Intelligence, LLC ⬧ 2 Eves Drive ⬧ Marlton, NJ 08053 ⬧ 856.983.5955 ⬧ www.di-llc.com

Eagle Harbor LLC

Certified 8(a) Small Disadvantaged Company • Alaska Native Corporation (ANC)
Oasis 8(a) Small Business Pool 1 Contract Number 47QRAD20D1021

Disaster Recovery Response Services
Application Processing

Records & Document Management

We provide comprehensive case and application
processing support services based on a foundation
of more than 20 years providing similar services to a
range of agencies. We have managed large case
processing programs for the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), the Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). Services supporting
these organizations require high degrees of integrity
and attention to detail. Our support has contributed
to the successful handling of over 30 million records
per year, managing workforces of more than 400 +
personnel working through periods of peak
workloads, to deliver high-quality services across
multiple locations.

We specialize in Data and Records Management,
Administrative Services. We provide all personnel,
management, and equipment for Document Tracing,
Document Conversion, Receiving and Warehousing,
and other Records Management Support tasks. We
have provided 400 + Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)
across multiple shifts to meet customer demand. Our
services span the entire file management workflow
from intake of palletized shipments, document
preparation, storage, and maintenance. Additionally,
we have provided the experience and expertise for
Research Assistants to research digital, microfilm,
and paper document libraries for over 300,000
requests annually. Our records and document
management services include:

Intermediate Depot Level Repair
& Refurbishment Services
We provide intermediate depot level repair and
refurbishment services to streamline the turnaround time to repair and refurbish broken or faulty
equipment. Using reverse engineering techniques,
we troubleshoot and diagnose equipment failures.
We then create standard operating procedures to
repair and refurbish the equipment returned to the
intermediate depot level repair facility. As part of
this process, we salvage parts from returned
equipment that cannot be repaired and use the
salvaged parts to repair and refurbish equipment.
This is a cost-effective way to quickly return faulty
equipment to a usable state, in lieu of sending
equipment back to the Original Equipment
Manufacturer for a lengthy and costly repair.

• Document Receiving and Warehousing
• Document Preparation
• Document Imaging
• Document Indexing
• Document Destruction

Dry Ice Cleaning & Sanitation
Dry Ice Cleaning is an effective and rapid method for
deep cleaning surfaces, specifically those of high
contact area such as door handles, light switches,
shelving, bedding, walls, floors, in addition to
medical supplies, containers, etc. Dry Ice Cleaning
& Sanitation is rapid with low pressure cleaning,
which makes it ideal for use on all surfaces. By
simply adjusting the system parameters, surfaces
such as glass, wood, steel, plastics, rubbers, etc.,
can be rapidly cleaned without damage.

Robert Jones • rjones@eagleharborllc.com • 540. 222. 3909
Matthew Hales • mhales@threesaintsbay.com • 757. 650. 5664
WWW.EAGLEHARBORLLC.COM
CORPORATE OFFICE 10440 Balls Ford Road, Suite 200, Manassas, VA 20109 • 703. 365.0450
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 2702 Denali Street, Suite 100, Anchorage, AK 99503 • 907. 278. 6100

Ecompex, Inc.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES & TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES:

CONTACT INFO
Hubin Jiang

hubin.jiang@ecompex.com

www.ecompex.com
1875 Campus Commons Drive
Suite 210
Reston, VA 20191
P: 703-288-3382
F: 703-288-4436
oasis@ecompex.com

-

Records Management
Document Imaging, Scanning
Program Management
Management Consulting
Engineering Support Services
Human Resource Support
Contract Support
Information Assurance & Security
Data Collection
Knowledge Management
Financial Analysis
Training Support
Technical Support

- Document management
- Document Coding & Digitization
- Marketing Consulting
- Logistics Support
- Financial Management & Budget Support
- Administrative Support
- Environmental Support
- Information & Data Management
- Information Technology Operations
- Medical Operation Management
- Real Property Management
- Acquisition Support
- Mission Support

NAICS CODES: 333316, 423490, 491110, 511199, 511210, 517311, 518210,

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 1 GS00Q14OADS115

CERTIFICATIONS

519190, 541211, 541213, 541214, 541219, 541330, 541360, 541370, 541380, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541612, 541613, 541614, 541618, 541620, 541690,
541714, 541715, 541715, 541715, 541720, 541810, 541820, 541830, 541840, 541850,
541860, 541870, 541890, 541910, 541990, 561110, 561210, 561320, 561499, 561990,
611430, 611519

CLIENT BASE:
-

United States Air Force
United States Department of the Interior
United States Department of Justice
United States Department of Defense
Other Government Agencies

ABOUT US:

AWARDS

Ecompex, Inc. provides customers with full range professional services as well as
information and cyber security technology and services. Ecompex has developed true
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies for performance, efficiency, accuracy of information
extraction, information security, surveillance, information governance, and automated
processing to replace traditional paperwork. This ensures that you will receive exactly the
intelligence, data visualization and analysis, and data collection in your big data and data
mining operations. We support digital transformation for digital government. Ecompex is
certified with ISO 9001 and CMMI, providing a full range of professional services for
Government. As a leader in the information management industry for 16 years, Ecompex,
Inc. has provided enterprise wide systems, strategies, and solutions to major Government
and Industrial organizations.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ORIENTED STAFF:
-

16+ years Federal and local services
3 Operation Sites Reston, VA, Lenexa, KS, San Antonio, TX
Nationwide mobile operations
60,000,000 documents digitized and processed
150+ personnel managed for single contract
100% of staff puts customer satisfaction as priority #1
100% of PMs have PMP certification
100% of supervisors have professional certificates or training
100% possess security background checks

EnCompass LLC – COVID
CONTACT INFORMATION
Corporate Program Manager
Stacy Kancijanic
+1 301-287-8744
skancijanic@encompassworld.com
Corporate Contract Manager
Rebecca Russell
+1 301-287-8773
rrussell@encompassworld.com
1451 Rockville Pike, Suite 600
Rockville, Maryland 20852
USA
ENCOMPASSWORLD.COM

EVIDENCE, ENGAGEMENT, AND LEARNING FOR COVID-19
RESPONSE AND RECOVERY EFFORTS
Founded in 1999, EnCompass is a women-owned business committed to
evidence-based learning for country-led development. Well before COVID19 changed how people worked and interacted, EnCompass was a leader in
virtual learning, training, and stakeholder engagement. In early 2020, our
teams responded quickly to support U.S. government and other clients with
rapid evidence synthesis, strategic planning, curriculum pivots, virtual
program launches, and essential monitoring, evaluation, research, and
analytical services for development programs across the globe.
Now, EnCompass-led teams continue to serve as thought partners for
country-level, regional, and international responses to the pandemic,
including in complex and conflict-affected environments. In this shared effort,
we draw on strengths-based and whole-systems approaches.

EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT FOR THE COVID-19 RESPONSE
•

Participant-centered support for the pivot to virtual workspaces:
- Redesign of management and leadership curricula to support virtual
course delivery for USAID’s global workforce
- Enterprise technology and “one-team” ethos to launch virtual project
offices and initiate productive work with USAID and country partners
- Cadres of expert facilitators and virtual producers who ensure safe,
meaningful, and inclusive engagement on Adobe Connect, Google
Meet, Zoom, and other platforms

•

PRIMARY NAICS &
PSC CODES

Research synthesis, analysis, and evidence-based guidance for
education programs during the pandemic and beyond:
- Literature reviews of best practices for distance learning
- Secondary analyses to understand the contributors and barriers to
equity in education programs
- “How to” guidance on collecting data on disability prevalence
- Data visualization and tailored dissemination approaches to share
learning with country, regional, and global audiences
- Interactive tools to ensure timely uploads of evaluation datasets to
USAID’s Development Data Library

•

Program-specific analysis and tools to support awareness and responses
to gender-based violence exacerbated by COVID-19 lockdowns

541611, 541990

•

Timely resources for evaluation practitioners on our website: An
Evaluator’s Guide to COVID-19 and The Virtues of Virtual MEL

•

High-quality virtual training, via the EnCompass Learning Center, that
builds skills, knowledge, and networks across sectors and geographies

CLIENTS
•

USAID – United States Agency
for International Development

•
•

U.S. Department of State
MCC – Millennium Challenge
Corporation

•

United Nations

•
•

Foundations
Private Sector

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract No. 47QRAD20D1105

ENDYNA

OASIS SB
POOL 1

CONTACT: OASISsb@endyna.com CONTRACT NUMBER: 47QRAD20D1044

COVID-19 INFORMATION SHEET

Endyna

EnDyna, Inc. (EnDyna) is a current contractor on One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS)
Small Business, Pool 1 contract by the General Services Administration (GSA). In this time of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic, we have prepared this one-sheet to provide our capabilities and
experience providing human health-related response and assistance support services, specific to
infectious diseases and global pandemics. With these relevant capabilities, EnDyna has supported the
US Department of Defense (DoD), Washington Headquarters Services (WHS); US Department of Labor
(DOL), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA); US Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS); National Institutes of Health (NIH); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); and,
US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

Overview
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Zika Virus Protection
for Outdoor Workers
Outdoor workers
may be at the greatest
risk of exposure to
Zika virus, which
is primarily spread
through the bites of

EnDyna, Inc. Phone 703-848-8840
7926 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 620 Fax 703-848-9001
McLean, Virginia 22102 www.endyna.com
EnDyna is a certified /SO 9001:2015 and /SO 14001:2015, woman owned small business

ENDYNA

OASIS SB

CONTACT: OASISsb@endyna.com CONTRACT NUMBER: 47QRAD20D1044

Relevant Capabilities and Potential COVID-19 Related Initiatives:
TRAINING DEVELOPMENT: With our ability to rapidly digitalize content to facilitate professional online
learning, ability to produce relevant and timely training sessions in a unique 10-minute customizable
fashion (GEMS), and the ability to make all learning accessible at all levels, EnDyna can develop online,
self-paced training courses targeted at first responders and health care providers to better communicate
the challenges and the evolving virus-related information in all types of digital and social media.
CRISIS COMMUNICATION - RAPID DEVELOPMENT, DISSEMINATION, AND UPDATE: EnDyna also
brings expertise in disaster related communication, outreach, and public affairs. We can rapidly
develop various types of visual and interesting materials that are urgently needed during a pandemic,
including videos, graphics, and other products.
RAPID EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROCESSES DEVELOPMENT: With our focus on health and
safety, along with experience in emergency response work, EnDyna brings subject mater experts
(SMEs) that participate in the planning, analysis, and advisory teams developing emergency plans and
other procedures related to response and recovery from this pandemic.

EnDyna Representative Contracts
EnDyna has held multiple relevant contracts; for example, developing Incident Response training for
FEMA, providing technical support to several emergency response committees; developing disaster
comunications products; developing a Disaster Management text book (university masters level); and
developing safety training (including on the Zika, Ebola, and Arboviruses). The contracts cited below are
most representative of EnDyna's curent relevant suport services:
DoD Washington Headquarters Services (WHS),
Industrial Hygiene, Environmental Health and
Safety (EHS) Services: On-site at the Pentagon,
EnDyna provides: industrial hygiene and occupational
health and safety support; accurate and timely hazard
identification to help prevent occupational injuries and
illnesses; safety oversight for ongoing construction;
resourceful hazard abatement; and safety training. We
recently developed Pandemic Response Guidelines,
as well as standard operating procedures (SOPs) on
how Federal and State governments can work together
to manage large emergencies.
Program Support to EPA's Office of Emergency
Management (OEM): EnDyna currently provides
technical support to several National Response Team
(NRT) committees, primarily the NRT's interagency
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN)
Subcommittee Chemical Workgroup, and Biological
Workgroup, where we have assisted in the
development of key reference documents and
Quick Reference Guides (QRGs).

Technical, Emergency, and Outreach Support
Services for OSHA: EnDyna provided technical,
emergency and outreach support to develop,
revise, and update information related to
occupational safety and health issues. This
included: website and eTool development; training
and evaluation; and communications (including
fact sheets, posters, manuals, etc.). EnDyna
developed informational and training products
related to the Zika, Ebola, and Arboviruses, as
well as other mechanical, biological, chemical,
natural, environmental, radiological, or physical
hazardous conditions or practices.
Training Development and Delivery at the
FEMA Emergency Management Institute (EM/):
EnDyna has assisted EMI in developing the
following elearning courses, which support
FEMA's goal of developing future emergency
management professionals: Decision-Making for
Initial Company Operations, State Individual
\ssistance and Management, and other training.

ERT COVID-19 EMERGENCY
RESPONSE CAPABILITIES

Government Wide Contract
Vehicles:
◼ GSA OASIS Small Business Pool 4
◼ GSA Professional Services
Schedule
◼ GSA Schedule 70
◼ CIO-SP3
ISO 9001:2015 Certified
CMMI-DEV Level 3

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, ERT, Inc., has reviewed and updated our operational
readiness plan to include planning and assessment, activity hazard assessments, minimizing crew
size/social distancing, availability and donning of appropriate personal protective equipment,
cleaning procedures, waste disposal and reporting and communication. ERT, Inc., has assembled
a team able to provide management and implementation of COVID-19 emergency response/
disinfection services throughout CONUS. The methods and tools utilized for this work are similar
to those ERT, Inc., Inc. has utilized in performance of lead, asbestos and mold mitigation, spill
response and other hazardous materials environmental remediation services we provide.
◼

Over 25 years of experience providing environmental remediation response actions to the
Federal government ranging from single building scale abatement of lead/asbestos and
mold up to emergency Deepwater Horizon spill response.

◼

Response team is HAZWOPER, pathogen and cardiopulmonary resuscitation/first aid trained.
Our Management team includes Certified Hazardous Material Managers (CHMMs), Certified
Industrial Hygienists (CIHs), and Certified Safety Professionals (CSPs).

◼

ERT, Inc., has provided emergency response services to National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), United
States Air Force (USAF), U.S. Army and the State of Maryland.

ERT, Inc

ERT OASIS Program Manager:
Goodwin Ting
ERT-OASIS@ertcorp.com

We are able to provide CIH-approved site-specific planning documents and three levels of disinfection
services in accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)-approved guidelines:

A

Preventive Cleaning
(Non-Suspected COVID-19
Exposure)

Fogging of identified area with
CDC and/or the United States
Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) approved disinfectant, and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2.

CONTACT US

After Suspected COVID-19
Facility Exposure
Fogging, cleaning and disinfection
of identified area with CDC and/or
USEPA approved disinfectant, and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2. Disinfecting area
should include, but not be limited to
the immediate area where suspected
individual was located and frequently
touched area, such as phones,
doorknobs, handrails, desktops,
cabinets, keyboards, light fixtures etc.

After Confirmed COVID-19
Facility Exposure
We can erect a negative air
containment structure and establish
a decontamination site. Fogging,
cleaning and disinfection of identified
area (including ventilation and air
conditioning system) with CDC and/
or USEPA approved disinfectant and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2. Disinfecting area
should include, but not be limited to
the immediate area where suspected
individual was located and frequently
touched area, such as phones, door
knobs, handrails, desktops, cabinets,
keyboards, light fixtures etc.

14401 Sweitzer Lane, Suite 300, Laurel, MD 20707 | P: 240.554.0161 | www.ertcorp.com

www.FIConsulting.com
1500 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

SUPPORTING THE GOVERNMENT’S PANDEMIC RESPONSE

FI Consulting takes pride in providing service excellence to government agencies and commercial institutions with
financial challenges impacting mission and customer service. We leverage our core capabilities in data, analytics,
modeling, and technology to solve our clients’ most pressing problems and help them stay at the forefront of their
industries. With staff expertise across the financial and analytic domains. FI Consulting helps our clients find
cost-effective solutions quickly and efficiently.

SERVICE OFFERINGS
ANALYTICS
MODELING
CREDIT RISK ANALYSIS
DATA MANAGEMENT and INTEGRATION
DATA GOVERNANCE SUPPORT
BUSINESS ANALYSIS and STRATEGY DESIGN

PROGRAM DESIGN
POLICY ANALYSIS
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
AUTOMATION and REPORTING

CERTIFICATIONS
 Power Platform
 Cloud
 Project Management Professionals (PMP)

 SAS Certified (Base and Advanced)
 Certified Financial Analysts
 Financial Risk Managers (FRM) - GARP

CLIENTS





Department of Homeland Security
Department of the Treasury
Department of Education
Small Business Administration






Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of Agriculture
Department of Transportation
Department of Commerce






Housing and Urban Development
Federal Reserve
Freddie Mac
Fannie Mae

CASE STUDIES
TREASURY TARP

USDA DATA INTELLIGENCE

SBA LOAN REVIEW TOOL (LRT)

CHALLENGE: Improve the quality and
accuracy of existing formulation
models, develop reestimate models,
and develop a modeling process to
improve accuracy and performance in
compliance Federal regulations.

CHALLENGE: NFAOC’s Credit Data
Warehouse consolidates data from 19
subsidiary data marts. Users struggled
to retrieve accurate data with existing
tools. USDA asked FI to evaluate the
system and recommend improvements.

CHALLENGE: In-source complex postorigination reviews on 50,000 7(a) loans
annually while ensuring quality,
compliance, increasing efficiency, and
making reviews more transparent to
management.

IMPACT: The models produced cost
estimates and market valuations for
$400+ billion in TARP investments with
complete transparency. Our work was
integral to the UST obtaining ongoing
clean audit opinions, with no material
weaknesses, on both their financial
statement and internal controls audits.

IMPACT: FI evaluated the current
system’s components and integrations,
interviewed business users, and
synthesized our findings of technical
gaps and business needs. This gave
USDA a clear view of the current
environment and a path toward
improvement of their Data Warehouse
environment.

IMPACT: LRT’s self-guided workflows
and intelligent process automation
expedite manual tasks while ensuring
consistency and accuracy. LRT is
estimated to reduce loan review time by
30% and save thousands of hours of
work annually.

CONTACT:
Victor Zulkoski
OASIS@FIConsulting.com
571.255.6900

OASIS Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS204
OASIS Small Business Pool 2
FI Consulting is a Small Business
NAICS Codes: 541219, 541611, 541511, 541512, 541618

www.FIConsulting.com
1500 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

SUPPORTING THE GOVERNMENT’S PANDEMIC RESPONSE

Designed successful
financial assistance
programs for Treasury,
Knows rules and ED, USDA, SBA
100s of successful
regulations
programs since 2002
Deploys solutions
and scale quickly

Proven, agile,
quick to set up

Monitored,
evaluated, and
administered
assistance
programs

EXISTING
GOVERNMENT
RESOURCES

Easily integrates w/
existing systems
Advanced tracking
and automated
reporting

Fewer steps to deliver trusted,
compliant financial solutions
Get the right information to
right people at right time
No wasted time or money
100% transparency

At-a-glance user
interface

Improved stakeholder
collaboration

STREAMLINE and
BETTER TRACK THE
IMPACT of
Government Financial
Assistance Programs
During the Pandemic

Proven COTS
solution w/
federal agencies

FI Consulting wants to help the U.S. Government streamline and better track the impact of financial assistance programs
during the pandemic using our expertise and/or PIM program investment management software. Since 2002, we have solved
problems in flexible and effective ways. Allow us to leverage our financial consulting experience and our technical capabilities to
support our country. FI Consulting wants to be part of the solution.

FINANCIAL CONSULTING EXPERTISE

FI Consulting’s data analytics, financial management, federal subsidy, and technology experts deliver results. For the Treasury
Department’s TARP program, we helped the OCFO improve the quality and accuracy of its existing formulation models,
formulate reestimate models for each program, and develop a robust modeling process to improve the accuracy and
performance of its programs. In less than 5 weeks, FI Consulting helped USDA implement a new loan program designed to
enable the flow of capital for community facility projects. On the SBA Loan Review Tool program, we helped in-source reviews
for more than 50,000 7(a) loans annually while ensuring compliance, quality, increased efficiency, and transparency.
Our professionals assist Government leaders with the following:
• Design financial assistance programs to ensure operational excellence
• Understand and establish the data architecture needed to monitor, evaluate, and administer assistance programs
• Build right-sized technology solutions that deploy and scale quickly for constrained timelines and budgets

PIM SOFTWARE

Program Investment Manager (PIM) is FI Consulting’s COTS solution for managing
federal assistance programs. Built using our deep knowledge of federal loan and
subsidy programs, PIM automates processes, workflows, and reporting for
application review, recipient evaluation, program monitoring, portfolio
management, executive dashboards, performance analytics, risk management,
closeout/disposition, and stakeholder engagement.
Because of its low-code technology, PIM can rapidly scale to meet pandemic
financial assistance response needs in such areas as Analytics, Modeling, Credit
Risk Analysis, Data Management and Integration, Data Governance Support,
Business Analysis and Strategy Design, Program Design, Policy Analysis, Portfolio
Management, Customer Relationship Management, and Automation/Reporting.

CONTACT:
Victor Zulkoski
OASIS@FIConsulting.com
571.255.6900

OASIS Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS204
OASIS Small Business Pool 2
FI Consulting is a Small Business
NAICS Codes: 541219, 541611, 541511, 541512, 541618

FMP Consulting

Founded in 1991, Federal Management Partners, Inc. (FMP Consulting) is a small, woman-owned strategic consulting
firm that specializes in human capital and organizational improvement solutions for federal agencies. For nearly 30 years,
FMP has been a trusted partner to the Federal Government and at the forefront of strategic transformation initiatives
that help agencies become more responsive, efficient, and effective. During this time of unprecedented change due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, we are ready and able to assist our nation’s federal agencies in achieving effective team
performance from anywhere, at any time, while maintaining continuity of mission-critical services. We are prepared to
mobilize and train virtual workforces, transform organizational processes and programs to optimize virtual
accessibility, and engage and support employees throughout this period of uncertainty and disruption.

FMP’s Capabilities

Company Profile
Company Name: Federal Management Partners, Inc. (d/b/a FMP Consulting)
Company Address: 2900 South Quincy St., Suite 200, Arlington VA 22206
Telephone: (703) 671-6600
DUNS Number: 82-589-4421 CAGE Code: 1SE80
Business Size and Designation: Certified Women-Owned Small Business
OASIS Small Business Pool 1 Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1009

Point of Contact:
Erin Pitera, President & CEO
epitera@fmpconsulting.com
(703) 671-6600 x118

FMP Capabilities in Response to COVID-19
Mobilizing a Virtual Workforce
Training Design, Development, & Delivery
Bring your training offerings directly to your employees, no matter where they are. With FMP’s comprehensive suite of
Learning and Development capabilities and expertise in adult learning and instructional systems design, we can quickly
convert your in-person trainings and learning events into engaging and interactive virtual experiences. We work one-onone with our clients to train them on the use and application of virtual learning technologies to reach all types of learners.
•
Converting courseware for migrating existing classroom
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
courses to new formats (e.g., virtual instructor-led, eLearning)
• Moving Out of the Classroom: Are You Ready to
•
Developing course content for classroom or e-Learning
Convert Your Offerings?
modules
• Tools and Technology: The Evolving Elements of e•
Designing, developing, and deploying multi-modal
Learning
occupational curriculum plans
• Selecting Tools for Learning and Development
•
Training business professionals on the use and application of
• Five Tips for New E-Learning Developers
virtual learning technologies

Engaging Employees & Maintaining Organizational Performance
Perhaps now more than ever, organizations are looking for ways to keep their remote workforce engaged and highperforming. Managing people and teams in virtual environments can be daunting; we work with our clients to embrace
the flexibility of remote work arrangements, overcome the challenges they present, and help both managers and
employees navigate the transition to a virtual world.
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging employees in a virtual world
Leading and managing virtual teams
Virtual hiring and onboarding
Managing performance in a virtual
environment
Navigating conflict and team dynamics

Read more about FMP’s experience in these areas:

•
•
•
•
•

Cultivating Culture: 3 Tips for Managing a Successful Remote Workforce
How FMP Does Teleworking – An Interview with Our Remote Employees
Making Telework Work: I’ll Take My Telework Program Stirred, Not Shaken
Tips and Tricks to Improve Teleworking Teams… Just in Time for Tip-Off!
Collaborative Networks: It All Starts with an Effective Onboarding Program

Technology Evaluation & Implementation
Right now, remote work capabilities are essential to continuing agency operations and delivering critical services to the
public. We help our clients find solutions that balance best practices with practicality, and work together to implement
high-impact, adaptable, user-friendly technology.
•
Designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
technology systems
• Got New Tech? Don’t Forget Your Old Data!
•
Creating customized HR technology applications and
• Choosing Technology that Fits Your Business
software
• A Morphing Landscape: Technical Desires
•
Defining and analyzing requirements
•
Providing comprehensive program management support

Transforming Organizations & Managing Change
Change Management & Communication
The COVID-19 pandemic is changing organizations in ways they couldn’t have predicted. How organizations respond and
usher their workforce through this period of unprecedented change will have lasting impact. As a trusted advisor and
partner, FMP works closely with our clients to develop change management and communication strategies that are
rooted in best practice and contain contingencies for dealing with shifting dynamics when consistency and clarity must
prevail.
•
Creating strategic communications plans and tailored messaging
•
Conducting organizational current-state and readiness
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
assessments
• Change Management: Getting Down to Basics
•
Identifying strengths, opportunities, challenges, and enablers of
• Change Management: More Than Words
change
• Introducing Resiliency
•
Aligning change management activities to organizational goals
•
Measuring the impact of change

COVID-19 Rapid Response Support

Federal Management Systems, Inc

FMS has partnered with Forward Edge-AI to provide COVID-19 Rapid
Forward Edge’s NSF SBIR Funded
Response Support. Our goal is to enable customers to achieve flexibility Gabriel® product selected as a 2020
in day-to-day business requirements by leveraging and enabling systems ACT/IAC Igniting Innovation Award
Finalist
and innovation - medical doctors, medical informatics, call center
counseling, statistical analysis, artificial intelligence, automation,
blockchain, telecommunication, logistics, and human capital.

THE FMS ADVANTAGE
FMS has successfully ramped up a workforce of 80 to 150 cleared professionals between 3 to 5 business
days supporting Federal agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security and Department of State
both domestically and overserves. We possess a Top Secret cleared facility and have over 30 years of
experience responding to national emergencies providing capacity support.

Our partner Forward Edge-AI, Inc. (https://forwardedge-ai.com/) received a Phase I Small Business
Innovative Research (SBIR) award that provides a nexus for a Phase III SBIR sole-source award for
products, production, services, R/R&D, or any combination thereof on FMS offerings.

CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Direct Phase III SBIR Sole Source Award and GSA
OASIS Pool #2 Vehicles
Detection
of
COVID-19
Scams,
Disinformation,
Misinformation, and Fraud Detection
Rapid Response with cleared boots on the ground 24 hours
Professional Staffing Surge Support to management each
action for preparedness: Grants Managements, Call Center,
Counseling, Logistics, Travel, Project Management,
Financial Management, and Budgeting
Facilities for workforce testing and suitability determination
before personnel return to Government-site
ISO 9001:2015, Top Secret Cleared Facility

Aubrey Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Program Manager (COPM)

202-256-4172 | astephenson@fmshq.com

George Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Contract Manager (COCM)

301-455-6608 | gstephenson@fmshq.com

COVID-19 Rapid Response Support

Value Proposition
Proven support to the National Institute of Health, since 1997
providing capacity support with over 200 personnel with
scientific research expertise in Toxicology, Biology, Chemistry,
Medicine, and other areas. FMS supported the following
Institutes, Centers, and Offices:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

US Government Supported Assets
▪ US Embassies Domestic and
Overseas
▪ Public Buildings/Office Buildings
▪ ICE/CBP Installations
▪ Hospitals

National Cancer Institute
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
National Human Genome Research Institute
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institute of Mental Health
Center for Scientific Review
National Institute of Nursing Research
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration

Aubrey Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Program Manager (COPM)

202-256-4172 | astephenson@fmshq.com

George Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Contract Manager (COCM)

301-455-6608 | gstephenson@fmshq.com

Futrend Technology Inc.

OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD18D000G
Pool: 2
Size: small business
POC: Yvonne Zhou, President, Futrend Technology, Inc.

Futrend Technology Inc. (FUTREND) has been supporting the Health and Human Services (HHS) Office
of Global Affairs (OGA) international health policy development since 2008. We have consistently been
recognized for our excellent support of the OGA in the
following areas:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Public Health Policy and International Health
Analysis
Pandemics and Emerging Threats
Technical writing and content development
Administrative, operational, and executive assistance

Public Health Policy and International Health Analysis
We are experienced in writing and editing correspondence,
briefing documents, reports, and position papers for the HHS
Secretary, Deputy Secretary and other high-level officials.
We write, edit, and deliver informative and well-researched work products so the USG officials can focus
on policy discussions and make more informed policy decisions. Examples of engagements are:
▪

▪

▪

Our staff has participated in USG policy development and response to the COVID-19 outbreak,
working with international, multilateral and USG partners. We have staff members working on
the response at Secretary Alex Azar’s Operation Center.
Our Staff coordinated HHS policy and response to the Zika disease outbreak, including drafting
daily updates to the National Security Council, weekly reports to the HHS Secretary, and drafting
the memo to the President for his initial briefing on the subject. Worked with the Geographic
Information Systems team that developed a county-level map of Zika screening across the U.S.
which was used to identify high risk states.
FUTREND also facilitated the Binational Forum: Emerging Mosquito-borne Infectious Diseases
along the U.S.-Mexico Border. This effort was a two-day event where the overall goal was to
convene the 10 United States-Mexico Border States in solidarity to address mosquito-borne
diseases of concern to both countries and to review and improve communication and cooperation
mechanisms to detect, prevent, and control mosquito-borne infectious disease outbreaks along
both sides of the border.
FUTREND organized a briefing for 70 diplomats from over 60 Embassies to share information on
HHS and the Department of State’s work on Zika. Embassies praised the U.S. communication
and collaborations in countries and asked questions about diagnostics, vector control, vaccine
development, and Zika’s effect on the U.S.

8605 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 304 • Vienna, VA 22182
Voice: 703.556-0016 or 1.866.futrend • Fax: 703.556-0199

▪

FUTREND is currently coordinating unified U.S. government policy on tuberculosis and
polio. Our team addresses a broad breadth of policy in the multilateral setting, including past and
current policy related to vaccine development and planning for current and future health priorities.

FUTREND’s staff has extensive experience organizing, coordinating, and supporting high-level meetings
between the HHS Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and other HHS officials with their bi-lateral counterparts
and multi-lateral officials. We are experienced in supporting high-level meetings with foreign dignitaries,
international organizations, high-level Government officials, and the public. We bring our knowledge of
HHS protocols, meeting timelines, meeting procedures, meeting space availability, diplomatic courtesies,
security measures, document specifications, and public notification requirements to ensure these tasks are
completed appropriately and timely.
Our staff has worked with partner governments and organizations to develop briefing memos, guidance
documents and memorandums of understanding between HHS and its agencies, partner Ministries,
European Union and European Commission, multi-lateral organizations such as the World Health
Organization (WHO), the Pan American Health Organization, and other global partners. We have helped
develop and revise various documents on pandemics and emerging threats, HIV/AIDS, biosecurity and
other global health topics for the White House, Group of Eight (G-8) Summits, Global Health Security
Initiatives, Global Health Security Agenda and WHO World Health Assembly.
A teaming partner has extensive consulting expertise in public health and emergency management, with
currently over 70% of its workforce solely dedicated to supporting federal efforts related to the COVID19 pandemic. Specifically, we are
▪ Providing on-call, 24/7 assistance with the health and operational challenges of maintaining
critical ongoing efforts of federal agencies while simultaneously keeping their personnel safe.
▪ Working with these agencies to plan and develop strategies for their return to normal operations.
▪ For its public health customers, including ASPR and BARDA, scientific and medical consultants
provide invaluable subject matter expertise inputs towards the development and procurement of
new diagnostic devices and medical countermeasures for COVID-19.
▪ Business consultants were key in supporting BARDA’s recent partnership with Johnson and
Johnson to secure and manage a $1B budget to develop a COVID-19 vaccine and conduct antiviral treatment research and development.
▪ Professionals also provide crucial operational support to Federal Emergency Support Functions
(ESF) 8 and 13. On behalf of the DOJ, for example, our ESF 13 team helped coordinate federal
law enforcement deployments to provide force protection at numerous quarantine sites around the
nation.
▪ Provides extensive professional services support, such as public health communications, to help
our clients, including ASPR, USCG, and DOD, coordinate and develop clear and concise COVID19 communications and information for both their workforces and the public at large.

8605 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 304 • Vienna, VA 22182
Voice: 703.556-0016 or 1.866.futrend • Fax: 703.556-0199
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BUILDING
FORWARD
MOMENTUM:
Government agencies, private industry, and commercial vendors
have partnered with Graham Technologies to assist them with
solving the most critical of missions since 2007. Einstein stated that
“Nothing Happens Until Something Moves”. GRAHAM provides the
forward momentum necessary to achieve success at the speed of
mission. GRAHAM’s cadre of experienced, innovative, and versatile
engineers specialize in problem solving - enabling agencies to best
meet current and future challenges. Our robust, agile, and elastic
solutions for data analytics, targeted application modernization,
cybersecurity, and cloud adoption are delivered on-time and within
or under budget.

GRAHAM specializes in meeting, exceeding, and future-proofing
enterprise IT writ-large. Our proven methodologies, coupled with our
passion for service is evident in all that we do.

TESTED - PROVEN - TRUSTED
Emergency Management requires real-time, 24/7, follow the sun situational
awareness. Graham Technologies understands better than most that real-time
situational awareness is only part of the equation. While situational awareness
is key for continuity of operations (COOP), situational understanding is the key to
problem solving and true mission assurance.
We provide the experience and expertise to implement the analysis and the
operations necessary to adroitly plan, prepare and execute the protection,
prevention, mitigation, response and recovery of an Enterprise IT network.
Graham Technologies’ Subject Matter Experts have over 100 years of technical
and operational experience providing Preparedness, Mitigation, Response, and
Recovery solutions at home and abroad.
Our continuous diagnostics, mitigation, and rapid recovery experience reduces
down-time, while ensuring continuous operability/interoperability during manmade or natural disasters. Graham’s validated Risk Analysis techniques, coupled
with our agile Risk Avoidance approach ensures the continuum of operations
necessary for Forward Momentum.

© 2020 GRAHAM TECHNOLOGIES ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

One Team - One Fight

Company Details
Headquartered in Largo, Maryland
Top Secret Facility Clearance
 DUNS: 825126035 | CAGE: 52UTO
Contract vehicles:
 GSA IT 70 Schedule (GS-35F513BA) SINs-132-51 (IT); 132-45 A-D
(Cybersecurity); 132-56 (Healthcare)
 GSA STARS II (GS-06F-1202Z)
 eFast (DTFAWA13A-00123)
 PSS Schedule GS PSS 47QRAA19D00BY
 CMS SPARC HHSM-500-2017-00026I
 Seaport NxG N0017819D7728
 OASIS SB 47QRAD20D1102 (Pool 1)
Certifications
 ISO 9001:2015, 20000, 27001
 CMMI

NAICS Codes

Graham Technologies’ Emergency Management activities have long included
the mitigation techniques and recovery methodologies necessary for true
“Response”. Utilizing the standards in the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) we ensure “a continuous cycle of planning, organizing, training,
equipping, exercising, evaluating, and taking corrective action in an effort
to ensure effective coordination during incident response.” Our enhanced
understanding of the National Contingency Plan (NCP), the National Interagency Incident Management System (NIIMS), and integration techniques
ensures that Graham Technologies can lead or join a team dedicated to the
prevention, agile response, and recovery from threats to public safety and
public health emergencies, including mass casualty incidents.
Our response capabilities allow us to integrate into an efficient coordination
of resources at any level, and at any level before, during, and after a potential
emergency or disaster. Our team has the technical and operational experience
and prowess to bring the expertise, practical training, and assistance required
for saving lives, reducing property and economic loss, and preserving
operations. We ensure that Graham team members are current in ICS Training
requirements to include ICS-100 through 700, and specified Emergency
Support Functions. Additionally, through Graham’s Subject Matter Experts,
and extensive network of thoroughly vetted partners, we can most efficiently
mobilize incident specific resources to meet the dynamics of all emergency
events - from the smallest incident to the largest public health emergency.
Further, our team brings demonstrated experience in working with key
agencies at the local, state, federal and tribal levels. It is those relationships
that are critical in the recovery process and minimizing the impact of a critical
event.
Contact us immediately for any questions or to further your understanding
of how Graham Technologies can ensure Forward Momentum for your
enterprise.

Core Technical Capabilities

Data Analytics

Modernization

Cybersecurity

Cloud

541511 • 541512 • 541513 • 541519 • 541611

1401 Mercantile Lane | Suite 301 | Largo, MD 20774
Phone: (240) 764-7899 | Fax: (301) 560-6579 | info@graham-tech.net

graham-tech.net
© 2020 GRAHAM TECHNOLOGIES ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

SMARTER IT

DELIVERED.

Halvik Corp

Halvik Corp (Halvik) is a certified 8(a) Economically Disadvantaged
Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB), with 130 personnel
providing solutions to over 30 U.S. Federal Government clients.
For 13 years Halvik has provided services for large mission critical
systems for our clients as a prime contractor. Focused on long-term
partnerships with our Government customers to help them meet their
mission needs, our experience includes the design, development,
deployment, training, maintenance, and modernization of many of the
business and mission critical systems of our clients today.
In support of urgent needs in response to circumstances created by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Halvik is prepared and available to provide OASIS
customers the services described below. We have provided the same
services to our customers on contracts listed to the right.
Acquisition / Program Management Services
▪ Procurement Planning & Management
▪ Strategic Planning
▪ Risk Management
▪ Cost and Schedule Management
Data-driven Decision Making
▪ Artificial Intelligence
▪ Machine Learning
▪ Data Analytics
▪ Data Scientists
▪ Data Visualization

Qualifying Pools:

Pool 1 SB

Contract Number:

47QRAD20D1046

CAGE Code:

5GRR4

DUNS:

013052108

Corporate Certifications
CMMI DEV Level 3, CMMI SVC Level 2,
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015,
ISO 17025:2017, ISO 20000-1:2011,
ISO 27001:2013
Point of Contact:
Jane Robinson, Halvik OASIS Program Manager
Phone: (703) 634-3037
Email: jrobinson@halvik.com

CUSTOMERS
Department of Defense (DoD)
U.S. Army HQDA G-3/5/7
U.S. Army DCS G-1
U.S. Army CSA SLD
Defense Finance and Accounting Service
(DFAS)
Naval Postgraduate School

Administrative and Logistics Services
▪ Call Center Management and Support
▪ Analysis & Recommendation of Support Equipment Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
▪ Records and File Management
Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
Financial Management Services
▪ Cost Estimating & Analysis
▪ Economic Research & Analysis
▪ Budget Analysis & Tracking
▪ Analysis of Cost Alternatives
▪ Grant Management

Department of State (DoS)
Nuclear Risk Reduction Center (NRRC)

Professional and Technical Services
▪ Lifecycle Management
▪ Independent Verification & Validation
▪ Technical Data Analysis
▪ Process Automation

Department of Transportation (DOT)
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)
Federal Highway Administration (FHA)

MODERNIZE / SECURE / SUSTAIN
1600 Spring Hill Road Suite 240
Vienna, Virginia 22182
www.halvik.com

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS)

Department of Justice (DOJ)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
Terrorist Screening Center (TSC)

Jane Robinson, Halvik OASIS Program Manager
Phone: (703) 634-3037
Email: jrobinson@6h6alvik.com

7233D Hanover Parkway, Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
Tel.: (301) 474-0147 ● Fax: (301) 474-0146
Point of Contacts: Melissa Hamilton, MBA, CPA, PMP / Principal
Email: melissa.hamilton@usfti.com
Nazim Hamilton, MBA, CPA, CICA, CCS / Principal
Email: nazim.hamilton@usfti.com

Why Hamilton Enterprises?

With seasoned professionals and an excellent reputation, Hamilton Enterprises is
committed to professional excellence, high quality, and mission focused solutions to
assist agencies in achieving their goals. We maintain a system of quality controls,
subject to independent evaluation and review. Our management team is hands on with
all staffing, solution development, and project management. Combining our quality
control systems and management oversight with our dedication to operating with the
utmost levels of honesty, reliability, integrity, and transparency allows us to exceed our
client’s expectations.

Capabilities

Hamilton Enterprises is a minority-owned, Small Disadvantaged, CPA, Management and IT consulting firm based in the
Washington DC metropolitan area. We are committed to professional excellence within our core capabilities of auditing, accounting,
and financial management advisory services. We offer the below services to government agencies:
❖ OMB Circular A-123 Internal Control Compliance
❖ CFO Act, CTDA, Grants, Loans and DCAA Contract Audits
❖ Audit Readiness, Liaison and Remediation
❖ Information Systems, Performance and Compliance Audits
❖ Policy and Procedures Development
❖ Financial Reporting and Analysis
❖ Accounting, Reconciliation and Budget Support
❖ Administrative and Clerical Services
❖ Risk and Financial Management Advisory Services
❖ Budget Formulation and Execution
❖ Accountability of Tax Dollars Act Audits
❖ Examinations and Agreed-Upon Procedures
❖ Financial Management and Reconciliations
❖ Financial Statement Compilations and Analysis
❖ Travel Disbursement Support
❖ U.S. Standard General Ledger and GTAS reporting support
❖ Augmentation of contracting support
❖ Program Management Support、
❖ Marketing Support
❖ Emergency Disaster Support
Faced with COVID-19, sharing and collaboration are the best remedy. Hamilton Enterprises
feels we have the social responsibilities to utilize our company resources to support the
government in meeting their urgent needs at this difficult time. Our support will not only include
the above services, but also gather useful information from foreign countries to prevent the
COVID-19 as well as the potential treatment. In addition, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, we
are willing to utilize our resources to provide N95 masks.

Past Performance - Emergency Disaster Support
Client

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Department of Defense, U.S. Navy
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agency for International Development (USAID)

•

Small Business Administration (SBA)

•

Project
Program Management Support
Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC)
Budgeting and Grants Management Support Services
Compliance Review for Tropical Storm Allison (Houston, Texas)
N8 Support Services for CNREURAFSWA
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Core Accounting
System (CAS) Subject Matter Expert
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) I-9 Support
Services
Accounting System, Billing, CAS Disclosure Statement and
Incurred Cost Audits
Office of Disaster Assistance (ODA) Loan Credit Risk Scoring
and Portfolio Analysis Services
Type of Business: CPA’s and SDB firm
Cage Code: 52DB6
DUNS Number: 825487130
GSA PSS Schedule No: GS-23F0091V
GSA OASIS SB Schedule No: GS00Q140ADS206
Primary NAICS Codes:
541211: Offices of Certified Public Accountants
541219: Other Accounting Services
541611: Management Consulting Services
541618: Other Management Consulting Services

INTEGRATION INNOVATION, INC.
Headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama
OASIS Pool 4 SBSA
CONTACT: President, Rich Kretzschmar | 256.479.8205,
Richard.kretzschmar@i3-corps.com
i3 was founded in December 2007 with the intent to do business differently. Our focus is to leave our team members and
customers better than we found them-ultimately strengthening our Nation, our warfighter, and our company. Our goal is to
create a culture that naturally produces growth by reminding people why they are relevant, knowing that leadership matters,
and believing we can make a difference while making a living. We strive to create a positive environment that enriches the
lives of our team members through a commitment to excellence, with a focus on quick response Advanced Additive and
Adaptive Manufacturing, Cyber Security, Information Technology and Interactive Training Solutions. At i3 we identify
emerging needs, encourage innovation, and make a meaningful impact on our Nation, its allies, and our community.

RELEVANT CAPABILITIES TO FEMA
• Automated Adaptive Manufacturing
• Rapid Response Additive Manufacturing
• Cyber Security & IT Innovative Solutions
• Interactive Multi-Media and Augmented Reality Training Solutions.
Advanced Classified Manufacturing Facility in Huntsville, Alabama
i3 Corporate assets include an 18,000 sq. ft. advanced classified manufacturing facility capable of producing some of the
nation’s most complex aerospace components and systems. i3 incorporated multiple smart manufacturing techniques,
including: additive manufacturing, automated adaptive manufacturing, 3D optical measurement, various 3-axis Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) milling centers, CNC lathes with live tooling, 5-axis waterjet cutting, industrial stitching, and quality
assurance/control. Equipment in this facility was recently repurposed in support of the Huntsville Alabama Area COVID-19
Face Shield 3D Printing Collaboration.

Interactive Multi-Media Instruction (IMI)/Augmented Reality (AR) Training Applications
i3 is known for rapid development, adaptation, storage, and delivery of world class IMI and AR training applications. Our
cloud-based virtual training suite delivers secure learning tools at the point and time of need for customers. i3 agile software
development process, established personnel and corporate infrastructure are available for responsive development and webbased deployment of training solutions for FEMA equipment operation or emplacement.

Cyber Security and Enterprise Network Integrity
i3 is comprised of industry leaders in the realms of cybersecurity, information technology, and enterprise Network integrity.
Our technical experts have extensive experience supporting operational commands and RDT&E centers in establishment of
secure network enterprise solutions. Solutions which are adaptable to FEMA efforts to rapidly establish/construct or outfit
network connectivity for mobile/temporary emergency medical facilities.

IT Innovation - Preadmission Patient Monitoring (P2M)
i3 is leveraging our recent system development experience with MEDHUB, a networked system developed for the US Army
Medical Material Device Agency (USAMMDA) for Air and Ground MEDICS to monitor multiple patients on the battlefield. As
the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic continues to spread worldwide doctor offices, hospitals, and other critical care
facilities are experiencing overwhelming and crippling patients load. The Preadmission Patient Monitoring (P2M) System will
monitor patients’ vitals prior to and during admittance procedures. The wireless approach provides for appropriate social
distancing of symptomatic patients, allows for a smaller number of medical staff to monitor a larger number of patients and
provides alert to focus patient care on those in most critical need.

International Development Group LLC

ABOUT
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP LLC
(IDG)
International Development Group
LLC assists donors, governments,
and the private sector to achieve
sustainable, broad-based economic
development and poverty
reduction. IDG provides
policymakers and entrepreneurs
with the practical tools needed to
make a real and measurable impact
for their communities and their
countries. IDG builds the capacity
of individuals and institutions in the
public, private, and not-for-profit
sectors, fostering synergies
between local knowledge and
international experience.

For all its work, IDG brings a gender lens and works to include
women, youth, and minorities to support equitable and broadbased development.

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP LLC

IDG works worldwide, across a spectrum
of country conditions - developing,
transition, and developed; post-conflict
and stable; low- and medium-income.

CONTACT US
International Development Group LLC
1100 North Glebe Road, Suite 950
Arlington, Virginia 22201
T: +1.571.336.7980
Procurement Enquiries:
jtolliver@internationaldevelopmentgroup.com
Technical Enquiries:
rkirk@internationaldevelopmentgroup.com
www.internationaldevelopmentgroup.com

Building capacity worldwide for
economic, social, and
democratic development

In Azerbaijan, IDG worked to improve the business environment and value chains to
foster agricultural development throughout the country.

COVID-19 URGENT POLICY
RESPONSES
• Limit the economic damage through expansionary
monetary and fiscal measures that increase liquidity
• Introduce stabilization measure to protect the
businesses and vulnerable groups
• Promote safe working practices to keep
production and trade flowing-trade in both goods
and services is critical for limiting the health and
economic impact of the pandemic, and particularly
for limiting the impact on the most vulnerable
• Streamline trade procedures, support transport
and logistics services to maintain cross-border and
international supply chains
• Fast track automated business processes
• Promote emergency labor legislation to enable
flexible payment schedules

OUR EXPERTISE
IDG provides services in:
• Monetary and Fiscal Policy
• Competitiveness/Private Sector Development
• Trade Facilitation and Logistics
• International Trade and Investment
• Economic Governance
• Workforce Development
• Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning
• Political Economy Analysis

On SAIL IDG is working with the Sri Lanka Tourism Development Agency and the Urban
Development Authority to reduce the regulatory burden on foreign investors.

OUR PROJECTS
USAID Supporting Accelerated
Investment in Sri Lanka Project (SAIL)
IDG is working with the Sri Lankan Ministry of
Development Strategies on a number of trade
policy and trade facilitation issues, including
implementation of Trade Facilitation Agreement
obligations; review of paratariffs; monitoring and
implementation of free trade agreements; revision
of the Import-Export Control Law; steps needed
for a Free Trade Agreement with the US;
implementation of the WTO Information
Technology Agreement; and public-private dialogue
events on trade. IDG also provides policy and
institutional support to improve the business and
investment environment. IDG is working to reduce
the regulatory burden on foreign investors,
simplifying and reducing the number of required
forms and paperwork, and increasing the quality and
clarity of the information available to potential
investors regarding the processes for obtaining
investment approvals.

USAID Feed the Future Food Security
Service Center II (FSSC II)
IDG is providing expert services and short-term
technical assistance for program design, technical
analyses,
and
capacity
building
for
USAID/Washington and Missions in a range of
agriculture and food system technical areas.

Using automated electronic clearances to reduce in person contact.

USAID Bangladesh Enabling Trade &
Better Business Environment (BITBEE)
BITBEE advances inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, encourages regional cooperation, and
promotes good governance. Activities include
easing the burden on business through simplification
and digitization of business regulations and forms
and adopting electronic pre-arrival processing and
e-signatures for imports.

USAID Economic Development,
Governance, and Enterprise Growth
Project (EDGE)
IDG is working to create inclusive, sustainable
economic growth and to support intra-regional and
Euro-Atlantic integration across 12 countries in
E&E. IDG is reducing barriers to trade by helping
countries harmonize and converge with the Acquis
and WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement and
supporting cross-border cooperation through
single border stops. IDG is also working to improve
the competitiveness of targeted value chains. IDG is
implementing a grant under contract mechanism to
promote capacity building of local organizations in
the region. EDGE features a buy-in mechanism
allowing for quick mobilization of activities in the 12
E&E countries.

Capabilities in Response to COVID-19
As a Certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned and Small Business Company, Infinity Technology
is committed to excellence and creating innovative and holistic solutions for our customers.

Infinity Technology
Infinity Technology provides insight and experience to support Government customers in their
strategic response throughout this current pandemic. Our past and current experience planning for
disasters both natural and man made alongside our Federal customers allows us to provide
appreciable operational, tactical, and strategic advantages. We stand ready to help support Federal
and local governments navigate these uncertain times.
Response Centric Capabilities:
Program Management

Information Architecture and Analysis

Acquisition and Support Services

Business Intelligence

Planning and Analysis

Data Analytics & Predictive Modeling

Operational Facility Support

Electronic Document Discovery (EDD)

Logistics

Enterprise Data Warehouse
Knowledge Management

General Information:
Small Business Concerns Service

Tax ID: 20-2727148

Service Disabled Veteran -Owned Small
Business

Clearance Levels: Secret / Top Secret / SCI with
CI and/or Full-Scope Polygraph

Federal CAGE Code: 39AM6

Top Secret Facility Clearance
DCAA Approved Accounting System

DUNS Number: 19-802-4809

PEOPLE

PROCESS

POSSIBILITIES

Case Studies
We supported the National Guard Bureau J5 effort to provide data analysis and consulting for the National Guard
Strategic Planning System (NGSPS) which nests within the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS). This mission is
targeted at developing disaster relief plans for current and future scenarios, nationwide.
Under this effort, standard national scenarios are conceived, and disaster relief plans are developed and implemented. This team is responsible for background analysis and research, data gathering and coordination, and collaboration with federal, state, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
J5 works closely with FEMA as well as the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Combined Joint Chiefs of
Staff (CJCS)/Joint Staff, the Combatant Commands (COCOMs), the Department of Justice (DOJ), the Services, state
governments/territories- including the Council of Governors, several consortiums such as Central U.S. Earthquake
Consortium, and NGOs such as the Red Cross and Salvation Army.
We provided operational, policy, technical, facility and transportation coordination support to the J10 (Contingency and
Exercises Department). J10CE provides guidance, and training to Technical Support Groups that provide chemical/
biological/radiological/nuclear (CBRN) assistance, guidance and operational support to various Departments in the
United States Government to prepare, respond, and prevent the weapons of mass destruction threat.

We currently provide J1 Manpower Management Analysis Services to the National Guard Bureau Office of the Chief of
Manpower. We strategize how to fill the “spaces” not the “faces” to assure that there is a competent diverse workforce.
To this end they have created and manage the Organizations & Functions Manual (O&FM) which establishes policies
and standards, assigns responsibilities, and outlines the process for documenting joint manpower requirements and obtaining approval for adjustments to organizational structure and manpower authorizations.
Our team at J1 work closely with the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Office of the Under Secretary for Personnel and Readiness and DoD’s Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC).
We provide support services for the United States Army Combined Arms Support Command (USACASCOM), Sustainment Battle Lab (SBL) Concepts and Capabilities Development Division in their efforts of Force Modernization. On this
effort, our team work in the Concepts and Capabilities divisions to ensure our armed forces are prepared for developments and changes in warfighting, preparing for possible scenarios 20-30 years in the future.
Members of the Concepts Division team are integral in working with various other agencies and organizations to determine specific scenarios to which our forces will have to respond. These scenarios are then passed to the Capabilities
Division, where a three-phase process is implemented to determine requirements and needs for the scenario, assess
and rank gaps based on current abilities and technology, and conduct research to find innovative solutions to bridge
those gaps.
The Department of Energy (DOE), Strategic Petroleum Reserve Project Management Office (SPRPMO) in New Orleans,
Louisiana’s mission is to reduce vulnerability to economic national security, and foreign policy consequences of crude oil
supply interruptions by discouraging use of supply disruptions by other nations and by supplementing crude oil supplies
in the event of an international disruption due to political, military, or national causes. We currently support the PMO
operations. Due to Covid -19 we had to complete the configuration, implementation and operations for the entire organization to work remote while addressing contingency mission analytics based on Presidential Directives impacting the
Strategic Reserve

For Additional Information, Contact:

Sam Poticha

Yael Freimann

Director of Business Development

Director of Engagement

spoticha@itllc.com

yfreimann@itllc.com
www.itllc.com

Our Mission is to Make it Matter
for every employee, every customer, every mission.

Inflow

Inﬂow’s Solution
COVID-19 presents our nation with an unprecedented
national security threat. Inﬂow is a national security ﬁrm
providing a wide range of expertise and service offerings
to the United States government. Our service offerings
include Cyber, Identity Intelligence (I2), Intelligence,
Thought Leadership, and Training. Inﬂow has provided
Top-Secret engineers, chemists, ethical cyber hackers,
cyber trainers, cyber network engineers, intelligence
analysts, computer software engineers, network engineers,
data analysts, and other experts across the globe and the
United States. Our OCONUS work is located in
Afghanistan, Kuwait, Bahrain, Iraq, and Europe.
Inﬂow works side-by-side with our customers to source
and analyze data to produce actionable intelligence. With
our unique tradecrafts, we are able to combat terrorism,
prevent homeland attacks, and stop future cyber threats.
Our SMEs take their expertise beyond the ﬁeld and
implement it within the classroom, training our nation’s
future generation of security talent with the operational
constructs of modern warfare. Additionally, Inﬂow provides
communication and outreach expertise in support of the
vital government mission to detect and deter fraud, waste,
and abuse in DoD programs and operations.

Small Business.
Sophisticated Capabilities.
• Proven global integrator of national security services
• ISO 9001:2015 & CMMI Maturity Level 2 certiﬁcations
• Afghanistan business license, DBA insurance, ITAR
• Reach-back to Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Use of advanced analytics to hire the best talent
• DCAA audited accounting system (Deltek)
• Top Secret facilities clearance

Who We Serve
• U.S. Navy
• Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
• U.S. Army
Firearms, and Explosives (ATF)
• U.S. Air Force
• DoD Ofﬁce of Inspector
• U.S. Marine Corps
General (OIG)
• Defense Intelligence • Federal Bureau of
Agency (DIA)
Investigation (FBI)

Contract Vehicles
GSA PSS & IT 70 | OASIS SB Pool 1 | Seaport-e NXG JERDAP

Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)
www.inﬂow-ns.com | 210.588.0100 | contact@inﬂow-ns.com
CAGE: 78MG2 | DUNS: 07-956-6858

Cyber

Intelligence

Increased Teleworking for COVID-19 has lowered IT
security standards for DoD, Hospitals, and Schools
opening up vulnerabilities to cyber attaks. Inﬂow
provides offensive and defensive cyber capabilities to
the U.S. military and other federal government agencies.
Our team of cyber experts, including intelligence
analysts, cyber planners, database administrators,
software engineers, and sr. systems architects, provide
cyber services support to our homeland's cyber
commands, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy–all of
whom are directly combating terrorism. Inﬂow's cyber
experts ward off cyber-attacks, provide actionable
intelligence to connect malicious coders to their actions,
and protect our nation's critical infrastructure from
adversaries. We bring experts with the knowledge and
capabilities to support the full spectrum of cyber
services, including:
• Rapid application development
• Ethical hacking
• Offensive and defensive full spectrum support
(network and security operations)
• Cyber-attack planning
• Cyber forensic intelligence analysis
• Intelligence analysis of code
• Insider threat protection

By converging Medical Intelligence with other Intel units
to create a full spectrum threat analysis, we can prevent
the next CVID-19. Our intel analysts enhance situational
awareness and help combat global threats. They create
intelligence reports based on veriﬁable research using
all-source intelligence, facial recognition, cyber footprint,
and other data sources. Inﬂow collects, analyzes, exploits,
and disseminates key information on all identity
attributes for foreign materials, improvised explosive
devices (IEDs), and other weapons. This includes:
• Human intelligence collection (HUMINT)
• Signal intelligence (SIGINT)
• Electronic intelligence (ELINT)
• Weapons technical intelligence (WTI)
• All-source intelligence
• Detailed and accurate intelligence reports
• Data modeling

Identity Intelligence (I2)
COVID-19 has created a larger global threat, we must be
vigilant at capturing actionable intelligence throughout
this crisis so that we maintain national security
preparedness. Inﬂow's experts deploy globally to
support the U.S. DoD and intelligence communities
through our I2 services. Inﬂow collects, analyzes, exploits,
documents, and reports on all identity attributes and
associated technologies, including processing for foreign
materials, IEDs, and other weapons. Inﬂow collects,
analyzes, exploits, documents, and reports on all identity
attributes and associated technologies & processes for
foreign materials, IEDs, and other weapons. Our areas of
expertise includes:
• Biometrics-enabled intelligence (BEI)
• Forensics-enabled intelligence (FEI)
• Document and media exploitation (DOMEX)
• Electrical engineering
• Cyber forensics analysis
• Reverse engineering
• All-source intelligence analysis of both data and
materials
• ARES software tool for I2 data analysis

Thought Leadership

Inﬂow provides thought leadership across some of the
most complex operating environments for the U.S.
government with its team of program managers, IT
technologists, and consultants. Our experts possess
knowledge and experience across many areas, including:
• Data analytics, preventing the spread of COVID-19
• Data analytics, identifying your next insider threat
• Disaster planning and logistics analysis
• Program management and support – rapid
telecommunications network setup and planning
• Concept of operations development for adhoc
hospitals and triage centers
• IT assessments, design, and operations
• System design, development, and assessment
and authorization
• Cyber security planning & White paper development
• Communications and public relations support
• Process improvement and development
• Executive policy and doctrine development
• Technical representatives supporting IPTs

Training
Whether it’s responding in a post blast environment,
identifying key intelligence, countering cyber threats, or
countering an explosive device, students need scenario
speciﬁc training. Inﬂow’s instructors have extensive
experience in classroom teaching and hands-on training.
Across all training programs, Inﬂow’s services include:
• Create and maintain course curriculum in accordance
with the ADDIE model
• Development of TTPs and Training for Certiﬁcation
• Conducts hands-on exercises, scenario-based
practice events, and live demo operations.
• Supports intelligence lifecycle, improving training
with data from analyzed captured materials.

Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)
www.inﬂow-ns.com | 210.588.0100 | contact@inﬂow-ns.com
CAGE: 78MG2 | DUNS: 07-956-6858
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INTEGRITY IS
READY

TO SUPPORT OUR
NATION DURING THE
COVID-19 RECOVERY

WHO WE ARE

CAPABILITIES

Integrity Management Consulting stands

Integrity’s core service offerings align with the critical support functions
needed to enable the federal government to efficiently expend funds
appropriated for COVID-19 relief efforts. We have direct experience with
similar support during the 2008 Recovery Act.

ready to support our nation in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. We believe
it is our calling to make an impact for
good. We define it simply: helping the
government achieve mission success,

Acquisition, Contracting and Financial Management

which leads to better government

•

Requirements
Development

•

Capital Planning &
Investment Control

•

Market Research &
Vendor Relations
Support

performance and stewardship, and
ultimately, the improved safety, security,
and health of this nation. This broader
impact is important and essential to
Integrity. We want to help our nation
mount a strong response both to the
pandemic and to the economic stimulus.

•

•

•

Contracts & Grants
Management

•

Procurement &
Solicitation Support

•

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

•

Training for CORs
and Contracting Staff

•
•

Product Support

Asset Management
Rapid Capability
Deployment

•

Training

•
•

Project Control/EVM

Planning, Programming,
Budgeting & Execution
(PPBE) Risk Management
for Procurement &
Contract Lifecycle
Lifecycle Cost Estimating
and IGCE Support

Logistics
•
•

Performance-Based
Logistics
Supply Chain
Management

•
•
•

Configuration Management

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

Portfolio and Program Management

“ Integrity implemented a streamlined
(more agile) and efficient process for
acquisition and contract modification…
and received SDD-Wide Recognition
for Product Support Services
contract packages to include the SDD
Champion Belt for going above and
beyond and a job well done.”
– CPARS Comment,
Defense Health Agency
Contracting Officer,
DC Metro Area

Covid-19 One-Page Slick_v4.indd 1

•
•

Systems Engineering

•
•

Risk Management

Content & Configuration
Management

Test & Evaluation

•
•

Investment Management

•

Tool Development &
Support

•

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

•

Information & Records
Management

•

Training

Business Process
Re-engineering

Program &
Administrative Support

DEMONSTRATED EXPERIENCE, AGILE RESPONSE,
MATURE PROCESSES
Integrity supported numerous, large-scale efforts during the 2008 financial
crisis. GSA awarded us an Excellence in Partnership Award for our support
under the Recovery Act. Through the application of well-defined processes,
Integrity helped agencies meet their mission needs while maintaining high
quality acquisition processes. We supported the GSA in all eleven regions.
GSA awarded Integrity 46 task orders to support both GSA and other federal
agencies, which demonstrates Integrity’s ability to apply resources under
contingency contracting and maximize the simplified acquisition process to
provide flexible, responsive support nationwide. Integrity managed as many
as 17 task orders at once, seamlessly integrating multiple subcontractors
(as many as six simultaneously) and overseeing support to geographically
diverse clients. Our work on the Recovery Act resulted in Exceptional CPARS.

4/28/20 2:28 PM

COMMITTED AND EXPERIENCED TEAMS
Integrity employs an extraordinary team of credentialed and
cleared subject matter experts, a majority of whom hold
industry-relevant certifications (including DAWIA Level III)
and advanced degrees in contracting, program management,
test & evaluation, and business cost estimating and financial
management. Additionally, we have CFCM and FAC-C certified
professionals on staff.

“ We asked for the right staffing
mix, and we received better.”
– CPARS Comment,
GSA Contracting Officer,
San Francisco

At Integrity, we know how to recruit and retain highly qualified
staff that understand our clients’ needs and demonstrate a passion
for their success. A trusted partner in delivering exceptional
service, Integrity recruits the right professionals the first time.

RAPID RECRUITING AND STAFFING MODEL
Integrity has extensive experience supporting our clients on
widely dispersed projects. We recognize the importance of a
holistic approach in serving and staffing a complex, multi-faceted
nationwide organization. We supported the GSA with a nationwide
Blanket Purchase Agreement, using our rapid response recruiting
model with wide geographic reach that proved successful in
placing key personnel within 72 hours and staffing multiple
project teams within one week, per the BPA requirements. We
have over 2,000 vetted subject matter experts and professionals
in acquisition management, strategic planning, finance, budget,
policy, procurement, grants management and logistics—a deep
bench of expertise.

HOW TO CONTRACT WITH US
GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 Prime: 47QRAD20D1019
GSA PSS: GS-00F-071DA (SINs 874-1, 874-6, 874-7,
520-12, 520-13, 520-14 & 100-03)
GSA IT-70: GS-35F-022CA (SINs 132-51 & 132-51ST-LOC)
Navy SeaPort-NxG SB Contract: N0017819D7862
FAA eFAST MOA: DTFAWA-13-A-00057
Tenacity Consulting Group - Joint Venture – 8(a)

CERTIFICATIONS

“ Your dedication and expertise
made it possible to tackle the
tasks at hand…You managed to
do it correctly, ahead of schedule,
and with accolades from the
higher echelon for your forward
leaning, impeccable execution.”
– Excerpt from Navy letter
of commendation

“ Integrity exceeded the
requirement of monitoring
activities as they related to
program needs. Integrity has
exceptional insights to ensure
that excellent staff selections
and retentions are maintained,
as well as scheduling quarterly
reviews on management goals
and progress reporting. ”
– CPARS Comment,
CS&C Contracting Officer
Representative (COR)

1521 Westbranch Drive, Suite 500
Tysons, VA 22102
(703) 349.3394 | BD@IntegrityMC.com
IntegrityMC.com

Covid-19 One-Page Slick_v4.indd 2
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OASIS

COVID-19
Response Sheet

Intrepid Inc

Pandemic Response System for Critical Treatment Sites & Infrastructure
During this pandemic, Emergency Managers, Pandemic Responders, Medical Officials, Chief Security Officers,
and Continuity Managers responsible for the management, security, and operational sustainment of treatment
operations, facilities, and critical capabilities within an effected environment should ask themselves the
following questions:
• Do you know what your most critical medical treatment assets are during the Corona virus pandemic?
- How did you systematically evaluate and technically measure this within each treatment site?
- How are you prioritizing the importance of each asset to your treatment enterprise?
- Is their operational readiness assessed individually?
- Are you evaluating each treatment site as integrated parts of a larger pandemic response enterprise?
• How quickly could your medical support facilities or ventilator distribution centers recover and resuscitate
to full operations if they experienced a catastrophic disruption of the supply chain, cyber-attack, or natural
disaster during this pandemic?
• In an environment with limited resources and treatment sites, how vulnerable are the most sensitive and
life-saving equities within your facilities, from being impacted by an unforeseen disruption, hostile act or
civil disorder event during this pandemic?
• As a leader, how accurately could you respond if asked the questions above during the Coronavirus crisis?
Our innovative U.S. developed software solution (SOTERIA) is the ideal
pandemic response system for the management and protection of
critical treatment sites and medical infrastructure during this crisis.
SOTERIA includes a mobile evaluation tool and a comprehensive webbased back-end management system that meets the needs of officials
overseeing pandemic response operations. This includes the ability for
personnel to perform site analysis and risk evaluations in real-time to
support the enterprise management of critical pandemic response
sites, to include evaluating the operational readiness of treatment,
production, distribution, and manufacturing facilities.
SOTERIA’s mobile evaluation capability involves the delivery of a
specialized analysis and vulnerability evaluation tool that employs a
Criticality, Accessibility, Recoverability, Vulnerability, Effect, and
Recognizability (CARVER) methodology. We offer the ability for site
assessments to be conducted in real-time with a comprehensive report
generated in days versus weeks. SOTERIA includes a proprietary
back-end management system that monitors both facilities and critical
assets to ensure compliance with regulatory standards. This capability
provides insight into operations, safety, health, and security
requirements with an executive level dashboard & speedometer view
for senior officials. SOTERIA provides pandemic responders a systematic
way to provide supervision, oversight, and the ability to geospatially
track/monitor response sites in real-time across a geographically
distributed environment.
As a user-friendly product, our system was designed by critical
infrastructure protection and emergency management subject matter
experts in a simple question and answer construct. By using our system,
both experienced and inexperienced pandemic and emergency
response personnel can perform expert-level site analysis and
operational vulnerability evaluations without being restricted by a lack
of experience or expertise in emergency management or pandemic
response operations.

Mobile Application
Main Screen: All
assessments assigned
to a security
professional will
populate when they
sign into their mobile
device.

Mobile Application
Asset Screen: Critical
infrastructure assets
and pandemic
response sites that
were identified during
the assessment are
captured and assessed
for identified
vulnerabilities.
Mobile Application
Summary Charts:
Snapshots of the
assessment can be
immediately
provided to the
senior Emergency
Manager or
Pandemic Response
Official.

Emergency Management & Critical Infrastructure
Protection Advisory Support Services
Senior pandemic response
officials and emergency
managers will have the unique
ability to geospatially
track/monitor their entire
enterprise via speedometer
visual indicators using one
singular dashboard tied to
each individual treatment site.
This feature will provide a
increase situational awareness
and reduce the organization’s
liability through a holistic
management of risks and
governance of People,
Information, Equipment,
Facilities, Activities &
Operations.
Our automated tool informs policy, risk, decision-making and resource allocation by targeting the specific needs
for remediation, countermeasure, capability building, technical assistance, and continuing operations.

Past Performance
Intrepid has past performance/expertise providing emergency management, continuity operations, intelligence
support and security management advisory services across the spectrum of all critical infrastructure
environments within the federal, industrial, and commercial sectors. Our subject matter experts have performed
a range of services pertinent to the operational needs of the U.S. Government's response to the Coronavirus
pandemic and have diverse backgrounds from working with the U.S. Intelligence Community, U.S. Special
Operations Command, Missile Defense Agency, U.S. Army, and law enforcement organizations. Our past
performance includes but is not limited to security threat analysis and vulnerability evaluation assessments of
intermodal transportation centers, intelligence & security support to the Department of Defense, and advisory
services high-visibility/high-dollar value commercial clients, both domestically and internationally.

Pools

Award Nominations
SOTERIA was nominated in Two Categories at the
2020 Security & Fire Excellence Awards in London:
- Security Software Manufacturer of the Year
- Security Solution Innovation of the Year

Nicholas Waugh, CPP
Director, Security Programs Division
256-655-9600
nicholas.waugh@intrepidinc.com

•
•
•

Pool 4:GS00Q14OADS417
Pool 5A:GS00Q14OADS507
Pool 6:GS00Q14OAD715

Small Business

Founded in 2010, Intrepid is a DoD contracting
company that continuously produces at a high and
sustainable level while supporting various military
and government agencies providing System
Engineering, Program Management, Security
Operations and Intelligence services.

990 Explorer Blvd, Huntsville, AL, 35806 | intrepidinc.com | (256) 705-6800

Corporate Overview

IPT Associates, LLC

Ready to Respond. Ready to Help.
IPT Associates, LLC (IPT) is an under $30 million SDVOSB. We provide expert professional
services and technology capabilities to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), US Air Force, US
Army, US Navy, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), and many other federal and commercial clients. IPT is prepared to respond and to
immediately ramp up to assist the Government in any way we can during this COVID-19

pandemic. We stand ready to help. Reach us through any of our GSA contract vehicles:


OASIS Pool 2 SB—47QRAD18D00



IT 70 Schedule—GS-35F-345DA



Professional Services Schedule (PSS) Contract—GS-00F-0002X



VETS 2 GWAC—47QTCH18D0031

Core Capabilities
Solutions

Services

IPT’s IT strategy, systems engineering, and systems integration solutions help
organizations address their technology challenges, accelerate technology
adoption, minimize risk, and achieve efficiencies in their marketplaces. Our
experts are fluent in all aspects of software development, from requirements gathering through complex cloud architecture design.

IPT excels at delivering the people, processes, and tools that
provide our customers with decision-ready information for
program success.










Cloud Architecture, Application Modernization & Migration
Web and & Application Development
User Experience (UX) Focused Design
Data Analytics Architecture & Engineering
SAFe Agile Transformations
DevOps & Configuration Management
Cyber Security (Strategy, Programs, Architecture, & Solutions)
Cloud Solution Provider















Portfolio / Program Management
Acquisition Support
Foreign Military Sales
Logistics Management
Business/Requirements Analysis
Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V)
Business Process Reengineering
Strategic Road-Mapping Support
Financial Management
Administrative Support

Microsoft Azure, Azure Gov, Dynamics, O365
Amazon Web Services

Contact Us:
Bill Williams
Managing Partner & CEO
(781) 222-5593
Bill.Williams@iptassociates.com

ISO 9001: 2015 Certified
ISO 27001: 2013 Certified

Joseph “Jaye” Haggler
Director or Business Development
(202) 672-1414
Joseph.Haggler@iptassociates.com
www.iptassociates.com

ITility, LLC
Danno Svaranowic, OASIS SB PM
Email: Info@ITility.com
ITility, LLC
14840 Conference Center Dr.,
Suite 100 Chantilly, VA 20151
Office: 703-378-2917 ext 830
www.ITility.com
www.facebook.com/ITility

ITility is well poised to assist our nation in combating the COVID-19 virus. We have a
proven capacity to rapidly assemble, equip, mobilize, and coordinate response teams
comprised of highly diverse skills and capability sets. Our support of USSOCOM training
exercises has provided ITility years of experience in managing just such teams. This
experience includes, but is not limited to:






Episodic Workforce Assembly & Coordination
Scenario Anlysis & Response Plan Development
Multi-Location Deployment & Coordination
Facility Leasing
Supply Chain Management







Perimeter, Supply, & Personnel Security
Training Curriculum Development & Delivery
Team Transportation & Meal Provision
Health Screening
Medical And Psychological Support

About ITility
ITility provides program management, operations support, and information technology
(IT) solutions and services to support the daily mission and business operations of our
clients. We are dedicated to supporting our customer’s abilities to protect U.S. National
interests while operating in a dynamic and diverse global environment. We use advanced
and emerging technologies to ensure immediate connection, sharing, and assured access
to information capabilities among our customer’s mission partners. ITility currently supports
the provision, operation, and assurance of command and control information capabilities,
as well as a globally accessible enterprise information infrastructure that directly supports
joint warfighters, senior leaders, and other mission and coalition partners. Our team has the
skills, experience, and the passion to deliver the services and solutions that will help our
customers retain the agility and flexibility to respond to a broad range of requirements.

ITility Core Capabilities








Program Management
Operations Support
Education and Training
Acquisition Management
Enterprise Services
Data Management
Cybersecurity Operations Support








Systems Engineering & Integrated Solution Management
C4 Systems and Intelligence Support
Emergency Action Plan (EAP) Development , Training,
and Execution
Continuity of Operations Planning
Waste-to-Energy Solutions
Research and Development

Our Customers
 US Air Force
 US Army
GSA OASIS Prime Contracts
OASIS Pool 2 SB (Contract # 47QRAD18D000N)
OASIS Pool 3 SB (Contract # 47QRAD19D3004)

 US Marine Corps
 US Coast Guard
 Defense Information Systems Agency
 US Special Operations Command

Primary OASIS NAICS Codes

 US Cyber Command

541330 | 541219 | 541720

 US Strategic Command

 North American Aerospace Defense
Command and US Northern Command
(NORAD-NORTHCOM)
 Defense Acquisition University
 Department of Homeland Security
 Department of State
 Department of Agriculture
 Defense Health Agency

Who we are
J&M Global Solutions (J&M) is a team of smart, committed
people making a positive difference in the world.

What we do
The J&M team brings the energy, enthusiasm, and expertise
to help government and industry solve critical challenges in
complex operating environments.
•

Disaster response and recovery management and
support services

•

Public health and social services support after disasters,
including behavioral health and schools

•

Community and regional economic development

•

Data analysis and visualization

•

Grants management and administration

•

Organizational change management

•

Planning

•

Policy analysis and doctrine development

•

Training

•

Advisory services to industry to secure
and manage GSA schedule contracts

How we do it
•

People & partners first

•

Honest insights

•

Diverse experiences &
unique solutions

Why J&M
Great results start with great people. The diverse people
of J&M bring determination, dedication, expertise, and
excitement to every engagement. Our entire team is fully
invested in your success.

Work with us
• Woman-owned
• Extensive experience
• Proven performer

413 N. Lee St. | Alexandria, VA 22314
571.970.6690 | info@j-mglobal.com
https://j-mglobal.com

• Contract holder for both
GSA Multiple Award
Schedule (MAS) & OASIS
SB Pool 1

Our approach
§

J&M highly values each client. We are a
trusted and proven performer because we
continually provide top-quality products and
services, on time, and at the best value.

§

Our professionals listen and design a unique
and tailored approach to meet client specific
needs and objectives.

§

Our team is flexible and able to quickly
surge to meet disaster response and
recovery needs and to deploy across the
country in as little as 24 hours to support
response, logistics, and recovery missions.

§

J&M’s program staff are supported by
program management and quality
assurances processes as demonstrated by
our proven success as a prime contractor
for large, complex BPA and IDIQ
government contracts

Our work
§

SBA COVID Response and Recovery Planning: Support development of situational awareness
products, to include impact maps, conduct response and recovery planning, facilitate lessons
learned sessions, and develop tools to support stakeholder recovery.

§

HHS ASPR Disaster Recovery: Provide deployable support for disaster recovery missions in
support of the Health and Social Services Recovery Support Function (RSF), to include analyzing
capabilities, providing training, developing recovery strategies, and providing specialized support.

§

EDA Disaster Response: Provide deployable subject matter expertise to support Economic RSF
missions across the country, conducting impact assessments, developing recovery strategies, and
supporting project management and implementation.

§

HHS ASPR COVID Disaster Response & Recovery Operations: Provide ongoing support for
COVID response across a variety of operational elements including logistics, information
management, GIS, data analysis, regional coordination, and process improvement.

FEIN: 30-0490660
Primary Point of Contact:
UEI: EV4KZ2L7KKH4
Jen Marthia
CAGE Code: 4ZAQ0
571.970.6690 x 8934
Primary NAICS Code: 541611, size standard small
jen.marthia@j-mglobal.com

ISO 9001:2015 / AS9100D / CMMI Le vel III

GSA OASIS POOL 6 SB
KIHOMAC

About KIHOMAC

Certifications

KIHOMAC has over 16 years of experience
providing professional acquisition, sustainment,
modernization engineering, and manufacturing
services to the United States Air Force (USAF),
Navy, Army, and other Department of Defense (DoD)
agencies. Our highly skilled team of professionals
suppport all three Air Logistics Complexes (ALC’s),
including the C-5 program, Diminishing Manufacturing
Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS), A-10,
F-16, Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM),
Munitions Handling Unit (MHU), H-60S Gunner Seat
manufacturing, LCAC rudders, as well as numerous
other programs.
We have proven performance on over 335
prime DoD contracts and task orders, and have
managed over 150 subcontractors and vendors.
KIHOMAC provides our clients with dedicated,
responsive, and affordable solutions to their
challenging and complex problems. Since our
inception in 2003, KIHOMAC has established
an outstanding track record of meeting the needs
of our US Government and commercial customers.

KIHOMAC Facility or Office
KIHOMAC Client Site

www.kihomac.com

info@kihomac.com

KIHOMAC maintains a number of quality
standards and certifications, including ISO
9001, AS9100, and CMMI Level III. We strive
for a high degree of excellence and have
become recognized for our performance,
winning the Nunn-Perry Award.

Exp . 2021-11-16 / Appraisal #1598

DoD Nunn-Perry
Award Winner

PRIMARY NAICS CODES
• 541330
• 541715
• 336413
• 336411

CAGE CODES
• 3L2L3 (Corporate)
• 67MK1 (UT)
• 7T9G0 (OK)
• 876J4 (GA)

Scot Merrihew
Chief Operating Officer
scot.merrihew@kihomac.com
3800 N Fairfield Rd.
Layton, UT 84014
801.593.7088

ISO 9001:2015 / AS9100D / CMMI Level III

CAPABILITIES
KIHOMAC boasts a wide range of engineering,
manufacturing, and technical support abilities.
We are always looking for new ways to grow and
problems we can solve. Whether that’s reverse
engineering and manufacturing complex parts or
generating technical data. Our capabilities
include but are not limited to the following:

Systems & Software
Engineering
• Mechanical Systems

• System Integration

• Electrical Systems

• Predictive Analysis

• Software Systems
• 3D Modeling/MBD

• Mechanical Systems

• Structural Systems

• Assembly Tool Design

• Report Generaton

• Engineering Change
Orders

• Weight Optimization
• Legacy Data Coverage

• Model/Drawing Validation

Acquisition & Sustainment
• Program Management

• Primary Structure

• Data Validation
& Verification

• Secondary Structure

• Tech Data Publication

• Financial Management

• Design Review

• Tech Data Development

Prototyping & Specialty
Manufacturing
• Digital Modeling
Fabrication

• Engineering Liaison

• Assembly Tool Design

• ME Support

• NC Programming

• Material Review
Board (MRB)

• 3D Printing

Reverse Engineering

• Production Management

• Test, Evaluation,
& Certification

• Composite Tooling

KIHOMAC’s Center for Advanced
Manufacturing8in0 Layton, UT

www.kihomac.com

info@kihomac.com

www.manta-group.com
covid@manta-group.com
Manta Group

Government organizations today must address a wide range of human and
technology issues that significantly impact their ability to operate—regardless of
mission, function, and location. Manta Group provides critical emergency
preparation, management, and response services to a wide range of government
agencies across the nation and overseas.
Our core competencies include:

Analytical Support
•
•
•
•

Biosurveillance/Health Surveillance
Chemical and Biological Threat Detection
Intelligence Analysis
High Performance Computing (HPC)

Management Support
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Management
Program Advisory & Assistance Services
Continuity of Operations (COOP) Support
Process Engineering
Acquisition Support & Contract Management

Grants Administration
•
•
•
•

Application Processing
Impact Assessment
Evaluation & Oversight
Policy Development

Communications Support
•
•
•
•

Strategic Communications
Campaign Design & Execution
Stakeholder Engagement
Social Media Management

Technology Support
•
•
•
•
•

Application Development
Systems Engineering & Cybersecurity
Mobile Communications
Data Engineering & Knowledge Management
Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML)

To learn more, visit us at www.manta-group.com/covid or send
us an email at covid@manta-group.com.
Manta Group is a Small Business under OASIS Small Business Pool 1

Our Customers
Include:

Marstel-Day

Marstel-Day Capabilities in Response to COVID-19

OBJECTIVE
Marstel-Day has unique capabilities and experience to support both Federal and local government
clients in their response to and recovery from the current pandemic.

RESPONSE
Communication

Partnership Programs

Marstel-Day’s Core Capabilities in Strategic Communication and
Stakeholder Engagement can be vital in maintaining calm, directing behavior and executing plans with efficiency.

Marstel-Day works collaboratively with our clients to provide
comprehensive community partnership plans and innovative
products. Through expert community partnership facilitation
practices, we construct a strong collaborative environment
involving diverse groups of internal and external stakeholders.
Our work supports our clients by identifying best practices and
efficiencies that deliver lasting benefits to their bottom line.

Over 18 years of experience in communications planning, stakeholder awareness, facilitation, and community partnerships,
we have the capacity and internal resources to help our clients
develop effective communication solutions.
Stakeholder identification, classification, and directories
Social media monitoring and engagement
Stakeholder Engagement Plans
Call center support
Tactical Communications Plans
Facilitation and mediation
Community relationship-building
Messaging and press release packages
GIS-based engagement tools

Mitigation Response Planning
Table Top Exercises

Data analytics/Community Resilience Support
Community resilience tools developed by Marstel-Day provide
rich information to inform decision-making processes and promote improved community engagement and understanding. We
use scenario planning with rapid visualization of alternative, data-driven outcomes to help users understand local hazard risks,
costs, and potential for community response.

Logistics/Data Management Support
Develop and maintain web-based data management system
and GIS-tool (GEO-PDF) for tracking the location, utilization, and
carrying capacity of needed equipment (e.g., ventilators) and
supplies for optimizing and streamlining movement to needed
locations throughout the US.
Marstel-Day delivers a full range of GIS services and products
that leverage cutting edge technology to create, manipulate,
manage, and analyze geospatial data for data-driven solutions to
client challenges. Our expert team includes certified GIS Professionals and technology leaders with a diverse range of subject
matter expertise to provide clients with robust models, integrated data-rich metrics, modeled visualizations, and custom webbased or GIS platform application tools that support informed
decisions.

RECOVERY
Planning Support

Next Dollar Investment Strategies

Foresight planning/pre-planning for projects and programs
ensure that many shovel ready infrastructure projects can be
executed soon after COVID-19 restrictions are lifted to get the
country back to work.

Choosing the best ways to expend federal funds for crisis response and beyond can be dynamic and time consuming.

Our careful and impartial work ensures that environmental
analysis contemplates the inter-dependencies among the
resources involved to arrive at a full and balanced range of
options and solutions.
Many clients use our expertise in conducting streamlined
NEPA assessments as part of their project runway

Marstel-Day understands that our clients are mission driven and
often face complex business transformation issues. We help our
clients achieve their goals and objectives and meet their requirements by:
Developing policies and strategies to achieve success,
Building programs to implement strategic and operational
plans,
Identifying concepts and actions to implement strategies and
programs,
Producing highly informed and innovative courses of action,
Facilitating collaboration among diverse internal and or external stakeholders, Providing cost, risk and financing alternatives, recommendations and solutions, and
Strengthening client planning skills in analytics, communications, and problem solving.

Risk Mitigation Strategies
Long-range planning can be difficult and full of uncertainty.
Eventually business will resume but the possibility of contagion
and other risks will remain. Marstel-Day’s team of planners,
facilitators, scientists, and technicians can provide your organization with an accurate assessment of your risks resulting from
natural disasters and climate change using both quantitative and
qualitative analysis. We have developed tools that can provide
value to your operations by increasing efficiency in decision
making, discovering new risks to your mission, and delivering
training across your enterprise more effectively. We work with
clients, their partners, and the community to analyze factors
such as climate change impacts, severe weather events, water
and energy resources, and ecosystem services. Together, we
develop strategies to address the areas of greatest risk and build
effective partnering solutions.

COMPANY PROFILE
Company Name: Marstel-Day, LLC
Address:

701 Kenmore Ave, Suite 220
Fredericksburg VA 22401

Telephone:
571-340-4097 Fax Numbers: 540-371-3323
DUNS Number: 038090390
CAGE Code:
1WA73
Tax ID Number: 542039988
OASIS Contract Number / Pool: 47QRAD20D1089 OASIS SB Pool 1
Point of Contact: Jennifer Graham - jgraham@marstel-day.com

Woman Owned Small Business
Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) SB

MCR Federal, LLC
Contact Information:

Linda Harris
Chief of Growth
Operations
Phone: (407) 497-9133
Email:
Linda.Harris@mcri.com or
OASIS.COPM@mcri.com

www.mcri.com
Corporate Headquarters:
2010 Corporate Ridge,
Suite 850
McLean, VA 22102

About Us:

MCR Federal, LLC (MCR) is the trusted leader in integrated
program management solutions since 1977, specializing in manned
and unmanned aviation, space systems, defense technology
platforms, and innovative solutions for managing government
technology investments. We provide critical thinking, objectivity,
technology transformed services coupled with best in class tools to
clients. We partner with clients to accomplish missions supporting a
wide range of national and international priorities.
Our employees’ commitment to excellence and core values, thought
leadership, and industry leading expertise are our greatest assets. Our
mission impact and quality services result in long-term client
partnerships and an environment where our talented staff thrive.

GSA OASIS Contract Information:
Small Business
• OASIS SB Pool 4 | Contract # 47QRAD19D4003
• OASIS SB Pool 5a | Contract # GS00Q140ADS509
• OASIS SB Pool 5b | Contract # GS00Q14ADS608
• OASIS SB Pool 6 | Contract # GS00Q140ADS718
Unrestricted
• OASIS Pool 6 | Contract # GS00Q140ADU720

Major Field Offices:

Bedford, MA; Dayton, OH; El
Segundo, CA; Huntsville, AL;
Washington, DC; and
Brussels, Belgium

Top Secret Facility Clearance
MCR’s certified
management and quality
processes are powered
by our innovative
CommandEdge™
platform and capabilities

Core Service Areas:
MCR has decades of experience managing multi-disciplinary projects
and programs for public sector clients. Today, we are a premier
professional services provider with a broad range of capabilities and
deep domain expertise in a diverse set of mission areas:
✓

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: Acquisition support, cost estimation
and analysis, EVM, risk
management,
manpower
studies
requirements development, and analysis of alternatives (AoA).

✓

Certifications:

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING: Process improvement, business case
analysis, strategic planning, research & analysis, facilitation, change
management, and training

✓

CMMI-SVC Level 3
ISO 9001:2015

ENGINEERING: Systems engineering, modeling & simulation, IV&V,
test & evaluation, system design, and safety analysis

✓

LOGISTICS: Support equipment, distribution and transportation,
inventory management, repairs, and supply chain management

✓

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: Budget, economic and investment
analysis, LCCE, TOC, and PPBE

✓

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D): Basic and applied research
studies, programming and planning to establish feasibility and
practicality of proposed solutions to technological challenges.

TRUST | EXCELLENCE | INTEGRITY | SERVICE | HONESTY

Integrated Program Management

MCR provides the highest quality Integrated Program Management services which combine strategic
planning, cost and schedule analysis, acquisition management, and program assessment solutions. We
combine our functional knowledge with Domain expertise to enhance clients’ mission performance.
Our services are underpinned by our innovative CommandEdge™ solution which functions as a force
multiplier for our professional services — by providing a comprehensive, information-rich, collaborative,
visualization environment for managing complex programs and solving complex problems.

MCR GSA OASIS Contract Points of Contact
Corporate OASIS Program Manager (COPM)
Linda Harris
OASIS.COPM@mcri.com
Phone: (407) 497-9133

Corporate OASIS Contract Manager (COCM)

Lawrence Lam
OASIS.COCM@mcri.com
Phone: (703) 740-2237

2010 Corporate Ridge, Suite 850 | McLean, VA 22102 | (703) 506-4600

Your Success. Our Mission
MCSG Technologies was established in 2005 and has been supporting our health-related customers ever since.
MCSG is a SBA 8(a) certified, Native American owned, small disadvantaged business with offices in Oklahoma City,
OK, and Colorado Springs, CO.
MCSG currently supports the CDC’s Division of Global Migration and Quarantine (DGMQ) which works to reduce morbidity and
mortality among immigrants, refugees, travelers, expatriates, and other globally mobile populations, and to prevent the introduction,
transmission, and spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the United States. As part of this this work, DGMQ
oversees 20 quarantine stations across the United States. Quarantine Stations (QS) protect America’s Health at United States ports
of entry by detecting, responding to, and helping to prevent the spread of contagious diseases into the US.

COVID-19 Related Capabilities

• Support CDC's Division of Global Migration and Quarantine (DGMQ)
• Operate CDC's only Quarantine Station (QS) Virtual Call Center (VCC)
• Track, log, triage quarantine-related calls & correspondence
• Provide direct support to 20 Quarantine Stations 24/7 across the US
• Maintain QS VCC SharePoint Site/Data Repository
• Train Call Center Agents and Shift Managers on QS VCC operations
• Support application of CDC's COVID-19 Global Testing Order
• Logistical support for the safe and timely transfer of life-saving drugs MCSG Health Services Customers
• Support COVID-19 response in over 15 IHS clinics and hospitals
• Health and Human Services (HHS)
Other MCSG
• Center for Disease Control (CDC)
Health and Human Services Support
• Division of Global Migration and
• CSTLTS Management Support Services:
Quarantine (DGMQ)
o Strategic Planning & Reporting
• CDC Center for State, Tribal, Local
o Management Analytics
and Territorial Support (CSTLTS)
o Data Analysis
Management
Support Services
o Administrative Support
066
• CDC PHAP:
o Performance improvement
• CDC Public Health Associate
o Help Desk
Program (PHAP)
• IHS:

o Design, develop, implement host site
supervisor guidance

o Provide front-line medical providers, lab
personnel, screeners and admin support
o Support to National Supply Service Center ensuring
IHS facilities have supplies needed to fulfill mission
o Admin support to the Patient Referred Care programs

OASIS SMALL BUSINESS 8(a) CONTRACT
(8(a) SUBPOOL 3)
Contract # 47QRAD20D8342

• Indian Health Service (IHS)
2$6,6&RQWUDFW3HUVRQQHO
&230-LP5REHUWVRQ

-LPUREHUWVRQ#PFVJWHFKFRP
&2&0-HQQD$NHUV
-HQQDDNHUV#PFVJWHFKFRP0&6*
+HDGTXDUWHUV
(6KHULGDQ$YH6XLWH
2NODKRPD&LW\2.
PFVJWHFKFRP
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Metrica’s and TRACLabs’ COVID-19 Pandemic Response Capability
Metrica, Inc. is a member of GSA’s OASIS Small Business (SB) Pool 4 contract vehicle.
TRACLabs was established in 1997 as a division of Metrica, Inc., and TRACLabs, Inc. has been
an affiliate of Metrica since 2007. TRACLabs conducts world-class artificial intelligence and
robotics research and is Metrica’s partner in the OASIS SB Pool 4 contract. Its strong team of
engineers and scientists with diverse backgrounds have earned international recognition for their
research. TRACLabs created, and continues to develop, the groundbreaking PRocedure Integrated
Development
Environment
(PRIDE) software. Procedures
are critical to the assembly,
maintenance, and operation of
complex, high-risk systems.
PRIDE is an electronic procedure
system that helps users create,
automate, and manage operating
procedures effectively for high
agility, safety, reliability, and
efficiency. Originally developed
in conjunction with NASA to
replace the pounds of paper
procedures that were sent up on Shuttle missions, PRIDE simplifies procedure authoring, allows
operators to execute procedures concurrently, and records results for analysis. PRIDE is part of a
large and growing market for electronic workflow products that assist human operators to safely
and efficiently perform procedures that have traditionally been done in a manual paper format.

PRIDE Software and the COVID-19 Response
With the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the effects of the disease on the upper
respiratory system, the need for life-saving ventilators and personal protective equipment (PPE),
such as surgical masks, N95 respirators, gowns, gloves, shoe covers, face shields/safety goggles,
and hand sanitizer, has skyrocketed. In the U.S., many
industrial-scale manufacturing companies such as
General Motors and 3M have scrambled to retool their
factories to produce ventilators and PPE in order to
meet this demand. While such efforts are proving
effective, these types of initiatives are less likely to be
available in rural areas or in emerging and third-world
countries with limited manufacturing capacity. To
address this need, a host of universities, small-scale
manufacturers, and do-it-yourself (DIY) efforts have
sprouted with instructions to build low-cost PPE and
ventilators out of common materials such as windshield
wiper motors. The photograph to the right shows an
example of an emergency ventilator developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Metrica, Inc.

Page|2
In response to this unprecedented global crisis, Metrica and TRACLabs could support these efforts
in the following ways using PRIDE:
• Assembly. PRIDE could help enterprises with limited manufacturing experience build devices
like ventilators at scale. Once a design is adopted, procedures could be written in PRIDE and
executed by assembly-line personnel in a repeatable fashion. Using a procedure-driven
approach flattens the learning curve and helps staff with limited experience become productive
in a short amount of time. Several of our commercial customers report that this approach
significantly reduces the number of defects in the assembly process.
• Testing. Since ventilators and PPE are being used to sustain life and prevent disease, a rigorous
(and possibly standardized) testing framework is important. We have several customers who
use PRIDE to write testing procedures for manufactured products (e.g., airplane engines) and
then use the software to execute the procedures. Since PRIDE stores all of its information in a
centralized database, the system has a perfect audit trail of the tests. All testing procedures
would be designed to conform with American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
International’s technical standards.
• Operation. As the pandemic spreads to less developed regions of the world, it is likely that
medical staff may not have experience operating recently developed medical equipment. At a
minimum, PRIDE procedures can help doctors and nurses operate new and complex equipment
in the same way astronauts use it on the International Space Station. Furthermore, we could
partner with equipment manufacturers and leverage our patented automation capabilities to
operate equipment with a minimum of human intervention.
PRIDE could also be a vital tool in developing the work instructions required to implement
decontamination procedures.
Currently, our product is used at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center to test
electric airplane motors, NASA Ames to handle ground operations for the upcoming BioSentinel
mission, and a major commercial space operator to aid in flight operations for spacecraft. We also
have thousands of procedures running in oil & gas assembly, maintenance and overhaul shops,
and chemical manufacturing plants across the country for Fortune 100 customers.
For further information, please contact Jonathan Fast, email jfast@metricanet.com, phone 210861-9420.

WEDELIVERTHE RIGHTSOLUTIONS

FACT SHEET

CONTACT CENTERS &
HELP DESK

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Strategic Planning & Budget
Formulation
Project Planning, Tracking &
Compliance Monitoring
Issues Management
Business Process Reengineering
Acquisition Management Support

net.America
CONTACT

Clare Razaq-Hines:
President/CEO
clarehines@netamerica.net
t. 301-221-9871

Life Cycle Software Development
Web-Based Application Programming
IT Help Desk/ Seat Management
Custom & Solution Based Applications
Asset Management

Yasmin Hines:
Business Development Manager
yasmin.hines@netamerica.net
t. 202-465-6669

CONTRACT VEHICLES

WHYNET.AMERICA?

GSA :
OASIS SB #47QRAD20D1056
8(a) STARS II # GS-06F-0862Z
MOBIS #GS-10F-0204X
IT70 # GS35F167BA
CMS SPARC Prime
FAA eFAST Prime
NAVY Seaport-e Prime
DHS PACTS II (Sub)
MD CATS II
Prince George’s County CATS

The net.America Corporation holds a
20-year track record of delivering
superior information technology
management and consulting
services to Federal and local
government clients. We bring
unwavering professionalism, ethics,
accountability and responsibility to
our projects, allowing us to Deliver
the Right Solutions. Our Duns and
Bradstreet open-ratings is in the
96th percentile for
delivery/timeliness, reliability,
business relations, customer
support, quality, and responsiveness
to name a few. We operate in ISO
9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011
certified environments—a testament
to our commitment in Quality and
Service management practices.
net.America provides an integrated
approach in the core areas above.

CAGE Code: 3B7G8

GRANTS MANAGEMENT
& PEER REVIEW

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Ernie Brice:
VP of Contract Operations
ernie.brice@netamerica.net
t. 301-850-9002

DUNS No.: 070509828

State-of-the-Art Contact Center Facility
Multi-channel (email, chat, voice)
features
Contact Center Design & Management
Services
Help Desk Fulfillment
Customer Service Quality Assurance

Initial, Second Level & Post Reviews
Program Announcement &
Solicitation
Outreach & Technical Assistance
Report Generation

CERTIFICATIONS
SBA 8(m) EDWOSB
ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011
ISO 9001:2015
WBENC WOSB
MD MDOT MBE/DBE
MD/DC National Minority Supplier
Diversity (NMSDC)
Metropolitan Washington Airports
Authority (LDBE)
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (DBE)
Prince Georges County (MBDD)
VA SWaM

CLIENTS
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Commerce
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Defense
Environmental Protection Agency
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Prince George’s County, Maryland
State of Maryland

NAICS
519190
524291
541511
541512
541513
541519
541611
54 1690
54 1930
561110
561210
56 1410

561421
56 1422
54 1614
56 1790
561910
56 1920
56 1990
611420
611430
611710
624230

PARTNERS
IBM
Maximus
Grant Thornton
Xerox
Deloitte
Dyna Net
Reed Tech

Longevity Consulting
TISTA Science and Te chn olog y
Microsoft/ Parature Interactive
Intelligence ( I 3 ) SKYGEN
Booz Allen Hamilton
GDIT

p.301.218.4559| f.301.218.6457| info@netamerica.net| discovernetamerica.com

C O N TR A C T E X P E R I E N C E
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE:
DEFENSE INFORMATION
SYSTEM AGENCY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
HOMELAND SECURITY:
FEDERAL EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Asset Management Support (Requires Secret Clearance)
Performs asset management and information services to the (PEO MA) (IAA) Property Management
Team
Manages and accounts for more than 8,000 Information Technology and program Network assets
geographically dispersed worldwide in support of DoD war-fighters
Provides DISA with property management professional services to assist in the management of more
than 2000 PEO-MA assets per property custodian
Provides task order management support, performance reporting, supplemental logistics, and
transportation services
FEMA Web-Based e-Grants Application
Sustainment Contract
Program management
Requirements gathering and analysis
Web development design architecture
Custom care call center
Full software development life cycles
(SDLC)
Database development

Enterprise Application Development, Infrastructure
Sustainment
Requirements gathering and analysis
Full software development life cycles (SDLC), including
AGILE development
Database development
CMMI Level 3 environment
Program management
Creation/maintenance of a software development and
test environment
Web development design architecture

FEMA Grant Programs Directorate/Project Management and Reporting Services
Governance and Project Management Assistance Reporting and Data Analysis Assistance
Improved data accuracy and management
Improved coordination of business process and
FFATA and FFADS reports and ad hoc report
systems integration
development
Policy analysis and research; gap analyses
Data call requests and response
Support of key project goals, objectives, and
milestones
Assist customer with emerging policies (DHS,
OMD, GAO, etc.)

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING & URBAN
DEVELOPMENT:
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE:
UNITED
STATES PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE

STATE OF MARYLAND:
DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND MENTAL HYG
EINE

KUDOS:

HUD End User Support Service ( EUSS) Help Desk
Development and maintenance of a customized call ticketing application and housing inventory
database
Tier 1 thru Tier 3 end user help desk support services for 6 major HUD systems o Utilize software
development life cycles (SDLC) processes in producing the ticketing application and database
Design and implementation of a local area network solution, server hardware, and software o
Reporting: daily call volume, weekly call statistical, and monthly summaries
Customer Service Quality Assurance
HUD FHA Multifamily Clearinghouse
Provide a variety of referral services to HUD Regional Offices, Federal Housing Administration (FHA)
and The Inspector General Office (IG)
Facilitate public awareness and dissemination of information regarding HUD Multifamily Housing
Policies and Guidelines. Product/Material fulfillment
Maintain accurate contact referral information for HUD and its affiliate offices
Provide links to multifamily property management corporate offices nationwide
Reporting: daily call volume, weekly call statistical, and monthly summaries
Provide Quality Assurance services
USPTO Enterprise Contact Center ( ECC)
Provide programming and analysis support services to maintain, support, enhance and upgrade the
ECC
System analysis, design, computer and communications programming, database programming and
management, testing, implementation, operations and maintenance and end user training
Supports USPTO's 25 business centers, 475 ACD users, and 175 supervisors
Healthy Smiles Call Center
Operates the call center for dental service providers and participants
Provides call answering services for non-English speaking callers for over 100 languages and provide
a TTY/TTD support
Ensures the operation is HIPAA and PII compliant by operating a “Clean Facility.”
Quality Assurance; Complies with 6 key performance metrics
"We really appreciate the outstanding work & effort your team is providing to the State, and the State's Medicaid
providers & members." --State of Md., DHMH
“net.AMERICA provides excellent services to the MF EUSS Customer Relations Management and citizen-centric
assistance...”, --CPARS report
16201TRADEZONEAVE,SUITE112,UPPERMARLBORO,MD20774

Network Runners Inc.
Contract Vehicles

OASIS SB Pool 1 # 47QRAD20D1062 | OASIS SB Pool 3 # 47QRAD20D3041
GSA IT Schedule 70 # GS-35F-505BA with SIN 132-51 | GSA 8A STARS II # GS00Q17GWD2323
NOAA NMITS Contract # GS35F505BA

GSA OASIS Contract:

NAICS
423430
541330
541519
541921
561421

One Acquisition Solution
for Integrated Services
About NetworkRunners
Network Runners Inc. (NRI) is an Economically
Disadvantaged Women-Owned Small Business
(EDWOSB) with a Top Secret Facility Clearance,
established in 2000. NRI is one of fewer than 100
companies worldwide to achieve the latest V2.0
for CMMI-DEV ML3 and CMMI-SVC ML3. We are
also certified ISO 9001:2015 (Quality
Management), ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental),
ISO/IEC 20001-1:2018 (IT), and ISO/IEC 27001:2013
(Information Security/Cybersecurity).

For more information, contact:
Manoj Bhatia, President
manoj@networkrunners.com

Codes:
425110
541380
541611
541922
561431

511210 517919 518210 519130
541430 541490 541511 541512
541612 541613 541614 541618
541990 561110 561210 561312
561612 561621 561920 611420
611710 928110 928120

519190
541513
541690
561410
611430

Network Runners’ offering and capabilities serve to
elevate Small Business competition and quality by
achieving excellence in agile professional services
delivery, optimized digital transformation solutions,
and mission-critical delivery capabilities.
Where We Excel
Program Management Services | Management Consulting Services
Scientific Services | Environmental Sciences | Engineering Sciences
Logistics Services | Financial Management Services

M: 703.624.8074 | O: 703.468.1628
Network Runners, Inc. (NRI)
21351 Gentry Drive, Suite 255,
Sterling, VA 20166
DUNS: 14-4024093

Who We Serve

20+

years

CAGE Code: 56PU3
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
Socio-Economic Status: Small
Disadvantaged Business;
WOSB and EDWOSB

OPTIMIZING
AND
EXPANDING
– CRISIS
AND PANDEMIC
SERVICES
Optimizing and
Expanding
– Crisis
and Pandemic
Services
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Improving outcomes, quality, safety, efficacy, and compliance

Network Runners

COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT

Accelerating discovery and advancing science

PUBLIC SAFETY

Developing and supporting solutions that keep citizens safe

Customer
Support

To learn more, visit us online
networkrunners.com

networkrunners.com ©Copyright 2021

Enterprise
Services

Enterprise and
Cloud
Computing

Professional
Services

AI and ML
Data Analytics

Applications

Cybersecurity

Information
Cybersecurity
Assurance

NikSoft Systems Corporation
NikSoft Systems Corp
1984 Isaac Newton Square West
Suite 306A
Reston, VA 20190
703-435-2260
www.niksoft.com
OASIS SB: Pool 3
Contact:

Jon Cassady
703-435-2260 X203
oasis@Niksoft.com
or
Scott Turner
703-969-5638
Scott.turner@niksoft.com
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For over 21 years NikSoft has been working collaboratively and iteratively with our
DoD/Civilian customers with our highly experienced program managers, systems
architects, cybersecurity engineers, and software developers working to integrate
the highest quality software systems that offer the lowest cost of ownership across
the enterprise. NikSoft-Identity and Access Management is a complex matter, and
with the ever-increasing scope of network services and access, we applied new
methodologies and technology to tackle these issues while maintaining users, IT
staff, HR personnel, legal resources and managers. NikSoft- Program Management
is focused on higher level vision, organization strategy, goals and objectives,
coordination and prioritization of resources across mission projects, managing links
between projects and customer ownership costs and program risk. NikSoftIA/Cyber Programs have proven in-depth knowledge of IT security across the
DoD/Civilian enterprise, providing the customer the highest qualified Cyber experts
within the Industry, ie, security planning, policy development, Risk Management
assessment, vulnerability testing, intrusion detection, disaster recovery plans,
configuration management plans, training and incident response. The team is also
qualified to perform audits of an organization’s IT security posture that produce the
highest quality reports. NikSoft-Business Intelligence/Big Data Migration
understand the importance and challenges of housing legacy data (warehousing
and archiving) so that it will be accessible to meet compliance requirements, and to
supplement current data generation efforts while maintaining a secure enterprise.
NikSoft is a full-service Infrastructure Service Provider (ISP) and Cloud Service
Provider (CSP) serving enterprise customers in defense, civilian government, and
highly regulated commercial industries. NikSoft’s provider, Orock, operates a
private, carrier-grade fiber optic network and an enterprise-grade open source
cloud designed specifically for secure data operations. ORock Cloud is the first
and only FedRAMP Moderate cloud based on Red Hat OpenStack Platform and
Red Hat OpenShift Platform with FedRAMP High Available, providing a scalable,
flexible environment that supports Private Clouds, and Hybrid Clouds with multicloud strategies while minimizing vendor lock-in.
NikSoft’s team additionally has the
expertise in deploying DevSecOps
pipelines that meet the challenges and
rigor of cloud environments along with
providing solutions and capabilities to the
Edge, to include Tactical and Disparate
environments, Medical Field Hospitals,
and Emergency Operations Centers
(EOCs).
NikSoft/ORockCloud Tenancy Hosting Options
NikSoft/ORockCloud provides a variety of options to meet your unique cloud
infrastructure needs. Unlike hyperscale CSPs, the NikSoft/ORock team works closely
with each customer to help determine the right size and deployment options for your
requirements. ORockCloud offers generous compute, storage, Internet connection, IP
addresses, container hosting, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux License (RHEL) options with
no charge for data ingress or egress. Choose from two different pricing models:
• Flexible Hosting Option
• Reserved Hosting

An AI-Enabled Disposable Breathalyzer for COVID-19 Detection in <1 min
NOU Systems

So what? A significant barrier to addressing pandemic spread of COVID-19 disease without economic
catastrophe is the lack of point of care (POC) and self-administered testing. If an ultralow-cost, scalable
and real-time screen existed, civilians and warfighters could safely return to work. We propose here
Coronavue-19, a screening tool to enable identification of all COVID-19 carriers in <1 min using a cheap,
consumable, TRL 7 breathalyzer and a smartphone, addressing this urgent public health need. Our team
consists of the breathalyzer inventor and developer (AZZTEK), an innovative and proven defense
contractor (nou Systems [nSI]) and an NIH-funded innovative ER clinician with deep experience
conducting clinical trials ( Brigham and Women’s Hospital [BWH]). We are prepared to execute a 600patient clinical trial at BWH and rapidly progress to full rate production for $100 / test in ~4 months.
Past Performance:
AZZTEK: In late 2019, AZZTEK completed a 75+ patient clinical trial for a similar technology as a lung
cancer screen. The technology was developed in the MIT Department of Chemistry and is patented.
AZZTEK has an existing relationship with a South Carolina-based manufacturing partner with capacity to
quickly scale-up to millions of units per month
nSI: nSI has advanced machine learning and rapid prototyping efforts with NAVAIR (Contract
#N6833520C0301), SOCOM (Contract #H9240520C0013), MDA (HQ0147-19-C-7114) and the USAF
(FA8808-20-C-0031), and is prepared to rapidly stand up an ML infrastructure to classify the sensor data.
OASIS Contract: 47QRAD20D1001
OASIS Pools: Pool 1
SB or UR: SB
Contact Information:
Dr. Paul Bisso, Chief Innovation Officer at nSI. email: paul.bisso@nou-systems.com, m: 347-266-5817

OASIS SB Pool 1:
47QRAD20D1212

Oceanetics develops innovative solutions to challenging,
unique, and emergent requirements. NRSAVR-100 is designed to protect Health Care Workers (HCW) caring for
patients with COVID-19.

SAVING THE LIVES
OF THE ONES WE
RELY ON MOST
VETERAN DESIGNED
& MADE IN USA


Developed by ER physician
currently treating COVID19 patients and a team of
engineers.

NRSAVR-100 [“Nurse Saver”]



NRSAVR-100 [pronounced nərs sāvər], patent pending SN 63/001897, is a Negativepressure Respiratory System with Advanced Ventilation Return. The NRSAVR-100 is a self
-contained negative pressure environment that designed to provide Healthcare Workers the
highest level of protection and preventing them from becoming vectors of contamination.

Fabricated by Oceanetics in
USA, under license from
Hygia Health



100% U.S. Military veteran
owned business designed
and manufactured.

OASIS SB Pool 3:
47QRAD20D3168

CERTIFICATIONS


QMS Certified to ISO
9001:2015 with Design



DCAA Approved Accounting System



Possessing SECRET Facility Clearance



NIST 800-171 Compliant



SDVOSB



HUBZone

NRSAVR-100 is the only negative pressure cephalic environment recommended for use by
ER and ICU Physicians for use in:

Intubation

Transport

ICU Reduced use
of ppe

Reduce Need for
Ventilators

Negative
Pressure
Isolation

Field Hospital
Use

© 2020 by Oceanetics Inc., Hygia Health LLC | All rights reserved | Proprietary Information

Oceanetics, Inc.

+1.410.571.5186
info@oceanetics.com
intubationhood.com

Innovation at any depth

Capabilities & Benefits

SAVING THE LIVES
OF THE ONES WE
RELY ON MOST

NRSAVR-100 [“Nurse Saver”]
Capabilities & Benefits










Innovation at any depth



INTUBATION HOOD: Contaminated exhaled aerosols and fluids are contained in
the negative pressure environment while allowing the HCW to perform in a safer environment. The removed contaminates are filtered by existing suction HEPA filter infrastructure. Protects HCWs from transmission of respiratory viruses during the most critical moments of intubation care, respiratory/ET-tube care, and delivery of aerosolized
medications by placing the patient in a negative pressure cephalic environment.
TRANSPORT HOOD: Used to transport patients by mating with self-contained, negative pressure pumps equipped with HEPA filters. Greatly reduces both aerosolized and
droplet transmission of infection throughout the hospital during transport.
ICU SAFETY & PPE USE REDUCTIONS: Placing a patient in a self-contained
NRSAVR-100 reduces the need to change PPE for ICU personnel at every room entry
and exit. Infectious particles would remain enclosed under negative pressure thereby
allowing the HCW to return to “universal precaution” standards, unless directly adjusting
or entering the negative pressure chamber. Visual/audible alarms in expedited development for ICU use.
REDUCED DEMAND FOR VENTILATORS: Reduces risk of early intubation and
decreases demand on ventilators by allowing use of existing HF-NC or BiPAP/CPAP
systems. The NRSAVER-100 negative pressure environment contains exhaust from HFNC or BiPAP/CPAP systems and evacuates through the hospital suction system.
NEGATIVE PRESSURE ISOLATION: Only 2%-4% of U.S. hospitals rooms are
equipped with negative pressure airborne isolation rooms. The NRSAVR-100 allows for
patients to be placed in negative-pressure environments without the costly conversions
of hospitals and allows rural or field facilities to provide a similar level of care.
FIELD HOSPITAL USE: The NRSAVR-100 provides the ability to provide negative
-pressure airborne infection isolation capabilities for over-flow, and field tent hospital
facilities by mating with a self-contained, negative pressure pumps equipped with HEPA
filters.

Emergency Use Authorization

Oceanetics, Inc.



NRSAVR-100 has not been FDA cleared or approved;



NRSAVR-100 has been authorized by FDA under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA);



The NRSAVR-100 is authorized only for the duration of the declaration that circumstances exist
justifying the authorization of the emergency use of ventilators, ventilator tubing connectors,
and ventilator accessories under section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb-3(b)(1), unless
the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.
SB P1: 47QRAD20D1212
Manufactured by:
Licensed by:
SB P3: 47QRAD20D3168

+1.410.571.5186
info@oceanetics.com
intubationhood.com
© 2020 by Oceanetics Inc., Hygia Health LLC | All rights reserved | Proprietary Information

SM

SERVING UNRESTRICTED POOLS 1, 3, AND 4
AND SMALL BUSINESS POOLS 4, 5b, AND 6

COVID-19 Capabilities
Odyssey provides non-personal services, staﬃng and support for military-relevant
medical research within the Federal medical domain. We adopt a collaborative
partnering approach to meet the needs of our customers and have established
strategic relationships with specialized partners, clinical research organizations, and
research foundations across the medical research and development community to
engage where needed to execute all stages of medical research, including
procurement, ﬁelding, and sustainment.

COVID-19: ODYSSEY CAPABILITIES
Scientiﬁc Staﬃng
We can recruit / retain highly qualiﬁed
scientiﬁc and medical personnel with
infectious disease subject matter expertise.
We can also source personnel for
associated laboratory support services,
biomedical research, and biostatistical,
biometric and data analysis.
Program / Project Management
We can provide program / project oversight
to ensure product lifecycle milestones are
achieved within scope, on time, and within
cost constraints.
Information Systems
We can provide software development,
cloud hosting, project portals, and
application systems support.

Product Pipeline
We can work with research teams to map
outcomes and plan future research
pipelines to move products and solutions
into the next phase of advanced
development (enhancing capability and
prepping for technology transfer).

Acquisition / Logistical Support
We can support medical acquisition
planning and associated logistical support
for future outbreak / pandemic
preparedness.

Trusted Partners
We have trusted relationships for medically
focused subject matter expertise with
small and large business partners who
qualify as Contract Research Organizations
(CROs) Service-Disabled, Veteran-Owned,
or Woman-Owned, as well as 8a and
non-proﬁt foundations.

Contract Management
We have 20+ years of experience
successfully managing Government
contracts and task orders to meet and
exceed customer expectations.



TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY



DIARRHEAL DISEASE



REGULATORY SUPPORT SERVICES



TRAUMA / POLYTRAUMA / WOUNDS



INFECTIOUS DISEASE



BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT / SAFETY



AEROSPACE RESEARCH
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EDIE DRUKTENIS, PMP
Executive Director, Medical Group
571.351.8045
EdithDruktenis@odysseyconsult.com

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT

G

TONYA TORGESON, PMP, CSM
Director, Strategic Capture / Medical R&D
619.253.8465
TonyaTorgeson@odysseyconsult.com



N

201 Edgewater Drive
Suite 270, Wakeﬁeld, MA 01880
781.245.0111
odysseyconsult.com

PRECLINICAL & CLINICAL TRIALS
SUPPORT

D

Odyssey Has Delivered
Past Performance
Excellence In Several
Research Areas:

Product Research and Development
We can support non-traditional
government contractors who have
products to combat COVID-19 but may
not have the infrastructure in place to
support the requirements of a
government contract.

Member of the Medical Technology
Enterprise Consortium.

ORBIS
COMPANY POC:
SHAUNA BURROWS, CBDO

AN
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS COMPANY

703-508-8034
SHAUNABURROWS@ORBISINC.NET

est. 2000

COMPANY ADDRESS:
HEADQUARTERS

ABOUT ORBIS

238 ALBEMARLE RD.
CHARLESTON, SC 29407
(843) 971-9390
www.ORBISINC.net

ORBIS is a veteran owned small business (VOSB) established in
2000 that provides engineering, technical, reverse engineering, ship
maintenance and consulting services to the Department of Defense
(DoD) and Commercial Clients. Our employee demographics include
engineers, scientists, researchers, skilled tradesman, and technicians,
often prior military personnel representing all branches of the Armed
Forces including commanders, engineers, pilots, and infantry.

ENGINEERING

OTHER LOCATIONS:

NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC,
GROTON, CT, SAN DIEGO, CA,
BREMERTON, WA, PORTSMOUTH, NH,
NORFOLK, VA, PHILADELPHIA, PA,
HUNTSVILLE, AL, PICATINNY, NJ

Mechanical and Electrical Design, Shipboard Shock Analysis, Systems Engineering and Integration, Structural, Fluids and Material
Engineering, System Design Integration and Implementation, Planned Maintenance Systems Development, Component Testing/
Qualification, Rapid Prototyping, Modeling & Simulation

ORBIS Labs provides integrated test system design and development, along
with systems design, fabrication, testing, and new information technology
development. We have laboratory and test facilities space available now.
ORBIS engineers are expert in system and component reverse engineering and
obsolescence support.

PROGRAM / PROJECT MANAGEMENT / TEAM TRAINING
• Acquisition Strategy Support to Senior
Leadership

• Ship Maintenance, Repair and Modernization
Trade Labor Support

• Project Integration & Process Improvement

• Measures and Milestone Development &
Implementation

• Submarine Risk Management & Mitigation
Support

• Validation and Certification

• Metrics Development & Assessment

• Organizational Assessment

• Engineering Management Consulting

• Budget/Financial Management

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND TEST

Mechanical and Electrical Design, Shipboard Shock Analysis, Systems Engineering and
Integration, Structural, Fluids and Material Engineering, System Design Integration and
Implementation, Planned Maintenance Systems Development, Component Testing/
Qualification, Rapid Prototyping, Modeling & Simulation

ORBIS’ staff of engineers and technicians provide innovative product
development, test, and manufacturing solutions for commercial and government
customers. We can work any problem from improving data flow on your secure
network to finding a replacement circuit board for legacy electronic equipment.
We tackle projects large and small with the same ISO certified approach.
CONTRACT INFORMATION:
OASIS SB POOL 3 - GS00Q14OADS343
CERTIFICATIONS:

The People, The Process, The Power to Deliver.®

IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19
ABOUT PE
Patricio Enterprises (PE) is a
SDVOSB graduate of the SBA 8(a)
program and leading provider of
Professional Support Services to
DoD and Federal Civilian Agencies.
PE provides day-to-day expertise
for our nation’s mission critical
support areas where customer
success is the only option.
Our people are our strength.
Experience and capabilities
gained from decades of service
to Department of Defense and
civilian agencies combine to
deliver dynamic integrated
solutions to our customers.
OASIS CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 6 - GS00Q14OADS714
CONTACT INFORMATION
Jeff Megargel
Executive Vice President,
Strategy and Plans
540.419.4800
jmegargel@patricioenterprises.com
Theresa Puckerin
Contracts Manager
703.441.4760 x113
tpuckerin@patricioenterprises.com

COVID-19 Mobile Laboratory and Logistics Support
Patricio Enterprises, Inc. is providing COVID-19 mobile laboratory support to the
Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
Defense (JPEO-CBRND) under its Joint
Enterprise Omnibus Program
Engineering and Technical
Support (JE-OPETS) indefinite
delivery, indefinite quantity
(ID/IQ) contract vehicle.
Under this task order, PE’s
Laboratory Technicians and
Technologists are deployed to a CONUS military location to operate two
laboratories. The laboratories process COVID-19 tests to a per-hour standard,
and there are thousands of samples from each deployment. Additionally, PE is
supporting Operation Warp Speed with Supply Chain Management expertise.
In this role, we assist the JPEO with managing the COVID-19 supply chain to
ensure efficient distribution of the vaccine and associated consumables.
CLIENT
• Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear Defense (JPEO-CBRND)
RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
• COVID-19 Cepheid GeneXpert 16 Testing Expertise
• National Support to Remote Locations
• Rapid Personnel In-Processing/On-Boarding
• Systematic Quality Control Process
• Laboratory Certification Preparation
• Product Distribution Expertise

Patricio Enterprises, Inc.
Headquarters 525 Corporate Drive, Suite 201, Stafford, VA 22554
703.441.4760 • patricioenterprises.com

PCCI Hyperbaric Systems, designs, engineers,
manufactures, installs and maintains hyperbaric and
hypobaric research and treatment chambers for both
commercial hospitals and for the U.S. Military. PCCI
Hyperbaric Systems has been a producer of quality
breathing apparatus test systems and life support
equipment for over 30 years. Our Personal Breathing
Apparatus Test Systems (PBATS) represent a masterful
integration of PCCI Hyperbaric Systems experience with
easy-to-use, state-of-the-art technology.

If you need a device that cannot be purchased "off the
shelf" we can help.
We offer complete engineering and design services by
registered professional engineers. From custom pressure
vessel penetrations to adding an extra lock in your multiplace, PCCI Hyperbaric Systems has a solution.
Visit the PCCI Hyperbaric Systems website for the full
line of products and services offered:
https://www.pccihyperbarics.com/

PBAT's are designed to accurately test and document
performance of a wide variety of breathing apparatus
such as those used for diving, fire-fighting, mine rescue,
aerospace and other applications where documentation is
crucial.
Specific Products and Services
include:
• Monoplace and Multiplace
Hyperbaric Chamber Site
Development
• Mobile Hyperbaric Oxygen
Treatment (HBOT) Systems
• Hood and Mask Systems
• Oxygen Manifolds
• Design of Hospital Liquid
Oxygen Supply Systems
• Monoplace Air Ventilation
Package
• NFPA compliant oxygen supply
systems for Hyperbaric clinics
and small hospitals
• Testing of Life Support
Equipment
• Overhaul, relocation and
maintenance services for
monoplace and multiplace
chambers (all manufacturers
included)

OASIS SB Contract: GS00Q14OADS327
POOL: 3
POCs: Tom Hudon, Corporate OASIS SB
Program Manager
Phone: 703-229-1110
Email: thudon@pccii.com
Ramesh Dixit, Hyperbaric Systems Div.
Phone: 703-229-1096
E-mail: rdixit@pccii.com

300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract # 47QRAD20D1070
WOSB, Third Party Certified
Jaime Ramirez, Vice President
Direct: 714-459-3564, Main Office: 714-374-1140
OASIS@performexcel.gov

U.S. Department of Energy
Woman-Owned
Small Business of the Year, 2013
Protégé of the Year, 2011

Performance Excellence Partners

RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE CAPABILITIES
During this COVID-19 national crisis, we are prepared to help. Our ﬂexibility, responsiveness, expertise, and inspired solutions have
enabled us to successfully execute complex, multi-task projects, exceed customer expectations year after year, and become a trusted
partner to our government customers. Performance Excellence Partners’ (PEP’s) response and assistance capabilities include:

Telework Policies, Practices, Implementation
and Improvements
■ Telework and HR Policy Support – revisions, updates, new
content
■ Optimizing Telework and Virtual Teams
— Consulting/Coaching – done virtually, to help virtual
teams succeed
— Virtual Trainings – for managers and staﬀ on
processes and tools

Virtual Conferences and Convenings/
Communications Services
■ Logistics and Technical
Facilitation

■ Stakeholder
Engagement/Contact
Management

■ Materials Development
and Dissemination

Grantee Support
■ Technical Assistance
■ Virtual Grant Review
Panels

Program and Business Operations Support
■ Project and Program Management
■ Administrative/Analytical Support
■ Training and Development
PEP was enormously helpful
and proactive in assisting NE for the past
three years. I highly recommend their energy
and innovation in getti ng the job done.
– DOE/NE CPARS

— RELATED PAST PERFORMANCE —
HR Policy Support: Provided federal Human Capital subject
matter and writing expertise to federal HR partners to
develop and update HR
policy according to 5 CFR and
agency requirements. (DOJ,
Oﬃce of Justice Programs
and the National Science
Foundation, Human Resource
Management Oﬃces)
Transition to Telework:
Provided training sessions for
Senior Executive Service and
General Schedule employees.
Training focused on leading
virtual teams and leveraging
current technology.
Strategies and tools increased the capability of supervisors to
engage remote workers, monitor performance, and improve
the eﬀectiveness of USMS meetings and collaboration eﬀorts.
(DOJ, U.S. Marshalls Service)
Virtual Training Conferences: Planned and coordinated virtual
Regional Grantee Meetings, Grantee Training Conferences, and
Virtual Convenings. Interactive plenary sessions and workshops
had polls and engagement strategies implemented throughout.
Participants were encouraged to sit together at their sites.
Evaluation feedback was overwhelmingly positive with several
participants noting that the virtual format worked much better
than expected. (DOL, Employment and Training Administration
(ETA), ED, and HHS, Oﬃce of Family Assistance (OFA))
Communications Management: Reduced outstanding actions
to an all-time low and provided reliable answers to the “who,
what, and where” of correspondence generated from the
DOE Executive Secretariat and Oﬃce of Nuclear Energy (NE)
Program Oﬃces. A customized Excel tool was used to track
assigned actions and keep NE management aware of the status
of each action, and any CCC issues. (DOE/NE)
CONTINUED

Offices located in California and the Washington D.C. Area
FSS MAS Ι HCaTS SB Pool 2 Ι OASIS SB Pool 1

WOSB Certified Ι Woman-Owned Small Business

— RELATED PAST PERFORMANCE —
CONTINUED

Materials Development and
Dissemination, including
Stakeholder Engagement
and Contact Management:
Prepared reports, training
resources, documents, and
infographics. Development
services included technical
writing/editing, graphics
design/development,
document layout/design
and production. Ensured
Sec. 508 compliance
for materials delivered
electronically. Maintained accurate contact lists, including
DOL/ETA’s Communication Database with contact lists for
thousands of workforce system partners such as the State
Governors, Community College Presidents and American
Job Centers. Disseminated materials via email and through
websites and online communities of practice. Identiﬁed
Stakeholders, designed and implemented user engagement
strategies for various stakeholder groups, facilitated the use of
resource materials posted online. (DOE, DOL, HHS)
Grantee Technical Assistance (TA): Supported numerous
federally funded grant programs, including workforce
development, faith-based, and community-based organizations.
Developed and implemented annual work and TA plans;
provided virtual and in-person coaching (individual and small
group); designed and facilitated of peer learning opportunities,
webinars, working group calls; designed and developed Sec.
508 compliant electronic TA resources; developed content and
managed logistics
for virtual and
PEP was easy to
in-person
work with and went overboard
trainings and
to ensure that the ﬁnished
conferences.
product met our needs.
(DOL/ETA and
– NIOSH CPARS
HHS/OFA)

OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract # 47QRAD20D1070
WOSB, Third Party Certiﬁed
Performance Excellence Partners, LLC (PEP)

Virtual Grant Review Panels: Provided 646 non-federal grant
review panelists to independently evaluate and score grant
applications and participate in deliberations for 36 virtual
competitive grant reviews (ranging in size from two to
60 panelists). Services included recruitment, screening,
securing, performance oversight, quality assurance, and
payment. (DOL/ETA)
Project and Program Management: Provided project
management services for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR) Project Management Oﬃce. Additional services included
training, and technical support services; developed and
implemented the internship program; developed security
plans; and provided administrative, IT, and HR support. PEP
achieved an estimated savings of $450,000 in training costs
during transition to a cloud-based IT solution. (DOE/SPR)
Administrative/Analytical Support: Provided budget and
ﬁnancial, human capital, and executive secretariat operations.
Identiﬁed over $42 million in unfunded requirements resulting
in the execution of over $12 million in budgetary resources.
(DHS, Oﬃce of Cybersecurity and Communication’s Oﬃce of
Budget, Finance & Acquisition)
Training and Development:
Executed a vital emergency
operations training
development and delivery
program to better equip
ﬁrst responders in their
use of Personal Protective
Equipment. Implemented
the Baldrige Quality model,
secured a high level of buy-in
by engaging stakeholders
in the development of the
products, and earned a
perfect CPAR evaluation.
(HHS, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH))

Jaime Ramirez, Vice President
Direct: 714-459-3564, Main Oﬃce: 714-374-1140
OASIS@performexcel.gov

Offices located in California and the Washington D.C. Area
FSS MAS Ι HCaTS SB Pool 2 Ι OASIS SB Pool 1

WOSB Certified Ι Woman-Owned Small Business

Perdigita

Coronavirus – COVID-19

PANDEMIC
Capabilities
During a pandemic, our challenges change with each
passing day. Businesses have the opportunity and
responsibility to deliver innovations that help our nation
respond and recover quicker. Through mission, digital
transformation and cyber efforts, Perdigita delivers
small innovations that yield big results to ensure the
safety of our citizens.

The Perdigita Difference
This unprecedented pandemic is
challenging today’s public sector leaders
more than ever before. Government and
industry must work together to quickly and
efficiently respond and recover from this
crisis.
But, demanding requirements and increased
scrutiny shadow our government leaders,
leaving them without the time for overly
sophisticated solutions.
Perdigita implements critical strategic
solutions with rapid agility—keeping
solutions responsive and scalable, so our
leaders can pivot rapidly as our environment
and needs change.
Perdigita is supporting missions, driving
operations and advancing capabilities
during and outside of a crisis.

Amplify productivity and effectiveness
We empower productivity improvements across all
areas and in every layer of our organization. We arm
each consultant with access to the right technology
for the right job at the right time.

Vigilant problem solvers
During a crisis-mission, time, budget and cost
are too often overly constrained. We always
find a way to solve your toughest challenges
resourcefully.

Innovate along the way
We develop and optimize existing tools and
platforms to build solutions for speed, adaptability
and scalability; we train our consultants to search
for small innovations that drive big results.

Tailored solutions
We develop and provide capabilities, processes,
programs and services tailored to each unique
situation. No two solutions are unique, especially
during a crisis.

www.analygence.com

Our Services

Domain Expertise

We set a course of action, capture results and drive
performance to continue accomplishing your mission even in
a COVID modified environment.

Mission

• Business operations
• Business financial
management
• Acquisition

• Contracts
• Communication
• Systems engineering
• General integrated logistics

• Information assurance
• Risk management
framework (RMF)
• Program management
• Scheduling

support
• Training
• Supply chain management
• Advanced planning
• Foreign military sales

Adversaries are exploiting current vulnerabilities and COVIDthemed cyber-attacks are growing. Our personnel stay up to
date with the latest exploits to plan, detect and defend against
cyber threats.

Cyber &
Intelligence

• Cyber threat detection
• Cyber assessments &
analysis
•
Cyber networks
• Cyber protection &
assurance
• Vulnerability analysis
• Advanced cyber training

• Intelligence analysis
• Cyber policy
• All-source collection
• Multi-INT analysis
• Language-enabled
analysis
• Counterintelligence/
HUMINT

This pandemic has demanded agility from organizations—
this requires modifying processes to work in an online
connected environment. We use technology to re-engineer
processes to optimize performance and productivity.

Digital

• Business process
automation
• Data architecture &

Transformation

• Data Analytics
• Digital innovation
• Process assessments &
improvement

management

• Data visualization
• Business intelligence
• Digital organizational
strategies

• Program evaluation,
measurement &
effectiveness
• Technology architectures &
strategies

Company Profile
Perdigita provides mission support, cyber, and
business transformation services to federal clients.
Perdigita is appraised at CMMI Level 3 and is ISO
9001:2015 certified. Our offices are in Columbia,
MD; Toms River, NJ; Mechanicsburg, PA; San
Diego, CA; and Fairfax, VA.
Perdigita, LLC is a certified 8(a) SDVOSB joint
venture between ANALYGENCE, Inc. (managing
partner) and Client Solution Architects LLC.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DoD weapon systems
C4I systems
Enterprise IT
Cyber security management
Supply chain operations
Healthcare supply chain IT
Security assistance
Foreign military sales (FMS)
Strategic communications
IT service management
US Intelligence community

Knowledge Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DoD 5000 acquisition
DoD financial management
Financial audit support
Federal contract management
Program & project management
Security assistance & FMS
Performance management
Fleet installation management
DoD ILS & logistics policy
Cyber security policy
Enterprise IT management

Technology & Process
Improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotic process automation (RPA)
Web Development
Workflow development
Process mapping
SharePoint administration and
development
Database development and
management
Dashboards and Visualization
Analytics and Reporting
Operations research
Lean Six Sigma
Metrics Development

Perdigita, LLC
DUNS Number: 081127676
CAGE Code: 82LW4
OASIS Pool: OASIS SB Pool 1
Point of Contact:
Matthew McQuigg – (301) 291-7461
proposals@analygence.com

R&K Enterprise Solutions, Inc

Contact Information
Dean Lenuik
OASIS Program Manager
Dlenuik@randkes.com
Cell: 202.997.1287
www.randkes.com
111830 Cannon Blvd., Suite D
Newport News, VA 23606
Office: 757.534.9171
Fax: 757.534.9171

Certifications

R&K Enterprise Solutions, Inc. (R&K) is a
Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business
establish in 2007 that provides our customer
with Reliable and Knowledgeable professional
services. R&K is headquartered in Newport
News, VA with satellite offices in the National
Capital Region and operates in 38 CONUS and
OCONUS locations worldwide.
Core Capabilities
• Mission Support
• Engineering
• Cybersecurity
• Exercise/Training
• Healthcare
Customer Base
• Department of Defense
- U.S. Air Force
- Air Force Medical Readiness Agency
- U.S. Marine Corps
• Department of Veteran Affairs
• Department of Homeland Security
- U.S. Secret Service
- U.S. Coast Guard
• U.S. Department of Transportation
- Federal Aviation Administration
Contract Information
• OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract Number –
47QRAD20D1015
• Sole source awards to Service-Disabled
Veteran-Owned Small Business concerns – Per 48 CFR §
19.1406, our Federal customers have the
ability to sole source awards up to $4M to
qualified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small
Business concerns.
Vision. Provide exceptional professional
services to our Government Customers.

Top Secret
Facility Clearance

Mission. Deliver exceptional professionals who
integrate into Government organizations – Our
customers’ mission is our mission.
Values. Integrity, Excellence, and Teamwork.

Team R&K Coronavirus (COVD-19) Specific Project Highlights
U.S. Veterans’ Health Administration (VHA). Team R&K’s experienced healthcare professional consultants
working across civilian, military, and global health systems since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak
have developed a set of actions, tools, and technical responses with healthcare leaders, managers, and
practitioners based on the best practices from the World Health Organization (WHO), CDC (U.S. and Canada),
the Military, and civilian health facilities. We are currently applying these best practices with leadership teams
across the world to rapidly respond to the fast-moving COVID-19 threat, manage and mitigate the severity of
the virus, and avoid unnecessary deaths and serious illness among patients and the healthcare workforce. Our
COVID-19 Raid Response strategy and execution is organized in four distinct yet interconnected operational
activities at the system, facility, and unit level of healthcare response using a multi-team system (MTS)
response including screening & testing, real-time tracking of operational status, communication, and
continuous improvement (Figure 1). Our approach has led to better COVID patient outcomes, lower infection
rates among non-COVID patients
and the healthcare workforce,
better sourcing and optimization
• Focused screening, testing,
• Case severity & spread
of precious PPE and other critical
treatment
• Resource availability
• Patient and staff screening
supplies and equipment, and
• Staff resilience
• Virtual screening &
more informed and empowered
• Contact investigation
testing
• New
patients, families, staff, and
• Screening & testing
recommendations
community. Leadership teams
zones
have been able to stay ahead of
• Screwing
the virus, better protect their
partnerships
most vulnerable communities
and stakeholders, and optimize
• Audit
their most precious resources
processes/tracers
• Frequent huddles
including people, time, and
• Educate/Coach/
• Partner check-ins
Mentor
• Contractor tag-ups
equipment by developing a
•
Learn from others
• Patients & public (PR)
‘combat-like’ rapid response
• Improve and adapt
• New Policy dissemination
rhythm necessary to prevent
• Debrief
system chaos and promote
continuous process
improvement even under
system duress.
Figure 1 – COVID-19 Rapid Response System.
U.S. Secret Service (USSS). Supports the Global Investigative Operations Center (GIOC) with identifying, and
investigating Coronavirus fraud threats/scams working with state, local and international law enforcement
partners to enable early detection of emerging threats and trends.
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG). Developed a single use Patient Isolation Unit (PIU) capability, which is used to
prevent the spread of infectious biological pathogens or hazardous chemicals from a contaminated person to
others during transport on a government aircraft or boat. This device was developed in response to the Ebola
outbreak in 2015 to move a potentially infected individual to designated medical facilities when
treatment-in-place was not possible. The PIU provides containment of a contaminated person, to minimize
potential exposure to boat/aircrews and potentially reduce the level of personal protective equipment (PPE)
currently required by USCG policy.
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Our team provides data and infrastructure support to the System
Operations (SysOps) crisis team. The SysOps team provides crisis response and incident management for the
FAA. During crisis response, our engineers and analysts provide 24/7 response to the SysOps crisis teams,
utilizing advanced data analytics and data mining techniques to provide critical information to the response
efforts. Our team's analysis includes geospatial, relational, and non-relational data upon request as well as
proactive information analysis as it is received. The FAA is anticipated to begin primarily utilizing their NAS
Integrated Status Insight System (NISIS) as the primary COVID response system, which our team maintains in
production.

One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) – SB Pool 2
GS00Q14OADS209

GSA Professional Supply Schedule (PSS)

RUCHMAN AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE
Nationwide Financial Investigative Support Services
Nationwide Accounting and Administrative Services
Drug Enforcement Administration
Criminal Disposition Support Services
National Instant Criminal Support Services
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Accounting Services Support
U.S. Coast Guard
Cybersecurity Support
Communications Systems Support
Air Force Space Command
Systems Engineering Support Services
National Security Agency

GS00F356CA

James Liang, COCM
(240) 355-4607
james@ruchman.com

Ruchman and Associates, Inc. (RAI) is a small business with a 40-year successful
track record in serving the Federal Government. RAI has held a TS Facility
Clearance since 1997, and its cleared workforce of over 200 employees has
supported Federal agencies across globally located cities, territories and US
interests. RAI has performed mission-critical contracts with a combined total value
of over $200M. RAI professionals have served intelligence and federal law
enforcement agencies across multiple domains.
CORE COMPETENCIES
•

Nationwide staff management at
CONUS and OCONUS locations,
including Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands

Tour Services and Visitor Center Operations
Bureau of Engraving and Printing

▪

Large-Scale Service Contract Act
(SCA) Compliant Operations

Firearm and Explosives Licensing Services
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

▪

Nationwide telecommute support HR
and IT infrastructure

Administrative and Technical Services
Department of Justice – Community Relations Service

Financial Operations
Accounting Operations
Annual Reporting Support
Risk Management Support
Audit Readiness Support
Budget Formulation and Execution
CFO Act/OMB A-123 Compliance
Financial Systems Management
GAAP Standards Compliance Assessments
Grants Management Compliance
Internal Controls Review
Travel TDY and PCS Processing

Technical and Administrative Operations
U.S. Department of State

Clerical and Administrative Operations
U.S. Marshals Service
Business Support Services
National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
Executive Administrative Support
National Nuclear Security Administration
Executive Administrative Services
Professional and IT Services
U.S. Army
Material Distribution Services
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Professional and Paralegal Services
Securities and Exchange Commission
Administrative and Technical Services
General Services Administration
Professional and Technical Services
U.S. Agency for International Development
Exhibit Management Services
Social Security Administration
Information Resource Support Services
U.S. Trade and Development Agency

http://www.ruchman.com
(301)776-5000
info@ruchman.com

Facilities Management & Logistics
Building Security & Surveillance
Call Center Operations
Facilities Management Quality Inspection
Construction Estimation
CAD/Drafting Services
Warehouse Administration
Supply Management
Public Affairs
Tour and Visitor Center Operations
Ambassador/Concierge Services
Museum Support Services
Tradeshow Exhibit Management

Business Operations/Administrative
Executive Level Support
Business Process Improvement
Mailroom/Correspondence Center Operations
Directives Management
Visitor Processing/Badging
Front Desk Reception
NARA Compliant Records Management
Paralegal Support
Procurement Support
FOIA Request Processing
Conference Room Management
International Trade and Development
Macroeconomics Analysis
SERVIR Coordination
Foreign Affairs Legislation
Strategic Budgeting
Grants Management
Project Information Management
Law Enforcement Support
Financial Investigations
NICS/Criminal History Records Services
Firearms Licensing Support
Case Tracking Administrative Services
Forensics Lab Support
Information Systems/Technology
Information Systems Analysis
Server System Virtualization and
Administration
Systems Integration
Helpdesk Support
Testing and Evaluation
Systems Engineering

Contact Us: OASIS
Deirdre Reed, President
(M) 703-919-9251
dreed@reedassociatescpas.com

Joe Karbowski, Manager
(O) 860-395-1996
jkarbowski@reedassociatescpas.com

✓ Successful performance on over
150 federal and state contracts
✓ 30+ years of senior management
federal sector experience.
✓ Improper payment identification
and reporting
✓ Compliance audits
✓ Verification procedures to validate
loan eligibility and loan document
execution
✓ Disaster relief audits, should-cost
and pricing reviews
✓ Conduct audits in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards
(GAGAS)
✓ Apply guidance contained in OMB
Circulars, FAR, DFARS, CFRs and
CAS.to costs incurred and costs
proposed
✓ Member AICPA, VSCPA, AGA and
ISACA
✓ Management certifications include
CPA, CISA, PMP and CGFM

www.reedassociatescpas.com

COVID-19 Support
Reed & Associates, CPAs, Inc. (Reed), a Woman-Owned
Small Business, is uniquely positioned to support
agencies that have provided funding to companies,
either through contracts, grants or loans, to help address
the COVID-19 pandemic. Reed is particularly specialized
in government contract compliance, grant and program
integrity, and other financial and compliance audit,
examination, validation and review services. Our
extensive experience spans a wide range of the federal
agencies that have provided services and/or funding
including CMS, Treasury, FEMA, USACOE, and
programs including federal loan programs, Medicare
benefits,
disaster
recovery,
and
information
management. Post COVID-19, the government will face
challenges in identifying program rollout and payment
accuracy, compliance with government requirements for
loan forgiveness, program integrity, and accurate
financial reporting. In addition to our core audit and
compliance
experience,
Reed
has
experience
conducting eligibility reviews for businesses and
individuals, establishing help desks, conducting loan
and grants compliance reviews, providing educational
outreach and communication, implementing effective
financial controls, and developing critical reporting
tools.
OASIS CONTRACT NO: 47QRAD18D0004
Our Capabilities

❖ CMS program eligibility review and oversight
❖ Program integrity monitoring of FEMA and HUD disaster
recovery funds
❖ Financial Auditing and Grant Management
❖ NeighborWorks/HUD low-income housing loan review and
compliance
❖ Audit plan design and oversight of grantee and sub-grantee
expenditures
❖ Program risk assessments
❖ Project management planning and performance tracking
8700 Centreville
Road,
Manassas
VA, 20110 contractors,
❖Headquarters:
Audits of disaster
recovery
state
construction
2201120110fjfjfjfjfjjf
clean up contractors, temporary housing providers, state

PCCI Reimers Systems

PCCI, through its Reimers Systems Division, designs,
engineers, manufactures, installs and maintains
hyperbaric and hypobaric research and treatment
chambers for both commercial hospitals and for the U.S.
Military. Reimers Systems has been a producer of
quality breathing apparatus test systems and life support
equipment for over 30 years. Our Personal Breathing
Apparatus Test Systems (PBATS) represent a masterful
integration of Reimers Systems experience with easy-touse, state-of-the-art technology.
PBAT's are designed to accurately test and document
performance of a wide variety of breathing apparatus
such as those used for diving, fire-fighting, mine rescue,
aerospace and other applications where documentation is
crucial.
Specific Products and Services
include:
• Monoplace and Multiplace
Hyperbaric Chamber Site
Development
• Mobile Hyperbaric Oxygen
Treatment (HBOT) Systems
• Hood and Mask Systems
• Oxygen Manifolds
• Design of Hospital Liquid
Oxygen Supply Systems
• Monoplace Air Ventilation
Package
• NFPA compliant oxygen supply
systems for Hyperbaric clinics
and small hospitals
• Testing of Life Support
Equipment
• Overhaul, relocation and
maintenance services for
monoplace and multiplace
chambers (all manufacturers
included)

If you need a device that cannot be purchased "off the
shelf" we can help.
We offer complete engineering and design services by
registered professional engineers. From custom pressure
vessel penetrations to adding an extra lock in your multiplace, PCCI’s Reimers Systems Division has a solution.
Visit the Reimers Systems Division website for the full
line of products and services offered:
https://www.reimerssystems.com/

OASIS SB Contract: GS00Q14OADS327
POOL: 3
POCs: Tom Hudon, Corporate OASIS SB
Program Manager
Phone: 703-229-1110
Email: thudon@pccii.com
Ramesh Dixit, Reimers Systems Div.
Phone: 703-229-1096
E-mail: rdixit@pccii.com

300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

ODS1 HOOD & MASK SYSTEM

For Keeping the Patients Breathing Environment Separate from the Chamber
The ODS1 is used to supply breathing oxygen • Flowmeter positions are not affected by
to a patient while air is being used as the
chamber pressure
chamber pressurization gas or for supplying
Over 20 years of successful use
air-break air to an oxygen-filled chamber
without diluting the oxygen.
• Reduces chamber infectious disease issues.
The patient circuits functions normally
with the chamber at surface pressure by
exhausting excess flow to the chamber via
an air gap. With an option exhaust
vacuum source, patient exhaust gas is
ducted outside the chamber even with the
chamber at surface pressure.
• Single supply & exhaust controls are easy
to use

HBO MOBILE TRAILER SYSTEMS
PCCI HBO mobile trailer system is
designed to accommodate two standard
monoplace hyperbaric chamber systems,
related ancillaries and oxygen supply
system. Trailer system is designed and built
to comply with NFPA 99 and 101 codes.
System is suitable for providing quick
hyperbaric service capability to hospitals,
outpatient clinics and doctor’s offices.
Trailer can be easy transported using
standard tow truck (Ford 350 or
equivalent).

OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
Need an oxygen service but cannot have a
bulk tank? PCCI’s Reimers Systems
Division can provide code compliant
oxygen service solutions for most
situations. RSD has vast experience in
design & construction of oxygen supply
systems that support multiple monoplace or
multiplace chambers. RSD provides turnkey installation services including
obtaining
permits
from
governing
authorities, development of hyperbaric
facility
plans
and
comprehensive
management
of
installations
&
commissioning.
300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

RiverTech

Delivering Critical Infrastructure Services
in Response to COVID-19
The global pandemic, coronavirus (COVID-19), is putting a significant strain on the federal
government as agencies are being called upon to quickly and expertly build-out or retrofit
existing spaces into alternate care facilities. These facilities not only require physical
construction, but also an IT backbone that delivers superior connectivity and support for the
intake and processing vast amounts of data.
As a wholly owned subsidiary of Akima, an Alaska Native Corporation, RiverTech is uniquely
positioned to support the efforts of this emergency response. RiverTech is an agile, trusted
company that can offer robust capabilities in response of the impacts of COVID-19. Together
with its sister companies, RiverTech has offices located across the United States and can
quickly mobilize ready teams to support surge efforts in critical areas such as the North
Atlantic, South Atlantic, South Pacific, and Southwestern regions.

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

MISSION SUPPORT

A single point of contact and
accountability to handle facility
outfitting—from planning and artwork to
medical devices and IT.

Comprehensive professional services to support
federal agency missions. Our expert teams are
rapidly deployable, always reliable, and offer
innovative solutions to help you transform your
operations.

•

Health Facility Outfitting

•

Initial Outfitting & Transition Services

•

Products

FACILITIES, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Comprehensive services for equipment
and vehicle maintenance, as well
as building support services and
management.

•

Office Administration

•

Records Management

•

Research & Development

•

Subject Matter Expertise

LOGISTICS
From the warehouse to the airfield, our expert
logisticians deliver support services designed to
optimize and maintain all the links in our customers’
supply chains.

•

Base Operations

•

Depot Level Maintenance, Repair & Refit

•

Civil Engineering

•

Global Logistics Support

•

Facilities Maintenance

•

Logistics Consulting

•

Facilities Support Services

•

•

Low/High Voltage Electrical

Maintenance, Transportation & Supply Chain
Management

•

Range Operations

•

Warehousing

•

Real Property Management

RIVERTECHLLC.COM
TUVLI.COM

2553
Dulles
Drive,
Suite
700,
Herndon,
VAVA
20171
13873
ParkView
Center
Road,
Suite
400N,
Herndon,
20171

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Full spectrum IT product and support services.
Technology Services
•

Cybersecurity and RMF for
Medical Devices

•

IT Products: Value Added Reseller (VAR)

•

Digital Services

•

Servers and storage

•

Public Safety &
Law Enforcement

•

Software

•

Analytics

Desktops, laptops, printers,
terminals and other peripherals

Information Operations

•

Networking equipment, controllers,
modems

•

Communications, collaboration, and
telecommunications equipment

Infrastructure Operations

•

Service Desk

•

•

Staffing Augmentation

•

•

Cloud Computing

•

Application Development
(including Mobile Apps)

PROTECTIVE SERVICES
Akima provides enhanced security, a proven quality-focused project management approach, and technology platforms
that streamline detention operations, reduce programmatic and operational risks and strengthen our nation’s security.
•

Access Control

•

Detention Management/Prisoner Transportation

•

Armed and Unarmed Guards

•

Emergency Response

•

Base Security

•

Vulnerability Assessments

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
From pre-systems acquisition analysis and development to engineering, deployment, and
sustainment—our experts support customers through the complete systems lifecycle.
•

C5ISR

•

Research & Development Support (Labs)

•

Equipment Maintenance

•

Wired & Satellite Telecomm Services

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in design/build projects of all sizes.
•

Civil & Marine Construction

•

General Contracting

•

General Construction & Renovation

•

Security Infrastructure & Utility Improvement

To learn more about how RiverTech can support your emergency response needs, contact pmo@akima.com.

Simplified Procurement
RiverTech and the Akima portfolio of companies can swiftly
execute orders of both small and large magnitude. We also offer
customers the option of direct/sole source contracts with an
unlimited ceiling through Akima’s portfolio of 8(a) companies.
Our team stands ready to support your immediate needs.

•

•

CAGE: 7CG51
DUNS: 079736673

•

OASIS SB Contract Holder:
Pool 1 Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS119
Pool 4 Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS415

•
•

Period of Performance: June 2014 – December 2024

•

SBA may award a direct award contract (commonly
referred to as a sole source) with an unlimited ceiling to an
8(a) participant owned and controlled by an ANC [13 CFR
124.506(b)]
Quick, smooth transition to full contract operations typically
in 30 to 60 days
Awards above $22M for federal civilian agencies or $100M
for the Department of Defense require a simplified J&A [FAR
6.302-5(b)(4) and Class Deviation 2020 –O0009]
Limited potential for award protest [13 CFR 124.517(a)]
Small Disadvantaged Business and Native American Credits
[13 CFR 124.109(a)(4)]
Negotiated fair price

Point of Contact: pmo@akima.com

RIVERTECHLLC.COM

2553 Dulles View Drive, Suite 700, Herndon, VA 20171

Rumph and Associates, P.C.

Capability Statement

Rumph and Associates, P.C. (Rumph), founded in 2007, is an SBA certified 8(a), minority-owned small disadvantaged
business (SDB), headquartered in Alpharetta, Georgia. Rumph is committed to providing our federal, state and local
government, in addition to private sector and nonprofit clients, innovative, adaptable, quality-oriented, and costconscious services and integrated solutions which enable them to achieve their most desired short and long-term
business goals. We produce efficient, effective and well-timed results by understanding our clients' needs and
supporting them in their efforts to obtain the most desired outcomes.

Core Competencies
Rumph offers our clients a host of domestic and international
solutions designed to advance their mission and vision, so we
can win together!
◼ Global Rapid Response/Emergency Management
◼ Epidemiologic and Strategic Information Services
◼ Operational Support
◼ Technical Assistance and Training
◼ Evaluation and Program Effectiveness
◼ Monitoring and evaluation of response efforts
◼ Surge Support at Headquarters
◼ Laboratory diagnostic training
◼ Information Technology
◼ Governance, Risk and Compliance
◼ Business and Financial Services
◼ Agency Effectiveness
◼ Conduct emergency National Taskforce (NTF) meeting,
after declaration of Infectious Disease outbreak, and issue
interim response measures including event notification,
press release and media messaging
◼ Deploy multidisciplinary Rapid Response Team(s) (RRT)
to the affected area, and case management partners
◼ Deploy contact tracing and monitoring teams, to work
through an approach that engenders community trust and
participation
◼ Initiate active case finding, using simplified outbreak case
definitions and reinforcing surveillance data management
with routine analysis
◼ Expand risk communication and community engagement
in support of local containment measures
◼ Manage suspect and confirmed Infectious Disease case(s)
with adherence to IPC standards and other measures
◼ Reinforce and /or activate routine screening for Infectious
Diseases, and safety and isolation procedures, at all
health facilities in high risk areas

Differentiators

Small firm attention/big business results
International presence
International Epidemiologist and Health Advisors
Expertise in International Accounting Standards/ General
Accepted Accounting Principles
◼ In-Country Public Health Experience
◼ Evaluation, Assessments and Analysis Experience
◼ In-Country Capacity Building (Africa and Latin America)
◼
◼
◼
◼

Contracting Vehicles
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

SBA 8(a) Simplified Sole Source Contracting
Simplified Acquisition/Purchase Orders
Small Business Set-Asides
Full and Open Competition
On-Demand Partnership
GSA PSS Contract Number GS-00F-066DA
GSA OASIS Contract Number: 47QRAD18D000Q

Our Clients

• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
• U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
• General Services Administration (GSA)

Company Data
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

CAGE Code: 51EN1
DUNS Number: 825064228
EIN: 26-0316307
SAM Registration: Active
SBA Certified 8(a); Graduation Date 03/29/2021
Atlanta, GA; Huntsville, AL, South Africa, Ghana

Experience/ Past Performance

For more than 13 years, Rumph and Associates has been providing innovative, adaptable, quality oriented, and cost-conscious
services and integrated solutions to global missions around the world in infectious disease monitoring, evaluations,
containment and education. Rumph has helped contain Ebola in the DRC and Liberia (Centers for Disease Control, Sierra
Leona and Guinea National Laboratory Advisory Service, 200-2016-91277 and CDC Technical and Medical Ebola Response
Support Services, 75D30120F07026), mitigate Zika in Puerto Rico (Center for Disease Control, Zika Outbreak Response, 2002017-93204) and conducted surveillance of AIDS/HIV and Avian Influenza in South Africa (CDC ITOPSS, 200-201800185). Rumph brings a robust set of capacity strengthening solutions to promote national initiatives and frameworks.

Technical, Management
& Program Support
Epidemiologic/ Strategic
Information Services
Operational Support
Global Health Security

Agency Effectiveness

Governance, Risk &
Compliance

Technical and Medical Ebola Response Support Services. Supporting CDC’s mission
and activities in informing the Ministries of Health on Ebola prevention and control strategies,
surveillance, Ebola response improvements, immunization program implementation, data
management, virus containment and follow on activities. Analyzing epidemiological data for
CDC to support the international outbreak response to develop solutions to problems that
arise in Ebola response, vaccine program implementation, disease outbreak response and
recovery efforts. Planning and implementing activities to improve data management practices
for disease surveillance.
CDC International, Technical, Operational, Professional Support Services (ITOPSS).
Assisting Ministries of Health to plan and implement evidence based public health programs,
Expand CDC’s global health programs that focus on the leading causes of mortality,
morbidity and disability, especially chronic disease and infectious disease. Rumph conducts
activities in the following major program areas: President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR), President’s Malaria Initiative, Worldwide Reduction of Measles Related Mortality
and Promotion of Child Health, Global Immunizations, The Pandemic and Avian Flu Initiative,
Global Disease Detection, Global Health Protection and Global Security, Safe Water, Injury &
Violence, Birth Defects & Developmental Disability, Field Epidemiology and Laboratory
Training, Sustainable Management Development, Reproductive Health, Workforce and
Career Development, and Global Preparedness and Program Coordination.
Sierra Leone and Guinea Laboratory Advisors. Providing technical leadership and
expertise to expand and strengthen the quality of laboratory services and public health
laboratory systems development. Rumph’s employee's primary areas of responsibility
include providing strategic and technical leadership and direction on laboratory issues to the
CDC-CGH Guinea Team. Working closely with the USG health teams throughout the US
Mission to ensure programs are coordinated.
Zika Outbreak Response. Providing technical and administrative services for the
Dengue Branch in the Division of Vector-Borne Diseases response to the Zika
outbreak. Rumph provides the technical and administrative support services that
support the Zika/DVBDR Laboratories within the Division of Vector-Borne Diseases,
Dengue Branch, located in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Thomas Rumph, Managing Partner
404-309-4751 I trumph@rumphandassociates.com
Michael Freeman, Program Manager
1-706-434-9712 I mfreeman@rumphandassociates.com
Tony Guthrie, Business Development Director
1-301-346-4860 I tguthrie@rumphandassociates.com
1125 Sanctuary Parkway, Suite 100 I Alpharetta, GA 30009 I 770-569-1239 Iwww.rumphandassociates.com I info@rumphandassociates.com

S&K Engineering and Research

S&K Engineering and Research (S&K) has assembled a team of industry leaders with in-depth capabilities to assist
the U.S. Government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We are positioned to provide COVID-19 testing centers
and mobile hospitals / quarantine facilities available for immediate deployment across the Country.

COVID-19 - OUR APPROACH
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Stage multiple COVID-19 TESTING CENTERS
with the highest standards, which can scale
and be replicated country- wide, addressing
immediate needs of ﬁrst responders.

FEATURES

CAPABILITIES
Emergency Logistics
Management - With
regional and local vendor
networks in each of most
heavily aﬀected the
COVID-19 locations, we are
able to expedite delivery of
PPE, personnel, material,
equipment and supplies to
these critical sites.

Oﬀer full service MOBILE HOSPITALS
AND QUARANTINE FACILITIES including
all necessary personal protective
equipment (PPE) materials.

Our team is ready to respond immediately.

The ability to set up 10-20 sites per week, per State.

Primary distribution centers in NY, FL, LA,
NE, TX, AZ, and CA.

Tents can be used for Field Clinics or for Drive Thru Testing
Sites.

Tents and teams are standing by in every
state ready to deploy.

World-class team standing by to execute the project with six
(6) Regional directors who will supervise the State directors.

Rapid Response and
Disaster Recovery comprehensive disaster
recovery services to support
COVID-19 response
operations at all levels,
complemented by stringent
quality and safety control
programs. Our COVID-19
response and recovery
solution includes
emergency medical
management, technical
rescue, and emergency
center operations.

Biomedical HAZMAT Support
and Recovery - Our method
reduces the spread of disease
by targeting critical areas
where viruses, fungi, and
bacteria grow and spread. We
disinfect these areas with
hospital l professional grade
UV-C disinfection systems
validated by more than 15
independent studies. We
issue a Proof of Disinfection
Certiﬁcate to ensure public
conﬁdence that an
environment has been
cleared of harmful pathogens.

UV-C Disinfection and
Cleaning Services - Our
rapidly deployable solution
includes industry expert
UV-C disinfection methods
that provide a chemicalfree, no-touch method of
killing germs on surfaces
and in the air. This system
exceeds the standard
approach for combating
pathogens including
COVID-19, reducing the
human error factor to
deliver optimal results –
results counted on by
medical facilities who
require the highest level of
sanitation.

Sample Test Collection
and Administration - Our
solution prevents
overcrowding of hospital
and medical centers to
control infection spread,
isolates or limits
interactions with
symptomatic personnel,
streamlines sample
collections for expedited
laboratory testing, and
aids in addressing public
concern through a
regulated, controlled
process that addresses
individual needs.

OUR TEAM
S&K Engineering and Research, LLC : (S&K) is a Small Business Administration (SBA) 8(a) certiﬁed
company headquartered in Polson, Montana. SKGS is owned by S&K Technologies, Inc., a family of companies of
the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) on the Flathead Reservation. As such, we continue the long
S&K tradition of superior program performance and long-term corporate stability. This ownership structure gives us
access to well-established methods of corporate governance, infrastructure, ﬁnancial support, and technical
“reach-back” across the entire range of the family of CSKT corporations.

Centerra, a Constellis company : Our comprehensive suite of services and protective measures range
from rapid response solutions, logistics management, HAZMAT removal and disposal, disinfecting and cleaning
services, and test collection services. Centerra COVID-19 emergency response services are used by Governments
and businesses, domestic and foreign, in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic. We provide rapid response
capabilities that enable business continuity and mitigate risks that jeopardize the safety of personnel, property,
critical infrastructure, and reputation. In response to this ongoing crisis event, Centerra oﬀers a fully integrated risk
solution to provide protective measures to keep the outbreak from overwhelming hospitals and to help advance
businesses with disinfection capabilities. Centerra oﬀers a comprehensive suite of services and protective measures
that range from rapid response solutions, logistics management, HAZMAT removal and disposal, disinfecting and
cleaning services, and test collection services.

Global Go : recently deployed temporary medical clinics and emergency facilities for USACE in the aftermath of
Hurricanes Irma and Maria. We provide tents, medical supplies, and other aid in emergencies anywhere in the
world. We deploy management and professional services teams to establish lost critical public infrastructure.

Marex Services Group, LLC : is a global logistics service provider of freight forwarding, transportation,
warehousing and supply chain management services. With oﬃces in the US, Latin American and the Middle East,
we are geographically positioned to handle both domestic and international logistics. Since 2011, Marex has
delivered hundreds of millions in cargo throughout North America, Central America, Europe, Middle East, North
Africa and the Far East. Marex is a licensed and bonded provider of domestic trucking and freight forwarding
services as regulated by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration under Motor Carrier-Broker License No.
DOT# 3247726 and Freight Forwarder License No. FF031205.

S&K Engineering and Research, LLC is a successful small
business that provides services for the federal
government and private sector in the aerospace
industry. We support critical programs for agencies
within the Department of Defense, Department of
State, and internationally – fulﬁlling a clear need for
advisory roles, as well as management, technical, and
manpower support. S&K is recognized as a leading
government small business contractor. We’ve earned an
outstanding reputation by exceeding clients'
expectations in quality, responsiveness, and
professional excellence, while delivering our products
and services on time and on budget. Contract with S&K
by contacting our representative.

Steve Taylor
OASIS Program Manager
(603) 362-2178
steventaylor@sktcorp.com
www.skercorp.com
OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract #:
47QRAD20D1034
DUNS: 782797869
CAGE: 4H1T9
NAICS: 488190 (Primary)

www.sabg.com
OASIS Pool 1 SB
Contract Number:

47QRAD20D1030

Point of Contact:
Mr. Adam Mungo, COPM
P: 703-717-9944
amungo@sabg.com

Strategic Alliance Business Group LLC

Strategic Alliance Business Group LLC (SABG) is an OASIS Small Business Pool 1 contract holder, and a SDVOSB and
EDWOSB, with a proven record of successful contract execution; developing and implementing cost effective, low
risk solutions at DoD and DHS. We are currently providing COVID-19 response services in the below areas.

COVID-19 RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
Emergency Response Coordination
SABG provides emergency response coordination
and notification development. We coordinate with
base operations and host installations to secure
proper response plans and actions during events, as
well as coordinate with janitorial services to ensure
after action activities.

Organizational & Strategic Planning
SABG works with customers to develop short-and longterm strategic operational plans in response to COVID19. We consolidate personnel reporting procedures for
executive leadership and assist programs in the
development of COOP plans and COOP location
buildout/leases.

Budget Development & Execution
SABG supports budget planning, development, and
execution needs to ensure the timely availability of
resources to achieve the customer’s financial and
mission objectives.

Program Management
SABG provides a wide range of program management
services; identifying and managing the issues,
requirements, risks, and solutions for projects of varying
size and complexity, including during times of
uncertainty and adaptive work environments.

Facilities Lifecycle & Space Management
SABG delivers innovative solutions for the
enhancement and sustainment of an organization’s
infrastructure and facilities operations. We provide
executive leadership with facility and floor plan
layouts, identifying affected spaces and areas
requiring sanitation activities.

Communications Support
SABG develops executive summaries, briefings, situation
reports, after-action reports, and communication
notices. We also conduct and support related
requirements meetings; prepare agendas, read-ahead
materials, minutes or notes, and summaries; and track
action items to closure. SABG engages with executive
leadership to develop responses for facilities
engagement during COVID-19 events.

LOCATIONS

RELEVANT PAST PERFORMANCE

Corporate Locations
Operating Locations

• Facilities, Logistics, and Space Management, Missile
Defense Agency (MDA) (Prime)
• Strategic Planning, MDA (Prime)
• Facilities Lifecycle Management, MDA (Sub)
• Warfighter Support, MDA (Sub)
• Program Management Support, Transportation Security
Administration (Prime)
• Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Engineering, MDA (Sub)
• Acquisition Support, MDA (Sub)
• Financial Analysis and Budget Support, National
Geospatial Agency (Sub)
• IT Help Desk Support, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command (Sub)
• Administrative Support, Office of the Ombudsman for
Customs and Immigration Services (Sub)

Customer Focused, Mission Driven

SC&A, Inc. Emergency Management Capabilities
Contract & Contact Information
GSA OASIS Contact# 47QRAD20D1084; Pool 1, Small Business
SC&A Contact: Ronald Davison, rdavison@scainc.com | 703.893.6600 X235

Company Information
A certified small business, SC&A provides technical and functional
capabilities to support clients during all phases of the emergency
management cycle (e.g., preparedness, prevention, response, recovery,
and mitigation). SC&A and our employees have supported federal
emergency management programs since 1991. We have served on the
front lines in operations centers, conducting response and recovery
support and developing after-action assessments to many of the nation’s
most challenging disasters including Hurricanes Andrew and Katrina,
9/11, Superstorm Sandy, the Loma Prieta earthquake and the Atlanta
Olympics Bombing. We currently support the DC Department of Health
in revising their Ebola Response Plan and support their operations center
for the COVID-19 response.
With SC&A’s deep scientific expertise in public health, toxicology, and
epidemiology, the company offers unique capabilities associated with
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE) policy,
program, and assessment support. SC&A’s experience includes
evaluating the policy to stockpile potassium iodide for public use,
developing U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective
Action Guides (PAGs), examining the habitability of nuclear power plant
control rooms, and training on radiological issues for first responders.
SC&A evaluated Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program exercises, supported
EPA’s Radiological Emergency Response Program and the Domestic
Nuclear Detection Office’s (DNDO) Training, Exercise, and Assistance
(TE&A), and supported FEMA’s implementation of CBRNE programs, as
examples.

Selected Examples of Emergency
Management Clients Served
✓

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

✓

FEMA

✓

EPA

✓

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

✓

U.S. Department of Energy/National
Nuclear Safety Administration U.S.

✓

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)

✓

Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency

✓

National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Community Resilience Panel

✓

DC Department of Health (Ebola Planning)

✓

Northern Virginia Emergency Response
System (NVERS)

✓

Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport

✓

County of Santa Cruz, CA, Public Health
Department

Capabilites Highlights
✓ Program and Mission Support
✓ Strategic, Program, and Operational Planning; Continuity and Business
Continuity Planning
✓ Operational Data Collection, Analysis, and After-Action Reporting
✓ Multi-party collaborative Decision Making and NIMS Implementation
✓ Training, Exercising, and Crisis Communication
✓ Operations Center and Response Team Support and Cadre Program
Management
✓ CBRNE Scientific and Technical Expertise; Threat Response; and
Mitigation

Personnel
SC&A has additional employees and associates located throughout
the United States—more than 200 employees and associates in total.
SC&A is a certified small business under various NAICS codes that
provide expertise in air quality; climate change; compliance;
environmental management and audit services; information,
communication, editing, and publishing services; licensing and
performance assessments of nuclear facilities; NEPA nuclear safety
and radiological sciences; occupational health and safety; regulation
development and litigation support; remediation services; and risk
assessment and management.

SC&A: Professionals Offering Diverse
Knowledge, Skills, abilities, and
Experience
✓ 40 PhDs
✓ 111 Master’s degrees
✓ More than 70 applicable professional
registrations and certificates
✓ 54 Academic and Professional Fields

Examples of our professional team include:
✓ Ron Davison, 29 years supporting Federal, State, and local government EM preparedness, response, recovery and
mitigation.
✓ Larry Altenburg, recognized industry expert in mission assurance and critical infrastructure protection program
development and was profiled by the Washington Post, Washington Business Journal, and CBS News as a security policy
expert.
✓ Jennifer Lumpkins, Subject matter expertise in the following areas: biobehavioral health, epidemiology, infectious disease
including Ebola and Zika, maternal and child health, pandemic influenza and public health preparedness and response.
✓ Jeramie Calandro, Extensive experience in planning and coordinating Federal, state, and local EM preparedness, response,
recovery, and cadre development.
In addition, SC&A offers functional and technical expertise in scientific and health analyses, editing, publishing, graphic design,
facilitation, and environmental health and safety, as examples.

Sample Projects
SC&A has been supporting government organizations implement their emergency
management programs since the late 1990s.

Examples of our support
✓ Ebola planning and COIV-19 response for DC Department of Health
✓ Technical, Analytical, and Functional Support, including supporting the
revisions to the NRF Biological incident Annex (BIA), for FEMA CBRN
✓ Training, Exercises and Program Assistance for DNDO (now CWMD)
✓ EM full EM life-cycle support under subcontract to EPA’s OEM and
Decon/CBRN Teams
✓ Emergency contingency and continuity planning support for Santa Cruz
Department of Health

Sigmatech, Inc

CONTACT INFO
Raj Sandhu
OASIS Program Manager
256-319-9209
raj.sandhu@sigmatech.com
Lisa Willett
OASIS Contracts Manager
256-319-9212
lisa.willett@sigmatech.com
Jeff Flewelling
Colorado Springs Site Manager
719-434-3290
jeff.flewelling@sigmatechcos.com
BJ Stephens
Aberdeen MD Site Manager
410-306-6608
bj.stephens@sigmatech.com
Tim Adam
Arlington/DC Site Manager

703-697-6938
tim.adam@sigmatechcos.com

Company Address:
4901-C Corporate Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35805
256-382-1188
CUSTOMERS SUPPORTED:
• Army
• Navy
• Air Force
• US Space Force
• National Aeronautical Space Agency
• Office of Personnel Management
• DoD Agencies
OASIS Pools:
• Small Business
o Pool 4, Pool5a, Pool 5b, Pool 6
• Unrestricted
o Pool 6

ABOUT US
An OASIS company with unique capabilities to support both federal and
local government clients in their response to and recovery in pandemic,
emergency management and disaster response.
Sigmatech has a proven 34 year track record of national and international
experience, supporting a variety of government customers and the ability
to respond quickly to rapidly changing situations. Sigmatech personnel
includes high-level retired U.S. military and civilian leaders, with diverse
portfolio of professional expertise such as highly trained engineers,
technical and managerial professional staff, retired U.S. Army, Air Force,
and Marine Corps Colonels, and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Supervisory Special Agents (SSAs) who all have backgrounds in
emergency response situations, domestic and international deployments,
and construction and operation of command posts.

CORE CAPABILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•

Program/Fiscal Management
Technical Services
Test and Evaluation
Integrated Logistic Services
Training and Educational

Awards
• Best Places to Work Award Huntsville/Madison County
• Two-time BBB Torch Award Winner for Marketplace Ethics
• Huntsville/Madison Chamber of Commerce Small Business of
the Year for Government Contracting
• Army Aviation Association of America (AAAA) Joseph A.
Cribbins Small Business Materiel Readiness Award
• Small Business Administration's Alabama Prime Contractor of
the Year Award
• Top 250 GSA Contractors
• Alabama Quality Award Level I Commitment to Excellence
Award

ISO 9001:2015 Certified

We put technologies together!
History and Management
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1986 – 34 years experience
Managed/Executed over “50” Prime Contracts Valued at $750M
Annual revenue of ~$70M (~ 300 Personnel)
Average CPARS 4.5 – excellent Past Performance
Guided by Advisory board of senior Government, Industry, and Academia Professionals

Contract Vehicles
• SB - Responsive Strategic Sourcing for Services (RS3); #1 Ranked Small Business Awardee
• SB - GSA OASIS SB Pools 4, 5a, 5b, & 6 & OASIS Unrestricted Pool 6 (LB)
• SB - GSA Professional Support Services (PSS) (PES SINS .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .7; MOBIS SINS .4)
• LB - AMCOM Expedited Professional & Engineering Support Services (EXPRESS) Programmatic
• SB - AMCOM EXPRESS Technical
• SB - AMRDEC Development, Operations, Maintenance & Support (DOMS) Aviation Element Simulation (AES)
• LB - GSA OPM Human Capital and Training Solutions (HCaTS) Pools 1 and 2
• LB - USAF Air University EPASS Educational Technology BPA
• LB - US Navy Seaport – NxG

CERTIFICATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MISSION:
Provide cost effective, value-added
management of programmatic, technical,
financial, logistics, training and education
to our customers by integrating the best
talent and experience of Sigmatech & our
business partners.

Top Secret Facilities (HSV)
Secret Compartmented Information Facility (CoS)
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015 (in process)
AS 9100
Approved DCMA Accounting System
Approved DCMA Purchasing System
Approved Property Management System

Corporate Office Locations:
•
•
•
•

We go where our customers need us!

Huntsville, AL (Corporate HQ)
Colorado Springs, CO
Crystal City, VA
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

POINTS OF CONTACT

ABOUT US

OASIS PROGRAM MANAGER
Derek Starling, PE, CQE, PMP
601.961.1415 ext. 214
dstarling@solengrs.com

Founded in 2001, SOL Engineering Services, LLC (SOL) was established as an engineering
and technical services provider, headquartered in Jackson, MS. SOL's is a premier provider
of engineering, program & project management, quality assurance, facilities support, and
related technical services in North America. SOL is a certified HUBZone Small Business
currently servicing clients throughout the United States and certain OCONUS locations.

OASIS CONTRACT ADMINISTRATORS
Daryl Starling
601.961.1415 ext. 215
dastarling@solengrs.com
Pamela Taplin
601.961.1415 ext. 217
ptaplin@solengrs.com

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Jackson, MS (Headquarters)
340 Edgewood Terrace Drive
Jackson, MS 39206
601. 961.1415
Huntsville, AL
7027 Old Madison Pike NW, Suite 108
Huntsville, AL 35806
256.799.0246
Birmingham, AL
New Orleans, LA
Vicksburg, MS
Memphis, TN
Atlanta, GA
San Antonio, TX
Denver, CO

COVID-19 CORE SERVICES
COVID-19 MANAGEMENT/ TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 Construction Engineering & Inspection
 Construction Management & Inspection
 Construction Quality Assurance
 Information Technology
 Logistics Management
 Program Management
 Project Management
 Quality Management/Assurance/
Control
 Assessments
 Operational Planning
 Scheduling & Coordination
 Hazard Mitigation (HMGP)


ALTERNATE CARE SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN
SOL Engineering Services, LLC was involved in building alternate care sites (ACS) to help cities
and counties manage their caseload of COVID-19 patients and prevent local hospitals from
exceeding capacity. There were daily inspections of the facility performed during construction,
mechanical reviews of all relevant engineering submittals by the onsite contractors, and ensured
the on-site construction activities were in alignment with approved plans and specifications.

PRIMARY NAICS CODE
541330

541620

541611

541715

541690

561210

DUNS NO. 109728969

CAGE CODE 44KM9

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 4 - 47QRAD20D4066

CERTIFICATIONS

CONTRACT VEHICLES

We stand behind,
so you can take the lead

St. Michael’s Inc

- Take Command of Your Back Office ®
CAPABILITIES

Certified Professionals
• Certified Public
Accountants
• Certified
Defense Financial
Managers
• Certified Government
Financial Managers
• Project Management
Professionals

Corporate Capabilities
Finance & Accounting
Audit Sustainment
Program Management
Acquisition Support

St. Michael’s has spent the last ten years developing a reputation for excellence and
is well known in the Department of Defense (DoD) Financial Management (FM)
community. St. Michael’s brings depth in DoD financial management, and acquisition
support, providing expertise in meeting challenges and providing responsive,
mission-focused support for DoD and Intelligence Community (IC) clients.
Why St. Michael’s?
➢

St. Michael’s brings the expertise of a specialist company
o Proven reputation for delivering quality results
o Credentialed and cleared experts
o Many employees are retired and/or are former Federal Government
employees who are familiar with the ever-changing fast paced environment

Competitive on Price
o Large company expertise with less overhead which means greater value
o Small business agility reinforced by fully developed processes and resources
means greater reliability, lower risk, and responsive delivery
➢ We put our clients first: Their satisfaction is our goal; their success is our success
➢

“St. Michael’s spoils us.” - Government SES client
What does St. Michael’s have to offer?
St. Michael’s brings concentrated expertise to back office management, allowing
government agencies to focus on what they do best: keeping America safe. Our
unparalleled expertise has been developed through projects at SOCOM, DLA,
NGA, DTRA, Army, DARPA, and DHRA where we offer lifecycle processes and
tools that increase budget execution visibility through program build to execution.
Our experience, personnel, and tools deliver a solid foundation that reduces risk,
attracts and retains the best professionals, and improves your results.
St. Michael’s is a service-disabled veteran-owned small business (SDVOSB), driven by the
same principles that guide our armed forces. Founded by a US Army Paratrooper, we take
pride in our core values: excellence in reputation, commitment, candor, teamwork, and
dependability.

Pool 2 Small Business

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING | AUDIT SUSTAINMENT | PROGRAM MANAGEMENT | ACQUISITION SUPPORT

www.stmichaelsinc.com | 703.463.9463

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY VEHICLE (TRV)
Survice

ABOUT SURVICE

SURVICE Engineering has over 35 years of
experience in supporting the Department of
Defense and industry clients with specialty
engineering services and design expertise.
Our Applied Technology Operation focuses
on leading edge research and development
across engineering disciplines. We tap into our
company’s extensive science and technology
bench, and collaborate with industry, academic,
and government partners to develop disruptive
next-generation technologies.

ADVANCED COMPUTING AND CYBER
TECHNOLOGIES

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY
VEHICLE

SURVICE is the only small business in the
world to be accredited by NVIDIA as a GPU
Research Center (GRC), and we leverage this
expertise to develop custom, highly-optimize
software implementing neural networks and
machine learning technologies across a broad
spectrum of applications to include computer
vision techniques to automate drone operations.
We’ve also developed and implemented NISTapproved secure and global communications,
allowing operations to be conducted and
overseen anywhere in the world.

TRV OBJECTIVES

WORLD-CLASS INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Our Industrial Design and Robotics Design Team
has experience in a broad range of hardware
and software technologies, allowing us to
develop and fabricate tailored solutions to meet
unique end-user requirements.

The Tactical Resupply Vehicle (TRV) family
of drones, developed in collaboration with
UK-based Malloy Aeronautics represents
field-proven capability at tactically significant
payloads and ranges.

PAYLOAD
(LBS)

TRV-80**

TRV-150

TRV-300

0

31

90

45

25

18

65

42

50

11

50

40

100

-

30

35

150

-

20

30

300

-

-

25

Objective capabilities:
» 50-300+ lbs load capacity
» Battery-powered
» Multi-fuel engine (option)

•

Multi-role autonomousunmanned missions
» Focus on assured logisticsresupply in
tactical environment

• Augmentation of existing assets for “last mile”
logistics for assured resupply

ONGOING SPIRAL DEVELOPMENT
EFFORTS
•

Military COTS Transition – Increase
hardening while maintaining low-cost COTS
subcomponents

•

Spiral Technology Development –
Continuous improvement and evolution of
tactical capabilities

•

Autonomy – Develop/enhance autonomous
operations and supporting technologies

•

Vehicle Intelligence – Enable ground (GCE)
Marine operators

•

Interface Standardization – Establish
platform-agnostic interface standards to
streamline payload integration

PLATFORM RANGE (KM)*

DISRUPTIVE WARFIGHTER TECHNOLOGIES
SURVICE partners with leading edge companies
around the world to develop and deliver
innovative disruptive new technologies. Our
work in UAS development and testing is an
example of providing new game-changing
capabilities to the warfighter for transportation
and logistics.

•

• Testing & Evaluation – Validate/refine
performance with warfighter involvement

* Predicted range at sea level on ISO day
** Demonstrated/validated (to date)

www.survice.com | 410-273-7722 | info@survice.com

continued...
2018

WWW.SURVICE.COM

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY VEHICLE (TRV)
TRV PLATFORMS
TRV-80

TRV-150

TRV-300

The TRV-80 is a tested and validated drone
platform that has undergone extensive testing
both in the laboratory and in the field, with the
most recent being experimental field testing at
ITX 18-3 at 29 Palms, CA.

The TRV-150 is another variant in the Malloy
Aeronautics TRV family of tactical drones
specifically designed to support assured
logistics resupply. The vehicle performance
was designed around the ability to deliver
enhanced speed bags. This platform is
under development, and has already met key
milestones such as demonstrated flight with
maximum payload.

The TRV-300 is currently the largest variant in
the Malloy Aeronautics TRV family of tactical
drones. While the initial commercial design
thrust was for personnel transport, the platform
has been undergoing testing for logistical
resupply and most recently is being refactored
into the TRV-150 X-8 configuration (i.e., 8
motors, 8 props). This refactoring includes
migration to US-based supplier for high-powered
motor controllers used in the electrical drivetrain
of the vehicle.

www.survice.com | 410-273-7722 | info@survice.com

a Woman-Owned Small Business
Headquartered in San Diego, CA
DUNS: 600985738
CAGE CODE: 42HP2
ESTABLISHED: 2004
NAICS CODES
Enterprise Solutions:
541611, 541614, 541618, 541990,
561110
Facilities Planning & Optimization:
541320, 561210, 541330
Data / GIS / GPS / CAD:
518210, 541360, 541370
IT/Programming Solutions:
511210, 518210, 519130, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519
Environmental Solutions:
541320, 541620, 541690, 561730,
562910, 924110, 924120
CERTIFICATIONS
 WOSB
 ISO 9001:2015 Certified
 Top Secret Facility Clearance
 DCAA-Approved Accounting
System
OASIS SB POOL 1
GS00Q14OADS143

A TRUSTED PARTNER FOR COVID-19 PANDEMIC RESPONSE
PROJECTS
T3W Business Solutions, Inc. (T3W) is a Woman-Owned Small Business providing
services that align with the needs of government agencies for immediate,
comprehensive Covid-19 pandemic response services. We serve state and federal
agencies with our diverse portfolio of core capabilities. Our proven team of
dedicated professionals delivers effective solutions on time, on budget, and in
collaboration with our customers to ensure their success. We build trust and
respect by listening to our clients and exceeding expectations with excellence,
integrity, and accountability. T3W is committed to providing innovative strategies
and best value to meet the unique needs of our customers.

CORE COMPETENCIES


Program Management



Infrastructure Planning & Engineering



Data Management, GIS & Custom Software Solutions



Operational Readiness



Financial Services

CONTACTS

CHUCK HENRY
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
C 619.857.4737
O 619.298.0888
E CHENRY@T3W.COM

TIM BURZETTE
CAPTURE MANAGER
C 619.207.8706
O 619.298.0888
E TBURZETTE@T3W.COM

T3W Business Solutions, Inc.
3921 Ampudia Street San Diego, CA 92110 | 619.298.0888 | www.T3W.com | Info@T3W.com

Services & Solutions
T3W has a solid track record of providing management and project
oversight to ensure consistent focus on our clients’ programmatic
objectives and goals. We deliver process-driven innovations and high
-impact solutions to optimize and secure our customers’ programs,
resources, and data.

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT








DATA MANAGEMENT,
GIS & CUSTOM
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

MILCON: Program & Schedule
Management, Design Reviews,
Engineering Estimates, Capital
Planning, Technical Support, Analysis
of Alternatives, Certified Professional
Engineering Support
RP Management Systems
Work Classification Support
QA / IV&V Assessments

Parcel Mapping






Schedule and Risk Management

Space Utilization Planning
Out-Grant / Encroachment / Disposal
Assistance
Engineering / Technical Advising

INFRASTRUCTURE
PLANNING &
ENGINEERING

Assessing Fiscal Law Implications
Construction and Closeout Oversight

Facilities Planning











FINANCIAL
SERVICES





Complex Data Modeling
Data Quality Analysis & Improvement
SQL Server Subject Matter Expertise
XML and JSON Schema Development
GIS Database Schema Development
Geospatial Data Access & Release
Standard & Ad Hoc Cartographic
Products
Geospatial Analysis for Decision
Support
Data Owner Collaboration / Facilitation












Aerial Lidar Imagery
Drone Imagery & Mapping
Traditional / COTS Web Applications
Rapid Database Development
Large-Scale Data Migration
Business Intelligence & Data Analysis
Cloud Based Solutions
DevOpsSec for Hands-Off Secure
Deployments
Cybersecurity Hardening
Enterprise Architecture (C4ISR)



HR Operations Support



Defense Travel System (DTS)



Medical Case Management



Design-Manage KM Systems



Clinical Operations Support



KM Program Support



Emergency Preparedness (COOP)





Total Workforce Management System
(TWMS)

Strategic Communications
Development



Supply Chain Risk Assessment



Global Force Management (GFM)



Financial & Budget Management



Requirements Development



Processing Financial Documents



Accounting Systems: GFEBS, SABRS,
STARS-FL, WAWF / EDA, FPS,
FASTDATA, Navy ERP



Budget Planning & Execution: Program
Support, O&M Funds, Allocation of
Funds Analysis, Audit Support,
Managers Internal Control Program
(MICPs)



Funds Reconciliation

OPERATIONAL
READINESS

T3W Business Solutions, Inc.
3921 Ampudia Street San Diego, CA 92110 | 619.298.0888 | www.T3W.com | Info@T3W.com

Portfolio Analysis
Technomics, Inc.

Each disaster and its corresponding emergency assistance program come with the important challenge of ensuring that each dollar provides the most value to those in need. The Government Accountability Office (GAO)
and other oversight organizations have documented significant issues in the planning programming, budgeting
and execution of emergency relief funding following nearly every significant crisis in recent history:

− GAO found that, 16% of Hurricane Katrina payments may have been improper or potentially fraudulent.
− After the 2017 hurricanes (Harvey, Irma, and Maria), GAO found that only approximately 0.25% percent of
funds had been expended leaving almost $7 billion unallocated.

− The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 and the corresponding TARP program required significant oversight to prevent over $600 million of improper spending.
A standardized disaster relief portfolio analysis strategy helps leaders identify requirements, prioritize needs,
measure effectiveness and demonstrate the impact of every assistance dollar appropriated.

Technomics, Inc. is a small business (under NAICS 541219) founded in 1984 with the goal of using data to
help leaders and first responders make better decisions faster. One of our core capabilities to deliver the
greatest value to those in need is through our portfolio management. Our standard approach to portfolio management combines thoughtful and defensible analysis, sophisticated and practical tools, and highly skilled
people to deliver top quality and insightful analysis. This approach to requirements-based portfolio management assures alignment to mission priorities, ties funding to benefits in a measureable fashion, and delivers
consistent transparency throughout the funding lifecycle.
Technomics has developed a standard approach to portfolio analysis, which is easily tailorable to the analysis approach needed to meet the specific needs of any identified
portfolio. The team’s approach to implementing this involves five main steps:
1. Define the Portfolio
This step involves identifying the components, subportfolios and portfolios, scope, technical parameters
and description.
2. Collect Data
This step involves collecting data to model the portfolio.
3. Perform Analysis
This step involves using the data collected above to develop independent cost, schedule and risk estimates for
each component of the portfolio. Each component is
also assessed for its ability to meet part of the mission
requirements and its ability to be executed effectively.
4. Prioritize Investments
In this step, the program managers provide input and
direction into which components of the portfolio receive
a specified amount of funding using the analysis provided above.
5. Review & Track
This step is the most crucial step, and provides the leadership team detailed insight into the success of the
application of allocated funding. This includes developing relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) and
displaying them as part of data visualizations and business intelligence dashboards.
The application of the Technomics Disaster Relief Portfolio Analysis provides transparency and allows agencies to quickly prioritize and re-prioritize their funding to ensure each dollar is allocated to provide the most value to the mission. The true value of each dollar invested can be tracked to tangible benefits and impact to the
community throughout the funding lifecycle.

1225 Clark Street South, Suite 1500, Arlington, VA 22202, US
technomics.net | info@technomics.net | 571-366-1400

Past Performance & Information
Technomics has provided portfolio analysis support to Department of Energy
(DOE) National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) on primarily three tasks
including Capital Acquisition Planning (CAP), Programmatic Recapitalization
Working Group (PRWG), and the Lifecycle Extension Program/Alt planning model. Technomics manages the DOE/NNSA 25-year programmatic line-item plan,
which includes 74 projects ranging in Total Project Cost (TPC) from $33 million to
$9.5 billion, a total portfolio value of $70 billion. Due to our significant contributions in developing the CAP process, the Deputy Administrator for Defense Programs recognized the team with an “Award of Excellence.” Additionally, the team
was awarded the 2018 Team Achievement of the Year Award at the Washington
International Cost Estimating and Analysis Association (ICEAA) Annual Meeting.
The team’s contributions to the CAP process has enabled Defense Programs to
be postured for efficient execution of near term projects, to plan effectively for
long-term infrastructure investments, and allow for communication of their longterm infrastructure strategy to external stakeholders (Congress, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), DOE, and GAO). This strategy has also worked to
ensure that NNSA is able to execute each dollar allocated to accomplish the mission at hand.
Technomics also provides support to United State Marine Corps (USMC) Marine
Corps Installations Command (MCICOM) Installation Analytics branch where the
team is developing an installation infrastructure cost model to provide USMC
MCICOM the ability to manage installations as a portfolio. These tools are providing USMC leadership with unprecedented insight instrumental for long-term financial planning discussions.

Technomics specializes in developing tools for leadership to understand the status of their portfolio. Our technology-enabled approach empowers Leaders and
analysts to fully harness their data in the development actionable insights that
inform critical decisions. Technomics currently provides decision support
through empowered visualizations to the following organizations:
− Department of the Navy
− Department of Homeland Security

− Office of the Secretary of Defense
− Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security Administration
Business Information:
Contract #: 47QRAD18D000V
Contract Type: OASIS Small Business Pool 2
Business Classification:
− 541219 “Other Accounting Services
− 541720 "Research and Development in the Social Sciences and Humanities”
Point of Contact: Robert Fatzinger, 571-366-1409, rfatzinger@technomics.net

1225 Clark Street South, Suite 1500, Arlington, VA 22202, US
technomics.net | info@technomics.net | 571-366-1400

Tecolote Research

Corporate OASIS
Program Manager (COPM)
Leland Waymire
Sr. Vice President
(703) 414-3290, x3144
lwaymire@tecolote.com
Corporate OASIS
Contract Manager (COCM)
Michael Underwood
GSA Contracts Manager
(805) 571-6366, x120
munderwood@tecolote.com

DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS

At Tecolote, we approach every
project by understanding our
client’s challenges and crafting
unique solutions using appropriate
skill sets, tools, and teammates to
deliver cost-effective results. Our
ability to provide credible forecasts
is based on the rigor of our data
collections and analyses.
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Years of cost analysis
innovation & leadership
25
Strategic locations across
the US
600+ Program reviews for complex
systems & mission-critical
programs

… best-in-class capability and
market leadership through
demonstrated technology success
and customer commitment
www. tecolote. com

About Us
Tecolote Research is a leading provider of decision support,
program management, and project control services for complex
acquisitions, facilities, and integration projects. Tecolote’s deep
expertise in analysis, engineering, and technology helps us serve
a broad constituency of Federal Government clients.
We approach every project by understanding our client’s
challenges and crafting tailored solutions using proven skill sets,
tools, and teammates to deliver cost-effective results. Tecolote
will work closely with the Customs and Border Patrol, Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Office of Emergency
Management (OEM), and other Federal/State organizations to
assess all aspects of our Nation’s COVID-19 response.
Relevant Client Experience
Our analysis expertise across a range of medical and public
health applications and environments serves a broad constituency
of military and civilian clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Defense (Headquarters and Services)
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Energy
Department of Commerce
Federal Aviation Administration
Director of National Intelligence
National Institutes of Health

Contract Information
Tecolote Pools
OASIS U Pool 2
OASIS SB Pool 5A
OASIS SB Pool 5B
OASIS SB Pool 6

Contract Numbers
47QRAD19DU210
GS00Q14OADS520
GS00Q14OADS619
GS00Q14OADS735

Capabilities
Project Controls: Cost, Schedule, Risk, Financial Management,
and Earned Value Management
Research & Analysis: Data Collection, Metrics, Methods,
Predictive Modeling, Research Studies
Software Development: Databases, Data Visualization; Cost
Estimating Tools, Integrated Cost/Schedule Analysis Tools
Integrated Services: Cost Estimating, Schedule & Risk Analysis,
Predictive Project Controls, Independent Assessments

Teksouth

Crisis Response Capabilities
Data Integration and Analytics / Professional Services
As the government struggles to marshal resources to address the
realities of the COVID-19 pandemic, it has learned that delivering
critical resources when and where they are needed is made more
difficult without understanding of what resources are available and
where they currently reside. Further, modeling and analysis on data that is either incomplete or inaccurate can lead to improper and
costly strategic and tactical decisions.
At no time in recent history has accurate, reliable, and timely data
been more important.
For three decades, through “normal” times and times of war and
government shutdowns, Teksouth has provided solutions to the
that enable data-driven decision making by:
• Overcoming distributed and “siloed” data sources
• Creating a common and validated operating picture
• Providing skilled and vetted personnel to supplement government efforts

Competencies
Business Intelligence
Data Management
Data Integration
Data Warehousing
Cloud Solutions
Application Dev.
Web Services
Professional Services
Program Management

NAICS
SB 541511*
SB 518210
SB 519130
LB 541219
SB 541512
SB 541513
LB 541611
LB 541990
LB 611420

OASIS Information
Two of Teksouth’s Solutions are particularly well-suited in a rapid
deployment environment. Both are in place and time-tested in the
Government and have delivered information and resources when
and where they are needed.
Desktop Analytics (DTA) solutions
are designed and built using the Microsoft tools already in place on Government computers. Teksouth personnel with both technical and
functional expertise quickly gather requirements and begin building an integration. The result is a real-time virtual database with
transaction-level drilldown capability that is verified for accuracy
and ready for use when our customers arrive at their desk each
day. Typical DTA solutions are ready for use after only 90-120
days from award.
Teksouth provides a variety of professional services from Application Development to DoD Financial Support delivered by Teksouth subject matter experts. We can provide the
dedicated on-site personnel to fulfill your compelling, urgent
assignments. Short or long-term, we help minimize interruptions to your programs and workflow.

•
•
•
•

Contract #: GS00Q14OADU220
Pool 2
Unrestricted
Primary NAICS: 541219

Representative Clients
SAF –FM
US Air Force District Washington
USAF—Central Command
Air Logistics Center—Warner Robbins
Joint Staff Comptroller
SOUTHCOM
AFRICOM
PACOM J84 & J02
Army Budget Office
US Army Special Operations Command
US Army South
National Guard Bureau and multiple USPFOs

For more information:
John Sletto
EVP, Federal Business Development and
Operations
john.sletto@teksouth.com
205-631-1500 | Office
478-842-1470 | Mobile

OASIS Small Business Pool 2
OASIS Contract No.: 47QRAD18D000X

TFC Consulting Inc
ABOUT US

OUR DIFFERENTIATORS

TFC Consulting Inc. (TFC) is a licensed CPA firm with over 18 years of
extensive experience in federal financial management .
TFC is prepared to support the Government in its mission and
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic in the following areas: risk
management, accounting, grants management, internal controls,
financial analysis and management, compliance reviews, improper
payments testing, data analytics, and corrective action support.
A Summary of Our Relevant Experience: We have provided support
in: 1) identification and recovery of erroneous grant payments
related to Hurricane Sandy Relief program for HHS Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA); 2)
examination of the internal controls surrounding payments made to
support the disaster relief efforts, recommendations to improve
internal controls, and testing of Hurricane Sandy Disaster Relief
Appropriations Act of 2013 payments for VA; 3) compliance reviews
and improper payments testing over grants disaster assistance for
DHS; 4) improper payments testing and estimation for Disaster
Relief Act disbursements for DOC National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA); and 5) providing internal controls and
enterprise risk management support (ERM) and development of risk
management policies and procedures for USDA and SBA.











TFC Quality Management System
is ISO 9001:2015 Certified
ISO 14001:2015 certified
CMMI Maturity Level 2
appraised
Peer Reviewed, CPA Firm
NIST SP 800-171 Compliant
Industry leader in providing
enterprise risk management,
internal control, and other
advisory services related to OMB
Circulars A-123 and A-11, GAO
Green Book, Fraud Reduction
and Data Analytics Act, and
other federal regulations
Strong track record of delivery
(high CPAR ratings)
Strong company culture, high
retention rate, year-over-year
continuity of project teams to
maintain organizational
knowledge

CONTACT US

CONTRACT VEHICLES/CERTIFICATIONS




Tashu Trivedi, CPA, MBA
President/CEO
301.792.2401
ttrivedi@tfcci.net

Small Disadvantaged Business
CPA Firm
OASIS Small Business Pool 2, Contract
No. 47QRAD18D000X (with 8(a)
designation)

TFC Consulting Inc.

240.453.6288

Janice Ho
Business Development
Manager
301.968.5777

info@tfcci.net

tfcci.net

The Leading Niche

®

TLN Worldwide Enterprises Inc. [dba The Leading Niche (TLN)], provides comprehensive
professional services to federal, civilian, defense, and commercial clients in domestic and
international markets. Our personnel deliver large business capabilities using a small
business/high-touch approach. We provide an uncompromising commitment to “Customer
Service, Quality, and Program Delivery.”
• Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) participant
• Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)

PRIMARY NAICS CODES

541519, 541611, 541613, 541618, 541690, 541720, 541910, 541990, 561110, 561990, 611430

Addressing Operational Challenges of COVID-19
Strategic Communications and Content Management
ü At the CDC, we distributed key communications for procedures
and policies, and strategy approaches that account for all partners
SERVICES
CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS
ü Designed and published
web
content
ü Developed training and e-learning modules supporting COVID-19
vaccines, storage and handling, and administration
ü Managed Vaccine Task Force communications
ü Crafted key responses using different mediums (including
briefings, talking points, web content, newsletters, webinars,
social media content)

Cage Code: 5KEQ5
Duns Number: 831140541
Secret Facility Clearance
CMMI Level 3 DEV & SVC

CERTIFICATIONS
● 8(a) on OASIS 8(a) and GSA Stars II
● HUBZone (Historically Underutilized
Business Zone) Small Business
● EDWOSB (Economically Disadvantaged
Woman Owned Small Business)

PRIME SCHEDULES

Data Analytics and Empowered Decision Making
ü At CDC, we created a data expiration tracking tool for expiration
dates of vaccines
ü At DHS, we created data models to support policy, procedures,
and process changes to ensure successful operations

● OASIS SB Pool 1 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D1101)
● OASIS 8(a) Pool 1 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8126)

Logistics and Operational Support
ü At the CDC, we support emergency operations mobilization and
demobilization of federal staff and contractors
ü Managed travel budget and execution
ü Coordination across federal, state, and local offices

● OASIS SB Pool 3 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D3110)

ü Training and preparation for deployments
Key Partners with Contract Tracing Experience
ü For City of Baltimore, our partner developed a customer
management tool that is open-source tailorable tool which
automated the process of contacting 500 facilities through email
and will eventually via text in an instant

In addition, TLN is known for their work supporting
• Program management and strategic evaluation
• Public health and health services
• Data analytics focusing on data analytics, business intelligence,
quantitative decision support, analysis tools, fraud and
abuse/examination consulting, financial modeling
• Information technology supporting healthcare IT Services,
cybersecurity, custom computer programming, database
development & administration

● OASIS 8(a) Pool 2 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8203)

● OASIS 8(a) Pool 3 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8330)
● MAPSS IDIQ (Contract Number: 2002017-94524)
● GSA PSS Consolidated Schedule
(Contract Number: GS00F221DA)
● GSA 8(a) STARS (Contract Number:
GS00Q17GWD2348)
● GSA Schedule 70 (Contract Number:
GS-35F-571GA)

CLEARANCES
Secret Facility Clearance

KEY CONTACTS
Tamara L. Nall
President & CEO
Email: tamara.nall@theleadingniche.com
Phone: 646-729-3330
Scott Cannon
Director
Email: scott.cannon@theleadingniche.com
Phone: 703-606-4757

TLN Worldwide Enterprises, Inc. (dba: The Leading Niche) | Phone: 888-495-4452 • Fax: 646-395-1406 • Web: www.theleadingniche.com
Headquarters: 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 200• Washington, DC 20006 | Other Locations: NY, GA, AL

Tai Pedro and Associates, P.C. [TPA]
1010 Wayne Avenue, Suite 550 | Silver Spring, MD 20910
Office: 301-565-2181 Ext. 5020 | Fax: 301-565-3416
http://www.tai-pedro.com

OASIS SB Pool 2
Contract N0: 47QRAD18D000U
Institutional Capabilities
Tai Pedro & Associates, P.C.
TPA is a global management consulting and certified public accounting firm focused on
providing financial advisory, management consulting, human capital management, and
information technology services. In addition to our U.S. based work, we have done extensive
work overseas with multiple government and private clients. We maintain the ability to go where
our clients need us. Founded in 1991, TPA meticulously conforms to contract requirements
while providing a broad range of performance-based services founded on commercial best
practices. We are devoted to understanding you, meeting your expectations, and delivering real
value in support of your mission and program goals.
Our Services:
Program Management
A partnership for the proper operation and successful achievement of milestones & goals.
Services include:
• Strategic Planning • Planning and Budgeting • Policies and Procedures • Organizational
Development • Project Planning and Control • Process Design and Performance Improvement •
Business Metrics and Performance Management • Quality Assurance and Quality Control •
Independent Verification and Validation • Acquisition and Contracting Support • Evaluation and
Performance Management
Financial Management
We know money – how to plan for it, account for it, and assure it is being spent wisely.
Services include:
• Attestation Engagements • Accounting Support Services • Compliance and Oversight
Government Regulations • Forensic Audits and Management Reviews • Assets Management and
Due Diligence • Loan Portfolio Analysis and Liquidation Services • Financial Performance and
Compliance Audits • Financial and Program Management Services •
Information Technology
We apply technology from a business perspective.
Services include:
Requirements Analysis • Systems Integration • Technology Acquisition Support • Technology
Evaluation and Selection • Network Installation and Management • Change Management and
Implementation • Infrastructure Design • System Architecture Planning •

Tai Pedro and Associates, P.C. [TPA]
1010 Wayne Avenue, Suite 550 | Silver Spring, MD 20910
Office: 301-565-2181 Ext. 5020 | Fax: 301-565-3416
http://www.tai-pedro.com

OASIS SB Pool 2
Contract N0: 47QRAD18D000U
Human Capital Management
Solutions to achieve mission and program goals.
Services include:
Talent Analysis • Job Classification • Resource Planning • Compliance Reviews • Compensation
Planning • Employee Development Programs • Employee Retention Programs • Performance
Management Processes • Position Description Development •
Global Development
Bringing solutions to those that need it.
Services Include:
• Water management technology • Power generation and distribution • Renewable energy
supply and services • Agriculture and Food Security • Development project management •
Evaluations and performance management •
We have three pillars to the conduct of our business:
Process Driven: We believe in process design and continuous improvement, and we
practice it every day in the development and delivery of services to our customers.
People Centric: People are the core of what we do and who we are, and we work hard to
develop and retain our staff knowing that continuity enhances quality; the result is one of
the highest retention rates (98%) in our industry.
Customer Focused: Nothing makes us happier, nor is anything more important, than the
satisfaction of our customers and we work hard every day to develop management and
communication practices to assure we attain our goal.
Service delivered from a client perspective
We are a partner focused on your perspective, the outcomes you desire, and the standards of
performance you expect. We work to provide valuable insights, create realistic goals, and the
means to accomplish them within available resources. We bring a lot of experience in doing
difficult things while meeting real world challenges in partnership with our clients.
We take our request to earn your business very seriously. We have worked hard to position our
expertise to add value to your operations. We hope you will provide us an opportunity to partner
with you to achieve your mission and program goals.
Tai Pedro & Associates, P.C.
▪ A culture of good character - it defines who we are, how we act, and what we believe is
the right way to do business!

and

TSI CONTRACT HIGHLIGHTS
CDC Domestic, Professional, Administrative, Medical Support Services. TSI supports major international programs such as the President’s
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), Global Disease Detection (GDD), Pandemic and Avian Influenza Initiative, Polio Elimination worldwide,
Reduction of Measles Related Mortality and Promotion of Child Health. TSI epidemiologists are currently serving on the International Task Force for
the CDC’s Coronavirus Emergency Response and generating daily maps of Coronavirus cases by country; describing international spread.
CDC Rapid Disease Detection (RDT) in Kenya. TSI helped Kenya build and sustain local capacity in disease control, research, public health leadership,
and lab strengthening by conducting disease surveillance and deploying rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) for diagnosis of human and animal infections to
district laboratories.
CDC/NIH Interagency Agreement in HIV Transmission Research. TSI provided lab-based research on safety/efficacy of antiretroviral drugs and
microbicides using nonhuman primate models of HIV transmission.
CDC Zika Virus Research in Puerto Rico. TSI performs ongoing M&E activities to evaluate the implementation of the Zika Contraception Access
Network (Z-CAN) and provides critical data for a study in determining the prevalence and duration of Zika in pregnant women and their infants.
CDC Emergency and Environmental Health Technical and Scientific Services. TSI provides CDC with a ready source of technical/scientific expertise
in the areas of epidemiologic studies, surveillance, surveys, data collection and analysis, chemical and safety engineering, industrial hygiene, and more.
DHS Technical Assistance Team (TAT) Support. TSI provides technical and operational services to enhance the counter weapons of mass destruction
(CWMD) capabilities of Federal, State, local, tribal, and territorial (FSLTT) partners against the use of chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
material as weapons against the Nation.

SELECTION OF PAST TSI CONTRACTS
• Domestic, Technical, Operations & Professional Services
(DTOPS)
• Acute Febrile Infections Surveillance in East Africa
• Brucella Community-based Surveillance in Kenya
• Lab-Based HIV Research Assistance in Support of
NIH/CDC Interagency Agreement
• Infection Control (IC) Consulting in Tbilisi Georgia
• Division of Emergency Environmental Health Services
• Mortality Surveillance & Statistics
• IRIS Software Evaluation
• National Death Index (NDI) Consultation & Database
Support
• Demographic Coding Manual Development
• Immunization Information Systems (IIS) Performance
Enhancement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immunization Program Technical & Analytical
Assistance
Operations & Maintenance of the eGrATIS
Software System
Independent Validation & Verification (IV&V)
Distance Learning/E-learning Courses & Toolkit
Development
Multimedia Consultation for the Laboratory
Training
Laboratory Program Management
Tuberculosis (TB) Diagnostic Support Services
Administrative Support Services
Travel Support Services
Professional Support Services for the Procurement
& Grants Office

CONTRACT VEHICLES
• GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 #47QRAD20D1018
• GSA OASIS SB Pool 2 #47QRAD18D0005

POINTS OF CONTACT:
Jimmy Holt, PMP
OASIS Program Manager
jholt@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.721.3987 x134 (office)
256.431.5422 (mobile)

Virginia Moorefield
OASIS Contract Manager
vmoorefield@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.705.0128 (office)
256.468.5283 (mobile)

TOTAL SOLUTIONS, INC.
1626 County Line Road
Madison, AL 35756
www.totalsolutions-inc.com
Office: 256.721.3987
Fax: 256.464.7178

CAPABILITIES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OVERVIEW
Total Solutions, Inc. (TSI) has been part of the global health industry for 15-years
responding to pandemics for COVID-19, Ebola, Zika, Avian H5N1 (Bird Flu), and H1NI
(Swine Flu). We stand-ready to aid with on-going emergency preparedness and
response efforts. Our competencies include:
•
•
•
•
•

Program management and staff augmentation support to include large,
diverse projects.
Mobilization of recovery personnel – facilities, specialized personnel, and
partnerships in place to support emergency response missions.
Ability to recruit and provide qualified contractors and specialists to perform
required training to other emergency response workers.
GIS and other cost-efficient technical support and systems integration
solutions.
Monitoring and Evaluation, communications, surveillance, and data
collection/analysis in support of emergency response activities and initiatives.

POINTS OF CONTACT

Jimmy Holt, PMP
OASIS Program Manager
jholt@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.721.3987 x134 (office)
256.431.5422 (mobile)
Virginia Moorefield
OASIS Contract Manager
vmoorefield@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.705.0128 (office)
256.468.5283 (mobile)

TSI aims to provide impact-focused services and solutions that result in improved lives of people, communities, and populations at
greatest risk of experiencing early mortality as a result of the lack of quality health care services. We also focus on providing proper
education and training on how to prevent and manage diseases and disabilities. TSI has experience establishing international
collaborative ventures which have resulted in in-place partnerships with key global organizations in Africa, the Republic of Georgia,
Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and other Caribbean countries.

PAST PERFORMANCE
CLIENTS
• Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)
• Centers for Medicaid & Medicare (CMS)
• Department of Defense (DoD)
• Department of Energy (DoE)
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Department of the Interior (DOI)
• Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
• Missile & Space Intelligence Center (MSIC)
• National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA)
• U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA)
• U.S. Army
• U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

NAICS CODES:
541330 | 541511 | 541512 | 541513 | 541519
541611 | 541612 | 541618 | 541690 | 541712
541720 | 541990 | 561210 | 561320 | 611710

TSI’S HIGH CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RATINGS
ENSURE A LOW

RISK SOLUTION

TSI provides medical and health services globally to help
achieve better health for the world community. We currently
manage, design, implement and support programs focused
on global health, HIV/AIDS, infection prevention and control,
surveillance, epidemiology, and laboratory services. TSI has
the ability to meet your current needs at multiple geographic
locations and address your future needs as a direct result of
our approach to portfolio management. Our firm has had over
200 employees and consultants with specialized expertise,
including individuals who are former CDC Directors, research
scientists and MPH/PhD professionals. TSI brings a low-risk,
highly effective offering to our customers that will provide
quality support services both domestically and overseas.

CAGE Code: 04DS9
DUNS Number: 938035573

CONTACT INFORMATION

Valerie Piazza, OASIS COCM
Director, Contracts
contracts@usfalcon.com
919-459-1955
David Jones, OASIS COPM
Program Manager, Operations
david.jones@usfalcon.com
254-383-1819
USfalcon, Inc.
100 Regency Forest Dr.
Suite 150
Cary, NC 27518

www.usfalcon.com

CERTIFICATIONS

OFFICES
-

Cary, NC (Corporate Headqtrs)
Colorado Springs, CO
Reston, VA
Arlington, VA

OTHER LOCATIONS:
-

Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA
Washington Navy Yard
The Pentagon
Washington D.C.
Tinker AFB, OK
WPAFB, OH
Peterson AFB, CO
Schriever AFB, CO
Kabul, Afghanistan

USfalcon is a mid-tier professional services company and SDVOSB Pool 6 prime
contractor under NAICS 541715. We deliver core capabilities in Aviation, Space,
Business Operations, and Information Technology and continue to grow and
expand our competencies, contracts, and customer base to build upon our long
history of client and community support. We have a robust security team with over
75% of our employees having security clearances, 50% of the company with top
secret clearances, and a Defense Security Service (DSS) rating of “Superior” in
two recent security audits. Now, more than ever, our mission to “Contribute
Significantly to our Customers’ Success” is essential as the impact of COVID-19
continues to affect communities, companies, and agencies; we stand ready to
offer our professional services in any way necessary during this unprecedented
time and lead with our core values Integrity, Commitment, Stewardship, and
Service.

CONTRACT INFORMATION:

• OASIS SB Pool 6 - GS00Q14OADS739

CLIENT BASE:

• Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV)
• Department of the Navy (DON) Office of the Chief Management Officer
(OCMO)
• Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
• Department of Justice (DOJ) National Security Div. (NSD), FBI, and USMS
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Air Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC)
• Aviation Center Logistics Command (ACLC)
• U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM)
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
• U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
• Combat Capability Development Command (CCDC), Aviation and Missile
Center (AvMC)
• U.S. Army Program Executive Office (PEO) Aviation
• U.S. Army PEO Command Control Communications-Tactical (C3T)
CAPABILITIES:
• U.S. Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD)
AVIATION
• U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM)
MaintenanceOperational
& Training
Systems
• • United
States Forces
– Afghanistan
(USFOR-A)
• Logistics support
• Fabrication/Modification
• Training devices
• SME services for legacy & new generation aircraft
SPACE
• War Games & Exercise planning, execution, and support
• Training Systems Requirements Analysis
• Requirements Development, Test, ModSim, and planning for “Special”
programs with exquisite needs
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
• HCM Analytics, Workforce Planning & Recruiting
• Strategic Planning & Execution
• Organizational Design & Management
• Policy, Program, Budget, Communications Planning & Execution
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• SharePoint & Web Solutions
• Enterprise IT & Information Assurance
• Cloud and Agile Software Services
• Cybersecurity

Consider it Done!

USI Inc

CAPABILITY STATEMENT
CORE COMPETENCIES
Program Management &
Acquisition Support:
Hostile Environment Operations, CWMD
Operations, Counter-IED Support, Force
Management / Development, Personnel &
Resource Management, Product
Information Campaign, Operational
Concept of Use, Market Assessment,
SBIR/STTR and BAA Proposal Development

Cyber Operations / IT:
Knowledge Management, Technology
Scouting & Identification, Technology
Demonstration, Information Assurance,
Portal Development & Maintenance,
C4ISR, Electronic/Cyber Warfare, Data
Collections/Mining, Information
Security, Tier I, II, & III Support Services,
and Software Development

Strategic Planning:
Engagement Roadmap, International
Program Development, Operational
Requirements Development, PPBES
Development, Consequence Management,
Risk ID and Mitigation, Program COA
Assessment, Product Commercialization,
Manufacture and Transition Planning

Testing & Analysis:
Test & Evaluation, Operational Analysis,
Tactical Intelligence Analysis,
Airworthiness Qualification,
Nuclear/Biological surety, ORSA, IV&V
Processes, Equipment Characterization &
Safety Certification

Logistics & Training:
Field Service Tech Support, Mobile Training
Teams, New equipment training, Classroom
instruction, GOTS/COTS Equipment
Management, Resource Management,
Integrated Logistics Support

System Engineering:
Mission Command Networks and
Systems (C4ISR), Counter-IED,
Transformation Applications, Data
Modeling, Operational / Technical /
Systems View Development

MISSION
USI provides acquisition services for the
Department of Defense and Industry to
support System Life-cycle Management and
Professional Support Services in the critical
capability domains of CWMD, Technology
Development, Un-manned Aviation, Cyber
Operations/Information Technology, and
Logistics Support

OUR SOLUTIONS
•

Agile … The Way We Deliver

•

Innovative … Creating from
Visionary Ideas

•

Enduring … Support for Today
and Tomorrow

NAICS CODES
Principle Code: 541330
Other Supported Codes: 423490, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541613,
541618, 541690, 541712, 541990, 561210,
561320, 611710, 811219, 611512

PORTFOLIOS

CORPORATE INFO

Countermine
CWMD
• ISR Sensors / Systems
• Nuclear Defense
• MRAP / EOD Systems
Weapons
of
Mass
Destruction
•
• Close Combat Systems
• C-IED/EOD Detection Systems
Cyber Operations/ IT
Lifecycle Support
• Network Administration
• C-IED Operations; Attack the IED
• Network Security
networks, Defeat IED devices, and
• Tier I-II Support Services
Train Deploying/Deployed Forces
Technology Development
Unmanned Aviation
• Additive (3D) Manufacturing
• UAS Air Launch Effects (ALE)
• AI / Autonomy
• Airworthiness/Certification
• SBIR / STTR
• FTUAS Operational Demonstrations

USI is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Small Business (SDVOSB) that is recognized
for its proven and demonstrated expertise as
an acquisition/staff augmentation service
provider. USI currently provides global
professional support services for customers
such as DARPA, DLA, DTRA, DHS, Army ASA
(ALT), Army Futures Command and Army
Combat Capabilities Development
Command in mapping solutions to
requirements, solving their toughest
problems in requirement definition, concept
development, architecture, material
development, capability demonstration,
system of systems integration, and
technology transition.

•

www.usi-inc.net

Innovative Energy Storage

Spencer Hedden
Director of Business Development
14801 Murdock St. Suite 125, Chantilly, VA 20151
www.venesco.com
shedden@venesco.com

Providing
Quality Services &
Innovative Solutions
�������������
- 16+ years supporting Federal Agencies
- DCAA Approved Accounting
�������������
- CMMI Level III (Pending)
- #19 Washington Technology Fast 50
CAGE: 4P5R3
DUNS: 169170888

ABOUT US
Founded in 2004, Venesco LLC is an 8(a)
�������������������
headquartered in Northern Virginia. We
�������������������
Information Technology and Professional
services home and abroad through an understanding of our customers’ mission, goals,
and objectives.
Our mission: To be the catalyst in our
communities of customers, contributors,
and partners by providing mission essential
and innovative solutions & services.

Vehicles / IDIQs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OASIS SB POOL 1 (#47QRAD20D1071)
GSA PSS 		
(#GS00Q17GWD2347)
GSA IT 70
(#47QTCA19D009Z)
Seaport NxG
(#N0017819D8794)
CDC ITOPSS 3.0 (#HHSD200201896344I)
CDC DPAMSS
(#HHSD2002016889861)
JE-RDAP 		
(#W911QY18D0162)
FAA CAMI
(#DTFAAC16D00058)
USAISR RASS
(#W81XWH18D0006)
NASA HITSS III (#80HQTR18C0029)

Scientific Research & Development
Venesco provides scientific support services supporting missions for
DoD Laboratories, FAA, HHS, and CDC both home and abroad. Services
include:
- Infectious Disease Research - Biomedical Research and Development
- Aerospace Medical Research - Combat Casualty Care
- Monitoring Evaluation and Learning

Healthcare Services
Venesco provides health program management and development,
primary and ancillary care, and medical evaluations supporting missions
for NGA, DCOE, NHCP, and BUMED. Services Include:
- Primary and Ancillary Care - Health Policy & Management
- Medical Evaluations
- Clinical Program Support
- Occupational Health
- Behaviorial Health

Information Technology
Venesco provides a variety of information technology services and
products supporting missions of NASA, DoD, FAA and NHRCQ . Services
Include:
- Data Analysis - Systems Administration
- Database Mgmt
- Help Desk
- Application Development - Mobile Development
- Engineering
- Business Analytics
- Web Services
- Cyber Security - Emerging Tech
- Architecture

Professional Services
Venesco provides Professional Services supporting missions of the DoD,
CDC, FAA, NASA, DOJ, and DHS. Services include:
- Training
- Administrative
- Legal Services

- Asset Management
- Financial Services

- Logistics
- Knowledge Management

-

-

-

-

-
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Capabilities in
Response to COVID-19
About Williams Adley
Williams Adley, a nationally recognized certified public accounting and management
consulting firm, has been serving government clients for more than 35 years. We have
specialized past performance providing financial management and audit services for eight
federal agencies in support of government economic recovery and stimulus funds. Our
recovery work began more than 25 years ago during the Savings and Loan crisis, and
related taxpayer bailout period, with program management services in support of the
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and expanded to include consulting services for the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). After the 2008 financial crisis we
provided asset tracking and due diligence reviews for Treasury's Troubled Asset Relief
Program (TARP) funds, and in 2010 we supported the accounting for Treasury's Small
Business Lending Fund (SBLF) capital payments. More recent work includes assurance
and advisory services related to billions in federal and state grant monies for large scale
disasters such as Hurricanes Maria and Irma, Hurricane Katrina, Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill, Afghanistan Reconstruction, and the Syrian Refugee Crisis. Our ability to quickly
ramp-up project teams, our knowledge and experience assessing compliance with
government laws, regulations, and contract terms, and our expertise in accounting for
federal economic recovery funds makes us unequivocally qualified to provide financial
management services in support of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Williams Adley’s Capabilities

Program Management of Economic Recovery Funds
Wide variety of management, advisory, and accounting services related to federal recovery and
relief funds. We provide accounting, servicing, disposition, and reporting services related to
assets and loans acquired by the government from failed financial institutions. Services include
lockbox accounting and reconciliation; borrowers’ payment application and problem
resolution; analysis of financing arrangements and mechanisms for loan administration;
accounting and reconciliation of funds disbursed and received; administrative and reporting
functions for lenders or grantors; billing reviews; contract expiration reviews; and other special
reviews. Services also include document custodianship reporting, tracking, monitoring, and
due diligence reviews related to recovery funds for financial institutions.

Pre-Award and Capacity Audits
Pre-award and capacity audits of grantees and contractors prior to the receipt of federal
recovery monies to identify internal control gaps, system limitations, and other capacity issues
that could negatively impact the recipient’s ability to account for and expend funds in
accordance with federal regulations and agency guidance. We identify areas where recipients
and subrecipients may need additional technical assistance or monitoring and provide
implementable recommendations.

Grants Management
Grants management services to federal agencies to assist program and financial offices with
grant oversight. We perform risk assessments to determine the level of monitoring required
and then identify and track compliance issues. Additionally, we provide training and technical
assistance to grantees on behalf of the government to ensure understanding of grant
requirements and to reduce the risk of waste, fraud and abuse of taxpayer dollars.

Other Post-Award Audits
Performance Audits – Audits of grants or contracts to ensure adherence to financial and
performance requirements. We determine whether the grant recipient is meeting performance
goals or whether a contractor has adequate internal controls to perform under the contract. In
instances where performance goals were not met, or controls are not adequate, we determine
the cause and provide recommendations to improve performance.
Incurred Cost Audits – Audits of costs incurred under federal grants or contracts to determine
the allowability, allocability, and reasonableness of the costs incurred and to identify
questioned costs. We also perform tests to evaluate internal controls and compliance with
applicable laws, regulations, and grant agreements or contracts. Questioned costs result in
recommendations to refund federal monies.

Relevant Past Performance
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Resolution Trust Corporation – Program management services including internal control and
compliance reviews of more than 30 asset managers, property managers, and loan servicers for
the Office of Contractor Oversight and Surveillance.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation – Staffing, management, and operation of the
accounting and loan servicing functions of three FDIC Financial Service Centers in Atlanta,
Kansas City, and Dallas.
Department of the Treasury – Document custodianship reporting, and tracking, monitoring,
and due diligence reviews related to TARP relief funds for financial institutions. Accounting for
SBLF capital payments. Additionally, for Treasury OIG, five compliance audits of RESTORE
Act grants in response to the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.
Department of Homeland Security – Capacity audits of Public Assistance grantees in Puerto
Rico in response to Hurricanes Maria and Irma. Audit of four Individual Assistance/Technical
Assistance Contractors responding to Hurricane Katrina. More than 15 performance audits of
states’ implementation of State Homeland Security Program grants, and 5 audits of Fire
Management Assistance Grantees.
US Agency for International Development – Audit of resources managed by three USAID
grantees in response to the humanitarian crisis in Syria and seven grantees in Afghanistan.
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction – More than 20 incurred cost
audits of grantees and contractors tasked with Afghanistan Reconstruction.
Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Affairs – More than 40 attestation
examinations of education initiative grantees’ financial and performance data.
Centers for Disease Control – Audit and needs assessment for the ministries of health in
Ethiopia, Zambia, and Zimbabwe related to the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR) grants and Haiti related to the 2010 Haiti earthquake.

Differentiators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small business CPA firm that exclusively serves government clients.
Experience supporting many national post-disaster/post-crisis economic recovery programs.
More than 100 grant-related and program compliance audits for federal agencies.
Significant experience auditing disaster funds issued under the Stafford Act.
In depth knowledge of federal grant and contract requirements including Uniform Guidance and
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), and the Grants Oversight and New Efficiency Act.
Experienced Project Management Office to support extensive international travel.
Top Secret Facility Security Clearance. Cleared personnel.
Outstanding Service Awards from Department of the Treasury and Small Business Administration.

Company Information
Washington, DC Based
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
EIN: 94-2834893; DUNS: 86-8712969; CAGE Code: 1ZFQ9
NAICS Codes: 541211, 541219, 541519, 541611, 541618, 522390

Contract Vehicles
GSA OASIS SB, Pool 2, Contract #47QRAD18D000Y
GSA PSS, Federal Supply Group: 00CORP, Contract #
GS-00F-013DA

WILLIAMS, ADLEY & COMPANY-DC, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Management Consultants
1030 15th Street, NW • Suite 350 West • Washington, DC • 20005
Phone: (202) 371-1397 • Fax: (202) 371-9161
www.williamsadley.com

Contact: Melinda Buck, Business Development Lead
mbuck@williamsadley.com

WTI CAPABILITIES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WTI

Q u al i t y H e a l t h C ar e
We have the capability to

WTI provides current capabilities in both Remote Intensive Care
Monitoring of Critical/Severe Acute Respiratory and Medical Support
Services for Emergency Preparedness First Responder Training.
▪ Our capabilities address a hospital’s

ensure COVID-19 patients

need for additional full-time medical
personnel to augment current staff as
the number of both COVID-19
patients and sickened medical staff
removed from service grows.

receive the highest quality
care through our
appropriately credentialed,
qualified, certified, and
licensed personnel.

▪ Remote intensive care unit (ICU)

I m p r o v em en t s t o t h e
E f f i ci e n c y &

monitoring expands a hospital’s
capacity to treat and monitor patients.

E f f e ct i v en e s s o f
H e al t h c a r e S e r vi c e s

▪ Our medical support services
personnel maintain a constant state
of emergency readiness through
execution of the required
preparedness exercises and handson education for trainees.

Remote ICU matches the
local need for additional
critical care services/
expertise when and where
they are needed providing
rural hospitals or
understaffed hospitals with
medical expertise 24/7.

Dir ect Im p act s on
Q u al i t y o f C ar e an d
P a t i en t S af e t y
By augmenting current
hospital staffing with teleICU licensed medical
personnel, we provide an
extra set of eyes to improve
outcomes and reduce the
chance that mistakes may
be made by exhausted and
overextended staff.

Augmenting Hospital COVID-19 Capabilities with Experienced Medical Personnel
In support of the Defense Health Agency
(DHA)’s remote ICU monitoring program
between the VA and USAF, we provide a
rapidly scalable, turnkey, continuous remote
critical/intensive care bed monitoring
solution that permits intensivists and critical
care nursing teams at distant locations to
augment constrained and overloaded local
resources at outbreak epicenters on a 24/7
basis, providing clinical expertise where it is
most needed, connecting intensivist
resources with seriously ill patients—
anywhere. Our telehealth services increase
critical resource availability, improve clinical
monitoring and oversight of critical/acute
patients and improve outcomes for patients.
Remote ICU monitoring has achieved
“best practice” status in the critical care
community.

For Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) emergency preparedness
first responder training, we provide a team
that includes a mix of Nurse Practitioners,
Paramedics, and other medical, lab, and
safety personnel who deliver subject
matter expertise including medical support,
project management, risk and vulnerability
assessments, quality assurance/quality
control, documentation, and training. Of
utmost importance during the COVID-19
emergency, under this contract we support
FEMA’s responsibilities as a Personnel
Mobilization Center during national
disasters, providing emergency medical
support and ensuring adequate
staffing.

CAPABILITY TO BATTLE THE COVID-19 VIRUS
THROUGH REMOTE TELE-ICU

S t an d a r d s o f C a r e
Our personnel at FEMA
meet/exceed COBRA
(Chemical, Ordnance,
Biological and Radiological)
Training Facility standards,
qualifications, and
licensure, which prepares
them to battle COVID-19.

E x p er i en c e w i t h
Section 508
C o m p l i an c e
Our personnel assigned to
FEMA are experienced at
complying with requirements that ensure fair and

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, a hospital’s
capacity is being overwhelmed with more patients
than the resources and hospital staff can
accommodate. Community-sized and smaller
hospitals must increasingly care for very sick
patients while competing for resources. These are
life and death situations that have created
conditions that can end in unwarranted death. This
scenario is occurring every day with the rapid
spread of the virus, posing risks to the patient, other
patients, physicians, nurses, and even the hospital’s
ability to continue operating. The result is that patients are by necessity being triaged
based on resource constraints rather than acuity of their respective needs.
Because our personnel are experienced in providing direct medical support for emergency
preparedness - first responders as well as tele-ICU services, we offer the capability to
provide tele-ICU medical services in locations where they are most needed. Our expertise
in both tele-ICU medicine and emergency medical services allows our personnel to begin
providing value on Day 1. We are both ready and able to support the nation during this
national disaster as soon as we are called upon.

equal treatment of persons
with disabilities.

Turnkey Solutions
These capabilities are
currently provided under
Government contracts and
can be deployed in the
battle against COVID-19.
For more information on
any of our services, please
visit us on the Web at
www.wti-solutions.com or

Company Profile
Company Name: Webworld Technologies, Inc., dba WTI
Address:
4031 University Drive, Suite 100
Fairfax, VA 22030
Phone:
703-286.2416 ext 133
DUNS Number: 957461023
CAGE Code:
3AV78
Tax ID Number: 54-1795975
POC:
Tanice “TK” Gonsalves
OASIS Contract: Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1077
OASIS Pool:
Small Business
Business Type: Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)

contact Tanice “TK”
Gonsalves, President

Services Available

Federal, at
703-286.2416 ext 133 or at
tkgonsalves@wti-solutions.com

Staffing
Artifical Intelligence
Business Intelligence
Application Development
Medical Services
Laboratory Services

Big Data
Application Support
Business Operations Support
Program & Project Management
Emergency Support Services
Mobile Remote Cart Services

COVID-19 COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT SERVICES
Advanced Business Alliance
(a BGS-AST Joint Venture)
8(a) | Small Business
Small Disadvantaged Business
Minority Owned Business

Advanced Business Alliance (ABA) is positioned and ready to combine the core capabilities,
experience, and resources of its joint venture members – Boston Government Services (BGS)
and Allegheny Science & Technology (AST) – to support federal, state, and local governments
in their response to and recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and other disasters.

PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
ABA is dedicated to strengthening our nation’s security and energy infrastructure by providing
expert resources, efficient processes, and effective technologies. ABA supports federal programs and
large complex projects with personnel, tools, and solutions for all aspects of Program and Project
Management. We provide experts in cost estimating, scheduling, performance-based program
planning and management, risk management, change management, project documentation, and
software tools for project baseline and financial management. ABA can help federal agencies in
meeting challenges and rapidly responding to the need for effective project planning for temporary
infrastructures, resources, and facilities for the COVID-19 response. Our professionals provide
assistance with all aspects of project controls and project management, including:
Cost estimating, including development of estimates with the backup for certified cost or
pricing data and basis of estimate
Scheduling, including developing and maintaining baseline and working schedules
Identification and management of risks and maintenance of an active risk management program
Advanced Business Alliance, LLC
OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract No. 47QRAD20D1119
DUNS: 081158089
105 Mitchell Road, Suite 101
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
(866) 730-7353
Contact: Karen Harris
kharris@bgs-llc.com
(865) 272-8400 x1119

Boston Government Services, LLC
(BGS) is an engineering, technology,
and security firm supporting
government programs in energy
technology, nuclear engineering, cyber
security, and related technical areas.

Allegheny Science & Technology (AST)
is a technology and energy solutions
firm with established capabilities in
data & decision analytics, mission
assurance & support, and applied
science & technology. AST focuses
on applying these core capabilities to
overcome our clients’ challenges.

Integration of estimating, scheduling, and cost software systems (P6, Timberline, Cobra)

GRANTS AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Managing a large and evolving portfolio of federally funded projects – under complex stimulus
programs with varying reporting requirements and budget allocation windows, and enhanced
urgency for delivery – requires robust processes, procedures, and tools, as well as knowledgeable
personnel to ensure successful delivery and efficient use of critical federal resources.
ABA provides full lifecycle grants and contract support – from solicitation development through
project evaluation and selection, project monitoring, and contract closeout – to ensure that federal
funds are efficiently dispersed and used to foster innovation and address emergent needs, while
maintaining fiduciary and execution accountability.
These capabilities are coupled with best-in-class program and project management processes and
tools to ensure that funded projects are progressing on schedule, while remaining within scope
and budget. To manage and monitor ongoing contracts and project portfolios, ABA utilizes the
proven Program Information Collection System (PICS) – a web-based project management tool that
supports the overall planning, control, execution, and reporting of federally-funded projects. This
tool is currently being used to support a portfolio of more than $1.3B across 38 federal programs.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Because the seasoned professionals at ABA support missions of national importance across
the U.S. at every stage from strategic planning to program planning to execution to project
management, our team brings comprehensive understanding to the qualification and quantification
of risk and mitigation strategies in response to natural disasters such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our professionals have a thorough understanding of the requirements of governmental standards
and guidelines regarding Capital Asset Project Management, Risk Management, Cost Estimating
Guide, Earned Value Management Systems, and Project Management requirements.
With ABA’s experience in providing Project Controls to national laboratories, national security
facilities, and nuclear operations, our professionals comprehend the delineation of risks
from deterministic elements in cost and schedule, providing guidance in assuring costs are
traceable, avoiding duplication of elements, and that ample consideration is made of the
potential modifications to safety protocols in consideration of the pandemic, including roll-up of
subcontractors’ costs, management inefficiencies and extensions, limited access to materials, and
indirect impacts. ABA supports management at government sites in delineating the realized risks
associated with the current shutdown from the future risks and costs resulting from changes to
operations due to the continuing health threats from the pandemic.

CYBER AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
ABA IT and cyber resources include infrastructure design engineers who can rapidly evaluate
mission needs and provide a secure solution to address networking, security, communication,
applications, and reporting needs. Our expertise centers around secure information storage and
transmission, quality and reliability of service, platform flexibility, ease of use, and rapid deployment
capabilities. With a foundation built on cybersecurity expertise to secure at the highest levels, rock
solid techniques to ensure fault tolerance, reliability, and quality of service, and tools that inherently
provide the flexibility to use any device, anywhere, ABA provides cost effective solutions that
securely deliver data in real time. Example needs we can address:
Rapid expansion of remote capabilities
Provide additional monitoring and incident response capabilities to address increased threats
Provide surge helpdesk support
Support Secure Cloud-Based Security Operations Center needs
Address application development, business intelligence, and reporting needs
Transform to a secure cloud platform
Transform to a secure mobile platform
Virtualize your infrastructure
Provide quick certification and accreditation packages
Perform Risk Assessments
Preparation for COOP, Contingency Planning, and Disaster Recovery needs
Securely navigate roadblocks to meet the mission needs
Establishment of IT infrastructure for mobile testing stations and/or ad-hoc care facilities

DATA AND DECISION ANALYTICS
ABA‘s data and decision analytics capability stands ready to support solutions to the current
pandemic – using our established methodology to coordinate the appropriate application of IT
methodologies, game theory, data science, machine learning, modeling, and advanced computation
strategies to provide a quantitative foundation for solutions and strategy development.
ABA has a proven track record of translating its data capabilities to assist medical research.
Specifically, our data capabilities were critical to assuring scientifically valid and properly sampled
clinical data from dialysis facilities in support of the CMS End Stage Renal Disease Quality Incentive
Program. ABA seeks to apply our data and decision analytics capabilities to support research
and analysis of medical data related to the outbreak. Such support can be targeted for unlocking
diagnostic or predictive factors associated with immunity, transmission, or vulnerability, or to drive
the rapid evaluation of data regarding the efficacy and safety of various potential therapeutic and
preventative treatments to combat the virus.
Furthermore, as COVID-19 instances migrate from location to location, ABA data scientists
anticipate their skillsets being key to developing successful mitigation strategies, where data science
methods can be used to estimate zones of contact, monitor personal mobility, and predict potential
behaviors in order to guide policy decisions in the development of effective policy measures that
minimize the disruption to our lives and economy.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT (KM)
The knowledge landscape around COVID-19 management and suppression is ever-evolving and
requires a robust and flexible KM framework to gather and analyze real-time data and build on and
develop ever-changing lessons learned and best practices. It also requires changes in the way that
government agencies and business entities operate and communicate. ABA works collaboratively
with our clients to implement comprehensive and adoptable knowledge management programs
driven by innovative capture, storage, and delivery techniques designed to empower critical
decision-making and drive mission success. ABA’s knowledge management expertise in turning
lessons learned into actionable process improvements coupled with our ability to identify and
replicate best practices deliver lasting benefits to our clients’ bottom line. Properly implementing a
KM strategy also enables vital continuity of operations during unexpected periods of virtual work
by employing essential technology solutions to overcome the challenges of accessing and sharing
knowledge, connecting with colleagues and collaborating on projects and deliverables.
8(a) | Small Business | Small Disadvantaged Business | Minority Owned Business
OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract No. 47QRAD20D1119 | DUNS: 081158089
105 Mitchell Road, Suite 101, Oak Ridge, TN 37831
(a BGS-AST Joint Venture)

Provide IT and cyber
infrastructure and applications
for COVID-19 Testing Stations.
Solution establishes quick,
scalable, secure mobile testing
stations with cloud storage and
National Reporting capabilities.
Designed to store and process
PII and PHI and are compliant
with NIST 800-53 and FISMA
requirements. Scales quickly
to replicate capabilities across
the country to allow for rapid
nationwide deployment:
Cybersecurity Experts:
• Perform Risk Assessments
• COOP, Contingency Planning,
and Disaster Recovery
experts (planning, training,
testing, recovering, lessons
learned)
• Incident Response
• Security Operations Center
Experts
• Developed +200 Approved
C&A Packages
• Firewall, IPS, IDS, Cyber
Security Tool Stack Expertise

ADVENTureOne LLC
www.adventure-one.com

About Us
AMSG is the Managing Partner of
the GSA OASIS Pool 1 award winner,
Adventure One JV. AMSG is a
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
verified Service-Disabled Veteran Owned
Small Business (SDVOSB) with substantial
Program, Project and Acquisition Management,
Business Operations, Facilitation, Enterprise Business
Services, Financial Management, Cost Estimation,
Logistics Services, Systems Engineering, Capability
Development, IV&V, Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM), Information Technology and Knowledge
Management Services, Facility Management,
Customer Service and Administrative Support
experience. Founded in 2008 and headquartered in
Dumfries, VA, with numerous satellite work locations
across the country, AMSG supports a variety of
Department of Defense (DoD), Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA), Defense Health Agency (DHA),
Department of Energy (DOE), Department of the
Treasury, and Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
program and performance management services.
For the Veterans Health Administration (VHA), AMSG
provides technical automation for managing training
catalogs and requests for training for VA’s over
375,000 employees and healthcare professionals.
AMSG provides access to a SharePoint-based web
accessible interface to access training. In support of
change management and transition goals, AMSG
developed an Automated Intake System (AIS) for
Customized Learning Solutions (CLS) and Catalog
Requirements to replace a legacy Microsoft Excel
solution. AMSG’s team converted an 8,000-line item
Excel Spreadsheet training data capture into a
Microsoft Access database linked to Microsoft
SharePoint. This effort significantly reduced an
already manual and labor-intensive process.

OASIS SB Pool 1
47QRAD20D1043

AMSG’s COVID-19
Response at VHA
In response to the COVID-19 global pandemic,
within 72 hours of receiving the request from
our VHA Employee Education System (EES)
Client Services (CS) Division customer, AMSG
created a state-of-the-art Microsoft
SharePoint-based collaboration hub and
provided virtual training in how to use the hub,
allowing the newly formed COVID-19
Integrated Product Team (IPT) headed by Dr.
Robert Stone, VHA’s Executive in Charge
(reporting directly to Vice President Pence and
The White House COVID-19 Task Force) and
including senior leaders from across the VA
enterprise to focus on the “battlespace” and not
the tools for collaboration. For example, in a
matter of days, numerous e-learning and simlearn training courses (examples: PPE Rules for
COVID-19, Intubation for COVID-19, Addressing
PTSD in COVID-19 Patients, etc.) have been
updated. Each of these course updates is
tracked in the C-19 Knowledge Hub for timely
reporting to The White House and other
stakeholders. AMSG’s VHA customer praised
the AMSG team in responding quickly,
professionally and effectively to the crisis.

COPM: Ms. Chris Taylor

ctaylor@amsgcorp.net

Allegient Defense | Services and Capabilities

E M P O W E R I N G O U R N AT I O N ’ S F O R C E S T O C O M B AT T H R E AT S

Advancing
your capabilities,
minimizing your risk

CORPORATE INFORMATION
ISO 9001:2015, 20000, and 27001

Allegient Defense is a world leader in the advancement
of information technology, innovative weapon systems,
and unmanned aerial vehicle science & technology.
Our highly skilled team delivers services ranging from
research and development, design and engineering to
specialized technology, program management and artificial
intelligence / machine learning (AI/ML).
Leverage our talent to ensure your mission’s success.
Contact us today.

Our
Clients

DUNS Number: 962943887
CAGE Code: 61YD3
Certified NIST Compliant GCC High
Information Technology Environment
Top Secret Facility Clearance with
Secret Holding Facility in Arlington, VA
DCAA Approved Accounting System

Devang Patel, PMP | Vice President
Devang.Patel@allegientdefense.com
M: 201-919-5717
O: 571-447-4476
4401 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 321
Arlington, VA 22203
www.allegientdefense.com

NAICS CODES
541330 238210 518210 541611 541340 541511 541512 541513 541519 541612 541690 541713 541714 541715 541990 611420 611430

PAST PERORMANCE

CORE COMPETENCIES

Allegient Defense | Services and Capabilities

Science and Technology

Program Support

Information Technology

Advanced Prototype Development

STEM Management

Technology Assessment

Research and Development

Program and Project Management

Cloud Architecture and Engineering

UAV Tech Integration

Contract Management

Infrastructure Engineering

Biomedical Human Systems

Acquisition Support

IT Operations

Weapon Systems Engineering & Hypersonics

Capital Planning

Secure Communications

Artificial Intelligence/Autonomy

Workforce Development

Mobile Device Management

Electro Optics Infrared

Financial Management

Tiers 1-3 Help Desk

C4ISR System Integration

Congressional Reporting

Cybersecurity: CNO/CND

ONR Systems Engineering Support

SBA DCMS PMO

DoS Cyber Workforce Development

ONR Directed Energy Systems Support

ONR Aviation, Force Projection and
Integrated Defense

HHS Data Lake Architecture

ONR Warfighter Performance

DoS Help Desk and Secure Communication

High Powered Microwave

DOE Fossil Energy Directorate Support
ARDEC Unmanned Systems Support

Awarded OASIS SB
Pools 1 and 3
We are proud to continue to serve
our Federal clients through the Oasis
MA-IDIQ contract vehicle—delivering
responsive, innovative solutions at a
premier value in both cost and quality.
Pool 1: Management/Scientific
Technical Services
• Program management
• Management consulting
• Engineering support
• Scientific support
• Financial services
Pool 3: Military/Marine/Energy Engineering
• Engineering for Military/Aerospace
Equipment & Military Weapons
• Energy Policy Act (1992) Engineering
• Marine Engineering and Naval
Architecture

SEC Cloud Adoption and Analytics
DHS CISA ISSO CMD
CIGIE FISMA and Network Engineering

Our COVID-19 Support Initiatives

During the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic, the US and world face a
realistic threat of overwhelming the medical system—more specifically,
running out of available ventilators
In response to the COVID-19 event, Allegient Defense—in our support to the Office
of Naval Research (ONR), Warfighter Performance Division (Code 34)—had to
accelerate new methods for developing technology for logistics systems. We rolled
out the HACK-A-VENT Innovation Challenge in order to receive proposals for
accelerating ventilator production. Proposals were chosen and we were able to
have the contracts processed and money awarded by the performers at an
unprecedented rate. Our efforts supported the facilitation and dialogue with the FDA
and coordinating efforts with private industry participant who were developing these
prototypes.
Additionally, the CARES Act created the Pandemic Response Accountability
Committee (PRAC) composed of federal Offices of Inspector General to "promote
transparency and conduct and support oversight of covered funds and the
Coronavirus response to (1) prevent and detect fraud, waste, abuse, and
mismanagement; and (2) mitigate major risks that cut across program and agency
boundaries." Rather than a stand-alone organization, the PRAC is a Committee of
the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE), an
independent entity established within the executive branch, that includes the 75
statutorily created federal Inspectors General with a mission to address integrity,
economy, and effectiveness issues that transcend individual government agencies.
Allegient Defense is supporting the CIGIE today with technical analysis, design,
implementation and remediation services required to resolve Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA)-related deficiencies associated to the Agency’s
General Support System (GSS) infrastructure.

Initiative. Commitment. Excellence.
©Allegient Defense, 2021

PASSION FOR EXCELLENCE

Apogee
ABOUT APOGEE

Apogee is an exceptionally-rated services provider with access to multiple 8(a) Direct
Award contract vehicles
•
•
•
•
•

16 Prime contracts valued at over $375M
Over 200 Task Orders managed on multiple ID/IQ contracts
Over 25 geographic locations supported across CONUS
Customers and teaming partners request our assistance to identify, mitigate,
and provide solutions for their most complex challenges
Top Secret Facility Clearance and ITAR Registered with Active TAAs

PANDEMIC SERVICES
•

•

•

Comprehensive Pandemic Influenza (PI) & Infectious Disease (ID)
Campaign Planning
o Deliberate & Crisis Action Planning in support of Department of
Defense (DoD) global PI/ID Plan & US Northern Command
(USNORTHCOM) Theater Concept Plan
o Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES) and Adaptive
Planning and Execution System (APEX) system expertise
Real World/Crisis Event Support
o H1N1 and Avian Bird Flue Response Coordination with Interagency &
State/local Government partners, including Departments of Homeland
Security, Health & Human Services, Transportation, & Agriculture
o Developed USNORTHCOM Response to Pandemic Influenza Concept &
Operations Plan
o Supported Development of National Strategy for PI, National Strategy
for PI Implementation Plan, & DoD Implementation Plan for PI
Exercise & Training Support
o Lead training sessions, working groups, exercises, contingency
planning, & operations for regional PI & ID preparations
o Developed and presented lessons learned from H1N1 response that
formed basis for National & International response during Global
Synchronization Conference

STREAMLINED ACQUISITION
•

ITES-3S, CIO-SP3, and STARS II 8(a) – Eligible for Sole Source awards up to $4M

•

OASIS SB Pools 1 & 3 & GSA Professional Services Schedule – Engineering
services in support of military weapon systems

•

Training Systems Contract (TSC)-IV – Training system development/instruction

CYBER SECURITY &
RESILIENCY
ENGINEERING & RESEARCH
TRAINING
TECHNICAL SERVICES
ANALYSIS

Director of Capture
Management
Andrew Martin
(419) 571-9342
Martin@ApogeeMail.net
4031 Col Glenn Highway,
Suite 301
Beavercreek, OH 45431
CAGE Code: 35CZ6
DUNS No: 170203199

571-210-4500
OASIS@aptiveresources.com
421 King Street Suite #200, Alexandria, VA 22314

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE
ABOUT
Aptive HTG provides rapid, nimble and collaborative pandemic response services. We
use evidence-based best practices and leverage deep commercial and federal expertise
to help client achieve strategic objectives.
Aptive HTG is a Small Business Joint Venture comprised of Aptive Resources and
Enterprise Resource Performance, Inc. (ERPi).
As part of both the GSA’s and SBA’s Mentor-Protégé Programs, Aptive and ERPi have a
strong working relationship through more than 15 engagements over the last five years.

Planning and Preparation
Training and Technical Assistance
Analysis and Performance Measurement
Community Engagement
Strategic Communications

MANAGEMENT/
SCIENTIFIC/
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Contract # 47QRAD20D1107

•

Management and Business
Consulting

•

Feasibility Studies

•

Engineering and Testing

•

Human Resources

•

Marketing, Advertising and
Public Relations

Supply Chain

•

Logistics

Business Transformation

•

Other Professional, Scientific
and Technical Services

RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE CAPABILITIES
Program and Project Management

OASIS SMALL BUSINESS POOL 1

Crisis Communications and Issue
Management
Organizational Change Management

Healthcare Analytics

PAST PERFORMANCE
 Veteran Benefits Fraud Prevention.
Define, develop, test and implement 20+ fraud, waste and
abuse investigation and data quality monitoring projects
which protect $90B in Veterans’ benefits.
 Global Force Information Management. Portfolio
and project management services, including capability
and requirements definition and business process
reengineering, to align Army Global Force Management
(GFM) processes and more than ten Army systems
supporting DoD/Joint GFM processes.

 Veteran Suicide Prevention Program Evaluation.
Independent, third-party assessment conducted annually,
detailing the clinical effectiveness, cost effectiveness and
Veteran satisfaction of VA’s mental health programs and
suicide prevention programs.
 Veteran Hepatitis C Outreach. Out-of-home and
national magazine advertising campaign to reach
Veterans at risk of hepatitis C, educate them about their
options and encourage them to visit VA for testing and
new, advanced treatments.

ArcSource Group

Prime Contract Vehicle: GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 (47QRAD20D1111) | CAGE: 52RK7 | DUNS: 118857205

Distinctive Quality, Unparalleled Service
ArcSource Group, Inc., an award-winning, highly-skilled Minority and Woman
Owned Small Business (EDWOSB/WOSB) with experienced Project Management,
Information Technology (IT), Finance, Training, and Administrative personnel
available immediately to join others in rapid response to the COVID-19 crisis.

Areas of Expertise
Rapid Response
◼

◼

Pool 1 NAICS: 541611, 541618, 541690, 541990
◼

Select Past Performance:
Training Development & Delivery
◼

◼

Air Force Medical Readiness Agency (AFMRA) Training Support — Instructional
design and curriculum development support
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) National Surveyor Training
Program — Instructional design, conference planning and support, training
facilitation

IT Support Services
◼

◼

◼

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Section 508 Compliance Testing and
Remediation — Section 508 compliance testing, remediation, and
recommendations for software, web, web service, video, audio, assorted media
and electronic content, and enterprise system technologies
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Designing Usable Systems (DUS) — Human
factors engineering, dashboard development, user-centered design, and usability
testing
CMS Payment Management System Grant Reporting Portal — Feasibility study
to determine most efficient solution for a grants reporting system and platform
implementation plan

◼
◼

Deploy Skilled IT, Administrative, and
Finance Experts
Training and Knowledge Management
Delivery
Staff On-Ramping
Section 508 Compliance & Remediation
Agile Development

Training Development & Delivery
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Instructional Systems Design
Mobile and Micro Learning
Distance Learning
Virtual Workshop Facilitation
Virtual Meeting Support

IT Support Services
◼
◼
◼

Human-Centered Design
Portal & Website Development
DevOps Support

Program Management Support
◼
◼
◼

Portfolio/Program/Project Management
Financial Management
Dashboards and Reporting

Contact Us

Program Management Support
◼

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Wide Area Workflow (WAWF)/Procurement
Integrated Enterprise Environment (PIEE) Program Management Office (PMO)
Support — Technical and operational support services; test, deployment, and
production; and configuration management

◼

Navy Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) Portfolio Management
Operations Support — Portfolio and financial management, planning, budgeting
and execution support for readiness operations

Product Spotlight:

TalentSpring™ is a cloud-based solution that
enables customers to drive organizational
training and retention by delivering content
across mobile devices anytime and anywhere.
It is intuitive, engaging, agile, and accessible
for administrators, designers, trainers, and
learners. With TalentSpring,™ training and HR departments, sales managers, and
team leaders can design, develop, implement, schedule, and track training across
the country or around the world.

Megan Pulliam
President and CEO
410.707.2949
mpulliam@arcsourcegroup.com
Kate Perry
Vice President
410.707.4115
kperry@arcsourcegroup.com
Nycal Anthony-Townsend
Sr. Strategist
301.908.9840
nanthony@arcsourcegroup.com

6751 Columbia Gateway Drive, STE 3700
Columbia, MD 21046
(888) 852-3715 fax

OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD20D1064
Pool 1 Small Business

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Ardent’s administrative support capabilities include duties from
routine office management to handling sensitive and
confidential organizational information. Our administrative
personnel demonstrate the highest level of professionalism,
courtesy, accuracy, and tactfulness in all tasks, representing the
“face” of the organization and ensuring smooth day-to-day
operations.
• Office administration, including secretary services
• Program administration
• Acquisition support
• Logistics administration
• Support for planning, policy development and analysis,
research, human resources, and legislative and budget
formulation processes

Ardent’s financial management capabilities assist organizations
in reconciling contract and account data, ensuring important
funds are properly accounted for. Our services have enabled
federal agencies to reduce large backlogs of open, unresolved
accounts so they may more accurately assess financial data for
agency planning.
• Contract reconciliation and closure
• Verifying data in financial, logistics, accounting and
payment systems
• Research and resolution of dormant financial transactions
and unliquidated obligations
• Delivery reporting
• Financial metrics, extrapolations, modeling, analysis and
decision support

FRAUD INVESTIGATION

CALL CENTER / CUSTOMER SERVICE

Ardent provides complex investigative support specializing in
healthcare fraud, waste and abuse investigation. Our highly
detailed analyses ensure pharmaceuticals, equipment, and
medical supplies are being properly distributed to those who
need them the most.
• Quantitative and qualitative analysis of claims data, medical
records, account information and other relevant data
• Following leads, identifying witnesses, and conducting
interviews
• Supporting case development and court proceedings,
including pretrial preparations
• Reports and recommendations on investigations of federal
health care fraud violations

6234 Far Hills Ave, Dayton, OH 45459
www.ardentinc.com

Ardent’s customer service aids members of the public across
the United States to quickly address questions and concerns.
We are experts in combining people, processes and
technologies to ensure customers quickly get the answers they
need with one call.
• Implementing and supporting call center solutions
• Phone, email and postal requests
• Customer surveys and metrics reporting
• Issue escalation
• Bilingual (English/Spanish) support
• Telephonic Oral Interpretation Service for Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) Individuals
• TDD/TTY (ASCII) terminals
• Specializing in support regarding policy, issues, application
processes, and disaster response

937.312.1345
oasissb@ardentinc.com

COVID-19
RESPONSE
How data and education can help in effectively distributing the vaccine

SOLUTIONS
ASHLIN Management Group is a SBA-certified small, women-owned business who holds an
OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract and has 25 years of experience in providing professional services
and digital solutions to federal and state governments. ASHLIN has 15+ years of experience
working with the CDC and HHS, including DOL and FDA. We provide training and eLearning
services, technical assistance, program development, data analysis, business intelligence
services, and project/program management. ASHLIN has had the unique experience of
working with the CDC to combat the HIV epidemic, creating a unique and replicable model
of linking testing to community pharmacies and clinics. Previous work with large scale and
fast spreading viruses uniquely positions us to provide tested solutions during the COVID-19
response.
ASHLIN, in collaboration with CDC, worked with over 300 employers to help
them create Work@Health programs that trained employees and promoted the
development of healthy habits to maximize performance.
ASHLIN is working with the FDA Office of Minority Health to train FDA communications
employees to improve the accessibility of culturally competent health education
materials.
ASHLIN, in collaboration with the CDC, developed and evaluated a replicable and
sustainable model for HIV testing and linkage to care in community pharmacies and/
or retail clinics.

KNOWLEDGE IS HEALTH
We all know the saying, “Knowledge is power.” But
today, knowledge is health. At ASHLIN we’ve been
doing our part to promote crucial COVID-19 relief
information. ASHLIN recently partnered with the CDC
Foundation to host a webinar on the importance
of leveraging small businesses to help stop the
spread of COVID-19. The webinar covered four
topic areas: Creating the right messaging about the
vaccine for communities of color; Addressing the
vaccine hesitancy in communities of color; Providing
ongoing data and reporting; and Providing access
to necessary resources for community-based small
businesses to keep their operations thriving.

WORK@HEALTH
WITH CDC

By working on the Work@Health program
with CDC, we were able to implement our
in-house Digital Learning Platform (DLP) to
effectively train a large number of employers
in important workplace health strategies.
Our DLP provides the following features:
Self-paced interactive learning modules
Learner data analysis to track progression
Live virtual classrooms and webinars
And more!
Our eLearning team has years of experience
creating custom curriculums for our clients.
Using our rapidly deployable DLP they will get
your users learning as soon as possible!

COMPASSBI

Our fully-managed data visualization tool,
CompassBI, has provided data analytics and
dashboards for a number of our clients. Using
features like GIS and interactive filtering, users
are able to quickly identify trends and gain
insights from their data in an easily-digestible
format.
CompassBI provides the following features:
Real-time, dynamic data visualization
Connectivity to multiple data sources
Row level security
And more!

Learn more at ashlininc.com/solutions/

DUNS NUMBER
175897388

OASIS SB POOL 1
47QRAD20D1085

CAGE CODE
1WXH7

CONTACT
Samuel Botts
Chief Operating Officer, COCM
404-417-9154
ashlin_OASIS@ashlininc.com

Samantha Nolan
Project Manager, COPM
301-345-8357 ext 105

Working with
Land, Sea, and Air Defense Platforms

CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Applied Technology, Inc.
5200 Potomac Drive
King George, Virginia 22485
www.appliedti.com
Bill Taczak
President
btaczak@appliedti.com
John Dries
Vice President of Technology
Development
jdries@appliedti.com
Mike Purello, P.E.
Vice President of Operations and
Innovation
mpurello@appliedti.com
Phone: (540) 663-0050
Fax:
(540) 663-4284
DUNS:
Cage Code:
NAICS:

790027754
4MGY7
541715

ATI has cleared Top Secret/SCI
professionals, Top Secret facility
clearance, and Secret storage
approval.

GSA/OASIS Contracts
OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract # 47QRAD20D1048
GSA Schedule
Contract # 47QRAA19D00CC

CORE COMPETENCIES
Applied Technology, Inc. (ATI) is a small business with primary business
areas in: (1) research, development, engineering, and program management
services to Department of Defense customers and (2) hardware design,
development, and fabrication. ATI has subject matter experts in several areas,
including infrared (IR), laser, radio frequency (RF), electronic warfare (EW)
countermeasures; directed energy (DE), including high energy lasers (HEL)
and high power microwave (HPM) technologies; energetics; missile systems,
particularly IR and RF seekers; radar systems; surveillance systems; and
signature control technology. ATI can quickly leverage its DoD experience
to assist in a COVID 19 response as follows:
Contract Management
ATI uses mature contract management methodologies to provide successful,
efficient contract start-up or transition, project monitoring, project control
mechanism, accounting and reporting systems and deals promptly and costeffectively with contract administration and workload fluctuations. ATI
closely adheres to FAR, DCAA, and other sets of relevant regulations. ATI’s
Contract Management Plan (CMP) addresses quality, timeliness,
responsiveness, customer satisfaction, and other performance requirements.
Program Management
ATI has experience in helping customers manage small projects as well as
multiple projects managed as a program.
Systems Engineering
ATI has a long history of solving complex problems utilizing systems
engineering practices. Uncovering and understanding the real problem and
then developing solutions is one of our many strengths.
Risk Assessment, Mitigation and Failure Analysis
ATI has conducted numerous risk assessment and failure analysis studies and
developed mitigation strategies for these risks and failures using continuous
process improvement tools (i.e., Lean, Theory of Constraints, Total Quality
Management, High Velocity Learning, Statistical Process control, and others).
Communication Strategies
ATI has developed communication strategies, standard operating procedures,
plans, and products for our customers which have been used to educate
organizational leadership, the workforce, and the public.
Strategic Planning
ATI has experience facilitating strategic planning events for organizations.
We also have developed and conducted wargames, lessons learned studies,
and operational analysis on events. We have experience in standing up
innovation laboratories and facilities and in conducting training sessions.

5200 Potomac Drive
King George, VA 22485
(540) 663-0050
www.appliedti.com

CoViFi

AttainX

Together we fight

What is CoViFi?
CoViFi is a Crowdsourced Social
Platform that aids the Federal
Government, State Governments,
and allow citizens to share data
to help fight COVID-19 and other
pandemics.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

CONTACT TRACING

Every user reports their
current symptoms.

People can enable contract
tracing and see who in their
network are reporting
symptoms.

09/27/2020

Users get alerts when
they are closer to
someone with symptoms.
Users would know how
many people in their
neighborhood are
reporting symptoms.

People can enable contact
tracing, this will help the local
authorities and hospitals trace
and track an individual's past 15
days’ movement.

You are closer to someone who
has reported symptoms

ustoms and Border protection
can enable contact tracing if
they find someone entering the
United States has symptoms of
a disease.

Potential patients can
find out nearest test
centers.

Mark Fletcher

5 min ago

Hi, can someone let me know where I can find
face mask? My local store is out of this item.
10

EXPERIENCE SHARING
Communities can share
real time experiences
based on zip code and
neighborhood.

Louisa Pearson
Hi. I need to travel to Asia, do any of you
know if there is a travel ban.
2

34

NEIGHBOR HELP
This is one place where
communities can help each
other.

WHAT ISSUES ARE
STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
FACING?

Currently all data comes from
hospitals

States / Counties do not have a clue on how
many people are reporting symptoms until
patients show up at the hospitals.

Counties cannot forecast and plan, their plan is based on models. But models
depend on how many people report to hospitals, but CoViFi models are based on
real public data.

Quarantined

HOW CAN COVIFI HELP
STATE AND COUNTY?
States and Counties can get real time
crowdsourced public data on how many people
are reporting symptoms, how many
quarantined and how many tested positive.
State /County can see heat map by zip code
State/County can see which hospitals have
current inventory of Personal Protective
Equipment and other supplies, they can also
ask what supplies they need.
When someone calls 911 – the first responders
get a Risk score of the patient they are
attending, this will help them determine if the
need to send normal EMS team or hazmat
team.

HOW CAN COVIFI HELP
HOSPITALS?
Users can answer a few questions and find out
their risk of contracting Coronavirus.
If risk factor is high this initiates a request to the
doctor’s office
Doctors can have a virtual consultation thru Tele
health – this helps Hospitals to attend to patients
without having them in the building.
Hospitals can see how many people are reporting
symptoms in their neighborhood, this helps them
with planning staffs and equipment.

CoViFi

Together we fight

BB&E’s Capabilities in
Emergency Management and
Pandemic Response

OUR COMPANY
BB&E is a full-service civil and environmental engineering small business under OASIS SB Pool 1 contract with the
capability and depth and breadth of resources necessary to respond to large and small requirements. We have been
providing advisory and assistance support for federal and industrial clients since 2002.
BB&E

ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION/FACILITY
DISINFECTION
BB&E
offers
environmental
remediation/facility
disinfection services, following precautionary steps and
using products and protocols identified by the EPA as
effective against Novel Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2.
BB&E’s extensive remedial experience and technical
competency can help clients optimize their remedial
solutions based on their program- and site-specific
requirements. BB&E’s environmental professionals have
the experience in assisting organizations with developing
appropriate remedial strategies. From development and
selection of a preferred remedy, preparation of remedial
action work plans or remedial design documents, to field
implementation of remedial response activities, BB&E
has the necessary experience to cost-effectively manage
and execute environmental restoration and facility
disinfection processes.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Our qualified, professional, and motivated workforce of
program management professionals foster a culture that
emphasizes
teamwork,
integrity,
continuous
improvement, and effective resource management. Our

Emergency Management/Pandemic
Response/Disaster Recovery Capabilities










Environmental Remediation/Facility Disinfection
Program Management
Emergency Management
Augmentation of Contracting Support
Construction Management and Facility
Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization
Logistics Support
Financial Management
Marketing Support/Publications and
Administrative Support
Geographic Information System (GIS) and Data
Management

program management support integrates and manages
all activities needed to successfully execute client’s
requirements that may include coordinating with a wide
variety of internal and external agencies and
stakeholders for the development of execution strategies,
10

monitoring, and analysis of program performance.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

BB&E’s emergency management response activities
provide for the organizing, training, and equipping of
military and civilian personnel to prepare and respond to
the impact of natural, accidental, or civil
threats,
including Emergency Management Planning Support;
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and
Explosive (CBRNE) Preparedness Support; and
Administration Support.

BB&E provides financial management, budget analysis,
and execution support which includes in-depth analysis
of funds available, funds disbursed, and status of
awards. As the Treasury Department, the SBA, the IRS,
and other agencies are gearing up to implement
programs contained in the $2 trillion relief legislation,
BB&E is well-positioned to provide financial management
support.

AUGMENTATION OF CONTRACTING SUPPORT

MARKETING SUPPORT/PUBLICATIONS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES

BB&E offers highly qualified, pre-screened staff that are
available to provide immediate support for short- and
long-term assignments. Our staffing solutions
to
augment contracting support are flexible and costeffective and cover a full spectrum of scope of work and
capabilities from junior to senior staff.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND FACILITY
SUSTAINMENT, RESTORATION, AND MODERNIZATION
Our team of certified architects, engineers, and
construction managers provide complete design and
construction management support, assisting with
studies, investigations, construction management, and
facility support (design and construction). BB&E also
supports construction projects where expedient issue
resolution is needed in order to recover mission-essential
infrastructure, including ramping up or expanding
infrastructure in response to a natural emergency or
pandemic on a quick-turn basis.

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
BB&E provides logistics, technical support, design,
evaluation, and construction technical reach-back
support, and provisional life support facilities that sustain
relocated and displaced people, as well as those
responding to and facilitating recovery following natural
disasters, civil disruptions, or a pandemic.

BB&E assists with the development and delivery of
strategic communications projects and tools, including
the creation of guides, templates, manuals, as well as
coordination support for mass-public notification, such as
postcards and news release to local media and
newspapers. Our professional administrative services
also include assistance in the preparation of reports,
presentations, and other correspondence; scheduling
and organization of meetings; tracking, managing, and
responding to taskers; and collecting, creating,
reviewing, and storing digital information.

GIS AND DATA MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
BB&E provides support in developing and managing
databases to allow for an efficient approach to data
capture, integration, and visualization, enabling
organizations to have access to geospatial tools that can
be used for reporting and analysis of cases and deaths,
public health, and response activities at the local and
national levels, in addition to managing testing sites and
community activities and impact. By effectively
integrating and managing data, trends can be analyzed
allowing our clients to focus resources and respond to
pressing issues.

Overall, BB&E has significant experience in providing emergency management and
infrastructure/disaster recovery support to the DoD and other government installations
worldwide. We have remained flexible to requirements and adapted our support to deliver
high quality technical resources in support of our customer requirements worldwide on
over $500M in program- and project-level requirements.
In summary, BB&E offers result-oriented personnel, offering extensive experience in the
areas of emergency management, infrastructure/disaster recovery, program management,
planning, preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery support. We understand that
there is nothing more important than protecting human health and the environment. Our
company offers the right people, with the right experience to solve our clients’ toughest
challenges, delivering professionally developed, efficient, cost-conscious solutions.

CONTACT INFO
Aaron D. Etnyre, PE
OASIS Program
Manager

oasissb@bbande.com
235 E Main St Ste 107
Northville, MI 48167
P 248.489.9636
F 248.489.9646
www.bbande.com

CONTRACT
INFORMATION
OASIS SB-Pool 1
11ADS144
GS00Q14O

Bevilacqua Research Corporation

CONTACT INFO
David Vidler

Director Business Development
davidv@brc2.com
256.882.6229 x130

www.brc2.com
4901 Corporate Drive, Suite B,
Huntsville, AL 35805
Toll Free: 877.404.9449
Fax: 256.882.6239

CERTIFICATIONS

ABOUT US:
Bevilacqua Research Corporation (BRC) is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small
Business (SDVOSB). With its corporate headquarters in Huntsville, Alabama, BRC
consists of over 350 professional and skilled employees at key locations in fifteen
states. Started in 1992, BRC has established a solid reputation as a quality provider
of innovative high‐technology solutions for the Department of Defense and NASA.
BRC is organized into two major business units. The services business unit provides
advisory and assistance services (A&AS) to the Army, Air Force and Navy. Major
programs under this business unit include the TMAS Platforms and C4ISR programs
at Eglin and Edwards Air Force Bases and testing in the Gulf of Mexico for the Navy
at NSWC Panama City. BRC provides advice and assistance in Chemical and
Biological Defense (CBD) testing, specializing in collective protection, to include
engineering management, creation of genuine test standards and procedures,
continuous test I&M as well as facilitating joint IPTs, document review, test concept
development, cost estimation and realization, methodology development, test plan
development, test execution, test reporting, data reduction and analysis, fielding
recommendation and reporting. In Huntsville AL, we are a major subcontractor to
Jacobs Engineering on the ESSCA engineering contract for the Marshall Space Flight
Center. Within the technology business unit BRC operates the Human and Machine
Learning Laboratory and the CYBER laboratory. These laboratories develop and test
advanced cognitive, machine learning, human behavioral modeling and CYBER
technologies that provide innovative solutions for DOD and commercial customers and
programs. BRC maintains a Top Secret Facilities Clearance.

CLIENT BASE:

AWARDS
2019 Best of Huntsville Award in the
Research and Development Category
14th in Top 100 Fastest Growing US
Inner-City Businesses 2012
1998 Tibbets Award Winner for Excellence
and Innovation in the DoD SBIR Program

VISION

Our vision is to deliver superior value for
our customers and shareholders through
effective organizational management,
responsible corporate governance and
continuous improvement, enhancing our
reputation as an Industry-leading
Technology Product and Engineering
Services Small Business.

CONTRACT INFORMATION:

OASIS SB Pool 6 – 47QRAD20D7004

CAPABILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software Engineering
Cognitive Reasoning / Artificial Intelligence/ Knowledge Management
CYBER Integration and Assurance
ORACLE Database Development
Information Technology (IT)
Modeling & Simulation
Camouflage Concealment & Deception
Battle Damage Assessment
Conceptual Graphs
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
Test & Evaluation (T&E)
Chemical and Biological Defense/ COLPRO

Bixal

COVID-19
Emergency
Support
In response to COVID-19, Bixal has expanded its
role to work side-by-side SBA staff to create a
trusted resource for small businesses to access
government assistance during this unprecedented
pandemic. Our team is updating the website for
users to easily find guidance and loan resources,
available in both English and Spanish. New policy
and content updates are made within short
turnaround times. Web analytics are reviewed
each day to understand user needs and supports
informed decisions.

Point of Contact:
Jose Briceno
jose.briceno@bixal.com
oasissb@bixal.com
703.634.5701

Here is how
Bixalcan help

3050 Chain Bridge Rd.
Suite 305
Fairfax, VA 22030

• Support COVID-19 emergency response teams

OASIS Small Business Pool 1

• Facilitate online conferences, meetings, training

OASIS Small Business is a
multiple award, Indefinite
Delivery Indefinite Quantity
contracts that provides flexible
and innovative solutions for
complex professional services.
DUNS Number: 100128086
Cage code: 4QRJ3

www.bixal.com

with content production and dissemination
• Build user-centric digital self-service solutions
• Support remote data managementand
analytics
• Position agencies to improve their overall
customer experience
• Provide DevSecOps on mission critical systems
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Service
Offerings

Strategic
Communications

Learning & Knowledge
Management

Agile
Development

Customer
Experience Design

Data Science
& Analytics

Cloud
Computing

Our Experience
USAID/Resilienceand FoodSecurityBureauFeedthe
FutureKnowledge,Data,Learning,andTraining(KDLT)

U.S.Department of Healthand Human Services
(HHS), Digital Support Services

Supporting USAID Operating Units and Missions to
expand knowledgecapacity

Using evidence-based knowledge to drive decisionmaking

Bixal leads the five-year KDLT activity using several innovative
approaches, including Agile methodologies and human-centered
design to sustainably reduce global hunger, malnutrition, and
poverty. KDLT helps USAID’s Washington Operating Units and
Missions stay connected through Agrilinks.org, Adobe Connect
for webinars, and various online trainings to make learning and
strategic information easily accessible regardless of location.

The project with HHS Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs includes
the expansion and managementof the enterprise data warehouse,
a system used for reporting and data analysis that is the foundation
of business intelligence of HHS’ Digital Communication Office. The
system serves as the central repository of integrated data from 13
disparate sources.

Social Security Administration (SSA)
Small Business Administration (SBA)
Helping small businesses move forward
Bixal is leading a complex effort to transform the website into a
customer-centeredonlineexperience.Theprojectaims to enhance
user experience and optimize delivery of the SBA’s core services to
America’s entrepreneurs. Bixal uses an iterative, Agile methodology
to rapidly meet and adapt to short-term goals while working
toward a comprehensive new sba.gov.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)
Using a new approach to distance learning
Bixal was contracted for the implementation of interactive
web-based training and examination for the housing counseling
certification program. Through combined strengths in instructional
design, web development, and graphic design, Bixal helped the
HUD Office of Housing Counseling achieve its goal of providing an
online, one-stop training and certification platform to facilitate the
certification process.

Supporting digital modernization and customer
experience
Bixal is using a human-centered, data-driven approach to research
to assess the customer journeys of three separate transactions on
MySSA.gov. Our findings will motivate users to engage with the
self-service transaction feature and decrease traffic to both call and
service centers.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)
Supporting FEMA’s “Prepared Nation” plan
Bixal produced short format videos to highlight FEMA’s 20182022 strategic plan to educate the public, build trust, and to
establish confidence through transparency to all audiences. Key
delivery areas include original graphic design, animation creation,
animation-template development, video editing, audio editingand
design, and on-location/field production.

Brown & Company

Financial
Fraud
Specialist
Prime

The U.S. Attorney General and
Deputy
Attorney
General
directed each U.S. Attorney to
appoint a Coronavirus Fraud
Coordinator to serve as the legal
counsel for the federal judicial
district on matters relating to
the Coronavirus, direct the
prosecution of Coronavirusrelated crimes, and to conduct
outreach and awareness.

Certified Women
Owned Small
Business

Information
Technology
Fraud
Specialist
Subcontractor

Brown & Company CPAs and
Management Consultants, PLLC
www.brownco-cpas.com
POC: Gail Jenifer, CPA, CISA, CISM, CGFM
gjenifer@brownco-cpas.com
(240) 770-4903
OASIS Contract Number:
GS00Q18OADS202
NAICS: 541211
Dun & Bradstreet No.: 183720515
CAGE No.: 04TFO
DSB Management Consultants, LLC
www.dsbmgt.com
GSA Information Technology (IT)
Schedule 70
Highly Adaptive Cybersecurity Services
(HACS) 132-45
Contract Number: 47QTCA19D00JM
NAICS: 541519
DUNS: 003477485

COVID-19 FRAUD PROBLEMS
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals and businesses selling fake cures for COVID-19 online and engaging in other
forms of fraud.
Phishing emails from entities posing as the World Health Organization or the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Malicious websites and apps that appear to share Coronavirus-related information to
gain and lock access to your devices until payment is received.
Seeking donations fraudulently for illegitimate or non-existent charitable organizations.
Medical providers obtaining patient information for COVID-19 testing and then using
that information to fraudulently bill for other tests and procedures.

BROWN & COMPANY COVID-19 FRAUD INVESTIGATION SOLUTIONS
We use the knowledge gained through these activities to strengthen the financial and security
posture of our clients and reduce the vulnerability threat, fraud, waste, and abuse across all the
enterprise components with the cybersecurity enterprise IT operational boundaries. Brown &
Company provides resources, personnel, and services to accomplish:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity and Forensic Services
Cybersecurity Hunting Services
Cybersecurity Penetration and Vulnerability Testing Services
Cybersecurity Threat Intelligence and Management Services
Cybersecurity Threat and Incident Response Services
COVID-19 Fraud Outreach and Training Services

In response to the Continuity of Operations (COOP), IT Disaster Recover Plan, and Telecommuting
Challenges caused by COVID-19, Brown & Company delivers advanced cybersecurity services
across the enterprise to protect Federal, State, and Local Government IT systems by monitoring,
responding to, reporting cyber incidents and vulnerabilities, securing Internet gateways, and
providing value-added network and security services as requested.
Services can be delivered remotely from our facilities in Maryland and Virginia. Our facilities are
primarily in the Washington, DC metro area. Here, we maintain the flexibility and surge to
capacity capabilities to provide core business hours Standard of Coverage (SOC) and to meet any
threat scenario 24/7/365 as mission dictates.
Brown & Company cybersecurity services team functions within Cybersecurity Operations (CSO)
units that conducts proactive collection, analysis, and enhancement of cybersecurity intelligence,
threat research, testing the cyber security posture of systems, and searching for malicious activity
across the enterprise, with the goal of supporting, fortifying, and improving the knowledge,
responsiveness, and effectiveness of cybersecurity teams within HHS and the HPH sector.
Brown & Company provides National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) compliant
systems security engineering life-cycle oversight and management of the work performed under
its task orders for cybersecurity support services and will lead the execution of supporting
activities for the following government activities: We also determine compliance with Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) security requirements.

4391 Dayton-Xenia Road/ Beavercreek Ohio 45432 I 937-431-9431
Woman-Owned I Small Business / OASIS Pool 4 / GS00Q14OADS405
OASIS POOL 5b / GS00Q14OADS603 / OASIS Pool 6 / GS00Q14OADS704
Contact George S. Vlahos / STAS Executive Vice President/ 937-212-811 0
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The Elevon Design Studio is prepared to assist the US Federal
Government combat COVI D19 . The Elevon Design Studio is a creative group
of software developers, graphic desi gners, motion designers, and subject
matter experts who design innovative tools and training using easily adaptive
technologie s. Elevon has developed a series of solutions known as Agena.
Many of our DoD customers have adopted Agena tools to manage
collaborative organizational workspaces across multiple stakeholders and
automate many labor-intensive tasks. Agena combines
process aut omati on, repor ti ng, and data analytics to provide
immediate insight into current program operati ons. In
additi on, Agena can include inter acti ve, engaging, and
specialized on-demand user training tailored to critical
functi ons .
Customers adopting Agena tools report decreases in time to
complete tasks and increases in quality of products. Our
solution will enable Government health organizations to
maintain compliance with statutes, regulations, policies,
and guidance. It will also instantly manage and track results
of te sts , conduct asset management on healthcare suppli es,
and deliver real-time analysis of data to understand the outcomes of the Federal COVID-19 efforts. To reach the full potential of
today's business technologies, Agena implements the following features within existing browser and data management tools:

Process Automation:

Our solution proposes to automate document development, turning regulatory
documents into a library of "sections" logically organized into web forms. Each
section will be capable of being pre-loaded with approved standard language so
the team can focus their efforts on information that is specific to their unique
program. Once a section or document is complete, our solution will automate the
coordination cycle with comments being collected and resolved real-time
through the collaborative workspace. As each section is approved by the decision
authority, Agena can auto-populate other related documents, producing
efficiencies in user's time and document comple ti on. The COVID-19 crisis has
created significant data collection and reporting processes that are now
necessary to stay abreast of current information as
this emergency evolves. Agencies will need to know the
latest information quickly in order to provide timely
advisement to Government leaders. Through process
automation, information on COVID-19 will be collated and
coordinated expeditiously and dynamically presented to
leaders digitally . It is our vision that once multiple projects
have been executed through Agena, novel technologies
like predictive analysis and machine learning can enable
program offices to auto-draft complete packages for efforts
where historical requirements were similar. This capability
will continuously speed up the timeline to navigate an
entire process and incentivize a culture of standardization
and routine practices.

e eTAS

elevon
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Reporting Automation:

Automating a process and documentation establishes the environment necessary for automatic reporting and
tracking. With Agena, each project can be tracked and displayed at every step of its documentation process,
enabling every stakeholder on-demand access to real-time information for each project within their
responsibility. These displays can be delivered in multiple formats, i.e., Dashboards, PowerPoint slides, Word
Documents, etc. Automated reporting drastically reduces the person-hours
Dashboard
spent researching, integrating, de-conflicting, and formatting information
for the entire organization.
TOTH TRUNING COMPLETIONS

APR OS, 201'109:30

Localized Training:

E-learning offers staff members with instruction at the moment they
need it. The training modules and guidance are designed to be linked,
so a user can navigate to other sections as needed. Our solution delivers
practical, highly effective and engaging training through a combination of
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clear instruction, exciting graphics, and interactive motion design. It is
essential that training solutions be developed to assist workers on the
proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE), as well as instruction for social distancing guidelines, and other facets of
achieving healthy practices during a pandemic . By developing easy-to-follow and readily accessible training modules, agencies
will be able to disseminate instruction to larger populations of workers and citi zens. Staff members will gain a common
understanding of each organization's unique approach to
navigating a complex system, increasing the value of the
entire workforce.

Data Analytics:

Agena provides the organization data to improve
performance without requiring additional labor or losing
integrity of the process. Agena's collaborative workspace
enables tracking and logging of any activities completed in
our tool, creating metrics and providing insight into how the
organization is performing. Metrics are defined by the organization, and are collated to produce data analytic reports in the
form of graphs, charts, grids, etc. For example, metrics can be used to identify persistent problems in the organization and
aide in determining root cause analysis, tracking Customer Relationship Management results to assess how well the teams
are collaborating with functional staff, as well as, track time at each phase of a process to determine process delays or
progres s. Workplace data that is critical to monitor includes average distances between workspaces on any given day;
placement of employees within office spaces; and PPE locations and stock. Agena can easily compare current and historical
metrics to identify trends, evaluate a process change, and can even assist in providing staff performance metrics for awards
and recognition.

Finally, we are attentive to cybersecurity vulnerabili ti es. That is
why Agena uses Browser-Based technology using open source
programming languages such as HTML, CSS3, and JavaScript.
Our tools are accessed securely without gaining access to the
end user's operating system. Technical specifications simply
require an online or cloud environment to host Agena and an
Internet Service Provider to connect users.
www.btas.com
Do Not Distribute

For Government Use Only

Rapid Covid-19 paper-based infection test
BTS | Mantle Biotech R&D | Dr. Eric Miller (Principal Investigator)

System Diagram – Vertical Flow Assay
Au NP
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Wick pad

Testing will determine if nasal swab, saliva, or blood is
best sample type. Form factor will support any of them.

Differentiators
• 10-minute, paper-based diagnostic for active COVID-19 infection that
detects the SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein
• Administered with no training or specialized skills- patient can selfadminister test
• Can add COVID-19 “spike protein” test for redundancy
• Direct detection of viral proteins– no specialized equipment involved
or sample preparation (no RNA extraction kit needed)
• No refrigeration or specialized equipment required
• Consistent performance out to 4 months dry storage at over 100
degrees Fahrenheit; strong signal even after 3 years
• No supply chain issues restricting test kit development
• 10-liter fermentation vessel can produce enough reagent for ~5
million tests – highly scalable production
• Same approach with different reagents results in test strips to detect
other viruses (Dengue, Malaria, Zika, TB, etc.)

BTS Software Solutions

Technical Rationale and Approach
• Stable protein core isolated from bacteria native to hot springs
• Built large library of variants (>1.5B); can rapidly screen for highly
specific and highly sensitive variants per indication
• Sensitive detection demonstrated for TB, Zika
• Variants sensitive and specific to SARS-CoV-2 nucleoprotein identified
and purified; ability to add COVID-19 spike protein within 3 weeks
• Utilizes rapid, high-yield bacterial expression system; manufacturing
processes at scale with one reagent established
• Iterate on the design/technical performance while manufacturing
capacity is being put in place
• New reagents for new viruses straightforward
• Collect and store patient data at point of test using web app (v1- no
PHI/HIPAA; v2- add PHI collection, QRCode on strips)
Copyright 2020

CONFIDENTIAL & PROPRIETARY

Team organization, milestones and schedule
•
•
•
•

BTS Prime (Program Management)/ Mantle Biotech R&D
Mantle developed tech over 7 years at MIT
BTS has contracts with DARPA, BARDA, Army, NSA
Team is talking to groups in Singapore, Boston, and New York with
sources of clinical specimens (COVID-19+ and COVID-19-) and labs
with the appropriate biosafety classification

•
•
•
•

Mid-May - Clinical Validation (TRL 5)
June - Clinical Validation on a real-world prototype (TRL 6)
July - Mass production
Main deliverables:
• Ten-minute paper-based COVID – 19 test
• Data collection/reporting system

Point of Contact: erich.Izdepski@unleashbts.com
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C & T S O L U T I O N S, L L C
IMPROVING CITIZEN SERVICES

Hetel Patel
Managing Partner
410-236-9080
hpatel@gocttech.com
C&T Solutions
20 F St NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20001
410-236-9080
gocandt.com
♦ DCAA Audited Accounting
♦ Secret Facility Clearance
♦ 100% of consultants have
one or more certifications:
Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (CISSP)
Certified Authorization Professional
(CAP) IT Service Management
Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) Foundations
Microsoft Certified Solution Developer
(MCSD)
Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer
(MCSE)
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP)
Oracle Certified Database
Administrator
Oracle Certified Professional (OCP)

Oracle Certified Professional
Project Management Project
Management Professional (PMP)

Quality Software Engineer
SCRUM Master

C&T Solutions, LLC is a Small Business Administration (SBA) approved
joint venture (JV) participating in the SBA 8(a) Mentor-Protégé program.
C&T consists of CSS Federal (protégé), a current participant in the 8(a)
program and Tantus Technologies (mentor), a graduate of the 8(a)
program. C&T provides 8(a) credit and Small Business credit. Founded in
2015, C&T is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

CUSTOMERS
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC)
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS)
Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC)
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Department of Education (ED)
Department of Energy (DOE)
Department of Justice (DOJ)
Department of State (DOS)
Department of Transportation (DOT)

Export-Import Bank of the United
States (EXIM)
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS)
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Office of Personnel Management
(OPM)
Small Business Administration (SBA)

COVID-19 DEMONSTRATED CAPABILITY
Using Joint Application Development
(JAD) techniques and rapid
prototyping, C&T developed an
emergency ServiceNow® scoped
application to implement the ability
for COVID-19 volunteers to be
matched for support requests across
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS). A public front-end
form allowed volunteers to submit
applications while another form
allowed managers to request
additional staff for support.
Additionally, C&T leveraged the
ServiceNow® back-end platform to
assist the COVID-19 response team
in matching volunteers’ applications
to requests for support from across

CMS in order to:
♦ Host volunteer applications &
data.
♦ Host requests for support.
♦ Notify volunteers & requesters of
successful form submission.
♦ Prompt managers by email to
approve volunteer applicants.
♦ Allow the team to filter volunteers
by data fields e.g., relevant skills,
center, or office when matching.
♦ Link the volunteer repository and
the request for support repository,
which allowed the COVID-19 team
to assign specific volunteers to
specific requests for support,
matching them to the need and
updating their status from
“Available” to “Detailed.”

CONTRACT & FACTS
ISO 20000

SB Pool 1
Contract 47QRAD20D1199
Contract End 12/19/2024

NAICS 541330
DUNS 080073493
CAGE 7HN02

Copyright © C&T Solutions, LLC 2021. All Rights Reserved.

Cadmus Concourse JV

CADMUS CONCOURSE JV COVID-19
RESPONSE AND RECOVERY SUPPORT
CADMUS CONCOURSE JV, LLC HOLDS OASIS SB POOL 1—47QRAD20D1081—
MANAGEMENT/SCIENTIFIC/
TECHNICAL SERVICES

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged nations in ways we
have not seen in our lifetime. Cadmus Concourse JV (Cadmus/
Concourse) is well-positioned to support our federal, state, local,
tribal, territorial, and private sector partners to develop and
implement effective solutions addressing these extraordinary
challenges. What sets us apart is our multidisciplinary team of fieldtested, results-oriented scientists, operational staff, policy analysts,
resilience experts, emergency managers, and engineers. We bring
expertise across a number of domains including emergency
management, public health, environmental policy, water security,
energy, and business resilience. We stand ready to assist with your
most pressing COVID-19-related needs.
Cadmus/Concourse has helped our clients confidently prepare for
the full range of threats and hazards—from COVID-19 and pandemic
planning to hurricanes, power outages, and cyberattacks. Through
a highly collaborative approach, we assess risks, provide scientific
advisory services, create plans, develop resilience strategies, train
and deploy response teams, and conduct realistic exercises and
draft real-world after-action reports (AARs) to assess readiness and
provide tangible solutions to improve organizational resilience.

Proven Public Health Emergency
Response Experience
Cadmus/Concourse has supported multiple high-profile
deployments to the field to assist with process improvement and
continuous improvement for public health emergencies. For both
the 2014 Ebola Virus Disease and 2020 COVID-19 outbreaks,
our team deployed to U.S. international ports of entry to monitor
and assist with training those involved in passenger screening
operations. Our staff understand how to operate in disaster
environments, build trust with personnel on the ground, and work
the long hours required to achieve the mission.

SELECTED CADMUS/
CONCOURSE COVID-19
EXPERIENCE
DHS CWMD COVID-19 Response
Operations: Supported various
offices in training, exercises, and
biosurveillance.
FEMA COVID-19 Support:
Provided quick-turn analytical
and mission support to help the
agency and stakeholders across
the whole community respond to
COVID-19 operations.
EPA COVID-19 Support: Helped
the Water Security Division
deliver critical COVID-19 planning
and response information to
stakeholders.
Other Federal Government
Agencies Support: Varied
activities for COVID-19 response
operations.

CADMUS/CONCOURSE
STANDS READY TO
EFFECTIVELY SUPPORT
ALL OASIS CONTRACT
NEEDS
For more information on
COVID-19 offerings, please
contact Nitin Natarajan,
Principal, Public Health Security.
Phone: 703.247.6180
Email: Nitin.Natarajan@
cadmusgroup.com

What We Do
Health Security
Advance health security and resilience to
save lives
Cadmus/Concourse offers a dynamic combination of
scientific experts across a number of public health domains
along with experts who have been involved in pandemic
preparedness at the federal and state levels for decades.
Cadmus/Concourse supports clients in public health and
healthcare emergency preparedness, emergency response,
data science, communications, and homeland security.
We support deployments nationwide for emerging public
health needs—often with less than 24 hours’ notice. We help
clients craft realistic and effective plans, training, exercises,
strategies, doctrine, and communications campaigns that
take all critical perspectives into account.

Planning, Training, and Doctrine
Plan for the future while navigating today’s
threat environment
Cadmus/Concourse offers a deep understanding of best
practices and analytical rigor in preparing for natural
disasters and terrorism, and innovative thinking supporting
readiness at all levels. We ensure that our clients’ planning,
training, and doctrine are suited for increasingly complex and
demanding environments.

Exercises and Real-World After-Action Reports
Inspire confidence with realistic and challenging
crisis simulations
We help a wide range of clients unlock their organizations’
abilities to think creatively and resolve complex challenges
with our leading experts in emergency management,
pandemic planning, medical countermeasures, and
crisis decision-making. We are consistently called upon
to coordinate the nation’s most significant AAR efforts,
including the unprecedented 2017 Hurricane Season
and Las Vegas Shooting/1 October AAR. We are often
supporting incidents in real time, as with the COVID-19
response.

All-Hazard Preparedness
Be decisive and effective during crisis
To ensure readiness and resilience, Cadmus/Concourse
works with clients to understand their risks, develop training
and exercises, engage partners, and conduct effective,
comprehensive planning. Our multidisciplinary expertise
helps our clients confront the full range of threats and
hazards.

Policy, Program, and Risk Assessment
Use data and analysis to point the way to
your desired outcomes
Cadmus/Concourse helps our clients understand policy
implications and program effectiveness by employing
rigorous, data-driven analysis. Combining knowledge of realworld hazards with expertise in quantitative and qualitative
analytical methodologies, Cadmus/Concourse has developed
a suite of custom tools and techniques to objectively evaluate
security-related policies, programs, and risks.

Climate Security, Adaptation, and Resilience
Adapt strategically to enhance your resilience
Cadmus/Concourse provides a full suite of strategic, technical,
and modeling expertise to enable our clients to evaluate risks and
vulnerabilities, water and energy security, green infrastructure,
building codes and design standards, greenhouse gas inventories,
alternative and renewable energy, and grid resilience. We then help
create tailored solutions to prepare, adapt, and thrive in an evolving
landscape.

Business Resilience/Continuity Planning
Be ready for the next crisis
Cadmus/Concourse helps international business and government
leaders explore, develop, and improve their resilience through
response planning, practical training, crisis-simulation exercises, and
comprehensive risk assessment. Recent emergencies coupled with
the changing threat environment have emphasized the importance
of effective Continuity of Operations (COOP) planning for the whole
community. For COVID-19, Cadmus/Concourse recognizes response
is stretching and testing organizations in unexpected ways. While
response activities are still underway, we can assist organizations in
beginning to understand and document how the systems performed
and to update their continuity planning accordingly.

Who We Serve
From federal government agencies to states, and Fortune 500
companies to major utilities, we’re honored to have helped the best
to become even better. A selection of our recent clients includes:
• U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS)

• U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)

• U.S. DHS/Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)

• U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)

• U.S. DHS/Countering Weapons
of Mass Destruction Office
(CWMD)

• U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID)

• U.S. Department of Defense/
NORTHCOM
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

• NYC Emergency Management
• Virginia Department of
Emergency Management
• Investor Owned Utilities

IF YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE THE
EXTRAORDINARY, WE WANT TO HELP
Cadmus is a strategic and
technical consultancy compelled
to helpsolve the world’s most
challenging problems.
We assemble outstanding teams
of leading experts who work
seamlessly across disciplines to
help you achieve extraordinary
results.

From safety, security,
and resilience to
energy, water, and
transportation—together,
we are strengthening
society and the natural
world.

Want to know more? To learn more about Cadmus and our
areas of expertise, visit cadmusgroup.com

OASIS COVID-19 Response Support Capabilities

COVID-19

HELPING AGENCIES RESPOND

TO UNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES

Cape Fox Federal Integrators

Cape Fox Federal Integrators
is a proud subsidiary of Cape
Fox Corporation, an Alaska
Native Corporation (ANC) that
controls multiple small
disadvantaged businesses
and 8(a) certified subsidiaries.
Each subsidiary has one
strategic purpose in mind –
to grow and maintain a
strong foundation by
managing financial and land
resources to provide immediate
and long term economic,
education, and cultural
benefits to our 300 Tlingit
Shareholders living in rural
areas near Ketchikan, Alaska.

Cape Fox Federal Integrators and the Cape Fox family
of subsidiaries are committed to providing fully
responsive, highly adaptable, and superior quality
services to support on-going Government response
efforts to COVID-19.
As the number of coronavirus cases climbs exponentially, it is
imperative for agencies to take bold actions to preserve the
safety and health of their workforce and build their agency’s
resilience. At Cape Fox, we are working with various agencies to
manage the impact of COVID-19 on all aspects of their
operations. Our support ranges from screenings by skilled
healthcare professionals to providing forward-thinking workforce
management initiatives to senior leadership, positioning the
agency to thrive in a new normal.

OASIS

SM

SB Pool 1
Alaska Native Corporation
SBA Certified 8A

SBA Certified Small
Disadvantaged Business

One Acquisition Solution
for Integrated Services

CRITICAL RESPONSE SERVICES
Security Services

▲

▲

▲

Support clinical trials and research studies in
various medical, operational, and administrative capacities
Implement open source data analytics for
infectious disease surveillance, policy
decision support, and social impact
Perform laboratory support functions
including experiment design, animal care,
data/results analysis, safety engineering
reviews, supply procurement and inventory
Provide biosafety and other specialized
training services

▲

Infrastructure Support
▲

▲

▲

▲▲

▲

▲
▲

▲▲

▲

▲

▲
▲▲

Deliver network design and integration
services to provide network capacity for
unclassified and secure environments
Develop and implement engineering
solutions for reconfiguring old equipment or
upgrading site infrastructure
Conduct site surveys to assess equipment
inventory, network configurations, space,
HVAC, electrical, lighting, circuits, and
demarcation locations
Remove, replace, and augment cabling
Configure switches, routers, firewalls, crypto
devices, and install software for workstation
images, server images, and support devices
Provide IT and cybersecurity professionals
with industry standard certifications (CISSP,
CCNP, Security+, MSCE)

Surge Staffing
▲

Janitorial Services
▲

▲
▲

▲▲

Provide daily, weekly, and monthly
scheduling options
Clean and disinfect offices and common areas
Perform carpet/upholstery cleaning and floor
maintenance

Provide recruiting and personnel placement
services for any staffing requirement
Maintain staffing pipelines of candidates for
quick fill positions
Perform administrative/clerical support such
as data entry, drafting correspondence, and
assembling report information in support of
Government response programs

▲

▲

▲

Provide lifecycle logistics support for supply
chain acquisitions and inventory management
Ensure sustained supplies of critical items
during periods of national emergency, armed
conflict, or major humanitarian efforts
Resolve supplier delivery issues and track
orders through delivery
Manage shipping and receiving functions for
receipt of materials and supplies
Assess current and future logistics posture
Provide secure warehousing capabilities

Provide unarmed security guard staffing to
cover various shifts
Perform temperature monitoring of
individuals entering the facility
Serve as crowd control to monitor and
enforce social distancing requirements

Scientific Support
▲

▲

Logistics Services

▲

▲

Triage calls, screen individuals,
schedule COVID-19 testing, and provide
recommendations for next steps
including quarantine using online intake
portal and telephonic call stations
Provide community resources for medical,
financial, or other support needs
Maintain connection with remote work
forces
Deliver 24/7 manning capabilities
Assist with help desk troubleshooting

▲

▲

Call Center/Customer Assistance

▲

▲

Provide qualified and competent medical
staffing, including physicians, nurses, and
other ancillary providers to deliver
comprehensive patient treatment in hospital
and clinic settings
Coordinate health education programs to
communicate safety/health risks and
protective measures
Support employee wellness and occupational health initiatives
Perform pre-placement, work-related injury,
viral illness, and psychological examinations
Evaluate worker’s ability to return to work or
need for reevaluation or quarantine

▲

Medical Solutions

Contribute budget formulation inputs,
budget execution, associated reporting and
support, and control of financial records and
payments
Coordinate virtual meeting logistics including
registration, materials, and A/V needs

Past Performance
DHA Medical
Q-Coded Services
NIH Scientiﬁc, Technical &
Other Professional Services
USAF RPA SOC Installation,
Warehouse, & Field
Maintenance Site Support
NIH Occupational Medical
Services, Safety Engineering
& Biorisk Support
USAID Human Capital
& Talent Management
DLA Technical & Functional
Medical Readiness
FDA Occupational Health
Services
USARC Family Readiness
Support Services
BIA Unarmed Security Guard
Services
USCG Janitorial Services

Note - As an ANC, past performance for
corporate affiliates apply under a meaningful
involvement determination based on the
sharing of organizational leadership, program
management, and recruiting capabilities.
References and additional past performance
information available upon request.

Point of Contact
Michael R. Kershner - President
d 703.686.2444
c 571.719.8574
OASISSB@capefox-fi.com

KEY INFORMATION

CAGE 57MH3
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Catapult Consultants, LLC
SNAPSHOT
OASIS SB Pool 2 Prime
Top Secret Facility Clearance
DCAA Compliant Accounting
Small Business Under $15 M
DUNS: 121827260

CONTRACTS
PRIME BPA

HHS - Program Support Center (PSC)
GSA - OASIS SB Pool 2
GSA - Professional Services Schedule
(PSS)
((PSS) (MOBIS and FABS)

CATAPULT CONSULTANTS, LLC
Professional Services and Management Consulting
COVID Assistance and Response
CYBER
SECURITY,
ANALYTICS, &
DEVELOPMENT
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DHS,
DISA, DPJ, FBI,
USPS

SUBCONTRACTOR BPA

OASIS Pool 1
CMS SPARC
USCYBERCOM Omnibus
Army - RS3
CIO-SP3
I2S
NGA MOJAVE
Un(U
ifo
m) Program Integrity Contractor
PIrC

REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
USMC, USAF
DOJ, HUD

CUSTOMERS

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS)
Department of Homeland Security
(DHS)
Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA)
Department of Justice (DOJ)
Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI)
Health and Human Services (HHS)
United States Air Force (USAF)
United States Marine Corps (USMC)
United States Postal Service (USPS)
United Stated computer Emergency

www.catapultconsultants.com
2011 Crystal Dr Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22202
Joshua Bogart, CEO
jbogart@catapultconsultants.com
(703) 864-5200 (cell)

Full Range of cyberspace operations from network
analysis and threat reporting to incident response

CYBER ENGINEERING:

Developing and leveraging new technologies and
solutions across cyberspace and in health
databases

CYBER ANALYTICS:

Developing analytics to identify program
anomalies, outliers, and efficiency enhancement
opportunities

PROGRAM INTEGRITY:

Federal oversight of nationwide and state programs
to ensure provider compliance with regulations to
identify fraud, waste, and abuse

AUDIT READINESS AND REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE:

Assist agencies with audit readiness, A-123,
financial improvement and regulatory compliance

REGULATORY REMEDIATION:

Leverage audit readiness and compliance skillsets
in remediating regulatory gaps

DATA
ANALYTICS
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
USMC, DOJ, FBI

PREDICTIVE, DIAGNOSTIC, & DESCRIPTIVE:

Historical and future trend identification to reveal
patterns and anomalies in data, such as threat,
frauds, waste, and abuse

DATA INTEGRATION:

Mapping and integrating structured and
unstructured data sets for use and analysis

DATA VISUALIZATION:

Historical and real time pattern monitoring to
reveal data anomalies

Response Team (US CERT)

CONTACT

COMPUTER NETWORK DEEFENSE:

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMERS
HHS, CMS, DOH,
DHS, USMC, DOJ,
HUD

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS:

Program and project management using
frameworks for planning, controlling, executing,
and completing federal projects and administrative
programs

Capabilities
Statement

Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs

Coronavirus | COVID-19 Response Support
Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS110 | SB Pool 1

In the effort against the COVID-19 pandemic, federal agencies deserve the most
renowned, reliable and responsive teams at their side to achieve critical missions.
During times of major emergencies and/or disasters, you need an experienced team to
handle every detail, from advanced planning and prevention management to response,
recovery, community support and continuity of operations. Cherokee Nation Strategic
Programs (CNSP) has the necessary experience to provide responsive support around
the globe. CNSP delivers mission critical, often times lifesaving services to those in
need, without exceptions.

DISASTER RESPONSE
CAPABILITIES

CHEROKEE
PERFORMANCE
EXAMPLES

VALUE STATEMENT

Augmentation of
Contracting Support

DTRA

With the ability to rapidly execute and put in place COVID-19 research and development
contracts; CNSP provides senior level (Level III) contract support services within the R&D
division of Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) primarily in response to J9 (Civil Military)
requirements.

Program Management
Support

DHS

Highlighting our ability to provide outstanding Program Management; CNSP was awarded the
2017 Small Business Achievement Award for outstanding work in support of the Department of
Homeland Security.

AFCEC

To facilitate community rebuilding and quality assurance during disaster relief; CNSP has
supported the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC) and Facility Engineering Directorate
(CF). We have teams of several dozen construction quality assurance professionals and
construction managers that ensure construction quality on behalf of the Air Force’s $10B active
construction spend.

USA DVBIC

With the ability to rapidly execute and deliver COVID-19 public communication support; CNSP
was awarded the 2018 Platinum Digital Awards for Best Digital Marketing and Best Web- Based
Production in support of The Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center as a part of the U.S.
Military Health System.

Construction Managers,
Certified Architects &
Engineers (Non A&E)

Marketing & Public
Communications Support

GIS Support

AGC SETA, NOAA,
USGS, USDA

As a thought leader in Geospatial Information Systems, CNSP can use GIS and data analytics
to maximize its observations in information analytics. For instance, Cherokee assists National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) by constructing detailed maps based on
drone observations, combined with predictive analyses _ enabling the agency to provide
improved flood predictions and warnings.

Health Services

AFHSB, USDA

Directly relevant to the COVID-19 epidemic, CNSP deploys teams of epidemiologists to
study disease outbreaks across the globe for planning and preparation of troop deployment.
Provided 50 vets within days to manage Avian Flu quarantine and cleanup across the country.

Unmanned Systems
(UXS)

NOAA

CNSP utilizes UXS to significantly improve the forecasting of hurricane tracks, and their
intensity, by up to 15 percent. This knowledge gives residents and public safety officials in
a hurricane’s path more time to protect their property and evacuate threatened areas, while
providing more confidence to those who will not be affected, saving time and money when
evacuations are not necessary.

With five years of experience as an OASIS prime contractor, Cherokee Nation Strategic
Programs has the proven leadership structure, institutional knowledge and resources to
assist government clients with their strategic and operational missions. CNSP understands
the processes and best practices to manage natural disasters with a holistic approach by
supporting the technology, tools and methodologies that enable disaster response organizations
to systematically manage information from multiple sources and collaborate effectively to assist
those in need, mitigate damage and help communities rebuild.

cherokee-cnsp.com

Building. Solving. Serving.
Rapid Response Past Performance
Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs is equipped to respond rapidly and reliably to COVID-19 in ways that few federal contractors
begin to approach. CNSP brings the power of 30 federally focused sister companies to support a wide array of capabilities during this
unprecedented time. These capabilities include the following areas:
INTELLIGENCE

TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES

MEDICAL SERVICES

LOGISTICS
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

ENGINEERING
SERVICES

Geospatial Intelligence

Data Management

Training & Education

Restoration

Vital Disease

Construction
Management

Rapid Prototyping

Law Enforcement

Enterprise Systems

Logistics Support

Environmental Quality

Surgical Research

Design Engineering

Engineering Services

Human Intelligence

Network Support

Facilities Support/
Custodial/Janitorial
Services

Environmental &
Geological Research

Vaccine Development

Asset Management

Test & Evaluation

Business Intelligence

Web Design

Program Management

Resource Management

Clinical Trials

Data Management

Independent Verification
& Validation

Financial Forensics

Environmental Liabilities

Financial Management

Cost Estimating

Technology Insertion

Data Management

Program Management

Cost & Schedule
Management

Warehouse Operations

Network Security

Information Technology

Strategic Planning
Communications

Helpdesk

Quality Assurance/Quality
Control

Information Operations

Unmanned Systems

Human Resources

Cost Estimating

Epidemiology

Planning & Programming

Depot Level Maintenance

Intelligence, Surveillance
& Reconnaissance

Risk Management
Framework

Administrative

Cost & Schedule
Management

Bio Surveillance

Acquisitions &
Sustainment

Systems Integration

Psychological Operations

Programming

Policy & Planning

Planning, Programming,
Budget & Execution

Lab Support

Facility Management

Supply Chain/Distribution

Battlespace Awareness

Mobile App Development

Supply Chain
Management

Root Cause Analysis

Psychological/Trauma

Physical Security

Field Team/ Modifications

Identity Intelligence

Cybersecurity

Financial Management

Base Realignment &
Closure Activities

Military Medical Health
Readiness

Technical Reachback

Life Cycle Management

Ready to Serve
CNSP is an established company with the expertise and resources to handle large and small task orders. It offers a more efficient,
cost-effective way to accomplish your critical mission by focusing on these core deliverables:
• An improvement in delivery of business

• Rapid task-order startup

• Competitive, fair & transparent pricing

• Secure facilities and resources to service mission-critical
contracts

• In-house mature “back office” resources
• Involvement/access to executive & senior management
• Quickly transition work & incumbent employees

• Technical solutions, expertise & staff
• Teaming with industry partners (both large & small)

Rapid Mobilization: Tribal 8(a) Contracting Benefits
• Contracts are awarded rapidly for quick-turn acquisition & purchasing
• 13 CFR 124.506(b) provides no limit on contract dollar amount to tribal 8(a) companies
• Direct award ceiling, without J&A, up to $22 million
• For DoD agencies, direct award ceiling, without J&A, up to $100 million – per the revision of Section 811 of the NDAA
• Unlimited direct award ability with approved J&A requirements
• Tribal 8(a) sole source awards are not protestable
• Streamlined process allows for administrative cost savings
Cherokee Nation Strategic Programs is part of Cherokee Federal — a team of tribally owned federal contracting companies focused on
building solutions, solving complex challenges, and serving America’s mission both domestically and abroad for more than 60 federal
clients. These companies manage nearly 1,000 federal projects across the construction, consulting, engineering & manufacturing,
health and technology portfolios.

Call today to put CNSP to work for you.
Peter Harrell | OASIS SB – Program Manager (COPM)
703.403.4137
peter.harrell@cherokee-federal.com
cherokee-federal.com
V1040720

COVID-19 Capabilities
DUNS 080160156 | CAGE 7JW16
Small Business Pool 1 | Contract No. 47QRAD20D1116
Chickasaw Aerospace, LLC

Chickasaw Aerospace, LLC is a tribally-owned 8(a) small
disadvantaged business and proud member of the Chickasaw
Nation Industries, Inc. (CNI) family of companies. We
deliver subject matter expertise deeply rooted in over 150+
years of Active, Reserve, and National Guard military
logistics and contingency operations. Traditionally, we
couple our subject matter expertise with agile, cost efficient
solutions to provide long-term, sustainable logistics
capability that enhances overall mission readiness in support
of the American Warfighter. However, in the wake of the
pandemic, these capabilities can be leveraged to treat and
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

MANUFACTURING
To help combat the
anticipated shortage
of hospital beds, we
have dedicated one of
our
manufacturing
facilities to focus
solely
on
the
production
of
medical/triage beds. We are manufacturing two models, a one
position standard bed and an adjustable incline bed up to 45
degrees. Our beds are 100% made in the USA (Marietta, OK)
and made to last. Constructed from A36 Steel with 1 ¼” steel
pipe railing and a powder-coat finish, these beds are sturdy.
Bolt together design allows for quick assembly and teardown.
Beds are stackable for easy storage and transportation.
Available with or without the mattress. Dimensions: 36”W x
74”L x 17”H.
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
We are actively engaging our supply chains to supplement
the critical need for medical supplies and personal protective
equipment (PPE). We can provide 100% made in USA
(Wood Dale, IL) hand sanitizer, in bulk supply and ready to
ship. The product is EPA certified, Quaternary Ammonium
Chloride Sanitizer available in gallon or drum sizes. This
sanitizer has been independent laboratory certified to be
99.9% effective. Testing results are shown here.
Description
HAND BEFORE
HAND AFTER
COUNTER TOP BEFORE
COUNTER TOP AFTER
INT DOOR HANDLE BEFORE
INT DOOR HANDLE AFTER

APC (35°C) (CFU/swab)
6600
<10
870
10
100000
<10

Other supplies that we can source include KN95 masks (not
NIOSH certified), gloves, isolation gowns, protective
coveralls, ventilators, and medical grade temporal
thermometers.

FACILITIES

Over the past two decades, CNI companies have completed
more than 500 projects valued at over $150M in support of
facilities sustainment, restoration, and modernization
initiatives. This capability includes:
• Utilities
• Vertical & Horizontal
Construction
• Network Cabling
• Building Renovations
• HVAC
• Fire Suppression Systems
• Equipment
• Temporary Structures
Procurement &
Installation
• Furniture, Fixtures, &
Equipment
This capability can easily
be extended to enhance
the COVID-19 treatment
capacity through building
conversions (hotels and
arenas
converted
to
hospitals)
and
or
construction of temporary
structures to facilitate
field hospitals.

STAFF AUGMENTATION
We understand that this is an “all hands on deck” scenario for
healthcare professionals nation-wide. As such, we can help
augment your staff to support surging demand. CNI has been
facilitating medical support contracts for the U.S. Army and
U.S. Air Force since 2001 across 86 unique CONUS and
OCONUS installations. These contracts have a consolidated
award value of over $288 million comprising of 2,158 FTE
positions. Personnel that could prove beneficial to the Covid19 fight include:
• Physicians
• Transcriptionists
• Registered Nurses
• Psychologists
• Surgeons
• Psychiatrists
• Ancillary Technicians
• Social Workers
• Administrators
• Pharmacists
The ability to staff medical professionals globally while
maintaining on-time fill rates and on-time replacement rates
above the AQL is a testament to our dedicated recruiting and
credentialing staff. This recruiting and credentialing team
provides the unique industry knowledge, proven
credentialing
processes,
and
competitive
market
compensation rate analysis to ensure that we source qualified
professionals on-time while maintaining cost and contractual
compliance.

Contact Us | Jeremiah Gideon Business Development Director | Jason Hardman VP, Business Development
(405) 253-8200 | www.Chickasaw.com | Defense@Chickasaw.com

Team Chimera

TEAM CHIMERA

Team Chimera COVID-19 Response
and Get Back to Work Initiatives

Team Chimera’s scientific and technical team provides
expertise in hazard preparedness (threat assessments and
training), mitigation (social distancing and hygiene
practices), response (mortuary and scientific laboratory
support), and recovery (decontamination). We have 50+
years of combined experience developing and executing
science-based risk mitigation plans, strategies, and training
programs in support of the critical missions of the
Department of State, Department of Defense, and
Department of Homeland Security. Our scientific and
technical team can assist our Nation in combatting COVID19 and reduce the risks of getting employees back to work.

COVID-19 RELATED
CAPABILITES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site, Work Process, and Workflow
COVID-19 Risk Assessments
Risk Mitigation Advice
Workforce Training
Decontamination
Continuity of Government
(COG)/Continuity of Operations
(COOP) Pandemic Exercises
Laboratory Retooling for High Volume
COVID-19 Testing

COVID-19 - Response
Workplace, Work Force, and Work Process COVID-19 Risk Assessments and Mitigation Strategies

Team Chimera can provide facility, workflow, and work process assessments to identify potential risks
related to COVID-19 and then recommend effective science-based mitigation strategies and
methodologies. We provide recommendations - from general cleaning and disinfection procedures to
workflow and process adjustments - giving leaders a range of options to lessen the risk of COVID-19 on
their workforce and operations. Our assessments show leaders how to keep their workforce safe and gives
the workforce confidence their leadership and organization are taking their health and well-being serious.

Laboratory Retooling for High-Volume COVID-19 Testing
There is currently a critical need for COVID-19 testing. Team Chimera has the expertise and capability to
assist the government in retooling existing laboratories for high-volume
COVID-19 testing. Many laboratories already have most of the
equipment needed to transition to high-volume operations. For example,
forensic laboratories have equipment such as biosafety cabinets, robotic
extraction instruments, and real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
instruments. Team Chimera can support the rapid retooling of these
laboratories for large scale COVID-19 testing responses, as well as with
laboratory staff support and training.

COVID19 - Preparedness – Get Back to Work Initiatives
The United States will flatten the COVID-19 curve, and soon thereafter, Federal, State, and Local
agencies and businesses will reopen and welcome back employees into the workplace. To prepare,
agencies and businesses must rethink the way employees work and must put in place protocols,
processes, and training plans to lessen the risk of a second wave of COVID-19.
Get Back to Work Covid-19 Risk Assessments and Mitigation Strategies
If your organization is currently teleworking and you are concerned how your workforce will return to full
capacity, Team Chimera can help you and your staff plan, prepare, and get back to work safely. We can
assist businesses and agencies now to better prepare for when they will return to work. We can provide site
assessments and recommendations on the most effective methodologies and strategies giving leaders a
range of options to lessen COVID-19 risks to their workforce and impacts on their operations. We can help
organizations be certain when the time arrives, they are ready to return to work in the safest manner possible.

TEAM CHIMERA

Team Chimera COVID-19 Response
and Get Back to Work Initiatives

Senior Level COVID-19 Pandemic Themed Continuity of Government / Business Table-Top Exercises.
Over the last three years, Team Chimera has designed, developed, executed, and facilitated numerous
exercises and wargames featuring an escalating biological crisis that ultimately resulted in a global pandemic.
The ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic identified gaps that simulated scenarios can fill by highlighting
organizational challenges and areas for improvement in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. These
events range from basic, one day workshops to complex, multi-day events with participants from all levels of
agencies and organizations.
Leadership and Work Force Training
Team Chimera provides training and educational strategies to help reduce the
risk to your workforce on the job. Team Chimera provides training that will
assist your personnel to implement the best practices in the workplace to limit
COVID-19 transmission risk. While it is impossible to control what your
personnel do on their own time, their personal habits and social interactions are
critical elements of protecting your workforce. Team Chimera provides training
that will assist your personnel in following procedures and developing the habits
that will lead to less risk at your workplace.
Some of our Current Customers and Contracts
Department of State Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Training and Logistics
Provides CBRN/WMD threat assessments at every US Embassy, Consulate, and other Diplomatic Missions
located throughout world; trains more than 25,000 diplomats, other civilians, military members, and foreign
nationals per year on CBRN/WMD response and mitigation.
Federal Emergency Management Agency National Exercise Design and Control Team
Provides focused Exercise Design and Control support for FEMA exercises including exercise planning
management, required documentation development, and exercise conduct and control coordination.
Naval Special Warfare Group CBRN-D Training and Analysis
Provides highly specialized training to US Special Operations Forces and SEAL Teams in chemical and
biological threats with advanced classroom, laboratory, and field level training support.
Armed Forces Medical Examiner Scientific, Technical, Administrative and Logistical Support Services
Provides highly-complex DNA and other laboratory support services as part of the medical-legal services
and emerging technologies essential for readiness, sustainability and survivability of service members.
Chimera Corporate and Contact Information
Chimera Enterprises International (Chimera) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business
established in 2006 and headquartered in Edgewood, MD. Chimera is a GSA Prime Contractor on OASIS
Small Business Pool 1 and the Professional Support Services Schedule. For more information contact:
Chimera Enterprises International
2893 Yost Ct
Edgewood MD 21040
Chimera-Enterprises.com
(410) 417-7501
OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD20D1005
PSS Contract #: 47QRAA18D0034

Jason Capelle (VP Business Development)
jcapelle@chimera-enterprsises.com
434.760.0992
Dave Iverson (President)
diverson@chimera-enterprises.com
443-739-8187

Concourse - Markon JV, LLC

SBA-Certified Mentor/Protégé Joint Venture
Concourse-Markon
JV, LLC
Concourse-Markon

Joint Venture’s Capabilities in Response to COVID-19

About Concourse-Markon Joint Venture
In 2016, Concourse Federal Group and Markon Solutions formed the ConcourseMarkon Joint Venture (CMJV) based on a longstanding and trusted partnership.
The goal was to build an exceptionally qualified team to support clients across
multiple markets with our capabilities. CMJV manages CONUS and OCONUS
projects with state-of-the-art tools and processes to deliver services that meet
or exceed client requirements.
CMJV has built partnerships specifically to support the diverse OASIS Pool 1
requirements, including requirements to address the COVID-19 response.
We offer proven solutions to help government agencies adjust to new world
conditions. The tools, techniques, methods, and processes summarized below
cross disciplines and geographies to make a positive impact on stakeholders.

Corporate Profile
Concourse-Markon Joint Venture, LLC
DUNS: 829828198
Cage Code: 7TDQ2
OASIS Small Business Pool 1 Contract
Number: 47QRAD20D1036
Corporate OASIS Program Manager:
Dan Jackson
Daniel.Jackson@markonsolutions.com

Decision Support
COBRA software provides a common operating picture coupled with integrated emergency
management and decision support tools, enabling users to rapidly see, understand, and
act in daily operations and major events with optimal situational awareness. It is currently
being used to support COVID-19 pandemic by over 50 military and civilian agencies for medical resource and hospital availability
tracking; trauma response; case geolocation and heat maps; information sharing and situation updates; real-time situational
awareness and resource requests; and personnel accountability and preparedness. One DoD client is using COBRA to provide
a common operating picture of the ongoing medical and epidemiological efforts, accountability for units and resources, and
resource request tracking to better allocate and respond to support requests from within their area of operations.
Brightidea is a management and decision support platform on which organizations host, submit, discuss,
and vote on ideas at the enterprise-level. Its use results in employee engagement at scale and rapid
collaboration on novel solutions, fostering an innovation culture to evaluate ideas. At this extraordinary
time, agencies can use Brightidea to collectively tap employee and stakeholder creative potential to
assist with COVID-19 responses and increase preparedness for future challenges.
Business Emergency Response Toolset (BERT) provides organizations with the ability to monitor, evaluate,
and make decisions in response to situations that disrupt normal operations and/or create a continuity of
operations condition. Visibility of personnel status, departments, programs, contracts, and core business
processes are all integrated to enable leadership decisions in a dynamic environment. Currently, an
intelligence community client is using BERT to track personnel under several wellness categories (COVID
exposure, elevated risk, symptomatic, hospitalized, recovered) and location categories (working on-site,
working off-site, teleworking, unable to work).

®

Concourse-Markon Joint Venture’s Capabilities in Response to COVID-19 (Continued)
Supply Chain
Supply Chain Risk Manager Tool uses a framework built on verified, clean data, and predictive
analysis via technology as well as decades of expertise. It allows optimization of supply chain
decision-making well beyond those made from simple illumination platforms. This tool, used
by DoD organizations, was implemented during the Ebola epidemic in West Africa. It measured
risk to the Government supply chain and formed actionable plans to ensure distribution of
appropriate supplies.
Commanders Emergency Response Program (CERP) Review and Reporting Tool (CRRT) tracks,
reports, and analyzes on-the-ground expenditures in pandemic operations and provides decisionmaking tools to avoid unnecessary expenses when opportunity costs are high. For a DoD client
in Afghanistan, this tool was rapidly customized and deployed, leading to millions of dollars in
savings in both direct financing and man-hours.
Industrial Base Management Process leverages real data to pinpoint potential weak nodes in critical supply chains. By triaging
the weak nodes, we better target preservation responses (i.e., direct financing, decision support, alternative logistics plans,
coaching) where they will have the most immediate and effective impact. Clients using this process include DoD, SBA, and DLA.
For the DoD, we aided direct node preservation activities for thousands of vendors worldwide creating communities of practice
and keeping critical supply chains intact.

Sensor Monitoring
SENTRY is a CBRNe warning and decision support system. It is informed by an integration of CBRNe
sensors with existing sensors for a comprehensive protection system that monitors multiple sensor
platforms in complex security and operating environments. SENTRY is a sensor agnostic software,
able to interface with Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) building systems through
IP or BACnet protocols, and various camera systems. SENTRY was integrated into the Pentagon’s
surveillance systems 18 years ago to continuously monitor indoor and outdoor environments.
Through dozens of monitoring cells, CBRN contaminants are detected to the parts per billion range
within seconds of occurrence based upon the sensors’ output. Automated signals then issue warnings to minimize exposure.
SenseNet, an Advanced Bio-threat Detection System, is a sustainable, low-cost approach to environmental
monitoring that reduces the potential impact of a biological incident by providing fast and reliable
detection and identification of a biological agent release. It is a “detect-to-mitigate” system, using
commercially available components, and converts the entire facility into a sensor.
SenseGuard™, a commercially available threat decision support system, is based upon the SENTRY Program. It provides
situational awareness across all threat environments by consolidating CBRN/CWMD and alarm data in one system that is visible
and accessible from any location or by mobile devices. It provides true “Hub and Spoke” monitoring of multiple site locations
reporting “Events” to a centralized monitoring location as well as local monitoring stations.

®

1900 Campus Commons Dr, Suite 100, Reston, VA 20191
(703) 307- 4644 | Fax: (703)940-0267
OASIS SB Pool 1 |Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1010
DUNS: 623587867 | CAGE: 4CQM8
Point of Contact: Sumeet Luthra
www.ConstellationInc.com

Constellation Capabilities and Assistance in Response to
COVID – 19
Introduction
Constellation is ready with the skills and personnel to support government program offices by rapidly
developing and implementing strategies, solutions, and responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. During this
stressful period, Constellation remains committed to providing quality support to government offices to ensure
operations continue uninterrupted and to relieve the strain on government personnel. Our
company dedicatedly provides resources and information, helping us stay connected
and prepared as we manage through this public health crisis together. The nature of
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the unprecedented effect on our nation’s economy, the
federal government, and our normal day-to-day operations demands us to be ready
and capable to respond quickly to this evolving situation.

Rapid Solutions from Qualified Personnel
Constellation understands the time-sensitive nature of the COVID-19 situation and the need to respond to the
changing business environment in the Washington, DC area quickly. Constellation will provide readily cleared
personnel, as nearly all employees have full clearance with DHS suitability or DoD clearances. Constellation’s
employees bring a wealth of federal consulting experience as they have demonstrated success at DHS
components FEMA, CBP, and CWMD over the past sixteen years.
Strategic Planning Pillars

Strategic Planning

Constellation possesses over a decade of experience with enforcement
and emergency management agencies such as CBP and FEMA,
developing strategic plans to deal with emergencies. Constellation has
and can develop continuity of operations plans, help program offices
respond to disaster scenarios, and rapidly implement changes to
business operations to meet mission goals. Constellation continues to
embrace modernization and will assist its government partner in
migrating towards a value-based process and program change.
Recognized by Gartner as a leader in strategy, architecture, and
planning, Constellation has helped global organizations assess maturity
across multiple dimensions to identify capability gaps based on their
needs and objectives. We expand our process management beyond

traditional approaches to include integration with other areas such as investment management, strategic planning,
and operations. Constellation uses repeatable processes to conduct gap assessments, discover, define, elaborate
and communicate the vision, develop clear roadmaps, provide necessary building blocks and assistance, measure
and manage effectivity to accelerate delivery and compliance while reducing project risks.

Program Management Office Support
Constellation works to understand your program and project needs within
your operational environment and business culture, then works to design and
implement a PMO to deliver the necessary support functions. Constellation
can develop, tailor, and apply industry best practices, tools, and templates
that support and mature program management to achieve rapid and
sustainable change. Constellation will proactively work with its stakeholders
to identify and monitor risks, actions, and program metrics, providing
decisionmakers with accurate and timely analysis giving them the ability to
change course to meet changing objectives and needs.

Risk Assessment and Management
Constellation can implement a flexible, agile, well-planned approach to
manage program risk while supporting the successful delivery of the
requirements. Our proactive approach to schedule and risk management will
strategically plan and evaluate risks more effectively to include risk
indicators per leadership’s priorities. We also know that collaboration and
productive stakeholder outreach are crucial to the successful delivery of
program needs. Drawing on our vast prior experience, we will
collaboratively work side by side with your team to manage tradeoffs and
engage stakeholders across and outside of the government.

Strategic Communication
Constellation’s communication specialists work to help program offices
develop Strategic Communication Plans, which are vital in reaching both
internal and external stakeholders. Constellation’s experience in developing
effective communication strategies and solutions will provide agencies
confidence they are reaching the right people with the right message.

Data Analytics / Predictive AI
Constellation’s work with data analytics and AI-based predictive analytics allows our clients to make
predictions on future outcomes based on historical data. Constellation uses analytics techniques such as
statistical modeling and machine learning to analyze big data, a crucial driver in managing programs with
nationwide impacts. Constellation’s approach to data analytics takes into account four key attributes providing
immediate insight into future outcomes: emphasis on prediction vs. historical reporting, rapid analysis of data,
emphasis on the business relevance of the ideas, and finally, the ease of use through dashboards and translation
into non-technical business terms.

COVID-19 MEDICAL CODING, AUDITING,
& FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
CONTACT
OASIS Program Manager
Jeffrey McCandless
President

jmccandless@cooperthomas.com

OASIS Contract Manager
Kathleen Strouse
CEO & Managing Member
ks@cooperthomas.com

Cooper Thomas, LLC
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20016
TEL 202.387.8366
FAX 202.588.8201
www.cooperthomas.com

DUNS 053490988
CAGE 3EMX5
OASIS SB Pool 2
47QRAD18D000A

COVID-19 is having a dramatic effect on the volume and types
of healthcare encounters and admissions straining existing
resources. Under OASIS SB Pool 2, Cooper Thomas specializes
in mid-revenue cycle management services, across all
specialties and settings.
• ICD-10-CM / PCS, CPT-4, HCPCS, E/M, APCs
• INPATIENT, OUTPATIENT, TELEMEDICINE, SURGERY,
REHAB
• CREDENTIALED MEDICAL CODERS, AUDITORS, and CDI
SPECIALISTS

Health Information Management
Our team of HIM professionals includes experienced,
credentialed coders, auditors, CDI staff, and project
managers. Cooper Thomas has staff available nationwide to
provide remote RCM support. We offer:
• Rapid response for on-going and surge support for
coding, auditing, and CDI functions
• Experience coding and auditing in all healthcare
settings including inpatient, outpatient, ED, skilled
nursing, rehab, telephone and telemedicine patient
visits
• Experienced coders & CDI specialists credentialed by
AHIMA or AAPC (RHIA, RHIT, CCS, CCS-P, CPC, CPC-H,
COC, CDEO)
• Expertise in all classifications and current coding
guidelines
• Experience using VA, DoD, and commercial EHRs and
encoders
• CDI supplemental staffing or outsourced program
management
• Inpatient and outpatient CDI Program & Audit Services
to achieve a demonstrable ROI

COVID-19 MEDICAL CODING, AUDITING,
& FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
COVID-19 Financial Management
Cooper Thomas is ready and positioned to respond to health
pandemic emergencies requiring focused program
management services including the following:
• Support for Federal agencies in standing up complex
limited-duration health-related projects
• Design and development of project dashboards to
monitor status of key metrics and critical milestones
• Tracking and monitoring project timelines and
budgets
• Tracking and assessing program efficacy
• Remote support for call center operations
• Specific and limited-duration procurement support
• Processing of project accounts payable to ensure that
approved expenditures and supporting
documentation are processed.
• Financial modeling to address scenario planning

ABOUT US
Since 2003, Cooper Thomas, LLC of Washington, DC, has supported Federal and commercial
clients with a range of health information management (HIM), project management, and
training services. We are the largest remote coding company for VA and code over 1
million encounters per year.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT:
JEFF MCCANDLESS
jmccandless@cooperthomas.com
202.465.8851
COOPER THOMAS, LLC
4200 WISCONSIN AVE. NW SUITE 500
WASHINGTON, DC 20016

HOW CORNER ALLIANCE CAN HELP
YOUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19

Corner Alliance

CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Corner Alliance has proven experience connecting and equipping the front lines of response and recovery from 9/11 to
Hurricane Katrina to the Ebola outbreak. For more than a decade, we have supported diverse Federal agencies (DHS,
FEMA, NIH, NIST, NTIA, FirstNet Authority) and many state and local government agencies with acquisition methods
that administer high-volume, national-impact programs across these services:
Grants Management
We have administered $2 billion+ across 2,000+
awardees with an ‘audit-proof’ approach across
economic resilience and communications programs.

Cloud-based, enterprise tools
and applications

Innovative Acquisition

We have developed high-impact tools for
healthcare and public safety leaders to support
information exchange with key partners and
enhance pandemic planning.

We have stood up grants, collaborative agreements,
and prize challenges to quickly and creatively solve
government’s toughest challenges.

Impact assessment and performance
measurement

Connecting the nation’s response
communities
We help FEMA Urban Search & Rescue maintain
and coordinate the national level supply chain
by coordinating with more than 28 nationwide
response teams to ensure critical medical,
operational, and communications equipment is
in the right place at the right time during surge
response.

We work with government leaders to identify Key
Performance Indicators that demonstrate the
outcomes and impact of their programs, including
a $300 million research and development
program at NIST to accelerate first responder
communications technologies.
Government Accountability Office (GAO)
and Inspector General (IG) audits
Successfully prepared and supported clients
through multiple audits with minimal findings.

WE PROMISE TO HAVE YOUR BACK EVERY DAY, PUSH YOU WITH NEW IDEAS,
AND START EVERY SOLUTION WITH YOUR STAKEHOLDERS.
1850 M STREET, NW , SUITE 520 | WASHINGTON, DC 20036

CORNERALLIANCE.COM

Relevant Service Offerings
• Grants Program Development,
Planning, Administration, Management,
Monitoring/Oversight, Performance
Measurement, Evaluation, and Reporting
• Emergency/Surge Logistics and Supply
Chain Management
• Emergency Management and Response
Planning
• Project Management and Coordination
• Business Process Improvement
• Cloud Application and Tool
Development
• Digital Communications and
Stakeholder Engagement
• Performance and Impact Measurement
Client List
• Health and Human Services, National
Institutes of Health
• United States Department of Agriculture.
Rural Development
• Department of Commerce

What Corner Alliance can do to help
We can help diverse federal agencies distribute emergency funds
quickly—with the right process, the right systems, to the right
people, to the right priorities—to support response and recovery.
We will use our proven and customizable process to trusted
administration, management and reporting capabilities to achieve
maximum impact toward relief efforts.
• We supported NTIA’s State and Local Implementation Grant
Program (SLIGP) to design, develop, and deploy a $ 116.5m grant
program to promote awareness and outreach for the Nationwide
Public Safety Broadband Network spanning 1,000 recipients from
54 US states and territories.
• Corner Alliance supports USDA’s ReConnect Program to award
$1.805 billion dollars in loans, grants, and loan/grant combos to
build out high speed broadband access in rural America. To date,
70 recipients across 31 states and territories have been awarded
over $620,000,000.
• We supported the Northern Virginia Emergency Response
System (NVERS) as a sub-grantee within the National Capital
Region Tier I FEMA UASI to support 26 localities with diverse
public health and public safety supplies and equipment such
as the regional pharmaceutical cache and PPE for response to
Ebola and H1N1.
Our guiding principles for grants management

• National Institute of Standards and
Technology

1. Accurate understanding of recipient’s current state

• First Responder Network Authority

3. Complete funding packages with detailed processes, procedures,
and requirements

• National Telecommunications and
Information Administration

2. Clear objectives and a way to measure impact

4. Rigorous day-to-day management and oversight

• Department of Homeland Security
• Federal Emergency Management Agency

Planning, assessment, and support

• Science and Technology Directorate

In addition to our proven grants management capabilities, Corner
Alliance supports Federal agencies with critical information sharing,
surge supply chain support, online planning tools, and impact
measurement capabilities such as:

• Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency
Additional contract vehicles:
• GSA MAS/Professional Services
Schedules: GS-10F-0283W
• GSA Schedule 70: 47QTCA18D008X
• NIH Business and Professional Support
Services: 75N98019D00021
• SeaPort Next Generation: N0017819D7414

• Supporting the Department of Commerce and the First
Responder Network Authority’s public-private partnership
with AT&T to implement a $7 billion Nationwide Public Safety
Broadband Network (NPSBN) over 25 years to support more than
60,000 public safety agencies nationwide.
• We support DHS Science & Technology Directorate (S&T)
and helped them to adapt an existing online information
sharing assessment tool to focus more directly on pandemic
preparedness and response as COVID-19 has emerged.
Contracting Information

Contact Us

OASIS Small Business Pool 1:
Contract Number 47QRAD20D1025

Darcy Ziegler

DUNS: 798804519

dziegler@corneralliance.com
202-754-8120

Council for Logistics
Research, Inc.
About Us:

Contact Info
Walter Schneider
President
wschneider@clrexec.com
P: 703-927-0678
www.clr-web.com
1850 Towers Crescent Plaza,
Suite 550
Vienna, VA 22182
P: 571-302-7912

Certifications
Top Secret FCL
DCAA Approved Accounting
System

The Council for Logistics Research, Inc. (CLR) is a Small Business
contractor with over 15 years of experience providing specialized services
for the Department of Defense (DoD) and Department of Homeland
Security (DHS).
CLR is currently providing advisory services to members of the Operation
Warp Speed staff in items pertaining the commercial aviation industry and
logistics. CLR has also led a number of efforts related to aviation programs
for the USAF, both at United States Transportation Command
(USTRANSCOM)/Air Mobility Command (AMC) and at Headquarters – Air
Force (HAF). As part of these aviation programs, CLR has completed indepth analyses of the effects of COVID-19 on the aviation industry and
ecosystem. CLR’s expertise in geopolitical and economic analysis allows
for transferring methodologies used for analyzing the impact of COVID-19
on the aviation industry and ecosystem to other global industries.
Capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program Management Support
Big Data Analytics
Logistics Management
High-Level Advisory Services
Geopolitical and Economic Research and Analysis
Information Technology
DoD Acquisition
Medical Systems Training
Test and Evaluation

Client Base:
•

•
•

Department of Defense
o United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM)
o United States Air Force
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
o Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
Defense Health Agency (DHA)

Contract Information
•
•

OASIS SB Pool 1 – 47QRAD20D1017
GSA Schedule – 47QRAA18D00EV

Primary NAICS Codes
•
•
•
•
•
•

518210
541611
541618
541690
541712
541990

Strengthening a Nation through Innovation

|

A Tribally-Owned SBA Certified 8(a) Prime Contractor

COVID-19 PANDEMIC READINESS AND RAPID RESPONSE
“For a while, life is not going to be how it used to be in the United States. We
have to just accept that if we want to do what’s best for the American public.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases

Your Trusted Partner
Delaware Nation Industries (DNI) is a family of companies wholly owned by the Delaware
Nation, North America’s oldest known tribal nation. DNI is a federally recognized triballyowned prime contractor and integrator with relevant strengths and experience providing
services to federal clients.

Creative Contracts #47QRAD20D1023, #47QRAD20D8110,
#47WRAD20D3060 and #47QRAD20D8312

Creative is an awardee for OASIS in both Small
Business (SB) and 8(a) Pools 1 and 3.

(DNI)

CAGE: 7CX10 | DUNS: 079414233 | 8(a) SDB

Pool 1 covers Engineering, Mapping, Testing,
Management/Business Consulting, Human Resources,
marketing/public
relations,
Logistics
Consulting,
Environmental, and all Other Professional, Scientific, and
Technical services.
Pool 3 covers Engineering with military exceptions.
Creative is proud to be one of the skilled contractors
supporting this Pool.
Creative is proud to be one of the skilled contractors
providing services for these contracts.

Awards
2019: DoS Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year | 2019: #7 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2018: #11 – Metro
50 Award Recipient | 2017: #9 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2015: DHS Small Business of the Year | 2012: Forbes
Magazine #4 fastest growing inner-city business | 2012: #14 – Metro 50 Award Recipient | 2011: #1 company in
Fortune Magazine’s Inner City 100 | 2010: Inc 500 306th fastest growing company in the U.S.
DNIgov.com

|

2000 N. Classen Blvd., Suite 1700, Oklahoma City, OK 73106

|

405.526.1030

Department of State Small Business Prime Contractor of the Year Award Recipient for 2019

We are prepared to quickly provide turnkey temporary healthcare and housing
facilities and remediation support anywhere.
Available Facility Types
Healthcare
• Clinical Facilities
• Testing Facilities
• Laboratories
• Hospitals

Remediation

Housing
• 5 Bed Sleeper
• Duplex Sleeper

Healthcare

• Mold Remediation for the U.S. Air Force
• COVID-19 Remediation for USACE

Housing units are immediately available.
Please contact us for availability as
inventory changes frequently.

Housing

Ample Bonding Capability
Single: $50M
Aggregate: $100M
Easy to Request Increases

Why OASIS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best-in-Class Vehicle Mandatory for Use by Multiple Federal Agencies
Supports Commercial/Non-Commercial Requirements
Allows All Contract Types
Reduces Lead Time and Effort Typically Required to Acquire Services
World-Class Providers of Professional Services Compete for Task Orders
For Use by Federal/DoD Agencies with Delegation of Authority From GSA
Ability to Support Regional/Global Efforts
Multiple Professional Service Discipline Requirements
Top Secret Facility Clearance Required
Contracts Awarded Quickly with Low Contract Access Fee

Quentin Hamm

OASIS Customer Service
800.488.3111
OASIS@gsa.gov
DNIgov.com

|

NAICS Codes
541330
541360
541370
541380
541611
541612
541613

Points-of-Contact for Contracts #47QRAD20D1023,
#47QRAD20D8110, #47WRAD20D3060 and #47QRAD20D8312

2000 N. Classen Blvd., Suite 1700, Oklahoma City, OK 73106

541614
541618
541620
541690
541810
541820
541830

541840
541850
541860
541870
541890
541910
541990

Lori Price

Chief Growth Officer
Office: 405.830.0500
Lori.Price@DNIshines.com
|

405.526.1030

Credence Management Solutions
Your Trusted Partner for COVID-19 Support
As a top performer under OASIS, we have won and successfully
executed 60+ OASIS prime task orders.
Company Qualifications
TS facility clearance

AF C2ISR

AFSOAWC
Courseware Dev.

GSA Supply Chain

DIA NCMI Data
Analytics

AFCEC Program
Support

OCONUS Presence

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Quality

EXCEPTIONAL
Cost

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Cost

EXCEPTIONAL
Schedule

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

EXCEPTIONAL
Management

Majority of staff have clearances, up
to the TS/SCI poly level
ISO 9001, 20000, 27001, 14001,
17025, AS9100D and CMMI Level 3
quality systems (DEV and SVC)
DCAA approved accounting / DCMA
compliant purchasing systems

Prime Contracts
OASIS SB Pools 1, 3, 4, 5a, 5b, & 6
47QRAD20D1042 (Pool 1) (through
Credence Dynamo Solutions JV)**
GS00Q14OADS315 (Pool 3)
47QRAD19D4001 (Pool 4)
47QRAD19D5001 (Pool 5a)
47QRAD19D6001 (Pool 5b)
47QRAD19D7001 (Pool 6)
CIOSP3 SB 8(a)*
75N98119D00015
GSA PSS
GS-10F-0432Y
8(a) STARS II GWAC; Constellations I
and II; All Functional Areas*
GS06F1190Z
DISA ENCORE III SB
HC1028-18-D-0025
Army ITES-3S SB*
W52P1J-18-D-A008
DLA J6 Enterprise Technology
Services (JETS)*
SP4709-17-D-0034
* Ability to compete on 8(a) tasks,
and receive direct awards
**Ability to compete on 8(a) tasks
(ability to receive direct awards is
pending GSA Subpool creation)

Contact Information
www.Credence-llc.com
or email Leigh Boyle at
OASIS@credence-llc.com.

Credence Management Solutions
As the top performer under OASIS Small Business Pools 1 and 3 and as the recipient of 60+
prime task orders under the OASIS program, Credence is your ideal partner for OASIS SB. Our
differentiators include our broad portfolio of prime contract work across all OASIS domain areas;
our robust infrastructure to support large-scale, complex assignments for Federal customers; our
flat structure to allow for rapid, agile responses; and our exceptional CPARS evaluations. Credence
is the leader amongst small businesses in providing innovative management, technology, and
engineering solutions to Federal government clients—delivering results quickly and cost effectively.
Credence has successfully supported U.S. government customers since 2005, with 95 percent
of our work being performed as a prime contractor and with exceptional past performance
references. With a wide footprint across the Federal government, our areas of expertise span
the following domain areas: Program Management, IT, Cyber and Security, Engineering, Scientific,
Logistics, Financial, and Human Capital.

Services
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

COVID-19 Response
Engineering Services
C4ISR/C2ISR
Agile Combat Support
Command and Control
Contracts & Acquisition
Support
Cyber Security
Enterprise Architecture
Financial Management

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Functional Liaison
Information Assurance
Information Operations,
Intelligence & Analysis
Intelligence Operations,
Test & Evaluation
Intelligence Services
Lifecycle Management
Logistics & Supply Chain
Logistics Support

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Modeling & Simulation
Network Cyber Support
Program Management
Research, Development,
Test & Evaluation
Security (Cyber, Program,
Facility, Systems)
Systems Engineering
Test & Evaluation
Training and Simulation

Credence Prime Contract Success Stories
COVID-19 Support, USAID Bureau for Global Health (GH), GH Technical Professionals (GHTP)
Program: As part of USAID’s COVID-19 Task Force, Credence is helping establish COVID-19 information
tracking systems; crafting data-driven daily reports to Senior Leadership; and developing tools, such
as dashboards, to expedite field situational insights to decision-makers within the broader Task
Force. Credence is overseeing the creation of the COVID-19 Dashboard, which serves as the dayto-day proxy for high-level analysis of the COVID-19 situation in USAID countries. Programmatic
and funding decisions will follow the USAID Task Force process via the COVID-19 strategy, spend
plan, and other steps. More broadly, Credence’s professionals augment the Agency’s programs
addressing its three strategic priorities, including preventing child and maternal deaths, controlling
the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and combating infectious diseases.
Continued on the following page.

One Measure of Success. Yours.

Credence Prime Contract Success Stories

COVID-19 Support, Air Force Patient Safety Program (PSP): Credence is delivering patient safety and quality management expertise at
Air Force and Navy Military Treatment Facilities (MTF) around the world and supporting the government in its response to the COVID-19
pandemic. To assist MTFs with developing and navigating strategies for protecting patients and healthcare professionals against COVID-19, our
team coordinates weekly virtual huddles for patient safety, quality, and infection prevention professionals across the Military Health System
(MHS) to share resources, ideas, and lessons learned related to the fight against COVID-19. Facilitating a forum for these experts to exchange
best practices and implement them at the local level is critical to mission readiness and safe care for all beneficiaries.
COVID-19 Support, DHA Program Management Office (PMO) Support to the National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE): Credence
is supporting NICoE’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic by helping to develop and rapidly implement virtual health/telehealth across
15 clinical services, facilitating and managing COVID-19 response meetings and huddles, developing and managing a workforce resilency
initiative, supporting virtual operations, and providing strategic communications support. More broadly, Credence provides PMO support to
the NICoE; we support the development of a comprehensive plan on the prevention, diagnosis, mitigation, treatment, rehabilitation, research
on traumatic brain injury, post-traumatic stress disorder and other mental health conditions in members of the Armed Forces.
National Guard Bureau (NGB) Domestic Operations (DOMOPS) Directorate: Credence helps to plan and execute large training exercises
for the Army, DHS, ARNG, and FEMA which are designed to help first responders for internal terrorist attacks, dirty bombs, poison, or natural
disasters. We provide analysis to monitor, track, and collect information from various sources such as the Situational Awareness Geospatial
Enterprise (SAGE), Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN), and other inter-agency sources to provide a common operating picture.
We draft and update Threat Working Group Briefings and provide weekly National Military Coordination Center (NMCC) Operations and
Intelligence (O&I) briefs.
DLA Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment (PIEE) Hosting Support: Credence supports the DLA by enhancing and modernizing the
PIEE hosting system. Using the provision of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), the PIEE hosting system makes it possible for many procurement
systems across government agencies to have better capabilities for integration between agency systems to support procurement. By partnering
with Amazon Web Services (AWS), Credence provides implementation of a new AWS GovCloud environment and migration of applications
to support hosting and storage needs. Credence manages and maintains the infrastructure and uses Agile development processes to provide
software development and testing.
USAID Ebola Health Communications and Outreach: Credence was partnered with USAID to play an integral role in the response and recovery
efforts of the Ebola Virus Disease outbreak in Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia. Credence led the health communications and outreach efforts
between USAID HQ, its missions, and other global health donors and implementers. Credence has been on the front lines of the recovery
effort, collecting, monitoring and evaluating health system surveillance data in Sierra Leone, Liberia, Guinea. With these efforts, we made a
major impact in the rebuilding and the strengthening of these healthcare systems.
Defense Health Agency (DHA) Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) Support: DVBIC’s mission is to serve active duty military,
their beneficiaries, and veterans with traumatic brain injuries through state-of-the-art clinical care, innovative clinical research initiatives and
educational programs, and support for force health protection services. Credence is providing logistical and operational support, including
communications, research database management, communications management, education/training, and personnel management support.
DLA Enterprise Linked Logistics Information System (ELLIS): ELLIS is a DLA program that enables the execution, tracking, measurement,
and analysis of Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) contracts through system enhancements, sustainment, hardening, and hosting. Credence is
transforming the ELLIS program into a cloudbased system that will efficiently track and monitor contractor performance data.
US Army National Guard (ARNG) Human Resources Division (HRP) Systems Support: The ARNG HRP Division provides Line of Duty (LOD)
health services as part of their mission, and in some cases, Soldiers may be entitled to Incapacitation Pay (INCAP). Credence healthcare
analysts provided case processing services to support the LOD Program and INCAP. In addition, Credence provided medical insurance case and
reimbursement support for INCAP cases and monitored the execution of and provided accountability for INCAP funds disbursement.
DHRA Personnel and Readiness Information Management (P&R IM) Support: The OUSD P&R is responsible for overseeing the DoD Human
Resources Management (HRM) Domain, which includes the Military Health Management portfolio of all DoD health policies, programs,
activities, and resources. Credence provided health policy support and domain expertise related to the Military Health System (MHS), which
includes health care delivery; medical education; public health; private sector partnerships; and medical research and development in order
to assess and develop recommendations for the health sub-portfolio and the overarching HRM Domain Portfolio for the USD P&R.

Capability Statement
Contracting Resources Group
EMPLOYEE-CENTRIC  CUSTOMER-FOCUSED

COMPANY DATA
Established July 2002
SBA SBD and EDWOSB
MD MBE 03-578
DUNS #130886604
Cage Code 3E5Y8
TS Facility Clearance
▪ DCAA-Approved Accounting
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Contracting Vehicles
PSS GSA Schedule GS-00F009CA (SINs: 520-11, 52012, 520-13, 520-21, 520-22,
874-1, 871-4, 874-6, 874-7,
874-501, 541-4, 541-5,
C132-51, C595-21)
DoS Single Award BPA
PM Support 19AQMM19A0234
GSA 8(a) STARS II:
GS00Q17GWD2011
GSA OASIS SB – Pool 1
47QRAD20D1120
Seaport-e NxG
N00178-19-D-7407
GSA BPA Acquisition Services
#GSQ0216CL0005
SAMHSA IDIQ
#HHSS2832017000431
FinCEN BPA
#TFSAFIN17D0006
Army EXPRESS BPA
#W31P4Q-18-A0091
Army RMAS MA-IDIQ
#W15QKN-18-D-0124

NAICS Codes
541219,
541512,
541611,
541614,
541810,
541990,
561320,
611430,

541330,
541513,
541612,
541618,
541820,
561110,
561421,
611710

CAPABILITIES
Contracting Resources Group, Inc. (CRG) is an economically disadvantaged woman-owned
small business (EDWOSB) founded in 2002. CRG professional services include:
▪ Program Support and Project Management Services
▪ Program Evaluation and Analysis
▪ Financial Management Support Services
▪ Acquisition Management Support Services
▪ IT Professional Support Services
▪ Communications, Market Research and Analysis

PAST PERFORMANCE
Customer
Army

▪ Management and technical support to the HQDA DCS G-1 Human Systems
Integration Directorate.

▪ Technical Writing – Studies and Analysis for the Deputy Under Secretary of the
Army (DUSA), Army Science Board (ASB).

Navy

▪ Contract close-out and contracting support services for the Naval Medical

Logistics Command (NMLC).
▪ Medical waiver reviews and executive administrative services for the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery (BUMED).
▪ Executive-level consultation, program evaluation, decision support modeling,
coordination/communication, data and analysis approaches for MHS Governance.

Treasury ▪ Audit, administrative, training, logistics, consulting, financial analysis, and
program support of the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
business processes.
WHS

▪ Review WHS’ EBAS-D system against guidance provided in GAO’s FISCAM to
ensure audit readiness.

CDC

▪ Public Health Program Evaluation Services for the CDC DELTA FOCUS Program
– developing IPV intervention strategies.

DHA
541511,
541519,
541613,
541690,
541910,
561210,
561920,

Project

▪ Program Management Support to the Reserve Health Readiness Program.
▪ Management Analysis and Financial Administrative Support for the Vision
Center of Excellence (VCE).

▪ Tri-Services Anesthesia Recording Monitoring Device compliance in the
development phase of the electronic medical record (EMR) initiative.

DHS

▪ Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Acquisition Management

SBA

▪ Procurement support services for the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer.

Office Locations

GSA

▪ Acquisition, Project, and Program Management Support Services for the

8 W. West Street
Baltimore, MD 21230

NRC

▪ Acquisition support services, performing a broad range of commercial contract

HHS

▪ Contract Closeout Support Services for Office of the Assistant Secretary for

HUD

▪ Program/ Project Management Support for the Chief and Deputy Chief

2011 Crystal Drive. Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22202

Contact Information
Dina P. DiPalo, President
(443) 277 – 0781
ddipalo@contractingrg.com
www.contractingrg.com

Support services.

National Capital Region (NCR), Federal Acquisition Service’s (FAS).
and grant administration support activities.
Preparedness and Response (ASPR).
Procurement Officers.

▪ The Indian Housing Block Grant (IHBG) Program Grant Administrative and
Technical Support.

OASIS Pool 2, SDVOSB
Contract #: 47QRAD18000E
DUNS: 803438493
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
Crisis1, LLC is a Center for Veterans Enterprise (CVE) verified Service Disabled Veteran
Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) founded in 2007 to deliver executive-level expertise
and solutions to federal and private sector clients. Crisis1 has previous experience
supporting emergency relief support to a variety of customers. Our team provides
qualified and experienced staff for effective emergency management strategies and
solutions at all levels of government and departments. We have integrated with multiple
stakeholders supporting efforts across mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.
Based on our strategic partnerships and relationships, especially with our MentorProtégé relationship with ABS Consulting, the industry leader in Risk Analysis and
Mitigation, our team has an active and growing Disaster Recovery Associate cadre that
comprehensively covers the expertise needed to support disaster response/recovery
missions, with professionals in the following labor categories: Logisticians; Architects;
Construction Managers; Environmental Planners; Estimators; Geologists; Hydrologists;
Response/Recovery SMEs; Business Continuity SMEs; Emergency Planners, Risk Analysts;
Project Managers; Financial Analysts; Accountants; Architectural Historians; Biologists;
Commercial Property Insurance Specialists; Computer Specialists; Construction/Building
Inspectors; Engineers (Civil, Electrical, Hydrological, Mechanical, Sanitary,
Soil/Geotechnical, Structural).
We have supported the following response and recovery efforts: Nisqually earthquake;
Hurricanes Floyd, Dennis, Katrina, Rita, Wilma, Ike, Gustav, Sandy, Harvey, Irma, and
Maria; Tropical Storm Irene; floods in Texas, Missouri, Iowa, North Dakota, and
Washington State; severe Snow Storms in
Washington State; and tornados in Arkansas,
Missouri, and Nebraska.
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We Stand Ready to Support

Concurrent Technologies Corporation

Comprehensive Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Response and Recovery Services for Organizations
Providing safety, industrial hygiene, logistics, and training solutions to address
pandemic challenges
Enterprise Ventures Corporation (EVC) and its parent, Concurrent Technologies Corporation,
have helped a variety of organizations, from hospital emergency departments to large-scale food
processing plants, respond to and recover from infectious hazards. We have the skills, experience,
and knowledge to help you develop strategies to protect your customers and employees in relation
to this or future pandemics. We also recognize that many companies must perform necessary
functions to remain operational. Our Industrial Hygiene and Safety staff can interpret, tailor, and
package the information and practices your industry requires to protect your employees and patrons
from infectious diseases and all other occupational health and safety hazards.
From reviewing and updating your emergency response plans,
suggesting cleaning and disinfection protocol, to providing hands-on
employee training, we offer COVID-19 response services to posture
your company and employees to be protected and compliant when
faced with emergencies.
We bring decades of experience in sustaining response efforts
through structured and routine exercises. These keep your employees
constantly at the ready to implement the proper tactics, techniques,
and procedures when the situation arises…or changes.
Beyond the “response” stage, we help leading and documenting a comprehensive recovery, After
Action Report (AAR), and update your organization’s Emergency Action and Emergency Response
Plans (EAP and ERP).
For more information, contact:
OASIS Program Manager:
Tim Tibbits
CTC Executive Director, BD Operations
Phone: 814-248-7605
Fax: 814-262-6937
Email: tibbitst@ctc.com

Gregory M. Jablunovsky, MS, PMP
Director, Professional Services
Phone: 814-269-6497
Email: SMS@evc.ctc.com

Benjamin Lacy
Manager, Environmental Safety
Phone: 814-269-6826
Email: SMS@evc.ctc.com

Visit us at www.ctc.com/public/Solutions/OASIS.aspx or email OASIS@ctc.com.

For more information about CTC’s Areas of Expertise visit: www.ctc.com or email solutions@ctc.com.

www.ctc.com/public/Solutions/OASIS.aspx

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc.

CTEC has answered the call... In response to the
Cybermedia Technologies, Inc.
(CTEC) is a Woman-Owned Small
Business that provides operational
surge support resources, technology
solutions, and rapid response
teams. Our personnel and solutions
are "turnkey", designed to
supplement your operational needs.
CTEC customers include Department

of State, Department of Homeland
Security, Department of Interior,
Office of Personnel Management,
and Department of Defense .
Contract Vehicles (Prime)
GSA OASIS-SB, 47QRAD20D1113

challenges and resource shortages resulting from
the COVID-19 pandemic, CTEC has a its Rapid
Response & Operational Surge Support to focus
solely on Surge Support Teams. Emergency
Response a targeted portfolio of products,
services, personnel, and solutions dedicated its
existing infrastructure, compute-power, qualified
personnel, and available resources for use by
government agencies, First Responders, and other
essential organizations.
Corporate Certifications Recent Awards
TOP SECRET Facility
“SMART CEO award” Clearance, Q Clearance
2017
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 20000,
“Inc. 5000 award" ISO 27000, ISO 14001:2015
2016
CMMI ML 3 appraised
“SMARTCEO award” –
DCAA-Approved Acct Sys.
2016

GSA IT Schedule 70, GS35F0095S
GSA 8ASTARS2, GS06F0685Z
GSA Alliant SB, GS-06F-0595Z
OPM Health-IT BPA,
GS35F0095S / 24361818F0101
Army HR Solutions, W91WAW-11D-0021
Army ACCENT, W52P1J17G0011
DoD ITES-3S, W52P1J-18-D-A119
Contact Information
Kay Ramesh, President and CEO
Telephone: 703-864-3204,
kramesh@ctec-corp.com

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc. | DUNS: 121727577 | CAGE: 3P0K9 | TIN: 54-179-6167 | www.ctec-corp.com

RAPID RESPOSE

www.ctec-corp.com

The CTEC Difference
Our service level metrics
and customer satisfaction
ratings are consistently
higher than our competitors.
This is due to our continuous
process improvement and
agent training programs.

Relevant Experience
We have been servicing
federal agencies for over 20
years.

Rapid Response & Operational Surge Solutions Portfolio

Cybermedia Technologies, Inc. | www.ctec-corp.com | 1900 Campus Commons Drive, Reston VA 20191 | 703-864-3204

Commonwealth Trading Partners, Inc

GSA OASIS SB Pool 1
Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1028
Commonwealth Trading Partners, Inc. has teamed with Centaurus Biotech LLC (CBio) in a MentorProtégé- relationship as well as IBTCI to provide to domestic and international customers the following
critical surveillance and biosecurity equipment and services for the COVID-19 response.
Our relationship provides stakeholder capacity in the U.S. and international community to allow enhanced
capability to interdict and alleviate the unwanted introduction of pathogen agents. Through an experienced
team providing mentorship to national biosecurity systems, we can implement a binary or interagency
approach to biohazards concentrating on safety and security by building capacity and integration of agency
roles and responsibilities. This program will drive agency commitment for risk abatement, training, and
mentoring for a host nation-led and sustainable process to detect and respond to the risk of pathogen
introduction into and out of countries. Rapid detection, data analysis, and timely reporting will allow a
constant adjustment of response and adaptive management. Dr. Jean-Paul Gonzalez, a renowned physician
and microbiologist in this field, leads our team having an extensive experience in biosurveillance,
biosecurity and biosafety. With respect to the extensive CBio medical and scientific network and the
COVID-19 spread, several contacts have been activated to advise national experts (e.g. Senegal, Uganda)
and mentor detection tools and strategies for preparedness (e.g. Pakistan and Lateral Flow Assay, funded by
the Pakistani government).

Equipment

•
•
•
•

MEDICAL SURGICAL MASK +KN95
DISPOSABLE PROTECTIVE SUIT AND OVERSHOES
NITRILE GLOVES/LATEX GLOVES
PROTECTIVE GOGGLES, FACE SHEILDS
THERMOMETERS

Technical specifications and Delivery Terms available on request.

Contact: John Saylor
email: jsaylor@ctp-inc.com
CTP Inc. 100 N. Pitt Street, Suite 425, Alexandria, VA 22314

tel: (703-966-1280)
www.ctp-inc.com

Centaurus Biotech LLC

Services
•

•
•

•
•
•

Biosurveillance with FDA and EAU approved biotechnology and data analytics partners,
includes triage and screening a population using innovative telemedicine technology, sampling
for pathogen detection, and offering point of care testing, timely reporting to end users, and
referral to quarantine services;
Training and mentoring for first responders, health and border officials, in the context of
other critical population bottlenecks, such as hospital emergency rooms or drive-through
testing;
Security and safety for both frontline responders, border personnel and the local
population including proper and efficient use of protective devices, adequate handling of
potentially infectious materials and other items (sampling, sample preparations, diagnostics)
and information materials (posters, fliers) for the community l at testing facilities and points
of entry, control, and care;
High quality clinical services and infection control of sample collection sites including
control of potentially infected material, cleaning of surfaces and equipment, and waste
management;
IT, collection, cloud storage of surveillance data, rapidly processing from collection to 1st
responder;
Interagency coordination to ensure relevant government partners and resources are
appropriately coordinated and positive cases are handled safely and seamlessly with minimal
disruption.

Our Team also supports the Global Health Security Agenda via:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation: Process, outcome, and impact multi-sectorial evaluations of USAID-funded
initiatives in humanitarian, fragile, and stable contexts in emerging and mature infectious
disease epidemics.
Third-party monitoring (TPM) of a range of humanitarian activities, including health
service delivery, health systems strengthening, and epidemic response on behalf of USAID.
Adaptive Management of integrated approaches and complex-systems thinking, to strengthen
health systems performance and more effective responses to emerging and mature epidemics.
Learning, including lessons learned gleaned from evaluation of infectious disease events
about the sequencing and effectiveness of interventions.
Knowledge Management to ensure lessons learned are widely shared through facilitating
knowledge exchange events and disseminating relevant recommendations.

Sample Preparation Technology
The Team can offer ApoH sample preparation technology to improve
virus detection results. The ApoH sample preparation method is a
universal process to bind any type of pathogen agent (bacteria, virus)
from any types of samples (e.g. swab, sera, blood, etc.), using the high
affinity of the ApoH protein to capture micro-organisms. The ApoH
protein is coated on magnetic beads that capture, clean and concentrate
(>100 fold) the virus. This final product is used as an ultrasensitive
detection agnostic to any existing method (rtPCR, ELISA, culture).
Contact: John Saylor
email: jsaylor@ctp-inc.com
CTP Inc. 100 N. Pitt Street, Suite 425, Alexandria, VA 22314

tel: (703-966-1280)
www.ctp-inc.com

Culmen GSA OASIS Pool 1 SB (GS00Q14OADS104)
Culmen submitted proposal to on-ramp on to GSA OASIS Pool 1 UR

Culmen International Capabilities in support of COVID-19 (April 3, 2020)
Culmen International is a private U.S. company with more than fifteen years’ experience providing technical, management and logistics
solutions to the U.S. Government (30 US Government agencies across five federal departments),with a focus on Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE) issues. Headquartered in Alexandria, VA, with over 250 personnel across the U.S. and
in 15 countries internationally, Culmen is well positioned to move quickly to support the COVID-19 outbreak response. Culmen
maintains a TS Facility Clearance, and is certified under ISO 9001:2015 for quality management. We are dedicated to supporting U.S.
Government customers in accomplishing critical missions in challenging environments with constrained resources. Culmen COVID-19
capability areas:
Ø Technical and program management support for planning, analysis, and interagency coordination in support of biological
threats
Ø Procurement and logistics (CONUS/OCONUS) to identify sources, obtain and deliver critical supplies when and where
needed, with a global enterprise management system for tracking taskings, funding, shipments to delivery
Ø Field testing, threat assessments and evaluations
Ø Data analysis, predictive analytics, visualization and reporting to inform decision making, model disease propagation and
spread, and provide analytical support
TECHNICAL AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SUPPORT – Culmen will draw on our experience supporting DTRA, DHA,
DOS, FBI and other agencies to provide highly qualified personnel available to provide immediate surge support to the Assistant
Secretary for Preparedness and Response and his team for planning, analysis, and interagency coordination. Culmen can additionally
coordinate with NGOs, industry, and international partners for information sharing and obtaining critical equipment and supplies.
PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS – Culmen will draw on our substantial procurement and logistics expertise and significant
electronic logistics management tools to identify sources domestically and internationally for critical supplies and equipment, procure
needed items including Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), lab and diagnostic equpment, store and ship items needed throughout
the United States, using multiple modes of transportation and secure, climate controlled storage facilities. In 2019, Culmen procured
over $25M in goods and shipped over 5000 line items to 20+ countries ensuring all items expeditiously cleared customs duty and
VAT free.
FIELD TESTING - Culmen has the talent and expertise to provide field testing, threat assessments and evaluations in Microbiology;
Metagenomics; DNA Forensics; Analytical Chemistry; Protein Chemistry; and Genetic Engineering. Culmen also has the Molecular
Biology; Enzymology; Immunology; Synthetic Biology; and Reagent Analysis talent and expertise to develop and interpret methods to
detect trace amounts of biological samples; develop analytical reagent protocols; and expand existing biological analysis materials.
DATA ANALYSIS, PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS, AND REPORTING - Culmen provides a COTS technology solution based on
its Centrifuge Analytics platform to provide modeling and simulation for disease propagation and spread. Centrifuge Analytics is an
advanced data aggregation, analytics, visualization, and link analysis tool. Centrifuge is currently installed at five of the top six U.S.
Intelligence Agencies, on a range of programs supporting use cases throughout the community such as CT, CP, CWMD, and Bio
Surveillance. We have the in-house expertise for modelling and simulation, geospatial analytics, forecasting for resource optimization
and allocation, and risk mitigation.
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Culmen International, LLC, 99 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 410, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-224-7000, www.culmen.com,
Dan Berkon – CEO (dan.berkon@culmen.com) and Paul McQuillan – President & COO (paul.mcquillan@culmen.com)

Culmen GSA OASIS Pool 1 SB (GS00Q14OADS104)
Culmen submitted proposal to on-ramp on to GSA OASIS Pool 1 UR

Figure shows Centrifuge Analytics integrated visual analysis, with 6 interconnected views, incorporating tabular, business
intelligence (BI), matrix, temporal, geospatial, and relationship graph components.
Culmen recently completed a project for DARPA where location data was evaluated under the GCA program for exploring
international military-relevant case studies. Using the system developed there, we have since internally demonstrated how quickly
COVID could spread using location data from devices which could be used to backtrack all hotspots and predict new outbreak
locations probabilistically.

3.0 Summary
Culmen International is one of the foremost leaders globally in reducing the threat of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) weapons and in responding to CBRN incidents. Culmen stands prepared to offer its Subject Matter Expertise in providing field
testing, threat assessments and evaluations in Microbiology; Metagenomics; DNA Forensics; Analytical Chemistry; Protein Chemistry;
Genetic Engineering; Molecular Biology; Enzymology; Immunology; Synthetic Biology; Reagent Analysis capabilities; and expertise
to develop and interpret methods to detect trace amounts of biological samples; to develop analytical reagent protocols; and expand
existing biological analysis material. We are also prepared to offer additional information on our extensive capabilities.
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Culmen International, LLC, 99 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 410, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-224-7000, www.culmen.com,
Dan Berkon – CEO (dan.berkon@culmen.com) and Paul McQuillan – President & COO (paul.mcquillan@culmen.com)

Dakota Consulting Inc.

OASIS SB Pools 3 and 4

Dakota Consulting Inc.

Points of
Contact
Sr. Director, Business
Development:
William W. Easley, III
William.Easley@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 206-6607
OASIS SB Program
Manager:
Rakesh Gopal
OASIS-COPM@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 645-0286
OASIS SB Contract
Manager:
Lokesh Sayal
OASIS-COCM@dakotaconsulting.com
(240) 206-6602

Corporate
Information
Corporate Office:

Company
Dakota was started to deliver high caliber, cost effective, flexible technical solutions and
services to our Federal customers. For over 15 years, Dakota has demonstrated exceptional
performance in meeting complex IT, scientific research, engineering, and technical services
requirements.
In the words of our founder, first employee, and CEO, Lori Renner: “Together, we can
accomplish much more than we can individually. We take that attitude into our customer’s
work site. We never lose sight of the fact that Dakota’s success derives from our ability to
support OUR customer’s Project, Program, Business, and Mission.”

1110 Bonifant St.
Suite 310
Silver Spring, MD 20910
www.dakota-consulting.com

Dayton Satellite Office:
2290 Lakeview Drive, Suite D
Beavercreek, OH 45431

OASIS Contract #:

Capabilities

47QRAD20D3004
SB Pool 3

Dakota’s service offerings and expertise directly align
with the OASIS functional areas.

47QRAD20D4002
SB Pool 4

Our experience gained performing in the ancillary
areas of IT, Software Engineering, and Cyber
Security has positioned us to successfully manage
complex, multi-disciplinary customer requirements.

DUNS: 16-892-6264
CAGE: 33EX5
FACILITY CLEARANCE:
Secret

Dakota Consulting Inc.
Meeting Customers’ Needs, Exceeding Expectations
1110 Bonifant Street, Suite 310, Silver Spring, MD 20910

P 240-839-7812

F 301-254-3186

W www.dakota-consulting.com

E contact@dakota-consulting.com

Dakota Consulting Inc.

OASIS SB Pools 3 and 4

What our
Customers BSF
SayJOH EVSJOH
$07*%
:

Service Delivery:
Quality: Delivering what meets the customers’ requirements.
Dakota has been a registered ISO 9001 firm since 2012. Our QMS offers
customers the assurance that Dakota contracts are managed, monitored,
and audited to ensure successful performance. Last year, our Voice of the
Customer survey results averaged to the 95th percentile rating on scale
of 0 to 5 for quality, on-time delivery, proactive cost management, and
management of key personnel and business relationships.

“The government would
like to recognize a
Dakota employee for his
exemplary response and
work ethic during the
COVID-19 crisis. The
employee has been more
than responsive to
requests and maintained
a positive attitude. The
resource has been great,
but these past 2 weeks
the resource has gone
above and beyond!"

Dakota F2GTM methodology has
leveraged CMMI best practices since
2008. In November 2015 Dakota was
appraised for CMMI for Development,
v1.3 constellation and was rated as a Maturity Level 2 for software engineering services.
Dakota leverages PMP (PMITM Institute) certified project managers for delivering best
practices in the areas of project management, support, and software engineering for our
customers.
F2G™: A system designed and tested to deliver results.
Our successful performance track record led us to develop ‘Flow to Grow,’
our own proprietary framework for comprehensive life cycle management.
F2G™ integrates industry best practices (CMMI, Agile, ITIL, PMBOK),
external reference standards (ISO: 9001, ISO: 17020). It provides welldefined, easily accessible processes and procedures which we have field
tested across multiple agencies, diverse projects, and interdisciplinary
requirements. It is easily adapted to customer-specific methodologies.
Accredited FedRAMP 3PAO: Security is a mission issue, not a technical issue.
Our versatility in multiple domains offers our customers insight into the
benefits and risks of integration. Our risk based management approach
incorporates security into all of our projects. This flexibility provides bestfit and secure services that meet customer needs, budget, and schedule.

DHS CBP COR

“Wanted to give a shout
out to a Dakota resource
for helping me out today
on my Microsoft Teams
issue. He did great, and
was very patient with
me. Appreciate the
support a whole bunch.
Know you all got to be
swamped.”

Air Force Client

Dakota: Preferred Partner
Dakota’s collaborative approach extends to all participants (customers, suppliers, and
employees) in the acquisition and contract performance process. Our performance
success is measurable.

“Dakota's key personnel
helped provide automation to a lab, which
allowed government and
non-government
resources to work
remotely and collaborate
in an efficient manner."

Customers
➢

Over the past 5 years, Dakota primed over 88% of its contracts

➢

We proactively manage, on average, 135 concurrently running
orders/contracts

➢

93% of our customers return to Dakota for repeat business

➢

100% of our customer feedback scores as exceptional

➢

Financial stability: ‘No findings’ audited financial returns; DCAA compliant

NIST Technical Point
of Contact

Dakota Consulting Inc.
Meeting Customers’ Needs, Exceeding Expectations
1110 Bonifant Street, Suite 310, Silver Spring, MD 20910

P 240-839-7812

F 301-254-3186

W www.dakota-consulting.com

E contact@dakota-consulting.com

Data Intelligence, LLC - COVID-19 Support
Primarily a technology company, Data Intelligence, LLC (DI) is prepared to do our part in support of the COVID-19 response.
This document lists select areas where DI’s expertise can most likely contribute. We provide the services listed here today to
the Department of the Navy, Naval Information Warware Center – Pacific.

Company Information
Incorporated:
•
State of New Jersey in 2005
•
85+ U.S-based Employees
Locations:
•
HQ: Marlton, New Jersey
•
Satellites: California, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia
Certifications:
•
SEI CMMI DEV Level 2 assessed
•
ISO 9001:2015 certified
•
Small Business
Facility Clearances:
•
DoD Top Secret

Representative Tasks
•

•

•
•

Dun & Bradstreet Number:
•
612408513
CAGE Code:
•
47YZ2

•

Service Areas
•
•
•
•

Supply Chain Logistics
Management
Product Distribution Center/
Warehouse Support
Full IT Systems Development
Life Cycle Support, Engineering
Cybersecurity

•

Supply Chain Logistics
Support – manage the
movement, storage, and flow of
goods, services and information
within the overall supply chain
Inventory Control –
maintaining usage data,
stocking levels, implement Item
Unique Identification/RadioFrequency Identification
(UID/RFID) for marking and
reading locations of material
Stock Maintenance – maintain
inventories, rotate stock
Material Handling - receive,
accept, unload, stage and track
all incoming goods for inventory
receipt processing; fabricate
containers for storage/shipment
Equipment Operation –
operate trucks, forklifts, other
equipment as needed per
standards and regulations
Shipping/Transportation –
arrange for transportation of
items, use government
designated systems for
scheduling and electronic
payment

Procurement Vehicles
DI is a prime contractor on OASIS
Small Business Pool 1, the best and
easiest vehicle to obtain services
quickly.
GSA OASIS SB Pool 1,
Contract # 47QRAD-20-D-1006

For ordering information, please see
the General Service Administration’s
“How to Use OASIS” site at
https://www.gsa.gov/buyingselling/products-services/professionalservices/buy-services/oasis/how-touse-oasis
For more information, please contact:
John Marcinek, VP
john.marcinek@di-llc.com
703.624.7987

Data Intelligence, LLC ⬧ 2 Eves Drive ⬧ Marlton, NJ 08053 ⬧ 856.983.5955 ⬧ www.di-llc.com

Eagle Harbor LLC

Certified 8(a) Small Disadvantaged Company • Alaska Native Corporation (ANC)
Oasis 8(a) Small Business Pool 1 Contract Number 47QRAD20D1021

Disaster Recovery Response Services
Application Processing

Records & Document Management

We provide comprehensive case and application
processing support services based on a foundation
of more than 20 years providing similar services to a
range of agencies. We have managed large case
processing programs for the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), the Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA), and the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS). Services supporting
these organizations require high degrees of integrity
and attention to detail. Our support has contributed
to the successful handling of over 30 million records
per year, managing workforces of more than 400 +
personnel working through periods of peak
workloads, to deliver high-quality services across
multiple locations.

We specialize in Data and Records Management,
Administrative Services. We provide all personnel,
management, and equipment for Document Tracing,
Document Conversion, Receiving and Warehousing,
and other Records Management Support tasks. We
have provided 400 + Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)
across multiple shifts to meet customer demand. Our
services span the entire file management workflow
from intake of palletized shipments, document
preparation, storage, and maintenance. Additionally,
we have provided the experience and expertise for
Research Assistants to research digital, microfilm,
and paper document libraries for over 300,000
requests annually. Our records and document
management services include:

Intermediate Depot Level Repair
& Refurbishment Services
We provide intermediate depot level repair and
refurbishment services to streamline the turnaround time to repair and refurbish broken or faulty
equipment. Using reverse engineering techniques,
we troubleshoot and diagnose equipment failures.
We then create standard operating procedures to
repair and refurbish the equipment returned to the
intermediate depot level repair facility. As part of
this process, we salvage parts from returned
equipment that cannot be repaired and use the
salvaged parts to repair and refurbish equipment.
This is a cost-effective way to quickly return faulty
equipment to a usable state, in lieu of sending
equipment back to the Original Equipment
Manufacturer for a lengthy and costly repair.

• Document Receiving and Warehousing
• Document Preparation
• Document Imaging
• Document Indexing
• Document Destruction

Dry Ice Cleaning & Sanitation
Dry Ice Cleaning is an effective and rapid method for
deep cleaning surfaces, specifically those of high
contact area such as door handles, light switches,
shelving, bedding, walls, floors, in addition to
medical supplies, containers, etc. Dry Ice Cleaning
& Sanitation is rapid with low pressure cleaning,
which makes it ideal for use on all surfaces. By
simply adjusting the system parameters, surfaces
such as glass, wood, steel, plastics, rubbers, etc.,
can be rapidly cleaned without damage.

Robert Jones • rjones@eagleharborllc.com • 540. 222. 3909
Matthew Hales • mhales@threesaintsbay.com • 757. 650. 5664
WWW.EAGLEHARBORLLC.COM
CORPORATE OFFICE 10440 Balls Ford Road, Suite 200, Manassas, VA 20109 • 703. 365.0450
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 2702 Denali Street, Suite 100, Anchorage, AK 99503 • 907. 278. 6100

Ecompex, Inc.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES & TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES:

CONTACT INFO
Hubin Jiang

hubin.jiang@ecompex.com

www.ecompex.com
1875 Campus Commons Drive
Suite 210
Reston, VA 20191
P: 703-288-3382
F: 703-288-4436
oasis@ecompex.com

-

Records Management
Document Imaging, Scanning
Program Management
Management Consulting
Engineering Support Services
Human Resource Support
Contract Support
Information Assurance & Security
Data Collection
Knowledge Management
Financial Analysis
Training Support
Technical Support

- Document management
- Document Coding & Digitization
- Marketing Consulting
- Logistics Support
- Financial Management & Budget Support
- Administrative Support
- Environmental Support
- Information & Data Management
- Information Technology Operations
- Medical Operation Management
- Real Property Management
- Acquisition Support
- Mission Support

NAICS CODES: 333316, 423490, 491110, 511199, 511210, 517311, 518210,

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 1 GS00Q14OADS115

CERTIFICATIONS

519190, 541211, 541213, 541214, 541219, 541330, 541360, 541370, 541380, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541612, 541613, 541614, 541618, 541620, 541690,
541714, 541715, 541715, 541715, 541720, 541810, 541820, 541830, 541840, 541850,
541860, 541870, 541890, 541910, 541990, 561110, 561210, 561320, 561499, 561990,
611430, 611519

CLIENT BASE:
-

United States Air Force
United States Department of the Interior
United States Department of Justice
United States Department of Defense
Other Government Agencies

ABOUT US:

AWARDS

Ecompex, Inc. provides customers with full range professional services as well as
information and cyber security technology and services. Ecompex has developed true
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies for performance, efficiency, accuracy of information
extraction, information security, surveillance, information governance, and automated
processing to replace traditional paperwork. This ensures that you will receive exactly the
intelligence, data visualization and analysis, and data collection in your big data and data
mining operations. We support digital transformation for digital government. Ecompex is
certified with ISO 9001 and CMMI, providing a full range of professional services for
Government. As a leader in the information management industry for 16 years, Ecompex,
Inc. has provided enterprise wide systems, strategies, and solutions to major Government
and Industrial organizations.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ORIENTED STAFF:
-

16+ years Federal and local services
3 Operation Sites Reston, VA, Lenexa, KS, San Antonio, TX
Nationwide mobile operations
60,000,000 documents digitized and processed
150+ personnel managed for single contract
100% of staff puts customer satisfaction as priority #1
100% of PMs have PMP certification
100% of supervisors have professional certificates or training
100% possess security background checks

EnCompass LLC – COVID
CONTACT INFORMATION
Corporate Program Manager
Stacy Kancijanic
+1 301-287-8744
skancijanic@encompassworld.com
Corporate Contract Manager
Rebecca Russell
+1 301-287-8773
rrussell@encompassworld.com
1451 Rockville Pike, Suite 600
Rockville, Maryland 20852
USA
ENCOMPASSWORLD.COM

EVIDENCE, ENGAGEMENT, AND LEARNING FOR COVID-19
RESPONSE AND RECOVERY EFFORTS
Founded in 1999, EnCompass is a women-owned business committed to
evidence-based learning for country-led development. Well before COVID19 changed how people worked and interacted, EnCompass was a leader in
virtual learning, training, and stakeholder engagement. In early 2020, our
teams responded quickly to support U.S. government and other clients with
rapid evidence synthesis, strategic planning, curriculum pivots, virtual
program launches, and essential monitoring, evaluation, research, and
analytical services for development programs across the globe.
Now, EnCompass-led teams continue to serve as thought partners for
country-level, regional, and international responses to the pandemic,
including in complex and conflict-affected environments. In this shared effort,
we draw on strengths-based and whole-systems approaches.

EXAMPLES OF SUPPORT FOR THE COVID-19 RESPONSE
•

Participant-centered support for the pivot to virtual workspaces:
- Redesign of management and leadership curricula to support virtual
course delivery for USAID’s global workforce
- Enterprise technology and “one-team” ethos to launch virtual project
offices and initiate productive work with USAID and country partners
- Cadres of expert facilitators and virtual producers who ensure safe,
meaningful, and inclusive engagement on Adobe Connect, Google
Meet, Zoom, and other platforms

•

PRIMARY NAICS &
PSC CODES

Research synthesis, analysis, and evidence-based guidance for
education programs during the pandemic and beyond:
- Literature reviews of best practices for distance learning
- Secondary analyses to understand the contributors and barriers to
equity in education programs
- “How to” guidance on collecting data on disability prevalence
- Data visualization and tailored dissemination approaches to share
learning with country, regional, and global audiences
- Interactive tools to ensure timely uploads of evaluation datasets to
USAID’s Development Data Library

•

Program-specific analysis and tools to support awareness and responses
to gender-based violence exacerbated by COVID-19 lockdowns

541611, 541990

•

Timely resources for evaluation practitioners on our website: An
Evaluator’s Guide to COVID-19 and The Virtues of Virtual MEL

•

High-quality virtual training, via the EnCompass Learning Center, that
builds skills, knowledge, and networks across sectors and geographies

CLIENTS
•

USAID – United States Agency
for International Development

•
•

U.S. Department of State
MCC – Millennium Challenge
Corporation

•

United Nations

•
•

Foundations
Private Sector

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 1
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COVID-19 INFORMATION SHEET

Endyna

EnDyna, Inc. (EnDyna) is a current contractor on One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS)
Small Business, Pool 1 contract by the General Services Administration (GSA). In this time of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic, we have prepared this one-sheet to provide our capabilities and
experience providing human health-related response and assistance support services, specific to
infectious diseases and global pandemics. With these relevant capabilities, EnDyna has supported the
US Department of Defense (DoD), Washington Headquarters Services (WHS); US Department of Labor
(DOL), Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA); US Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS); National Institutes of Health (NIH); Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); and,
US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
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Zika Virus Protection
for Outdoor Workers
Outdoor workers
may be at the greatest
risk of exposure to
Zika virus, which
is primarily spread
through the bites of

EnDyna, Inc. Phone 703-848-8840
7926 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 620 Fax 703-848-9001
McLean, Virginia 22102 www.endyna.com
EnDyna is a certified /SO 9001:2015 and /SO 14001:2015, woman owned small business
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Relevant Capabilities and Potential COVID-19 Related Initiatives:
TRAINING DEVELOPMENT: With our ability to rapidly digitalize content to facilitate professional online
learning, ability to produce relevant and timely training sessions in a unique 10-minute customizable
fashion (GEMS), and the ability to make all learning accessible at all levels, EnDyna can develop online,
self-paced training courses targeted at first responders and health care providers to better communicate
the challenges and the evolving virus-related information in all types of digital and social media.
CRISIS COMMUNICATION - RAPID DEVELOPMENT, DISSEMINATION, AND UPDATE: EnDyna also
brings expertise in disaster related communication, outreach, and public affairs. We can rapidly
develop various types of visual and interesting materials that are urgently needed during a pandemic,
including videos, graphics, and other products.
RAPID EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROCESSES DEVELOPMENT: With our focus on health and
safety, along with experience in emergency response work, EnDyna brings subject mater experts
(SMEs) that participate in the planning, analysis, and advisory teams developing emergency plans and
other procedures related to response and recovery from this pandemic.

EnDyna Representative Contracts
EnDyna has held multiple relevant contracts; for example, developing Incident Response training for
FEMA, providing technical support to several emergency response committees; developing disaster
comunications products; developing a Disaster Management text book (university masters level); and
developing safety training (including on the Zika, Ebola, and Arboviruses). The contracts cited below are
most representative of EnDyna's curent relevant suport services:
DoD Washington Headquarters Services (WHS),
Industrial Hygiene, Environmental Health and
Safety (EHS) Services: On-site at the Pentagon,
EnDyna provides: industrial hygiene and occupational
health and safety support; accurate and timely hazard
identification to help prevent occupational injuries and
illnesses; safety oversight for ongoing construction;
resourceful hazard abatement; and safety training. We
recently developed Pandemic Response Guidelines,
as well as standard operating procedures (SOPs) on
how Federal and State governments can work together
to manage large emergencies.
Program Support to EPA's Office of Emergency
Management (OEM): EnDyna currently provides
technical support to several National Response Team
(NRT) committees, primarily the NRT's interagency
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN)
Subcommittee Chemical Workgroup, and Biological
Workgroup, where we have assisted in the
development of key reference documents and
Quick Reference Guides (QRGs).

Technical, Emergency, and Outreach Support
Services for OSHA: EnDyna provided technical,
emergency and outreach support to develop,
revise, and update information related to
occupational safety and health issues. This
included: website and eTool development; training
and evaluation; and communications (including
fact sheets, posters, manuals, etc.). EnDyna
developed informational and training products
related to the Zika, Ebola, and Arboviruses, as
well as other mechanical, biological, chemical,
natural, environmental, radiological, or physical
hazardous conditions or practices.
Training Development and Delivery at the
FEMA Emergency Management Institute (EM/):
EnDyna has assisted EMI in developing the
following elearning courses, which support
FEMA's goal of developing future emergency
management professionals: Decision-Making for
Initial Company Operations, State Individual
\ssistance and Management, and other training.

ERT COVID-19 EMERGENCY
RESPONSE CAPABILITIES

Government Wide Contract
Vehicles:
◼ GSA OASIS Small Business Pool 4
◼ GSA Professional Services
Schedule
◼ GSA Schedule 70
◼ CIO-SP3
ISO 9001:2015 Certified
CMMI-DEV Level 3

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, ERT, Inc., has reviewed and updated our operational
readiness plan to include planning and assessment, activity hazard assessments, minimizing crew
size/social distancing, availability and donning of appropriate personal protective equipment,
cleaning procedures, waste disposal and reporting and communication. ERT, Inc., has assembled
a team able to provide management and implementation of COVID-19 emergency response/
disinfection services throughout CONUS. The methods and tools utilized for this work are similar
to those ERT, Inc., Inc. has utilized in performance of lead, asbestos and mold mitigation, spill
response and other hazardous materials environmental remediation services we provide.
◼

Over 25 years of experience providing environmental remediation response actions to the
Federal government ranging from single building scale abatement of lead/asbestos and
mold up to emergency Deepwater Horizon spill response.

◼

Response team is HAZWOPER, pathogen and cardiopulmonary resuscitation/first aid trained.
Our Management team includes Certified Hazardous Material Managers (CHMMs), Certified
Industrial Hygienists (CIHs), and Certified Safety Professionals (CSPs).

◼

ERT, Inc., has provided emergency response services to National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), United
States Air Force (USAF), U.S. Army and the State of Maryland.

ERT, Inc

ERT OASIS Program Manager:
Goodwin Ting
ERT-OASIS@ertcorp.com

We are able to provide CIH-approved site-specific planning documents and three levels of disinfection
services in accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)-approved guidelines:

A

Preventive Cleaning
(Non-Suspected COVID-19
Exposure)

Fogging of identified area with
CDC and/or the United States
Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) approved disinfectant, and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2.

CONTACT US

After Suspected COVID-19
Facility Exposure
Fogging, cleaning and disinfection
of identified area with CDC and/or
USEPA approved disinfectant, and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2. Disinfecting area
should include, but not be limited to
the immediate area where suspected
individual was located and frequently
touched area, such as phones,
doorknobs, handrails, desktops,
cabinets, keyboards, light fixtures etc.

After Confirmed COVID-19
Facility Exposure
We can erect a negative air
containment structure and establish
a decontamination site. Fogging,
cleaning and disinfection of identified
area (including ventilation and air
conditioning system) with CDC and/
or USEPA approved disinfectant and
wiping down of electronic equipment
(e.g. Computers/Terminals) with
USEPA-approved disinfectants for use
against SARS-CoV-2. Disinfecting area
should include, but not be limited to
the immediate area where suspected
individual was located and frequently
touched area, such as phones, door
knobs, handrails, desktops, cabinets,
keyboards, light fixtures etc.

14401 Sweitzer Lane, Suite 300, Laurel, MD 20707 | P: 240.554.0161 | www.ertcorp.com

www.FIConsulting.com
1500 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

SUPPORTING THE GOVERNMENT’S PANDEMIC RESPONSE

FI Consulting takes pride in providing service excellence to government agencies and commercial institutions with
financial challenges impacting mission and customer service. We leverage our core capabilities in data, analytics,
modeling, and technology to solve our clients’ most pressing problems and help them stay at the forefront of their
industries. With staff expertise across the financial and analytic domains. FI Consulting helps our clients find
cost-effective solutions quickly and efficiently.

SERVICE OFFERINGS
ANALYTICS
MODELING
CREDIT RISK ANALYSIS
DATA MANAGEMENT and INTEGRATION
DATA GOVERNANCE SUPPORT
BUSINESS ANALYSIS and STRATEGY DESIGN

PROGRAM DESIGN
POLICY ANALYSIS
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
AUTOMATION and REPORTING

CERTIFICATIONS
 Power Platform
 Cloud
 Project Management Professionals (PMP)

 SAS Certified (Base and Advanced)
 Certified Financial Analysts
 Financial Risk Managers (FRM) - GARP

CLIENTS





Department of Homeland Security
Department of the Treasury
Department of Education
Small Business Administration






Department of Veterans Affairs
Department of Agriculture
Department of Transportation
Department of Commerce






Housing and Urban Development
Federal Reserve
Freddie Mac
Fannie Mae

CASE STUDIES
TREASURY TARP

USDA DATA INTELLIGENCE

SBA LOAN REVIEW TOOL (LRT)

CHALLENGE: Improve the quality and
accuracy of existing formulation
models, develop reestimate models,
and develop a modeling process to
improve accuracy and performance in
compliance Federal regulations.

CHALLENGE: NFAOC’s Credit Data
Warehouse consolidates data from 19
subsidiary data marts. Users struggled
to retrieve accurate data with existing
tools. USDA asked FI to evaluate the
system and recommend improvements.

CHALLENGE: In-source complex postorigination reviews on 50,000 7(a) loans
annually while ensuring quality,
compliance, increasing efficiency, and
making reviews more transparent to
management.

IMPACT: The models produced cost
estimates and market valuations for
$400+ billion in TARP investments with
complete transparency. Our work was
integral to the UST obtaining ongoing
clean audit opinions, with no material
weaknesses, on both their financial
statement and internal controls audits.

IMPACT: FI evaluated the current
system’s components and integrations,
interviewed business users, and
synthesized our findings of technical
gaps and business needs. This gave
USDA a clear view of the current
environment and a path toward
improvement of their Data Warehouse
environment.

IMPACT: LRT’s self-guided workflows
and intelligent process automation
expedite manual tasks while ensuring
consistency and accuracy. LRT is
estimated to reduce loan review time by
30% and save thousands of hours of
work annually.

CONTACT:
Victor Zulkoski
OASIS@FIConsulting.com
571.255.6900

OASIS Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS204
OASIS Small Business Pool 2
FI Consulting is a Small Business
NAICS Codes: 541219, 541611, 541511, 541512, 541618

www.FIConsulting.com
1500 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209

SUPPORTING THE GOVERNMENT’S PANDEMIC RESPONSE

Designed successful
financial assistance
programs for Treasury,
Knows rules and ED, USDA, SBA
100s of successful
regulations
programs since 2002
Deploys solutions
and scale quickly

Proven, agile,
quick to set up

Monitored,
evaluated, and
administered
assistance
programs

EXISTING
GOVERNMENT
RESOURCES

Easily integrates w/
existing systems
Advanced tracking
and automated
reporting

Fewer steps to deliver trusted,
compliant financial solutions
Get the right information to
right people at right time
No wasted time or money
100% transparency

At-a-glance user
interface

Improved stakeholder
collaboration

STREAMLINE and
BETTER TRACK THE
IMPACT of
Government Financial
Assistance Programs
During the Pandemic

Proven COTS
solution w/
federal agencies

FI Consulting wants to help the U.S. Government streamline and better track the impact of financial assistance programs
during the pandemic using our expertise and/or PIM program investment management software. Since 2002, we have solved
problems in flexible and effective ways. Allow us to leverage our financial consulting experience and our technical capabilities to
support our country. FI Consulting wants to be part of the solution.

FINANCIAL CONSULTING EXPERTISE

FI Consulting’s data analytics, financial management, federal subsidy, and technology experts deliver results. For the Treasury
Department’s TARP program, we helped the OCFO improve the quality and accuracy of its existing formulation models,
formulate reestimate models for each program, and develop a robust modeling process to improve the accuracy and
performance of its programs. In less than 5 weeks, FI Consulting helped USDA implement a new loan program designed to
enable the flow of capital for community facility projects. On the SBA Loan Review Tool program, we helped in-source reviews
for more than 50,000 7(a) loans annually while ensuring compliance, quality, increased efficiency, and transparency.
Our professionals assist Government leaders with the following:
• Design financial assistance programs to ensure operational excellence
• Understand and establish the data architecture needed to monitor, evaluate, and administer assistance programs
• Build right-sized technology solutions that deploy and scale quickly for constrained timelines and budgets

PIM SOFTWARE

Program Investment Manager (PIM) is FI Consulting’s COTS solution for managing
federal assistance programs. Built using our deep knowledge of federal loan and
subsidy programs, PIM automates processes, workflows, and reporting for
application review, recipient evaluation, program monitoring, portfolio
management, executive dashboards, performance analytics, risk management,
closeout/disposition, and stakeholder engagement.
Because of its low-code technology, PIM can rapidly scale to meet pandemic
financial assistance response needs in such areas as Analytics, Modeling, Credit
Risk Analysis, Data Management and Integration, Data Governance Support,
Business Analysis and Strategy Design, Program Design, Policy Analysis, Portfolio
Management, Customer Relationship Management, and Automation/Reporting.

CONTACT:
Victor Zulkoski
OASIS@FIConsulting.com
571.255.6900

OASIS Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS204
OASIS Small Business Pool 2
FI Consulting is a Small Business
NAICS Codes: 541219, 541611, 541511, 541512, 541618

FMP Consulting

Founded in 1991, Federal Management Partners, Inc. (FMP Consulting) is a small, woman-owned strategic consulting
firm that specializes in human capital and organizational improvement solutions for federal agencies. For nearly 30 years,
FMP has been a trusted partner to the Federal Government and at the forefront of strategic transformation initiatives
that help agencies become more responsive, efficient, and effective. During this time of unprecedented change due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, we are ready and able to assist our nation’s federal agencies in achieving effective team
performance from anywhere, at any time, while maintaining continuity of mission-critical services. We are prepared to
mobilize and train virtual workforces, transform organizational processes and programs to optimize virtual
accessibility, and engage and support employees throughout this period of uncertainty and disruption.

FMP’s Capabilities

Company Profile
Company Name: Federal Management Partners, Inc. (d/b/a FMP Consulting)
Company Address: 2900 South Quincy St., Suite 200, Arlington VA 22206
Telephone: (703) 671-6600
DUNS Number: 82-589-4421 CAGE Code: 1SE80
Business Size and Designation: Certified Women-Owned Small Business
OASIS Small Business Pool 1 Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1009

Point of Contact:
Erin Pitera, President & CEO
epitera@fmpconsulting.com
(703) 671-6600 x118

FMP Capabilities in Response to COVID-19
Mobilizing a Virtual Workforce
Training Design, Development, & Delivery
Bring your training offerings directly to your employees, no matter where they are. With FMP’s comprehensive suite of
Learning and Development capabilities and expertise in adult learning and instructional systems design, we can quickly
convert your in-person trainings and learning events into engaging and interactive virtual experiences. We work one-onone with our clients to train them on the use and application of virtual learning technologies to reach all types of learners.
•
Converting courseware for migrating existing classroom
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
courses to new formats (e.g., virtual instructor-led, eLearning)
• Moving Out of the Classroom: Are You Ready to
•
Developing course content for classroom or e-Learning
Convert Your Offerings?
modules
• Tools and Technology: The Evolving Elements of e•
Designing, developing, and deploying multi-modal
Learning
occupational curriculum plans
• Selecting Tools for Learning and Development
•
Training business professionals on the use and application of
• Five Tips for New E-Learning Developers
virtual learning technologies

Engaging Employees & Maintaining Organizational Performance
Perhaps now more than ever, organizations are looking for ways to keep their remote workforce engaged and highperforming. Managing people and teams in virtual environments can be daunting; we work with our clients to embrace
the flexibility of remote work arrangements, overcome the challenges they present, and help both managers and
employees navigate the transition to a virtual world.
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging employees in a virtual world
Leading and managing virtual teams
Virtual hiring and onboarding
Managing performance in a virtual
environment
Navigating conflict and team dynamics

Read more about FMP’s experience in these areas:

•
•
•
•
•

Cultivating Culture: 3 Tips for Managing a Successful Remote Workforce
How FMP Does Teleworking – An Interview with Our Remote Employees
Making Telework Work: I’ll Take My Telework Program Stirred, Not Shaken
Tips and Tricks to Improve Teleworking Teams… Just in Time for Tip-Off!
Collaborative Networks: It All Starts with an Effective Onboarding Program

Technology Evaluation & Implementation
Right now, remote work capabilities are essential to continuing agency operations and delivering critical services to the
public. We help our clients find solutions that balance best practices with practicality, and work together to implement
high-impact, adaptable, user-friendly technology.
•
Designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
technology systems
• Got New Tech? Don’t Forget Your Old Data!
•
Creating customized HR technology applications and
• Choosing Technology that Fits Your Business
software
• A Morphing Landscape: Technical Desires
•
Defining and analyzing requirements
•
Providing comprehensive program management support

Transforming Organizations & Managing Change
Change Management & Communication
The COVID-19 pandemic is changing organizations in ways they couldn’t have predicted. How organizations respond and
usher their workforce through this period of unprecedented change will have lasting impact. As a trusted advisor and
partner, FMP works closely with our clients to develop change management and communication strategies that are
rooted in best practice and contain contingencies for dealing with shifting dynamics when consistency and clarity must
prevail.
•
Creating strategic communications plans and tailored messaging
•
Conducting organizational current-state and readiness
Read more about FMP’s experience in this area:
assessments
• Change Management: Getting Down to Basics
•
Identifying strengths, opportunities, challenges, and enablers of
• Change Management: More Than Words
change
• Introducing Resiliency
•
Aligning change management activities to organizational goals
•
Measuring the impact of change

COVID-19 Rapid Response Support

Federal Management Systems, Inc

FMS has partnered with Forward Edge-AI to provide COVID-19 Rapid
Forward Edge’s NSF SBIR Funded
Response Support. Our goal is to enable customers to achieve flexibility Gabriel® product selected as a 2020
in day-to-day business requirements by leveraging and enabling systems ACT/IAC Igniting Innovation Award
Finalist
and innovation - medical doctors, medical informatics, call center
counseling, statistical analysis, artificial intelligence, automation,
blockchain, telecommunication, logistics, and human capital.

THE FMS ADVANTAGE
FMS has successfully ramped up a workforce of 80 to 150 cleared professionals between 3 to 5 business
days supporting Federal agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security and Department of State
both domestically and overserves. We possess a Top Secret cleared facility and have over 30 years of
experience responding to national emergencies providing capacity support.

Our partner Forward Edge-AI, Inc. (https://forwardedge-ai.com/) received a Phase I Small Business
Innovative Research (SBIR) award that provides a nexus for a Phase III SBIR sole-source award for
products, production, services, R/R&D, or any combination thereof on FMS offerings.

CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Direct Phase III SBIR Sole Source Award and GSA
OASIS Pool #2 Vehicles
Detection
of
COVID-19
Scams,
Disinformation,
Misinformation, and Fraud Detection
Rapid Response with cleared boots on the ground 24 hours
Professional Staffing Surge Support to management each
action for preparedness: Grants Managements, Call Center,
Counseling, Logistics, Travel, Project Management,
Financial Management, and Budgeting
Facilities for workforce testing and suitability determination
before personnel return to Government-site
ISO 9001:2015, Top Secret Cleared Facility

Aubrey Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Program Manager (COPM)

202-256-4172 | astephenson@fmshq.com

George Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Contract Manager (COCM)

301-455-6608 | gstephenson@fmshq.com

COVID-19 Rapid Response Support

Value Proposition
Proven support to the National Institute of Health, since 1997
providing capacity support with over 200 personnel with
scientific research expertise in Toxicology, Biology, Chemistry,
Medicine, and other areas. FMS supported the following
Institutes, Centers, and Offices:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

US Government Supported Assets
▪ US Embassies Domestic and
Overseas
▪ Public Buildings/Office Buildings
▪ ICE/CBP Installations
▪ Hospitals

National Cancer Institute
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
National Human Genome Research Institute
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institute of Mental Health
Center for Scientific Review
National Institute of Nursing Research
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration

Aubrey Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Program Manager (COPM)

202-256-4172 | astephenson@fmshq.com

George Stephenson
Corporate Oasis Contract Manager (COCM)

301-455-6608 | gstephenson@fmshq.com

Futrend Technology Inc.

OASIS Contract #: 47QRAD18D000G
Pool: 2
Size: small business
POC: Yvonne Zhou, President, Futrend Technology, Inc.

Futrend Technology Inc. (FUTREND) has been supporting the Health and Human Services (HHS) Office
of Global Affairs (OGA) international health policy development since 2008. We have consistently been
recognized for our excellent support of the OGA in the
following areas:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Public Health Policy and International Health
Analysis
Pandemics and Emerging Threats
Technical writing and content development
Administrative, operational, and executive assistance

Public Health Policy and International Health Analysis
We are experienced in writing and editing correspondence,
briefing documents, reports, and position papers for the HHS
Secretary, Deputy Secretary and other high-level officials.
We write, edit, and deliver informative and well-researched work products so the USG officials can focus
on policy discussions and make more informed policy decisions. Examples of engagements are:
▪

▪

▪

Our staff has participated in USG policy development and response to the COVID-19 outbreak,
working with international, multilateral and USG partners. We have staff members working on
the response at Secretary Alex Azar’s Operation Center.
Our Staff coordinated HHS policy and response to the Zika disease outbreak, including drafting
daily updates to the National Security Council, weekly reports to the HHS Secretary, and drafting
the memo to the President for his initial briefing on the subject. Worked with the Geographic
Information Systems team that developed a county-level map of Zika screening across the U.S.
which was used to identify high risk states.
FUTREND also facilitated the Binational Forum: Emerging Mosquito-borne Infectious Diseases
along the U.S.-Mexico Border. This effort was a two-day event where the overall goal was to
convene the 10 United States-Mexico Border States in solidarity to address mosquito-borne
diseases of concern to both countries and to review and improve communication and cooperation
mechanisms to detect, prevent, and control mosquito-borne infectious disease outbreaks along
both sides of the border.
FUTREND organized a briefing for 70 diplomats from over 60 Embassies to share information on
HHS and the Department of State’s work on Zika. Embassies praised the U.S. communication
and collaborations in countries and asked questions about diagnostics, vector control, vaccine
development, and Zika’s effect on the U.S.

8605 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 304 • Vienna, VA 22182
Voice: 703.556-0016 or 1.866.futrend • Fax: 703.556-0199

▪

FUTREND is currently coordinating unified U.S. government policy on tuberculosis and
polio. Our team addresses a broad breadth of policy in the multilateral setting, including past and
current policy related to vaccine development and planning for current and future health priorities.

FUTREND’s staff has extensive experience organizing, coordinating, and supporting high-level meetings
between the HHS Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and other HHS officials with their bi-lateral counterparts
and multi-lateral officials. We are experienced in supporting high-level meetings with foreign dignitaries,
international organizations, high-level Government officials, and the public. We bring our knowledge of
HHS protocols, meeting timelines, meeting procedures, meeting space availability, diplomatic courtesies,
security measures, document specifications, and public notification requirements to ensure these tasks are
completed appropriately and timely.
Our staff has worked with partner governments and organizations to develop briefing memos, guidance
documents and memorandums of understanding between HHS and its agencies, partner Ministries,
European Union and European Commission, multi-lateral organizations such as the World Health
Organization (WHO), the Pan American Health Organization, and other global partners. We have helped
develop and revise various documents on pandemics and emerging threats, HIV/AIDS, biosecurity and
other global health topics for the White House, Group of Eight (G-8) Summits, Global Health Security
Initiatives, Global Health Security Agenda and WHO World Health Assembly.
A teaming partner has extensive consulting expertise in public health and emergency management, with
currently over 70% of its workforce solely dedicated to supporting federal efforts related to the COVID19 pandemic. Specifically, we are
▪ Providing on-call, 24/7 assistance with the health and operational challenges of maintaining
critical ongoing efforts of federal agencies while simultaneously keeping their personnel safe.
▪ Working with these agencies to plan and develop strategies for their return to normal operations.
▪ For its public health customers, including ASPR and BARDA, scientific and medical consultants
provide invaluable subject matter expertise inputs towards the development and procurement of
new diagnostic devices and medical countermeasures for COVID-19.
▪ Business consultants were key in supporting BARDA’s recent partnership with Johnson and
Johnson to secure and manage a $1B budget to develop a COVID-19 vaccine and conduct antiviral treatment research and development.
▪ Professionals also provide crucial operational support to Federal Emergency Support Functions
(ESF) 8 and 13. On behalf of the DOJ, for example, our ESF 13 team helped coordinate federal
law enforcement deployments to provide force protection at numerous quarantine sites around the
nation.
▪ Provides extensive professional services support, such as public health communications, to help
our clients, including ASPR, USCG, and DOD, coordinate and develop clear and concise COVID19 communications and information for both their workforces and the public at large.

8605 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 304 • Vienna, VA 22182
Voice: 703.556-0016 or 1.866.futrend • Fax: 703.556-0199

Global Miracle Solutions
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BUILDING
FORWARD
MOMENTUM:
Government agencies, private industry, and commercial vendors
have partnered with Graham Technologies to assist them with
solving the most critical of missions since 2007. Einstein stated that
“Nothing Happens Until Something Moves”. GRAHAM provides the
forward momentum necessary to achieve success at the speed of
mission. GRAHAM’s cadre of experienced, innovative, and versatile
engineers specialize in problem solving - enabling agencies to best
meet current and future challenges. Our robust, agile, and elastic
solutions for data analytics, targeted application modernization,
cybersecurity, and cloud adoption are delivered on-time and within
or under budget.

GRAHAM specializes in meeting, exceeding, and future-proofing
enterprise IT writ-large. Our proven methodologies, coupled with our
passion for service is evident in all that we do.

TESTED - PROVEN - TRUSTED
Emergency Management requires real-time, 24/7, follow the sun situational
awareness. Graham Technologies understands better than most that real-time
situational awareness is only part of the equation. While situational awareness
is key for continuity of operations (COOP), situational understanding is the key to
problem solving and true mission assurance.
We provide the experience and expertise to implement the analysis and the
operations necessary to adroitly plan, prepare and execute the protection,
prevention, mitigation, response and recovery of an Enterprise IT network.
Graham Technologies’ Subject Matter Experts have over 100 years of technical
and operational experience providing Preparedness, Mitigation, Response, and
Recovery solutions at home and abroad.
Our continuous diagnostics, mitigation, and rapid recovery experience reduces
down-time, while ensuring continuous operability/interoperability during manmade or natural disasters. Graham’s validated Risk Analysis techniques, coupled
with our agile Risk Avoidance approach ensures the continuum of operations
necessary for Forward Momentum.

© 2020 GRAHAM TECHNOLOGIES ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

One Team - One Fight

Company Details
Headquartered in Largo, Maryland
Top Secret Facility Clearance
 DUNS: 825126035 | CAGE: 52UTO
Contract vehicles:
 GSA IT 70 Schedule (GS-35F513BA) SINs-132-51 (IT); 132-45 A-D
(Cybersecurity); 132-56 (Healthcare)
 GSA STARS II (GS-06F-1202Z)
 eFast (DTFAWA13A-00123)
 PSS Schedule GS PSS 47QRAA19D00BY
 CMS SPARC HHSM-500-2017-00026I
 Seaport NxG N0017819D7728
 OASIS SB 47QRAD20D1102 (Pool 1)
Certifications
 ISO 9001:2015, 20000, 27001
 CMMI

NAICS Codes

Graham Technologies’ Emergency Management activities have long included
the mitigation techniques and recovery methodologies necessary for true
“Response”. Utilizing the standards in the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) we ensure “a continuous cycle of planning, organizing, training,
equipping, exercising, evaluating, and taking corrective action in an effort
to ensure effective coordination during incident response.” Our enhanced
understanding of the National Contingency Plan (NCP), the National Interagency Incident Management System (NIIMS), and integration techniques
ensures that Graham Technologies can lead or join a team dedicated to the
prevention, agile response, and recovery from threats to public safety and
public health emergencies, including mass casualty incidents.
Our response capabilities allow us to integrate into an efficient coordination
of resources at any level, and at any level before, during, and after a potential
emergency or disaster. Our team has the technical and operational experience
and prowess to bring the expertise, practical training, and assistance required
for saving lives, reducing property and economic loss, and preserving
operations. We ensure that Graham team members are current in ICS Training
requirements to include ICS-100 through 700, and specified Emergency
Support Functions. Additionally, through Graham’s Subject Matter Experts,
and extensive network of thoroughly vetted partners, we can most efficiently
mobilize incident specific resources to meet the dynamics of all emergency
events - from the smallest incident to the largest public health emergency.
Further, our team brings demonstrated experience in working with key
agencies at the local, state, federal and tribal levels. It is those relationships
that are critical in the recovery process and minimizing the impact of a critical
event.
Contact us immediately for any questions or to further your understanding
of how Graham Technologies can ensure Forward Momentum for your
enterprise.

Core Technical Capabilities

Data Analytics

Modernization

Cybersecurity

Cloud

541511 • 541512 • 541513 • 541519 • 541611

1401 Mercantile Lane | Suite 301 | Largo, MD 20774
Phone: (240) 764-7899 | Fax: (301) 560-6579 | info@graham-tech.net

graham-tech.net
© 2020 GRAHAM TECHNOLOGIES ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

SMARTER IT

DELIVERED.

Halvik Corp

Halvik Corp (Halvik) is a certified 8(a) Economically Disadvantaged
Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB), with 130 personnel
providing solutions to over 30 U.S. Federal Government clients.
For 13 years Halvik has provided services for large mission critical
systems for our clients as a prime contractor. Focused on long-term
partnerships with our Government customers to help them meet their
mission needs, our experience includes the design, development,
deployment, training, maintenance, and modernization of many of the
business and mission critical systems of our clients today.
In support of urgent needs in response to circumstances created by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Halvik is prepared and available to provide OASIS
customers the services described below. We have provided the same
services to our customers on contracts listed to the right.
Acquisition / Program Management Services
▪ Procurement Planning & Management
▪ Strategic Planning
▪ Risk Management
▪ Cost and Schedule Management
Data-driven Decision Making
▪ Artificial Intelligence
▪ Machine Learning
▪ Data Analytics
▪ Data Scientists
▪ Data Visualization

Qualifying Pools:

Pool 1 SB

Contract Number:

47QRAD20D1046

CAGE Code:

5GRR4

DUNS:

013052108

Corporate Certifications
CMMI DEV Level 3, CMMI SVC Level 2,
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015,
ISO 17025:2017, ISO 20000-1:2011,
ISO 27001:2013
Point of Contact:
Jane Robinson, Halvik OASIS Program Manager
Phone: (703) 634-3037
Email: jrobinson@halvik.com

CUSTOMERS
Department of Defense (DoD)
U.S. Army HQDA G-3/5/7
U.S. Army DCS G-1
U.S. Army CSA SLD
Defense Finance and Accounting Service
(DFAS)
Naval Postgraduate School

Administrative and Logistics Services
▪ Call Center Management and Support
▪ Analysis & Recommendation of Support Equipment Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
▪ Records and File Management
Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
Financial Management Services
▪ Cost Estimating & Analysis
▪ Economic Research & Analysis
▪ Budget Analysis & Tracking
▪ Analysis of Cost Alternatives
▪ Grant Management

Department of State (DoS)
Nuclear Risk Reduction Center (NRRC)

Professional and Technical Services
▪ Lifecycle Management
▪ Independent Verification & Validation
▪ Technical Data Analysis
▪ Process Automation

Department of Transportation (DOT)
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)
Federal Highway Administration (FHA)

MODERNIZE / SECURE / SUSTAIN
1600 Spring Hill Road Suite 240
Vienna, Virginia 22182
www.halvik.com

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS)

Department of Justice (DOJ)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
Terrorist Screening Center (TSC)

Jane Robinson, Halvik OASIS Program Manager
Phone: (703) 634-3037
Email: jrobinson@6h6alvik.com

7233D Hanover Parkway, Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
Tel.: (301) 474-0147 ● Fax: (301) 474-0146
Point of Contacts: Melissa Hamilton, MBA, CPA, PMP / Principal
Email: melissa.hamilton@usfti.com
Nazim Hamilton, MBA, CPA, CICA, CCS / Principal
Email: nazim.hamilton@usfti.com

Why Hamilton Enterprises?

With seasoned professionals and an excellent reputation, Hamilton Enterprises is
committed to professional excellence, high quality, and mission focused solutions to
assist agencies in achieving their goals. We maintain a system of quality controls,
subject to independent evaluation and review. Our management team is hands on with
all staffing, solution development, and project management. Combining our quality
control systems and management oversight with our dedication to operating with the
utmost levels of honesty, reliability, integrity, and transparency allows us to exceed our
client’s expectations.

Capabilities

Hamilton Enterprises is a minority-owned, Small Disadvantaged, CPA, Management and IT consulting firm based in the
Washington DC metropolitan area. We are committed to professional excellence within our core capabilities of auditing, accounting,
and financial management advisory services. We offer the below services to government agencies:
❖ OMB Circular A-123 Internal Control Compliance
❖ CFO Act, CTDA, Grants, Loans and DCAA Contract Audits
❖ Audit Readiness, Liaison and Remediation
❖ Information Systems, Performance and Compliance Audits
❖ Policy and Procedures Development
❖ Financial Reporting and Analysis
❖ Accounting, Reconciliation and Budget Support
❖ Administrative and Clerical Services
❖ Risk and Financial Management Advisory Services
❖ Budget Formulation and Execution
❖ Accountability of Tax Dollars Act Audits
❖ Examinations and Agreed-Upon Procedures
❖ Financial Management and Reconciliations
❖ Financial Statement Compilations and Analysis
❖ Travel Disbursement Support
❖ U.S. Standard General Ledger and GTAS reporting support
❖ Augmentation of contracting support
❖ Program Management Support、
❖ Marketing Support
❖ Emergency Disaster Support
Faced with COVID-19, sharing and collaboration are the best remedy. Hamilton Enterprises
feels we have the social responsibilities to utilize our company resources to support the
government in meeting their urgent needs at this difficult time. Our support will not only include
the above services, but also gather useful information from foreign countries to prevent the
COVID-19 as well as the potential treatment. In addition, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, we
are willing to utilize our resources to provide N95 masks.

Past Performance - Emergency Disaster Support
Client

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Department of Defense, U.S. Navy
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agency for International Development (USAID)

•

Small Business Administration (SBA)

•

Project
Program Management Support
Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC)
Budgeting and Grants Management Support Services
Compliance Review for Tropical Storm Allison (Houston, Texas)
N8 Support Services for CNREURAFSWA
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Core Accounting
System (CAS) Subject Matter Expert
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) I-9 Support
Services
Accounting System, Billing, CAS Disclosure Statement and
Incurred Cost Audits
Office of Disaster Assistance (ODA) Loan Credit Risk Scoring
and Portfolio Analysis Services
Type of Business: CPA’s and SDB firm
Cage Code: 52DB6
DUNS Number: 825487130
GSA PSS Schedule No: GS-23F0091V
GSA OASIS SB Schedule No: GS00Q140ADS206
Primary NAICS Codes:
541211: Offices of Certified Public Accountants
541219: Other Accounting Services
541611: Management Consulting Services
541618: Other Management Consulting Services

INTEGRATION INNOVATION, INC.
Headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama
OASIS Pool 4 SBSA
CONTACT: President, Rich Kretzschmar | 256.479.8205,
Richard.kretzschmar@i3-corps.com
i3 was founded in December 2007 with the intent to do business differently. Our focus is to leave our team members and
customers better than we found them-ultimately strengthening our Nation, our warfighter, and our company. Our goal is to
create a culture that naturally produces growth by reminding people why they are relevant, knowing that leadership matters,
and believing we can make a difference while making a living. We strive to create a positive environment that enriches the
lives of our team members through a commitment to excellence, with a focus on quick response Advanced Additive and
Adaptive Manufacturing, Cyber Security, Information Technology and Interactive Training Solutions. At i3 we identify
emerging needs, encourage innovation, and make a meaningful impact on our Nation, its allies, and our community.

RELEVANT CAPABILITIES TO FEMA
• Automated Adaptive Manufacturing
• Rapid Response Additive Manufacturing
• Cyber Security & IT Innovative Solutions
• Interactive Multi-Media and Augmented Reality Training Solutions.
Advanced Classified Manufacturing Facility in Huntsville, Alabama
i3 Corporate assets include an 18,000 sq. ft. advanced classified manufacturing facility capable of producing some of the
nation’s most complex aerospace components and systems. i3 incorporated multiple smart manufacturing techniques,
including: additive manufacturing, automated adaptive manufacturing, 3D optical measurement, various 3-axis Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) milling centers, CNC lathes with live tooling, 5-axis waterjet cutting, industrial stitching, and quality
assurance/control. Equipment in this facility was recently repurposed in support of the Huntsville Alabama Area COVID-19
Face Shield 3D Printing Collaboration.

Interactive Multi-Media Instruction (IMI)/Augmented Reality (AR) Training Applications
i3 is known for rapid development, adaptation, storage, and delivery of world class IMI and AR training applications. Our
cloud-based virtual training suite delivers secure learning tools at the point and time of need for customers. i3 agile software
development process, established personnel and corporate infrastructure are available for responsive development and webbased deployment of training solutions for FEMA equipment operation or emplacement.

Cyber Security and Enterprise Network Integrity
i3 is comprised of industry leaders in the realms of cybersecurity, information technology, and enterprise Network integrity.
Our technical experts have extensive experience supporting operational commands and RDT&E centers in establishment of
secure network enterprise solutions. Solutions which are adaptable to FEMA efforts to rapidly establish/construct or outfit
network connectivity for mobile/temporary emergency medical facilities.

IT Innovation - Preadmission Patient Monitoring (P2M)
i3 is leveraging our recent system development experience with MEDHUB, a networked system developed for the US Army
Medical Material Device Agency (USAMMDA) for Air and Ground MEDICS to monitor multiple patients on the battlefield. As
the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic continues to spread worldwide doctor offices, hospitals, and other critical care
facilities are experiencing overwhelming and crippling patients load. The Preadmission Patient Monitoring (P2M) System will
monitor patients’ vitals prior to and during admittance procedures. The wireless approach provides for appropriate social
distancing of symptomatic patients, allows for a smaller number of medical staff to monitor a larger number of patients and
provides alert to focus patient care on those in most critical need.

International Development Group LLC

ABOUT
INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP LLC
(IDG)
International Development Group
LLC assists donors, governments,
and the private sector to achieve
sustainable, broad-based economic
development and poverty
reduction. IDG provides
policymakers and entrepreneurs
with the practical tools needed to
make a real and measurable impact
for their communities and their
countries. IDG builds the capacity
of individuals and institutions in the
public, private, and not-for-profit
sectors, fostering synergies
between local knowledge and
international experience.

For all its work, IDG brings a gender lens and works to include
women, youth, and minorities to support equitable and broadbased development.

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
GROUP LLC

IDG works worldwide, across a spectrum
of country conditions - developing,
transition, and developed; post-conflict
and stable; low- and medium-income.

CONTACT US
International Development Group LLC
1100 North Glebe Road, Suite 950
Arlington, Virginia 22201
T: +1.571.336.7980
Procurement Enquiries:
jtolliver@internationaldevelopmentgroup.com
Technical Enquiries:
rkirk@internationaldevelopmentgroup.com
www.internationaldevelopmentgroup.com

Building capacity worldwide for
economic, social, and
democratic development

In Azerbaijan, IDG worked to improve the business environment and value chains to
foster agricultural development throughout the country.

COVID-19 URGENT POLICY
RESPONSES
• Limit the economic damage through expansionary
monetary and fiscal measures that increase liquidity
• Introduce stabilization measure to protect the
businesses and vulnerable groups
• Promote safe working practices to keep
production and trade flowing-trade in both goods
and services is critical for limiting the health and
economic impact of the pandemic, and particularly
for limiting the impact on the most vulnerable
• Streamline trade procedures, support transport
and logistics services to maintain cross-border and
international supply chains
• Fast track automated business processes
• Promote emergency labor legislation to enable
flexible payment schedules

OUR EXPERTISE
IDG provides services in:
• Monetary and Fiscal Policy
• Competitiveness/Private Sector Development
• Trade Facilitation and Logistics
• International Trade and Investment
• Economic Governance
• Workforce Development
• Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning
• Political Economy Analysis

On SAIL IDG is working with the Sri Lanka Tourism Development Agency and the Urban
Development Authority to reduce the regulatory burden on foreign investors.

OUR PROJECTS
USAID Supporting Accelerated
Investment in Sri Lanka Project (SAIL)
IDG is working with the Sri Lankan Ministry of
Development Strategies on a number of trade
policy and trade facilitation issues, including
implementation of Trade Facilitation Agreement
obligations; review of paratariffs; monitoring and
implementation of free trade agreements; revision
of the Import-Export Control Law; steps needed
for a Free Trade Agreement with the US;
implementation of the WTO Information
Technology Agreement; and public-private dialogue
events on trade. IDG also provides policy and
institutional support to improve the business and
investment environment. IDG is working to reduce
the regulatory burden on foreign investors,
simplifying and reducing the number of required
forms and paperwork, and increasing the quality and
clarity of the information available to potential
investors regarding the processes for obtaining
investment approvals.

USAID Feed the Future Food Security
Service Center II (FSSC II)
IDG is providing expert services and short-term
technical assistance for program design, technical
analyses,
and
capacity
building
for
USAID/Washington and Missions in a range of
agriculture and food system technical areas.

Using automated electronic clearances to reduce in person contact.

USAID Bangladesh Enabling Trade &
Better Business Environment (BITBEE)
BITBEE advances inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, encourages regional cooperation, and
promotes good governance. Activities include
easing the burden on business through simplification
and digitization of business regulations and forms
and adopting electronic pre-arrival processing and
e-signatures for imports.

USAID Economic Development,
Governance, and Enterprise Growth
Project (EDGE)
IDG is working to create inclusive, sustainable
economic growth and to support intra-regional and
Euro-Atlantic integration across 12 countries in
E&E. IDG is reducing barriers to trade by helping
countries harmonize and converge with the Acquis
and WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement and
supporting cross-border cooperation through
single border stops. IDG is also working to improve
the competitiveness of targeted value chains. IDG is
implementing a grant under contract mechanism to
promote capacity building of local organizations in
the region. EDGE features a buy-in mechanism
allowing for quick mobilization of activities in the 12
E&E countries.

Capabilities in Response to COVID-19
As a Certified Service Disabled Veteran Owned and Small Business Company, Infinity Technology
is committed to excellence and creating innovative and holistic solutions for our customers.

Infinity Technology
Infinity Technology provides insight and experience to support Government customers in their
strategic response throughout this current pandemic. Our past and current experience planning for
disasters both natural and man made alongside our Federal customers allows us to provide
appreciable operational, tactical, and strategic advantages. We stand ready to help support Federal
and local governments navigate these uncertain times.
Response Centric Capabilities:
Program Management

Information Architecture and Analysis

Acquisition and Support Services

Business Intelligence

Planning and Analysis

Data Analytics & Predictive Modeling

Operational Facility Support

Electronic Document Discovery (EDD)

Logistics

Enterprise Data Warehouse
Knowledge Management

General Information:
Small Business Concerns Service

Tax ID: 20-2727148

Service Disabled Veteran -Owned Small
Business

Clearance Levels: Secret / Top Secret / SCI with
CI and/or Full-Scope Polygraph

Federal CAGE Code: 39AM6

Top Secret Facility Clearance
DCAA Approved Accounting System

DUNS Number: 19-802-4809

PEOPLE

PROCESS

POSSIBILITIES

Case Studies
We supported the National Guard Bureau J5 effort to provide data analysis and consulting for the National Guard
Strategic Planning System (NGSPS) which nests within the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS). This mission is
targeted at developing disaster relief plans for current and future scenarios, nationwide.
Under this effort, standard national scenarios are conceived, and disaster relief plans are developed and implemented. This team is responsible for background analysis and research, data gathering and coordination, and collaboration with federal, state, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
J5 works closely with FEMA as well as the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Combined Joint Chiefs of
Staff (CJCS)/Joint Staff, the Combatant Commands (COCOMs), the Department of Justice (DOJ), the Services, state
governments/territories- including the Council of Governors, several consortiums such as Central U.S. Earthquake
Consortium, and NGOs such as the Red Cross and Salvation Army.
We provided operational, policy, technical, facility and transportation coordination support to the J10 (Contingency and
Exercises Department). J10CE provides guidance, and training to Technical Support Groups that provide chemical/
biological/radiological/nuclear (CBRN) assistance, guidance and operational support to various Departments in the
United States Government to prepare, respond, and prevent the weapons of mass destruction threat.

We currently provide J1 Manpower Management Analysis Services to the National Guard Bureau Office of the Chief of
Manpower. We strategize how to fill the “spaces” not the “faces” to assure that there is a competent diverse workforce.
To this end they have created and manage the Organizations & Functions Manual (O&FM) which establishes policies
and standards, assigns responsibilities, and outlines the process for documenting joint manpower requirements and obtaining approval for adjustments to organizational structure and manpower authorizations.
Our team at J1 work closely with the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Office of the Under Secretary for Personnel and Readiness and DoD’s Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC).
We provide support services for the United States Army Combined Arms Support Command (USACASCOM), Sustainment Battle Lab (SBL) Concepts and Capabilities Development Division in their efforts of Force Modernization. On this
effort, our team work in the Concepts and Capabilities divisions to ensure our armed forces are prepared for developments and changes in warfighting, preparing for possible scenarios 20-30 years in the future.
Members of the Concepts Division team are integral in working with various other agencies and organizations to determine specific scenarios to which our forces will have to respond. These scenarios are then passed to the Capabilities
Division, where a three-phase process is implemented to determine requirements and needs for the scenario, assess
and rank gaps based on current abilities and technology, and conduct research to find innovative solutions to bridge
those gaps.
The Department of Energy (DOE), Strategic Petroleum Reserve Project Management Office (SPRPMO) in New Orleans,
Louisiana’s mission is to reduce vulnerability to economic national security, and foreign policy consequences of crude oil
supply interruptions by discouraging use of supply disruptions by other nations and by supplementing crude oil supplies
in the event of an international disruption due to political, military, or national causes. We currently support the PMO
operations. Due to Covid -19 we had to complete the configuration, implementation and operations for the entire organization to work remote while addressing contingency mission analytics based on Presidential Directives impacting the
Strategic Reserve

For Additional Information, Contact:

Sam Poticha

Yael Freimann

Director of Business Development

Director of Engagement

spoticha@itllc.com

yfreimann@itllc.com
www.itllc.com

Our Mission is to Make it Matter
for every employee, every customer, every mission.

Inflow

Inﬂow’s Solution
COVID-19 presents our nation with an unprecedented
national security threat. Inﬂow is a national security ﬁrm
providing a wide range of expertise and service offerings
to the United States government. Our service offerings
include Cyber, Identity Intelligence (I2), Intelligence,
Thought Leadership, and Training. Inﬂow has provided
Top-Secret engineers, chemists, ethical cyber hackers,
cyber trainers, cyber network engineers, intelligence
analysts, computer software engineers, network engineers,
data analysts, and other experts across the globe and the
United States. Our OCONUS work is located in
Afghanistan, Kuwait, Bahrain, Iraq, and Europe.
Inﬂow works side-by-side with our customers to source
and analyze data to produce actionable intelligence. With
our unique tradecrafts, we are able to combat terrorism,
prevent homeland attacks, and stop future cyber threats.
Our SMEs take their expertise beyond the ﬁeld and
implement it within the classroom, training our nation’s
future generation of security talent with the operational
constructs of modern warfare. Additionally, Inﬂow provides
communication and outreach expertise in support of the
vital government mission to detect and deter fraud, waste,
and abuse in DoD programs and operations.

Small Business.
Sophisticated Capabilities.
• Proven global integrator of national security services
• ISO 9001:2015 & CMMI Maturity Level 2 certiﬁcations
• Afghanistan business license, DBA insurance, ITAR
• Reach-back to Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Use of advanced analytics to hire the best talent
• DCAA audited accounting system (Deltek)
• Top Secret facilities clearance

Who We Serve
• U.S. Navy
• Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
• U.S. Army
Firearms, and Explosives (ATF)
• U.S. Air Force
• DoD Ofﬁce of Inspector
• U.S. Marine Corps
General (OIG)
• Defense Intelligence • Federal Bureau of
Agency (DIA)
Investigation (FBI)

Contract Vehicles
GSA PSS & IT 70 | OASIS SB Pool 1 | Seaport-e NXG JERDAP

Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)
www.inﬂow-ns.com | 210.588.0100 | contact@inﬂow-ns.com
CAGE: 78MG2 | DUNS: 07-956-6858

Cyber

Intelligence

Increased Teleworking for COVID-19 has lowered IT
security standards for DoD, Hospitals, and Schools
opening up vulnerabilities to cyber attaks. Inﬂow
provides offensive and defensive cyber capabilities to
the U.S. military and other federal government agencies.
Our team of cyber experts, including intelligence
analysts, cyber planners, database administrators,
software engineers, and sr. systems architects, provide
cyber services support to our homeland's cyber
commands, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy–all of
whom are directly combating terrorism. Inﬂow's cyber
experts ward off cyber-attacks, provide actionable
intelligence to connect malicious coders to their actions,
and protect our nation's critical infrastructure from
adversaries. We bring experts with the knowledge and
capabilities to support the full spectrum of cyber
services, including:
• Rapid application development
• Ethical hacking
• Offensive and defensive full spectrum support
(network and security operations)
• Cyber-attack planning
• Cyber forensic intelligence analysis
• Intelligence analysis of code
• Insider threat protection

By converging Medical Intelligence with other Intel units
to create a full spectrum threat analysis, we can prevent
the next CVID-19. Our intel analysts enhance situational
awareness and help combat global threats. They create
intelligence reports based on veriﬁable research using
all-source intelligence, facial recognition, cyber footprint,
and other data sources. Inﬂow collects, analyzes, exploits,
and disseminates key information on all identity
attributes for foreign materials, improvised explosive
devices (IEDs), and other weapons. This includes:
• Human intelligence collection (HUMINT)
• Signal intelligence (SIGINT)
• Electronic intelligence (ELINT)
• Weapons technical intelligence (WTI)
• All-source intelligence
• Detailed and accurate intelligence reports
• Data modeling

Identity Intelligence (I2)
COVID-19 has created a larger global threat, we must be
vigilant at capturing actionable intelligence throughout
this crisis so that we maintain national security
preparedness. Inﬂow's experts deploy globally to
support the U.S. DoD and intelligence communities
through our I2 services. Inﬂow collects, analyzes, exploits,
documents, and reports on all identity attributes and
associated technologies, including processing for foreign
materials, IEDs, and other weapons. Inﬂow collects,
analyzes, exploits, documents, and reports on all identity
attributes and associated technologies & processes for
foreign materials, IEDs, and other weapons. Our areas of
expertise includes:
• Biometrics-enabled intelligence (BEI)
• Forensics-enabled intelligence (FEI)
• Document and media exploitation (DOMEX)
• Electrical engineering
• Cyber forensics analysis
• Reverse engineering
• All-source intelligence analysis of both data and
materials
• ARES software tool for I2 data analysis

Thought Leadership

Inﬂow provides thought leadership across some of the
most complex operating environments for the U.S.
government with its team of program managers, IT
technologists, and consultants. Our experts possess
knowledge and experience across many areas, including:
• Data analytics, preventing the spread of COVID-19
• Data analytics, identifying your next insider threat
• Disaster planning and logistics analysis
• Program management and support – rapid
telecommunications network setup and planning
• Concept of operations development for adhoc
hospitals and triage centers
• IT assessments, design, and operations
• System design, development, and assessment
and authorization
• Cyber security planning & White paper development
• Communications and public relations support
• Process improvement and development
• Executive policy and doctrine development
• Technical representatives supporting IPTs

Training
Whether it’s responding in a post blast environment,
identifying key intelligence, countering cyber threats, or
countering an explosive device, students need scenario
speciﬁc training. Inﬂow’s instructors have extensive
experience in classroom teaching and hands-on training.
Across all training programs, Inﬂow’s services include:
• Create and maintain course curriculum in accordance
with the ADDIE model
• Development of TTPs and Training for Certiﬁcation
• Conducts hands-on exercises, scenario-based
practice events, and live demo operations.
• Supports intelligence lifecycle, improving training
with data from analyzed captured materials.

Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)
www.inﬂow-ns.com | 210.588.0100 | contact@inﬂow-ns.com
CAGE: 78MG2 | DUNS: 07-956-6858
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INTEGRITY IS
READY

TO SUPPORT OUR
NATION DURING THE
COVID-19 RECOVERY

WHO WE ARE

CAPABILITIES

Integrity Management Consulting stands

Integrity’s core service offerings align with the critical support functions
needed to enable the federal government to efficiently expend funds
appropriated for COVID-19 relief efforts. We have direct experience with
similar support during the 2008 Recovery Act.

ready to support our nation in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. We believe
it is our calling to make an impact for
good. We define it simply: helping the
government achieve mission success,

Acquisition, Contracting and Financial Management

which leads to better government

•

Requirements
Development

•

Capital Planning &
Investment Control

•

Market Research &
Vendor Relations
Support

performance and stewardship, and
ultimately, the improved safety, security,
and health of this nation. This broader
impact is important and essential to
Integrity. We want to help our nation
mount a strong response both to the
pandemic and to the economic stimulus.

•

•

•

Contracts & Grants
Management

•

Procurement &
Solicitation Support

•

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

•

Training for CORs
and Contracting Staff

•
•

Product Support

Asset Management
Rapid Capability
Deployment

•

Training

•
•

Project Control/EVM

Planning, Programming,
Budgeting & Execution
(PPBE) Risk Management
for Procurement &
Contract Lifecycle
Lifecycle Cost Estimating
and IGCE Support

Logistics
•
•

Performance-Based
Logistics
Supply Chain
Management

•
•
•

Configuration Management

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

Portfolio and Program Management

“ Integrity implemented a streamlined
(more agile) and efficient process for
acquisition and contract modification…
and received SDD-Wide Recognition
for Product Support Services
contract packages to include the SDD
Champion Belt for going above and
beyond and a job well done.”
– CPARS Comment,
Defense Health Agency
Contracting Officer,
DC Metro Area

Covid-19 One-Page Slick_v4.indd 1

•
•

Systems Engineering

•
•

Risk Management

Content & Configuration
Management

Test & Evaluation

•
•

Investment Management

•

Tool Development &
Support

•

Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance

•

Information & Records
Management

•

Training

Business Process
Re-engineering

Program &
Administrative Support

DEMONSTRATED EXPERIENCE, AGILE RESPONSE,
MATURE PROCESSES
Integrity supported numerous, large-scale efforts during the 2008 financial
crisis. GSA awarded us an Excellence in Partnership Award for our support
under the Recovery Act. Through the application of well-defined processes,
Integrity helped agencies meet their mission needs while maintaining high
quality acquisition processes. We supported the GSA in all eleven regions.
GSA awarded Integrity 46 task orders to support both GSA and other federal
agencies, which demonstrates Integrity’s ability to apply resources under
contingency contracting and maximize the simplified acquisition process to
provide flexible, responsive support nationwide. Integrity managed as many
as 17 task orders at once, seamlessly integrating multiple subcontractors
(as many as six simultaneously) and overseeing support to geographically
diverse clients. Our work on the Recovery Act resulted in Exceptional CPARS.
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COMMITTED AND EXPERIENCED TEAMS
Integrity employs an extraordinary team of credentialed and
cleared subject matter experts, a majority of whom hold
industry-relevant certifications (including DAWIA Level III)
and advanced degrees in contracting, program management,
test & evaluation, and business cost estimating and financial
management. Additionally, we have CFCM and FAC-C certified
professionals on staff.

“ We asked for the right staffing
mix, and we received better.”
– CPARS Comment,
GSA Contracting Officer,
San Francisco

At Integrity, we know how to recruit and retain highly qualified
staff that understand our clients’ needs and demonstrate a passion
for their success. A trusted partner in delivering exceptional
service, Integrity recruits the right professionals the first time.

RAPID RECRUITING AND STAFFING MODEL
Integrity has extensive experience supporting our clients on
widely dispersed projects. We recognize the importance of a
holistic approach in serving and staffing a complex, multi-faceted
nationwide organization. We supported the GSA with a nationwide
Blanket Purchase Agreement, using our rapid response recruiting
model with wide geographic reach that proved successful in
placing key personnel within 72 hours and staffing multiple
project teams within one week, per the BPA requirements. We
have over 2,000 vetted subject matter experts and professionals
in acquisition management, strategic planning, finance, budget,
policy, procurement, grants management and logistics—a deep
bench of expertise.

HOW TO CONTRACT WITH US
GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 Prime: 47QRAD20D1019
GSA PSS: GS-00F-071DA (SINs 874-1, 874-6, 874-7,
520-12, 520-13, 520-14 & 100-03)
GSA IT-70: GS-35F-022CA (SINs 132-51 & 132-51ST-LOC)
Navy SeaPort-NxG SB Contract: N0017819D7862
FAA eFAST MOA: DTFAWA-13-A-00057
Tenacity Consulting Group - Joint Venture – 8(a)

CERTIFICATIONS

“ Your dedication and expertise
made it possible to tackle the
tasks at hand…You managed to
do it correctly, ahead of schedule,
and with accolades from the
higher echelon for your forward
leaning, impeccable execution.”
– Excerpt from Navy letter
of commendation

“ Integrity exceeded the
requirement of monitoring
activities as they related to
program needs. Integrity has
exceptional insights to ensure
that excellent staff selections
and retentions are maintained,
as well as scheduling quarterly
reviews on management goals
and progress reporting. ”
– CPARS Comment,
CS&C Contracting Officer
Representative (COR)

1521 Westbranch Drive, Suite 500
Tysons, VA 22102
(703) 349.3394 | BD@IntegrityMC.com
IntegrityMC.com
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Intrepid Inc

Pandemic Response System for Critical Treatment Sites & Infrastructure
During this pandemic, Emergency Managers, Pandemic Responders, Medical Officials, Chief Security Officers,
and Continuity Managers responsible for the management, security, and operational sustainment of treatment
operations, facilities, and critical capabilities within an effected environment should ask themselves the
following questions:
• Do you know what your most critical medical treatment assets are during the Corona virus pandemic?
- How did you systematically evaluate and technically measure this within each treatment site?
- How are you prioritizing the importance of each asset to your treatment enterprise?
- Is their operational readiness assessed individually?
- Are you evaluating each treatment site as integrated parts of a larger pandemic response enterprise?
• How quickly could your medical support facilities or ventilator distribution centers recover and resuscitate
to full operations if they experienced a catastrophic disruption of the supply chain, cyber-attack, or natural
disaster during this pandemic?
• In an environment with limited resources and treatment sites, how vulnerable are the most sensitive and
life-saving equities within your facilities, from being impacted by an unforeseen disruption, hostile act or
civil disorder event during this pandemic?
• As a leader, how accurately could you respond if asked the questions above during the Coronavirus crisis?
Our innovative U.S. developed software solution (SOTERIA) is the ideal
pandemic response system for the management and protection of
critical treatment sites and medical infrastructure during this crisis.
SOTERIA includes a mobile evaluation tool and a comprehensive webbased back-end management system that meets the needs of officials
overseeing pandemic response operations. This includes the ability for
personnel to perform site analysis and risk evaluations in real-time to
support the enterprise management of critical pandemic response
sites, to include evaluating the operational readiness of treatment,
production, distribution, and manufacturing facilities.
SOTERIA’s mobile evaluation capability involves the delivery of a
specialized analysis and vulnerability evaluation tool that employs a
Criticality, Accessibility, Recoverability, Vulnerability, Effect, and
Recognizability (CARVER) methodology. We offer the ability for site
assessments to be conducted in real-time with a comprehensive report
generated in days versus weeks. SOTERIA includes a proprietary
back-end management system that monitors both facilities and critical
assets to ensure compliance with regulatory standards. This capability
provides insight into operations, safety, health, and security
requirements with an executive level dashboard & speedometer view
for senior officials. SOTERIA provides pandemic responders a systematic
way to provide supervision, oversight, and the ability to geospatially
track/monitor response sites in real-time across a geographically
distributed environment.
As a user-friendly product, our system was designed by critical
infrastructure protection and emergency management subject matter
experts in a simple question and answer construct. By using our system,
both experienced and inexperienced pandemic and emergency
response personnel can perform expert-level site analysis and
operational vulnerability evaluations without being restricted by a lack
of experience or expertise in emergency management or pandemic
response operations.

Mobile Application
Main Screen: All
assessments assigned
to a security
professional will
populate when they
sign into their mobile
device.

Mobile Application
Asset Screen: Critical
infrastructure assets
and pandemic
response sites that
were identified during
the assessment are
captured and assessed
for identified
vulnerabilities.
Mobile Application
Summary Charts:
Snapshots of the
assessment can be
immediately
provided to the
senior Emergency
Manager or
Pandemic Response
Official.

Emergency Management & Critical Infrastructure
Protection Advisory Support Services
Senior pandemic response
officials and emergency
managers will have the unique
ability to geospatially
track/monitor their entire
enterprise via speedometer
visual indicators using one
singular dashboard tied to
each individual treatment site.
This feature will provide a
increase situational awareness
and reduce the organization’s
liability through a holistic
management of risks and
governance of People,
Information, Equipment,
Facilities, Activities &
Operations.
Our automated tool informs policy, risk, decision-making and resource allocation by targeting the specific needs
for remediation, countermeasure, capability building, technical assistance, and continuing operations.

Past Performance
Intrepid has past performance/expertise providing emergency management, continuity operations, intelligence
support and security management advisory services across the spectrum of all critical infrastructure
environments within the federal, industrial, and commercial sectors. Our subject matter experts have performed
a range of services pertinent to the operational needs of the U.S. Government's response to the Coronavirus
pandemic and have diverse backgrounds from working with the U.S. Intelligence Community, U.S. Special
Operations Command, Missile Defense Agency, U.S. Army, and law enforcement organizations. Our past
performance includes but is not limited to security threat analysis and vulnerability evaluation assessments of
intermodal transportation centers, intelligence & security support to the Department of Defense, and advisory
services high-visibility/high-dollar value commercial clients, both domestically and internationally.

Pools

Award Nominations
SOTERIA was nominated in Two Categories at the
2020 Security & Fire Excellence Awards in London:
- Security Software Manufacturer of the Year
- Security Solution Innovation of the Year

Nicholas Waugh, CPP
Director, Security Programs Division
256-655-9600
nicholas.waugh@intrepidinc.com

•
•
•

Pool 4:GS00Q14OADS417
Pool 5A:GS00Q14OADS507
Pool 6:GS00Q14OAD715

Small Business

Founded in 2010, Intrepid is a DoD contracting
company that continuously produces at a high and
sustainable level while supporting various military
and government agencies providing System
Engineering, Program Management, Security
Operations and Intelligence services.

990 Explorer Blvd, Huntsville, AL, 35806 | intrepidinc.com | (256) 705-6800

Corporate Overview

IPT Associates, LLC

Ready to Respond. Ready to Help.
IPT Associates, LLC (IPT) is an under $30 million SDVOSB. We provide expert professional
services and technology capabilities to the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), US Air Force, US
Army, US Navy, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), and many other federal and commercial clients. IPT is prepared to respond and to
immediately ramp up to assist the Government in any way we can during this COVID-19

pandemic. We stand ready to help. Reach us through any of our GSA contract vehicles:


OASIS Pool 2 SB—47QRAD18D00



IT 70 Schedule—GS-35F-345DA



Professional Services Schedule (PSS) Contract—GS-00F-0002X



VETS 2 GWAC—47QTCH18D0031

Core Capabilities
Solutions

Services

IPT’s IT strategy, systems engineering, and systems integration solutions help
organizations address their technology challenges, accelerate technology
adoption, minimize risk, and achieve efficiencies in their marketplaces. Our
experts are fluent in all aspects of software development, from requirements gathering through complex cloud architecture design.

IPT excels at delivering the people, processes, and tools that
provide our customers with decision-ready information for
program success.










Cloud Architecture, Application Modernization & Migration
Web and & Application Development
User Experience (UX) Focused Design
Data Analytics Architecture & Engineering
SAFe Agile Transformations
DevOps & Configuration Management
Cyber Security (Strategy, Programs, Architecture, & Solutions)
Cloud Solution Provider















Portfolio / Program Management
Acquisition Support
Foreign Military Sales
Logistics Management
Business/Requirements Analysis
Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V)
Business Process Reengineering
Strategic Road-Mapping Support
Financial Management
Administrative Support

Microsoft Azure, Azure Gov, Dynamics, O365
Amazon Web Services

Contact Us:
Bill Williams
Managing Partner & CEO
(781) 222-5593
Bill.Williams@iptassociates.com

ISO 9001: 2015 Certified
ISO 27001: 2013 Certified

Joseph “Jaye” Haggler
Director or Business Development
(202) 672-1414
Joseph.Haggler@iptassociates.com
www.iptassociates.com

ITility, LLC
Danno Svaranowic, OASIS SB PM
Email: Info@ITility.com
ITility, LLC
14840 Conference Center Dr.,
Suite 100 Chantilly, VA 20151
Office: 703-378-2917 ext 830
www.ITility.com
www.facebook.com/ITility

ITility is well poised to assist our nation in combating the COVID-19 virus. We have a
proven capacity to rapidly assemble, equip, mobilize, and coordinate response teams
comprised of highly diverse skills and capability sets. Our support of USSOCOM training
exercises has provided ITility years of experience in managing just such teams. This
experience includes, but is not limited to:






Episodic Workforce Assembly & Coordination
Scenario Anlysis & Response Plan Development
Multi-Location Deployment & Coordination
Facility Leasing
Supply Chain Management







Perimeter, Supply, & Personnel Security
Training Curriculum Development & Delivery
Team Transportation & Meal Provision
Health Screening
Medical And Psychological Support

About ITility
ITility provides program management, operations support, and information technology
(IT) solutions and services to support the daily mission and business operations of our
clients. We are dedicated to supporting our customer’s abilities to protect U.S. National
interests while operating in a dynamic and diverse global environment. We use advanced
and emerging technologies to ensure immediate connection, sharing, and assured access
to information capabilities among our customer’s mission partners. ITility currently supports
the provision, operation, and assurance of command and control information capabilities,
as well as a globally accessible enterprise information infrastructure that directly supports
joint warfighters, senior leaders, and other mission and coalition partners. Our team has the
skills, experience, and the passion to deliver the services and solutions that will help our
customers retain the agility and flexibility to respond to a broad range of requirements.

ITility Core Capabilities








Program Management
Operations Support
Education and Training
Acquisition Management
Enterprise Services
Data Management
Cybersecurity Operations Support








Systems Engineering & Integrated Solution Management
C4 Systems and Intelligence Support
Emergency Action Plan (EAP) Development , Training,
and Execution
Continuity of Operations Planning
Waste-to-Energy Solutions
Research and Development

Our Customers
 US Air Force
 US Army
GSA OASIS Prime Contracts
OASIS Pool 2 SB (Contract # 47QRAD18D000N)
OASIS Pool 3 SB (Contract # 47QRAD19D3004)

 US Marine Corps
 US Coast Guard
 Defense Information Systems Agency
 US Special Operations Command

Primary OASIS NAICS Codes

 US Cyber Command

541330 | 541219 | 541720

 US Strategic Command

 North American Aerospace Defense
Command and US Northern Command
(NORAD-NORTHCOM)
 Defense Acquisition University
 Department of Homeland Security
 Department of State
 Department of Agriculture
 Defense Health Agency

Who we are
J&M Global Solutions (J&M) is a team of smart, committed
people making a positive difference in the world.

What we do
The J&M team brings the energy, enthusiasm, and expertise
to help government and industry solve critical challenges in
complex operating environments.
•

Disaster response and recovery management and
support services

•

Public health and social services support after disasters,
including behavioral health and schools

•

Community and regional economic development

•

Data analysis and visualization

•

Grants management and administration

•

Organizational change management

•

Planning

•

Policy analysis and doctrine development

•

Training

•

Advisory services to industry to secure
and manage GSA schedule contracts

How we do it
•

People & partners first

•

Honest insights

•

Diverse experiences &
unique solutions

Why J&M
Great results start with great people. The diverse people
of J&M bring determination, dedication, expertise, and
excitement to every engagement. Our entire team is fully
invested in your success.

Work with us
• Woman-owned
• Extensive experience
• Proven performer

413 N. Lee St. | Alexandria, VA 22314
571.970.6690 | info@j-mglobal.com
https://j-mglobal.com

• Contract holder for both
GSA Multiple Award
Schedule (MAS) & OASIS
SB Pool 1

Our approach
§

J&M highly values each client. We are a
trusted and proven performer because we
continually provide top-quality products and
services, on time, and at the best value.

§

Our professionals listen and design a unique
and tailored approach to meet client specific
needs and objectives.

§

Our team is flexible and able to quickly
surge to meet disaster response and
recovery needs and to deploy across the
country in as little as 24 hours to support
response, logistics, and recovery missions.

§

J&M’s program staff are supported by
program management and quality
assurances processes as demonstrated by
our proven success as a prime contractor
for large, complex BPA and IDIQ
government contracts

Our work
§

SBA COVID Response and Recovery Planning: Support development of situational awareness
products, to include impact maps, conduct response and recovery planning, facilitate lessons
learned sessions, and develop tools to support stakeholder recovery.

§

HHS ASPR Disaster Recovery: Provide deployable support for disaster recovery missions in
support of the Health and Social Services Recovery Support Function (RSF), to include analyzing
capabilities, providing training, developing recovery strategies, and providing specialized support.

§

EDA Disaster Response: Provide deployable subject matter expertise to support Economic RSF
missions across the country, conducting impact assessments, developing recovery strategies, and
supporting project management and implementation.

§

HHS ASPR COVID Disaster Response & Recovery Operations: Provide ongoing support for
COVID response across a variety of operational elements including logistics, information
management, GIS, data analysis, regional coordination, and process improvement.

FEIN: 30-0490660
Primary Point of Contact:
UEI: EV4KZ2L7KKH4
Jen Marthia
CAGE Code: 4ZAQ0
571.970.6690 x 8934
Primary NAICS Code: 541611, size standard small
jen.marthia@j-mglobal.com

ISO 9001:2015 / AS9100D / CMMI Le vel III

GSA OASIS POOL 6 SB
KIHOMAC

About KIHOMAC

Certifications

KIHOMAC has over 16 years of experience
providing professional acquisition, sustainment,
modernization engineering, and manufacturing
services to the United States Air Force (USAF),
Navy, Army, and other Department of Defense (DoD)
agencies. Our highly skilled team of professionals
suppport all three Air Logistics Complexes (ALC’s),
including the C-5 program, Diminishing Manufacturing
Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS), A-10,
F-16, Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM),
Munitions Handling Unit (MHU), H-60S Gunner Seat
manufacturing, LCAC rudders, as well as numerous
other programs.
We have proven performance on over 335
prime DoD contracts and task orders, and have
managed over 150 subcontractors and vendors.
KIHOMAC provides our clients with dedicated,
responsive, and affordable solutions to their
challenging and complex problems. Since our
inception in 2003, KIHOMAC has established
an outstanding track record of meeting the needs
of our US Government and commercial customers.

KIHOMAC Facility or Office
KIHOMAC Client Site

www.kihomac.com

info@kihomac.com

KIHOMAC maintains a number of quality
standards and certifications, including ISO
9001, AS9100, and CMMI Level III. We strive
for a high degree of excellence and have
become recognized for our performance,
winning the Nunn-Perry Award.

Exp . 2021-11-16 / Appraisal #1598

DoD Nunn-Perry
Award Winner

PRIMARY NAICS CODES
• 541330
• 541715
• 336413
• 336411

CAGE CODES
• 3L2L3 (Corporate)
• 67MK1 (UT)
• 7T9G0 (OK)
• 876J4 (GA)

Scot Merrihew
Chief Operating Officer
scot.merrihew@kihomac.com
3800 N Fairfield Rd.
Layton, UT 84014
801.593.7088

ISO 9001:2015 / AS9100D / CMMI Level III

CAPABILITIES
KIHOMAC boasts a wide range of engineering,
manufacturing, and technical support abilities.
We are always looking for new ways to grow and
problems we can solve. Whether that’s reverse
engineering and manufacturing complex parts or
generating technical data. Our capabilities
include but are not limited to the following:

Systems & Software
Engineering
• Mechanical Systems

• System Integration

• Electrical Systems

• Predictive Analysis

• Software Systems
• 3D Modeling/MBD

• Mechanical Systems

• Structural Systems

• Assembly Tool Design

• Report Generaton

• Engineering Change
Orders

• Weight Optimization
• Legacy Data Coverage

• Model/Drawing Validation

Acquisition & Sustainment
• Program Management

• Primary Structure

• Data Validation
& Verification

• Secondary Structure

• Tech Data Publication

• Financial Management

• Design Review

• Tech Data Development

Prototyping & Specialty
Manufacturing
• Digital Modeling
Fabrication

• Engineering Liaison

• Assembly Tool Design

• ME Support

• NC Programming

• Material Review
Board (MRB)

• 3D Printing

Reverse Engineering

• Production Management

• Test, Evaluation,
& Certification

• Composite Tooling

KIHOMAC’s Center for Advanced
Manufacturing8in0 Layton, UT

www.kihomac.com

info@kihomac.com

www.manta-group.com
covid@manta-group.com
Manta Group

Government organizations today must address a wide range of human and
technology issues that significantly impact their ability to operate—regardless of
mission, function, and location. Manta Group provides critical emergency
preparation, management, and response services to a wide range of government
agencies across the nation and overseas.
Our core competencies include:

Analytical Support
•
•
•
•

Biosurveillance/Health Surveillance
Chemical and Biological Threat Detection
Intelligence Analysis
High Performance Computing (HPC)

Management Support
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Management
Program Advisory & Assistance Services
Continuity of Operations (COOP) Support
Process Engineering
Acquisition Support & Contract Management

Grants Administration
•
•
•
•

Application Processing
Impact Assessment
Evaluation & Oversight
Policy Development

Communications Support
•
•
•
•

Strategic Communications
Campaign Design & Execution
Stakeholder Engagement
Social Media Management

Technology Support
•
•
•
•
•

Application Development
Systems Engineering & Cybersecurity
Mobile Communications
Data Engineering & Knowledge Management
Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML)

To learn more, visit us at www.manta-group.com/covid or send
us an email at covid@manta-group.com.
Manta Group is a Small Business under OASIS Small Business Pool 1

Our Customers
Include:

Marstel-Day

Marstel-Day Capabilities in Response to COVID-19

OBJECTIVE
Marstel-Day has unique capabilities and experience to support both Federal and local government
clients in their response to and recovery from the current pandemic.

RESPONSE
Communication

Partnership Programs

Marstel-Day’s Core Capabilities in Strategic Communication and
Stakeholder Engagement can be vital in maintaining calm, directing behavior and executing plans with efficiency.

Marstel-Day works collaboratively with our clients to provide
comprehensive community partnership plans and innovative
products. Through expert community partnership facilitation
practices, we construct a strong collaborative environment
involving diverse groups of internal and external stakeholders.
Our work supports our clients by identifying best practices and
efficiencies that deliver lasting benefits to their bottom line.

Over 18 years of experience in communications planning, stakeholder awareness, facilitation, and community partnerships,
we have the capacity and internal resources to help our clients
develop effective communication solutions.
Stakeholder identification, classification, and directories
Social media monitoring and engagement
Stakeholder Engagement Plans
Call center support
Tactical Communications Plans
Facilitation and mediation
Community relationship-building
Messaging and press release packages
GIS-based engagement tools

Mitigation Response Planning
Table Top Exercises

Data analytics/Community Resilience Support
Community resilience tools developed by Marstel-Day provide
rich information to inform decision-making processes and promote improved community engagement and understanding. We
use scenario planning with rapid visualization of alternative, data-driven outcomes to help users understand local hazard risks,
costs, and potential for community response.

Logistics/Data Management Support
Develop and maintain web-based data management system
and GIS-tool (GEO-PDF) for tracking the location, utilization, and
carrying capacity of needed equipment (e.g., ventilators) and
supplies for optimizing and streamlining movement to needed
locations throughout the US.
Marstel-Day delivers a full range of GIS services and products
that leverage cutting edge technology to create, manipulate,
manage, and analyze geospatial data for data-driven solutions to
client challenges. Our expert team includes certified GIS Professionals and technology leaders with a diverse range of subject
matter expertise to provide clients with robust models, integrated data-rich metrics, modeled visualizations, and custom webbased or GIS platform application tools that support informed
decisions.

RECOVERY
Planning Support

Next Dollar Investment Strategies

Foresight planning/pre-planning for projects and programs
ensure that many shovel ready infrastructure projects can be
executed soon after COVID-19 restrictions are lifted to get the
country back to work.

Choosing the best ways to expend federal funds for crisis response and beyond can be dynamic and time consuming.

Our careful and impartial work ensures that environmental
analysis contemplates the inter-dependencies among the
resources involved to arrive at a full and balanced range of
options and solutions.
Many clients use our expertise in conducting streamlined
NEPA assessments as part of their project runway

Marstel-Day understands that our clients are mission driven and
often face complex business transformation issues. We help our
clients achieve their goals and objectives and meet their requirements by:
Developing policies and strategies to achieve success,
Building programs to implement strategic and operational
plans,
Identifying concepts and actions to implement strategies and
programs,
Producing highly informed and innovative courses of action,
Facilitating collaboration among diverse internal and or external stakeholders, Providing cost, risk and financing alternatives, recommendations and solutions, and
Strengthening client planning skills in analytics, communications, and problem solving.

Risk Mitigation Strategies
Long-range planning can be difficult and full of uncertainty.
Eventually business will resume but the possibility of contagion
and other risks will remain. Marstel-Day’s team of planners,
facilitators, scientists, and technicians can provide your organization with an accurate assessment of your risks resulting from
natural disasters and climate change using both quantitative and
qualitative analysis. We have developed tools that can provide
value to your operations by increasing efficiency in decision
making, discovering new risks to your mission, and delivering
training across your enterprise more effectively. We work with
clients, their partners, and the community to analyze factors
such as climate change impacts, severe weather events, water
and energy resources, and ecosystem services. Together, we
develop strategies to address the areas of greatest risk and build
effective partnering solutions.

COMPANY PROFILE
Company Name: Marstel-Day, LLC
Address:

701 Kenmore Ave, Suite 220
Fredericksburg VA 22401

Telephone:
571-340-4097 Fax Numbers: 540-371-3323
DUNS Number: 038090390
CAGE Code:
1WA73
Tax ID Number: 542039988
OASIS Contract Number / Pool: 47QRAD20D1089 OASIS SB Pool 1
Point of Contact: Jennifer Graham - jgraham@marstel-day.com

Woman Owned Small Business
Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) SB

MCR Federal, LLC
Contact Information:

Linda Harris
Chief of Growth
Operations
Phone: (407) 497-9133
Email:
Linda.Harris@mcri.com or
OASIS.COPM@mcri.com

www.mcri.com
Corporate Headquarters:
2010 Corporate Ridge,
Suite 850
McLean, VA 22102

About Us:

MCR Federal, LLC (MCR) is the trusted leader in integrated
program management solutions since 1977, specializing in manned
and unmanned aviation, space systems, defense technology
platforms, and innovative solutions for managing government
technology investments. We provide critical thinking, objectivity,
technology transformed services coupled with best in class tools to
clients. We partner with clients to accomplish missions supporting a
wide range of national and international priorities.
Our employees’ commitment to excellence and core values, thought
leadership, and industry leading expertise are our greatest assets. Our
mission impact and quality services result in long-term client
partnerships and an environment where our talented staff thrive.

GSA OASIS Contract Information:
Small Business
• OASIS SB Pool 4 | Contract # 47QRAD19D4003
• OASIS SB Pool 5a | Contract # GS00Q140ADS509
• OASIS SB Pool 5b | Contract # GS00Q14ADS608
• OASIS SB Pool 6 | Contract # GS00Q140ADS718
Unrestricted
• OASIS Pool 6 | Contract # GS00Q140ADU720

Major Field Offices:

Bedford, MA; Dayton, OH; El
Segundo, CA; Huntsville, AL;
Washington, DC; and
Brussels, Belgium

Top Secret Facility Clearance
MCR’s certified
management and quality
processes are powered
by our innovative
CommandEdge™
platform and capabilities

Core Service Areas:
MCR has decades of experience managing multi-disciplinary projects
and programs for public sector clients. Today, we are a premier
professional services provider with a broad range of capabilities and
deep domain expertise in a diverse set of mission areas:
✓

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: Acquisition support, cost estimation
and analysis, EVM, risk
management,
manpower
studies
requirements development, and analysis of alternatives (AoA).

✓

Certifications:

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING: Process improvement, business case
analysis, strategic planning, research & analysis, facilitation, change
management, and training

✓

CMMI-SVC Level 3
ISO 9001:2015

ENGINEERING: Systems engineering, modeling & simulation, IV&V,
test & evaluation, system design, and safety analysis

✓

LOGISTICS: Support equipment, distribution and transportation,
inventory management, repairs, and supply chain management

✓

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: Budget, economic and investment
analysis, LCCE, TOC, and PPBE

✓

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D): Basic and applied research
studies, programming and planning to establish feasibility and
practicality of proposed solutions to technological challenges.

TRUST | EXCELLENCE | INTEGRITY | SERVICE | HONESTY

Integrated Program Management

MCR provides the highest quality Integrated Program Management services which combine strategic
planning, cost and schedule analysis, acquisition management, and program assessment solutions. We
combine our functional knowledge with Domain expertise to enhance clients’ mission performance.
Our services are underpinned by our innovative CommandEdge™ solution which functions as a force
multiplier for our professional services — by providing a comprehensive, information-rich, collaborative,
visualization environment for managing complex programs and solving complex problems.

MCR GSA OASIS Contract Points of Contact
Corporate OASIS Program Manager (COPM)
Linda Harris
OASIS.COPM@mcri.com
Phone: (407) 497-9133

Corporate OASIS Contract Manager (COCM)

Lawrence Lam
OASIS.COCM@mcri.com
Phone: (703) 740-2237

2010 Corporate Ridge, Suite 850 | McLean, VA 22102 | (703) 506-4600

Your Success. Our Mission
MCSG Technologies was established in 2005 and has been supporting our health-related customers ever since.
MCSG is a SBA 8(a) certified, Native American owned, small disadvantaged business with offices in Oklahoma City,
OK, and Colorado Springs, CO.
MCSG currently supports the CDC’s Division of Global Migration and Quarantine (DGMQ) which works to reduce morbidity and
mortality among immigrants, refugees, travelers, expatriates, and other globally mobile populations, and to prevent the introduction,
transmission, and spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the United States. As part of this this work, DGMQ
oversees 20 quarantine stations across the United States. Quarantine Stations (QS) protect America’s Health at United States ports
of entry by detecting, responding to, and helping to prevent the spread of contagious diseases into the US.

COVID-19 Related Capabilities

• Support CDC's Division of Global Migration and Quarantine (DGMQ)
• Operate CDC's only Quarantine Station (QS) Virtual Call Center (VCC)
• Track, log, triage quarantine-related calls & correspondence
• Provide direct support to 20 Quarantine Stations 24/7 across the US
• Maintain QS VCC SharePoint Site/Data Repository
• Train Call Center Agents and Shift Managers on QS VCC operations
• Support application of CDC's COVID-19 Global Testing Order
• Logistical support for the safe and timely transfer of life-saving drugs MCSG Health Services Customers
• Support COVID-19 response in over 15 IHS clinics and hospitals
• Health and Human Services (HHS)
Other MCSG
• Center for Disease Control (CDC)
Health and Human Services Support
• Division of Global Migration and
• CSTLTS Management Support Services:
Quarantine (DGMQ)
o Strategic Planning & Reporting
• CDC Center for State, Tribal, Local
o Management Analytics
and Territorial Support (CSTLTS)
o Data Analysis
Management
Support Services
o Administrative Support
066
• CDC PHAP:
o Performance improvement
• CDC Public Health Associate
o Help Desk
Program (PHAP)
• IHS:

o Design, develop, implement host site
supervisor guidance

o Provide front-line medical providers, lab
personnel, screeners and admin support
o Support to National Supply Service Center ensuring
IHS facilities have supplies needed to fulfill mission
o Admin support to the Patient Referred Care programs

OASIS SMALL BUSINESS 8(a) CONTRACT
(8(a) SUBPOOL 3)
Contract # 47QRAD20D8342

• Indian Health Service (IHS)
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Metrica’s and TRACLabs’ COVID-19 Pandemic Response Capability
Metrica, Inc. is a member of GSA’s OASIS Small Business (SB) Pool 4 contract vehicle.
TRACLabs was established in 1997 as a division of Metrica, Inc., and TRACLabs, Inc. has been
an affiliate of Metrica since 2007. TRACLabs conducts world-class artificial intelligence and
robotics research and is Metrica’s partner in the OASIS SB Pool 4 contract. Its strong team of
engineers and scientists with diverse backgrounds have earned international recognition for their
research. TRACLabs created, and continues to develop, the groundbreaking PRocedure Integrated
Development
Environment
(PRIDE) software. Procedures
are critical to the assembly,
maintenance, and operation of
complex, high-risk systems.
PRIDE is an electronic procedure
system that helps users create,
automate, and manage operating
procedures effectively for high
agility, safety, reliability, and
efficiency. Originally developed
in conjunction with NASA to
replace the pounds of paper
procedures that were sent up on Shuttle missions, PRIDE simplifies procedure authoring, allows
operators to execute procedures concurrently, and records results for analysis. PRIDE is part of a
large and growing market for electronic workflow products that assist human operators to safely
and efficiently perform procedures that have traditionally been done in a manual paper format.

PRIDE Software and the COVID-19 Response
With the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the effects of the disease on the upper
respiratory system, the need for life-saving ventilators and personal protective equipment (PPE),
such as surgical masks, N95 respirators, gowns, gloves, shoe covers, face shields/safety goggles,
and hand sanitizer, has skyrocketed. In the U.S., many
industrial-scale manufacturing companies such as
General Motors and 3M have scrambled to retool their
factories to produce ventilators and PPE in order to
meet this demand. While such efforts are proving
effective, these types of initiatives are less likely to be
available in rural areas or in emerging and third-world
countries with limited manufacturing capacity. To
address this need, a host of universities, small-scale
manufacturers, and do-it-yourself (DIY) efforts have
sprouted with instructions to build low-cost PPE and
ventilators out of common materials such as windshield
wiper motors. The photograph to the right shows an
example of an emergency ventilator developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Metrica, Inc.
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In response to this unprecedented global crisis, Metrica and TRACLabs could support these efforts
in the following ways using PRIDE:
• Assembly. PRIDE could help enterprises with limited manufacturing experience build devices
like ventilators at scale. Once a design is adopted, procedures could be written in PRIDE and
executed by assembly-line personnel in a repeatable fashion. Using a procedure-driven
approach flattens the learning curve and helps staff with limited experience become productive
in a short amount of time. Several of our commercial customers report that this approach
significantly reduces the number of defects in the assembly process.
• Testing. Since ventilators and PPE are being used to sustain life and prevent disease, a rigorous
(and possibly standardized) testing framework is important. We have several customers who
use PRIDE to write testing procedures for manufactured products (e.g., airplane engines) and
then use the software to execute the procedures. Since PRIDE stores all of its information in a
centralized database, the system has a perfect audit trail of the tests. All testing procedures
would be designed to conform with American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
International’s technical standards.
• Operation. As the pandemic spreads to less developed regions of the world, it is likely that
medical staff may not have experience operating recently developed medical equipment. At a
minimum, PRIDE procedures can help doctors and nurses operate new and complex equipment
in the same way astronauts use it on the International Space Station. Furthermore, we could
partner with equipment manufacturers and leverage our patented automation capabilities to
operate equipment with a minimum of human intervention.
PRIDE could also be a vital tool in developing the work instructions required to implement
decontamination procedures.
Currently, our product is used at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center to test
electric airplane motors, NASA Ames to handle ground operations for the upcoming BioSentinel
mission, and a major commercial space operator to aid in flight operations for spacecraft. We also
have thousands of procedures running in oil & gas assembly, maintenance and overhaul shops,
and chemical manufacturing plants across the country for Fortune 100 customers.
For further information, please contact Jonathan Fast, email jfast@metricanet.com, phone 210861-9420.

WEDELIVERTHE RIGHTSOLUTIONS

FACT SHEET

CONTACT CENTERS &
HELP DESK

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Strategic Planning & Budget
Formulation
Project Planning, Tracking &
Compliance Monitoring
Issues Management
Business Process Reengineering
Acquisition Management Support

net.America
CONTACT

Clare Razaq-Hines:
President/CEO
clarehines@netamerica.net
t. 301-221-9871

Life Cycle Software Development
Web-Based Application Programming
IT Help Desk/ Seat Management
Custom & Solution Based Applications
Asset Management

Yasmin Hines:
Business Development Manager
yasmin.hines@netamerica.net
t. 202-465-6669

CONTRACT VEHICLES

WHYNET.AMERICA?

GSA :
OASIS SB #47QRAD20D1056
8(a) STARS II # GS-06F-0862Z
MOBIS #GS-10F-0204X
IT70 # GS35F167BA
CMS SPARC Prime
FAA eFAST Prime
NAVY Seaport-e Prime
DHS PACTS II (Sub)
MD CATS II
Prince George’s County CATS

The net.America Corporation holds a
20-year track record of delivering
superior information technology
management and consulting
services to Federal and local
government clients. We bring
unwavering professionalism, ethics,
accountability and responsibility to
our projects, allowing us to Deliver
the Right Solutions. Our Duns and
Bradstreet open-ratings is in the
96th percentile for
delivery/timeliness, reliability,
business relations, customer
support, quality, and responsiveness
to name a few. We operate in ISO
9001:2015 and ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011
certified environments—a testament
to our commitment in Quality and
Service management practices.
net.America provides an integrated
approach in the core areas above.

CAGE Code: 3B7G8

GRANTS MANAGEMENT
& PEER REVIEW

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

Ernie Brice:
VP of Contract Operations
ernie.brice@netamerica.net
t. 301-850-9002

DUNS No.: 070509828

State-of-the-Art Contact Center Facility
Multi-channel (email, chat, voice)
features
Contact Center Design & Management
Services
Help Desk Fulfillment
Customer Service Quality Assurance

Initial, Second Level & Post Reviews
Program Announcement &
Solicitation
Outreach & Technical Assistance
Report Generation

CERTIFICATIONS
SBA 8(m) EDWOSB
ISO/IEC 20000-1:2011
ISO 9001:2015
WBENC WOSB
MD MDOT MBE/DBE
MD/DC National Minority Supplier
Diversity (NMSDC)
Metropolitan Washington Airports
Authority (LDBE)
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (DBE)
Prince Georges County (MBDD)
VA SWaM

CLIENTS
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Commerce
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Defense
Environmental Protection Agency
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Prince George’s County, Maryland
State of Maryland

NAICS
519190
524291
541511
541512
541513
541519
541611
54 1690
54 1930
561110
561210
56 1410

561421
56 1422
54 1614
56 1790
561910
56 1920
56 1990
611420
611430
611710
624230

PARTNERS
IBM
Maximus
Grant Thornton
Xerox
Deloitte
Dyna Net
Reed Tech

Longevity Consulting
TISTA Science and Te chn olog y
Microsoft/ Parature Interactive
Intelligence ( I 3 ) SKYGEN
Booz Allen Hamilton
GDIT

p.301.218.4559| f.301.218.6457| info@netamerica.net| discovernetamerica.com

C O N TR A C T E X P E R I E N C E
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE:
DEFENSE INFORMATION
SYSTEM AGENCY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
HOMELAND SECURITY:
FEDERAL EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Asset Management Support (Requires Secret Clearance)
Performs asset management and information services to the (PEO MA) (IAA) Property Management
Team
Manages and accounts for more than 8,000 Information Technology and program Network assets
geographically dispersed worldwide in support of DoD war-fighters
Provides DISA with property management professional services to assist in the management of more
than 2000 PEO-MA assets per property custodian
Provides task order management support, performance reporting, supplemental logistics, and
transportation services
FEMA Web-Based e-Grants Application
Sustainment Contract
Program management
Requirements gathering and analysis
Web development design architecture
Custom care call center
Full software development life cycles
(SDLC)
Database development

Enterprise Application Development, Infrastructure
Sustainment
Requirements gathering and analysis
Full software development life cycles (SDLC), including
AGILE development
Database development
CMMI Level 3 environment
Program management
Creation/maintenance of a software development and
test environment
Web development design architecture

FEMA Grant Programs Directorate/Project Management and Reporting Services
Governance and Project Management Assistance Reporting and Data Analysis Assistance
Improved data accuracy and management
Improved coordination of business process and
FFATA and FFADS reports and ad hoc report
systems integration
development
Policy analysis and research; gap analyses
Data call requests and response
Support of key project goals, objectives, and
milestones
Assist customer with emerging policies (DHS,
OMD, GAO, etc.)

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING & URBAN
DEVELOPMENT:
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE:
UNITED
STATES PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE

STATE OF MARYLAND:
DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND MENTAL HYG
EINE

KUDOS:

HUD End User Support Service ( EUSS) Help Desk
Development and maintenance of a customized call ticketing application and housing inventory
database
Tier 1 thru Tier 3 end user help desk support services for 6 major HUD systems o Utilize software
development life cycles (SDLC) processes in producing the ticketing application and database
Design and implementation of a local area network solution, server hardware, and software o
Reporting: daily call volume, weekly call statistical, and monthly summaries
Customer Service Quality Assurance
HUD FHA Multifamily Clearinghouse
Provide a variety of referral services to HUD Regional Offices, Federal Housing Administration (FHA)
and The Inspector General Office (IG)
Facilitate public awareness and dissemination of information regarding HUD Multifamily Housing
Policies and Guidelines. Product/Material fulfillment
Maintain accurate contact referral information for HUD and its affiliate offices
Provide links to multifamily property management corporate offices nationwide
Reporting: daily call volume, weekly call statistical, and monthly summaries
Provide Quality Assurance services
USPTO Enterprise Contact Center ( ECC)
Provide programming and analysis support services to maintain, support, enhance and upgrade the
ECC
System analysis, design, computer and communications programming, database programming and
management, testing, implementation, operations and maintenance and end user training
Supports USPTO's 25 business centers, 475 ACD users, and 175 supervisors
Healthy Smiles Call Center
Operates the call center for dental service providers and participants
Provides call answering services for non-English speaking callers for over 100 languages and provide
a TTY/TTD support
Ensures the operation is HIPAA and PII compliant by operating a “Clean Facility.”
Quality Assurance; Complies with 6 key performance metrics
"We really appreciate the outstanding work & effort your team is providing to the State, and the State's Medicaid
providers & members." --State of Md., DHMH
“net.AMERICA provides excellent services to the MF EUSS Customer Relations Management and citizen-centric
assistance...”, --CPARS report
16201TRADEZONEAVE,SUITE112,UPPERMARLBORO,MD20774

Network Runners Inc.
Contract Vehicles

OASIS SB Pool 1 # 47QRAD20D1062 | OASIS SB Pool 3 # 47QRAD20D3041
GSA IT Schedule 70 # GS-35F-505BA with SIN 132-51 | GSA 8A STARS II # GS00Q17GWD2323
NOAA NMITS Contract # GS35F505BA

GSA OASIS Contract:

NAICS
423430
541330
541519
541921
561421

One Acquisition Solution
for Integrated Services
About NetworkRunners
Network Runners Inc. (NRI) is an Economically
Disadvantaged Women-Owned Small Business
(EDWOSB) with a Top Secret Facility Clearance,
established in 2000. NRI is one of fewer than 100
companies worldwide to achieve the latest V2.0
for CMMI-DEV ML3 and CMMI-SVC ML3. We are
also certified ISO 9001:2015 (Quality
Management), ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental),
ISO/IEC 20001-1:2018 (IT), and ISO/IEC 27001:2013
(Information Security/Cybersecurity).

For more information, contact:
Manoj Bhatia, President
manoj@networkrunners.com

Codes:
425110
541380
541611
541922
561431

511210 517919 518210 519130
541430 541490 541511 541512
541612 541613 541614 541618
541990 561110 561210 561312
561612 561621 561920 611420
611710 928110 928120

519190
541513
541690
561410
611430

Network Runners’ offering and capabilities serve to
elevate Small Business competition and quality by
achieving excellence in agile professional services
delivery, optimized digital transformation solutions,
and mission-critical delivery capabilities.
Where We Excel
Program Management Services | Management Consulting Services
Scientific Services | Environmental Sciences | Engineering Sciences
Logistics Services | Financial Management Services

M: 703.624.8074 | O: 703.468.1628
Network Runners, Inc. (NRI)
21351 Gentry Drive, Suite 255,
Sterling, VA 20166
DUNS: 14-4024093

Who We Serve

20+

years

CAGE Code: 56PU3
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
Socio-Economic Status: Small
Disadvantaged Business;
WOSB and EDWOSB

OPTIMIZING
AND
EXPANDING
– CRISIS
AND PANDEMIC
SERVICES
Optimizing and
Expanding
– Crisis
and Pandemic
Services
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Improving outcomes, quality, safety, efficacy, and compliance

Network Runners

COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT

Accelerating discovery and advancing science

PUBLIC SAFETY

Developing and supporting solutions that keep citizens safe

Customer
Support

To learn more, visit us online
networkrunners.com

networkrunners.com ©Copyright 2021

Enterprise
Services

Enterprise and
Cloud
Computing

Professional
Services

AI and ML
Data Analytics

Applications

Cybersecurity

Information
Cybersecurity
Assurance

NikSoft Systems Corporation
NikSoft Systems Corp
1984 Isaac Newton Square West
Suite 306A
Reston, VA 20190
703-435-2260
www.niksoft.com
OASIS SB: Pool 3
Contact:

Jon Cassady
703-435-2260 X203
oasis@Niksoft.com
or
Scott Turner
703-969-5638
Scott.turner@niksoft.com

Certifications:

CMMI Maturity Level 3
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 27001:2013
ISO 20000:2011

Top Secret Facility Clearance
Cage Code: 3RYX3
DUNS Number: 07-121-5037
DCAA Approved Accounting
System
Customers:

Defense Health Agency
Customs and Border Protection
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army
U.S. Navy
U.S. Coast Guard
Joint Chief of Staff
U.S. Postal Service
Defense Information Systems
Agency
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Internal Revenue Service
Dept. of Veteran Affairs

For over 21 years NikSoft has been working collaboratively and iteratively with our
DoD/Civilian customers with our highly experienced program managers, systems
architects, cybersecurity engineers, and software developers working to integrate
the highest quality software systems that offer the lowest cost of ownership across
the enterprise. NikSoft-Identity and Access Management is a complex matter, and
with the ever-increasing scope of network services and access, we applied new
methodologies and technology to tackle these issues while maintaining users, IT
staff, HR personnel, legal resources and managers. NikSoft- Program Management
is focused on higher level vision, organization strategy, goals and objectives,
coordination and prioritization of resources across mission projects, managing links
between projects and customer ownership costs and program risk. NikSoftIA/Cyber Programs have proven in-depth knowledge of IT security across the
DoD/Civilian enterprise, providing the customer the highest qualified Cyber experts
within the Industry, ie, security planning, policy development, Risk Management
assessment, vulnerability testing, intrusion detection, disaster recovery plans,
configuration management plans, training and incident response. The team is also
qualified to perform audits of an organization’s IT security posture that produce the
highest quality reports. NikSoft-Business Intelligence/Big Data Migration
understand the importance and challenges of housing legacy data (warehousing
and archiving) so that it will be accessible to meet compliance requirements, and to
supplement current data generation efforts while maintaining a secure enterprise.
NikSoft is a full-service Infrastructure Service Provider (ISP) and Cloud Service
Provider (CSP) serving enterprise customers in defense, civilian government, and
highly regulated commercial industries. NikSoft’s provider, Orock, operates a
private, carrier-grade fiber optic network and an enterprise-grade open source
cloud designed specifically for secure data operations. ORock Cloud is the first
and only FedRAMP Moderate cloud based on Red Hat OpenStack Platform and
Red Hat OpenShift Platform with FedRAMP High Available, providing a scalable,
flexible environment that supports Private Clouds, and Hybrid Clouds with multicloud strategies while minimizing vendor lock-in.
NikSoft’s team additionally has the
expertise in deploying DevSecOps
pipelines that meet the challenges and
rigor of cloud environments along with
providing solutions and capabilities to the
Edge, to include Tactical and Disparate
environments, Medical Field Hospitals,
and Emergency Operations Centers
(EOCs).
NikSoft/ORockCloud Tenancy Hosting Options
NikSoft/ORockCloud provides a variety of options to meet your unique cloud
infrastructure needs. Unlike hyperscale CSPs, the NikSoft/ORock team works closely
with each customer to help determine the right size and deployment options for your
requirements. ORockCloud offers generous compute, storage, Internet connection, IP
addresses, container hosting, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux License (RHEL) options with
no charge for data ingress or egress. Choose from two different pricing models:
• Flexible Hosting Option
• Reserved Hosting

An AI-Enabled Disposable Breathalyzer for COVID-19 Detection in <1 min
NOU Systems

So what? A significant barrier to addressing pandemic spread of COVID-19 disease without economic
catastrophe is the lack of point of care (POC) and self-administered testing. If an ultralow-cost, scalable
and real-time screen existed, civilians and warfighters could safely return to work. We propose here
Coronavue-19, a screening tool to enable identification of all COVID-19 carriers in <1 min using a cheap,
consumable, TRL 7 breathalyzer and a smartphone, addressing this urgent public health need. Our team
consists of the breathalyzer inventor and developer (AZZTEK), an innovative and proven defense
contractor (nou Systems [nSI]) and an NIH-funded innovative ER clinician with deep experience
conducting clinical trials ( Brigham and Women’s Hospital [BWH]). We are prepared to execute a 600patient clinical trial at BWH and rapidly progress to full rate production for $100 / test in ~4 months.
Past Performance:
AZZTEK: In late 2019, AZZTEK completed a 75+ patient clinical trial for a similar technology as a lung
cancer screen. The technology was developed in the MIT Department of Chemistry and is patented.
AZZTEK has an existing relationship with a South Carolina-based manufacturing partner with capacity to
quickly scale-up to millions of units per month
nSI: nSI has advanced machine learning and rapid prototyping efforts with NAVAIR (Contract
#N6833520C0301), SOCOM (Contract #H9240520C0013), MDA (HQ0147-19-C-7114) and the USAF
(FA8808-20-C-0031), and is prepared to rapidly stand up an ML infrastructure to classify the sensor data.
OASIS Contract: 47QRAD20D1001
OASIS Pools: Pool 1
SB or UR: SB
Contact Information:
Dr. Paul Bisso, Chief Innovation Officer at nSI. email: paul.bisso@nou-systems.com, m: 347-266-5817

OASIS SB Pool 1:
47QRAD20D1212

Oceanetics develops innovative solutions to challenging,
unique, and emergent requirements. NRSAVR-100 is designed to protect Health Care Workers (HCW) caring for
patients with COVID-19.

SAVING THE LIVES
OF THE ONES WE
RELY ON MOST
VETERAN DESIGNED
& MADE IN USA


Developed by ER physician
currently treating COVID19 patients and a team of
engineers.

NRSAVR-100 [“Nurse Saver”]



NRSAVR-100 [pronounced nərs sāvər], patent pending SN 63/001897, is a Negativepressure Respiratory System with Advanced Ventilation Return. The NRSAVR-100 is a self
-contained negative pressure environment that designed to provide Healthcare Workers the
highest level of protection and preventing them from becoming vectors of contamination.

Fabricated by Oceanetics in
USA, under license from
Hygia Health



100% U.S. Military veteran
owned business designed
and manufactured.

OASIS SB Pool 3:
47QRAD20D3168

CERTIFICATIONS


QMS Certified to ISO
9001:2015 with Design



DCAA Approved Accounting System



Possessing SECRET Facility Clearance



NIST 800-171 Compliant



SDVOSB



HUBZone

NRSAVR-100 is the only negative pressure cephalic environment recommended for use by
ER and ICU Physicians for use in:

Intubation

Transport

ICU Reduced use
of ppe

Reduce Need for
Ventilators

Negative
Pressure
Isolation

Field Hospital
Use

© 2020 by Oceanetics Inc., Hygia Health LLC | All rights reserved | Proprietary Information

Oceanetics, Inc.

+1.410.571.5186
info@oceanetics.com
intubationhood.com

Innovation at any depth

Capabilities & Benefits

SAVING THE LIVES
OF THE ONES WE
RELY ON MOST

NRSAVR-100 [“Nurse Saver”]
Capabilities & Benefits










Innovation at any depth



INTUBATION HOOD: Contaminated exhaled aerosols and fluids are contained in
the negative pressure environment while allowing the HCW to perform in a safer environment. The removed contaminates are filtered by existing suction HEPA filter infrastructure. Protects HCWs from transmission of respiratory viruses during the most critical moments of intubation care, respiratory/ET-tube care, and delivery of aerosolized
medications by placing the patient in a negative pressure cephalic environment.
TRANSPORT HOOD: Used to transport patients by mating with self-contained, negative pressure pumps equipped with HEPA filters. Greatly reduces both aerosolized and
droplet transmission of infection throughout the hospital during transport.
ICU SAFETY & PPE USE REDUCTIONS: Placing a patient in a self-contained
NRSAVR-100 reduces the need to change PPE for ICU personnel at every room entry
and exit. Infectious particles would remain enclosed under negative pressure thereby
allowing the HCW to return to “universal precaution” standards, unless directly adjusting
or entering the negative pressure chamber. Visual/audible alarms in expedited development for ICU use.
REDUCED DEMAND FOR VENTILATORS: Reduces risk of early intubation and
decreases demand on ventilators by allowing use of existing HF-NC or BiPAP/CPAP
systems. The NRSAVER-100 negative pressure environment contains exhaust from HFNC or BiPAP/CPAP systems and evacuates through the hospital suction system.
NEGATIVE PRESSURE ISOLATION: Only 2%-4% of U.S. hospitals rooms are
equipped with negative pressure airborne isolation rooms. The NRSAVR-100 allows for
patients to be placed in negative-pressure environments without the costly conversions
of hospitals and allows rural or field facilities to provide a similar level of care.
FIELD HOSPITAL USE: The NRSAVR-100 provides the ability to provide negative
-pressure airborne infection isolation capabilities for over-flow, and field tent hospital
facilities by mating with a self-contained, negative pressure pumps equipped with HEPA
filters.

Emergency Use Authorization

Oceanetics, Inc.



NRSAVR-100 has not been FDA cleared or approved;



NRSAVR-100 has been authorized by FDA under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA);



The NRSAVR-100 is authorized only for the duration of the declaration that circumstances exist
justifying the authorization of the emergency use of ventilators, ventilator tubing connectors,
and ventilator accessories under section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb-3(b)(1), unless
the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.
SB P1: 47QRAD20D1212
Manufactured by:
Licensed by:
SB P3: 47QRAD20D3168

+1.410.571.5186
info@oceanetics.com
intubationhood.com
© 2020 by Oceanetics Inc., Hygia Health LLC | All rights reserved | Proprietary Information

SM

SERVING UNRESTRICTED POOLS 1, 3, AND 4
AND SMALL BUSINESS POOLS 4, 5b, AND 6

COVID-19 Capabilities
Odyssey provides non-personal services, staﬃng and support for military-relevant
medical research within the Federal medical domain. We adopt a collaborative
partnering approach to meet the needs of our customers and have established
strategic relationships with specialized partners, clinical research organizations, and
research foundations across the medical research and development community to
engage where needed to execute all stages of medical research, including
procurement, ﬁelding, and sustainment.

COVID-19: ODYSSEY CAPABILITIES
Scientiﬁc Staﬃng
We can recruit / retain highly qualiﬁed
scientiﬁc and medical personnel with
infectious disease subject matter expertise.
We can also source personnel for
associated laboratory support services,
biomedical research, and biostatistical,
biometric and data analysis.
Program / Project Management
We can provide program / project oversight
to ensure product lifecycle milestones are
achieved within scope, on time, and within
cost constraints.
Information Systems
We can provide software development,
cloud hosting, project portals, and
application systems support.

Product Pipeline
We can work with research teams to map
outcomes and plan future research
pipelines to move products and solutions
into the next phase of advanced
development (enhancing capability and
prepping for technology transfer).

Acquisition / Logistical Support
We can support medical acquisition
planning and associated logistical support
for future outbreak / pandemic
preparedness.

Trusted Partners
We have trusted relationships for medically
focused subject matter expertise with
small and large business partners who
qualify as Contract Research Organizations
(CROs) Service-Disabled, Veteran-Owned,
or Woman-Owned, as well as 8a and
non-proﬁt foundations.

Contract Management
We have 20+ years of experience
successfully managing Government
contracts and task orders to meet and
exceed customer expectations.



TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY



DIARRHEAL DISEASE



REGULATORY SUPPORT SERVICES



TRAUMA / POLYTRAUMA / WOUNDS



INFECTIOUS DISEASE



BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT / SAFETY



AEROSPACE RESEARCH





ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY
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9001:2015
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CONSUL

CERTIFIED
COMPANY
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ISO
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G R O U P,

FEDERALWIDE

ASSURANCE
CERTIFIED

EDIE DRUKTENIS, PMP
Executive Director, Medical Group
571.351.8045
EdithDruktenis@odysseyconsult.com

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT

G

TONYA TORGESON, PMP, CSM
Director, Strategic Capture / Medical R&D
619.253.8465
TonyaTorgeson@odysseyconsult.com



N

201 Edgewater Drive
Suite 270, Wakeﬁeld, MA 01880
781.245.0111
odysseyconsult.com

PRECLINICAL & CLINICAL TRIALS
SUPPORT

D

Odyssey Has Delivered
Past Performance
Excellence In Several
Research Areas:

Product Research and Development
We can support non-traditional
government contractors who have
products to combat COVID-19 but may
not have the infrastructure in place to
support the requirements of a
government contract.

Member of the Medical Technology
Enterprise Consortium.

ORBIS
COMPANY POC:
SHAUNA BURROWS, CBDO

AN
ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS COMPANY

703-508-8034
SHAUNABURROWS@ORBISINC.NET

est. 2000

COMPANY ADDRESS:
HEADQUARTERS

ABOUT ORBIS

238 ALBEMARLE RD.
CHARLESTON, SC 29407
(843) 971-9390
www.ORBISINC.net

ORBIS is a veteran owned small business (VOSB) established in
2000 that provides engineering, technical, reverse engineering, ship
maintenance and consulting services to the Department of Defense
(DoD) and Commercial Clients. Our employee demographics include
engineers, scientists, researchers, skilled tradesman, and technicians,
often prior military personnel representing all branches of the Armed
Forces including commanders, engineers, pilots, and infantry.

ENGINEERING

OTHER LOCATIONS:

NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC,
GROTON, CT, SAN DIEGO, CA,
BREMERTON, WA, PORTSMOUTH, NH,
NORFOLK, VA, PHILADELPHIA, PA,
HUNTSVILLE, AL, PICATINNY, NJ

Mechanical and Electrical Design, Shipboard Shock Analysis, Systems Engineering and Integration, Structural, Fluids and Material
Engineering, System Design Integration and Implementation, Planned Maintenance Systems Development, Component Testing/
Qualification, Rapid Prototyping, Modeling & Simulation

ORBIS Labs provides integrated test system design and development, along
with systems design, fabrication, testing, and new information technology
development. We have laboratory and test facilities space available now.
ORBIS engineers are expert in system and component reverse engineering and
obsolescence support.

PROGRAM / PROJECT MANAGEMENT / TEAM TRAINING
• Acquisition Strategy Support to Senior
Leadership

• Ship Maintenance, Repair and Modernization
Trade Labor Support

• Project Integration & Process Improvement

• Measures and Milestone Development &
Implementation

• Submarine Risk Management & Mitigation
Support

• Validation and Certification

• Metrics Development & Assessment

• Organizational Assessment

• Engineering Management Consulting

• Budget/Financial Management

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND TEST

Mechanical and Electrical Design, Shipboard Shock Analysis, Systems Engineering and
Integration, Structural, Fluids and Material Engineering, System Design Integration and
Implementation, Planned Maintenance Systems Development, Component Testing/
Qualification, Rapid Prototyping, Modeling & Simulation

ORBIS’ staff of engineers and technicians provide innovative product
development, test, and manufacturing solutions for commercial and government
customers. We can work any problem from improving data flow on your secure
network to finding a replacement circuit board for legacy electronic equipment.
We tackle projects large and small with the same ISO certified approach.
CONTRACT INFORMATION:
OASIS SB POOL 3 - GS00Q14OADS343
CERTIFICATIONS:

The People, The Process, The Power to Deliver.®

IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19
ABOUT PE
Patricio Enterprises (PE) is a
SDVOSB graduate of the SBA 8(a)
program and leading provider of
Professional Support Services to
DoD and Federal Civilian Agencies.
PE provides day-to-day expertise
for our nation’s mission critical
support areas where customer
success is the only option.
Our people are our strength.
Experience and capabilities
gained from decades of service
to Department of Defense and
civilian agencies combine to
deliver dynamic integrated
solutions to our customers.
OASIS CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 6 - GS00Q14OADS714
CONTACT INFORMATION
Jeff Megargel
Executive Vice President,
Strategy and Plans
540.419.4800
jmegargel@patricioenterprises.com
Theresa Puckerin
Contracts Manager
703.441.4760 x113
tpuckerin@patricioenterprises.com

COVID-19 Mobile Laboratory and Logistics Support
Patricio Enterprises, Inc. is providing COVID-19 mobile laboratory support to the
Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
Defense (JPEO-CBRND) under its Joint
Enterprise Omnibus Program
Engineering and Technical
Support (JE-OPETS) indefinite
delivery, indefinite quantity
(ID/IQ) contract vehicle.
Under this task order, PE’s
Laboratory Technicians and
Technologists are deployed to a CONUS military location to operate two
laboratories. The laboratories process COVID-19 tests to a per-hour standard,
and there are thousands of samples from each deployment. Additionally, PE is
supporting Operation Warp Speed with Supply Chain Management expertise.
In this role, we assist the JPEO with managing the COVID-19 supply chain to
ensure efficient distribution of the vaccine and associated consumables.
CLIENT
• Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear Defense (JPEO-CBRND)
RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
• COVID-19 Cepheid GeneXpert 16 Testing Expertise
• National Support to Remote Locations
• Rapid Personnel In-Processing/On-Boarding
• Systematic Quality Control Process
• Laboratory Certification Preparation
• Product Distribution Expertise

Patricio Enterprises, Inc.
Headquarters 525 Corporate Drive, Suite 201, Stafford, VA 22554
703.441.4760 • patricioenterprises.com

PCCI Hyperbaric Systems, designs, engineers,
manufactures, installs and maintains hyperbaric and
hypobaric research and treatment chambers for both
commercial hospitals and for the U.S. Military. PCCI
Hyperbaric Systems has been a producer of quality
breathing apparatus test systems and life support
equipment for over 30 years. Our Personal Breathing
Apparatus Test Systems (PBATS) represent a masterful
integration of PCCI Hyperbaric Systems experience with
easy-to-use, state-of-the-art technology.

If you need a device that cannot be purchased "off the
shelf" we can help.
We offer complete engineering and design services by
registered professional engineers. From custom pressure
vessel penetrations to adding an extra lock in your multiplace, PCCI Hyperbaric Systems has a solution.
Visit the PCCI Hyperbaric Systems website for the full
line of products and services offered:
https://www.pccihyperbarics.com/

PBAT's are designed to accurately test and document
performance of a wide variety of breathing apparatus
such as those used for diving, fire-fighting, mine rescue,
aerospace and other applications where documentation is
crucial.
Specific Products and Services
include:
• Monoplace and Multiplace
Hyperbaric Chamber Site
Development
• Mobile Hyperbaric Oxygen
Treatment (HBOT) Systems
• Hood and Mask Systems
• Oxygen Manifolds
• Design of Hospital Liquid
Oxygen Supply Systems
• Monoplace Air Ventilation
Package
• NFPA compliant oxygen supply
systems for Hyperbaric clinics
and small hospitals
• Testing of Life Support
Equipment
• Overhaul, relocation and
maintenance services for
monoplace and multiplace
chambers (all manufacturers
included)

OASIS SB Contract: GS00Q14OADS327
POOL: 3
POCs: Tom Hudon, Corporate OASIS SB
Program Manager
Phone: 703-229-1110
Email: thudon@pccii.com
Ramesh Dixit, Hyperbaric Systems Div.
Phone: 703-229-1096
E-mail: rdixit@pccii.com

300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract # 47QRAD20D1070
WOSB, Third Party Certified
Jaime Ramirez, Vice President
Direct: 714-459-3564, Main Office: 714-374-1140
OASIS@performexcel.gov

U.S. Department of Energy
Woman-Owned
Small Business of the Year, 2013
Protégé of the Year, 2011

Performance Excellence Partners

RESPONSE AND ASSISTANCE CAPABILITIES
During this COVID-19 national crisis, we are prepared to help. Our ﬂexibility, responsiveness, expertise, and inspired solutions have
enabled us to successfully execute complex, multi-task projects, exceed customer expectations year after year, and become a trusted
partner to our government customers. Performance Excellence Partners’ (PEP’s) response and assistance capabilities include:

Telework Policies, Practices, Implementation
and Improvements
■ Telework and HR Policy Support – revisions, updates, new
content
■ Optimizing Telework and Virtual Teams
— Consulting/Coaching – done virtually, to help virtual
teams succeed
— Virtual Trainings – for managers and staﬀ on
processes and tools

Virtual Conferences and Convenings/
Communications Services
■ Logistics and Technical
Facilitation

■ Stakeholder
Engagement/Contact
Management

■ Materials Development
and Dissemination

Grantee Support
■ Technical Assistance
■ Virtual Grant Review
Panels

Program and Business Operations Support
■ Project and Program Management
■ Administrative/Analytical Support
■ Training and Development
PEP was enormously helpful
and proactive in assisting NE for the past
three years. I highly recommend their energy
and innovation in getti ng the job done.
– DOE/NE CPARS

— RELATED PAST PERFORMANCE —
HR Policy Support: Provided federal Human Capital subject
matter and writing expertise to federal HR partners to
develop and update HR
policy according to 5 CFR and
agency requirements. (DOJ,
Oﬃce of Justice Programs
and the National Science
Foundation, Human Resource
Management Oﬃces)
Transition to Telework:
Provided training sessions for
Senior Executive Service and
General Schedule employees.
Training focused on leading
virtual teams and leveraging
current technology.
Strategies and tools increased the capability of supervisors to
engage remote workers, monitor performance, and improve
the eﬀectiveness of USMS meetings and collaboration eﬀorts.
(DOJ, U.S. Marshalls Service)
Virtual Training Conferences: Planned and coordinated virtual
Regional Grantee Meetings, Grantee Training Conferences, and
Virtual Convenings. Interactive plenary sessions and workshops
had polls and engagement strategies implemented throughout.
Participants were encouraged to sit together at their sites.
Evaluation feedback was overwhelmingly positive with several
participants noting that the virtual format worked much better
than expected. (DOL, Employment and Training Administration
(ETA), ED, and HHS, Oﬃce of Family Assistance (OFA))
Communications Management: Reduced outstanding actions
to an all-time low and provided reliable answers to the “who,
what, and where” of correspondence generated from the
DOE Executive Secretariat and Oﬃce of Nuclear Energy (NE)
Program Oﬃces. A customized Excel tool was used to track
assigned actions and keep NE management aware of the status
of each action, and any CCC issues. (DOE/NE)
CONTINUED

Offices located in California and the Washington D.C. Area
FSS MAS Ι HCaTS SB Pool 2 Ι OASIS SB Pool 1

WOSB Certified Ι Woman-Owned Small Business

— RELATED PAST PERFORMANCE —
CONTINUED

Materials Development and
Dissemination, including
Stakeholder Engagement
and Contact Management:
Prepared reports, training
resources, documents, and
infographics. Development
services included technical
writing/editing, graphics
design/development,
document layout/design
and production. Ensured
Sec. 508 compliance
for materials delivered
electronically. Maintained accurate contact lists, including
DOL/ETA’s Communication Database with contact lists for
thousands of workforce system partners such as the State
Governors, Community College Presidents and American
Job Centers. Disseminated materials via email and through
websites and online communities of practice. Identiﬁed
Stakeholders, designed and implemented user engagement
strategies for various stakeholder groups, facilitated the use of
resource materials posted online. (DOE, DOL, HHS)
Grantee Technical Assistance (TA): Supported numerous
federally funded grant programs, including workforce
development, faith-based, and community-based organizations.
Developed and implemented annual work and TA plans;
provided virtual and in-person coaching (individual and small
group); designed and facilitated of peer learning opportunities,
webinars, working group calls; designed and developed Sec.
508 compliant electronic TA resources; developed content and
managed logistics
for virtual and
PEP was easy to
in-person
work with and went overboard
trainings and
to ensure that the ﬁnished
conferences.
product met our needs.
(DOL/ETA and
– NIOSH CPARS
HHS/OFA)

OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract # 47QRAD20D1070
WOSB, Third Party Certiﬁed
Performance Excellence Partners, LLC (PEP)

Virtual Grant Review Panels: Provided 646 non-federal grant
review panelists to independently evaluate and score grant
applications and participate in deliberations for 36 virtual
competitive grant reviews (ranging in size from two to
60 panelists). Services included recruitment, screening,
securing, performance oversight, quality assurance, and
payment. (DOL/ETA)
Project and Program Management: Provided project
management services for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR) Project Management Oﬃce. Additional services included
training, and technical support services; developed and
implemented the internship program; developed security
plans; and provided administrative, IT, and HR support. PEP
achieved an estimated savings of $450,000 in training costs
during transition to a cloud-based IT solution. (DOE/SPR)
Administrative/Analytical Support: Provided budget and
ﬁnancial, human capital, and executive secretariat operations.
Identiﬁed over $42 million in unfunded requirements resulting
in the execution of over $12 million in budgetary resources.
(DHS, Oﬃce of Cybersecurity and Communication’s Oﬃce of
Budget, Finance & Acquisition)
Training and Development:
Executed a vital emergency
operations training
development and delivery
program to better equip
ﬁrst responders in their
use of Personal Protective
Equipment. Implemented
the Baldrige Quality model,
secured a high level of buy-in
by engaging stakeholders
in the development of the
products, and earned a
perfect CPAR evaluation.
(HHS, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH))

Jaime Ramirez, Vice President
Direct: 714-459-3564, Main Oﬃce: 714-374-1140
OASIS@performexcel.gov

Offices located in California and the Washington D.C. Area
FSS MAS Ι HCaTS SB Pool 2 Ι OASIS SB Pool 1

WOSB Certified Ι Woman-Owned Small Business

Perdigita

Coronavirus – COVID-19

PANDEMIC
Capabilities
During a pandemic, our challenges change with each
passing day. Businesses have the opportunity and
responsibility to deliver innovations that help our nation
respond and recover quicker. Through mission, digital
transformation and cyber efforts, Perdigita delivers
small innovations that yield big results to ensure the
safety of our citizens.

The Perdigita Difference
This unprecedented pandemic is
challenging today’s public sector leaders
more than ever before. Government and
industry must work together to quickly and
efficiently respond and recover from this
crisis.
But, demanding requirements and increased
scrutiny shadow our government leaders,
leaving them without the time for overly
sophisticated solutions.
Perdigita implements critical strategic
solutions with rapid agility—keeping
solutions responsive and scalable, so our
leaders can pivot rapidly as our environment
and needs change.
Perdigita is supporting missions, driving
operations and advancing capabilities
during and outside of a crisis.

Amplify productivity and effectiveness
We empower productivity improvements across all
areas and in every layer of our organization. We arm
each consultant with access to the right technology
for the right job at the right time.

Vigilant problem solvers
During a crisis-mission, time, budget and cost
are too often overly constrained. We always
find a way to solve your toughest challenges
resourcefully.

Innovate along the way
We develop and optimize existing tools and
platforms to build solutions for speed, adaptability
and scalability; we train our consultants to search
for small innovations that drive big results.

Tailored solutions
We develop and provide capabilities, processes,
programs and services tailored to each unique
situation. No two solutions are unique, especially
during a crisis.

www.analygence.com

Our Services

Domain Expertise

We set a course of action, capture results and drive
performance to continue accomplishing your mission even in
a COVID modified environment.

Mission

• Business operations
• Business financial
management
• Acquisition

• Contracts
• Communication
• Systems engineering
• General integrated logistics

• Information assurance
• Risk management
framework (RMF)
• Program management
• Scheduling

support
• Training
• Supply chain management
• Advanced planning
• Foreign military sales

Adversaries are exploiting current vulnerabilities and COVIDthemed cyber-attacks are growing. Our personnel stay up to
date with the latest exploits to plan, detect and defend against
cyber threats.

Cyber &
Intelligence

• Cyber threat detection
• Cyber assessments &
analysis
•
Cyber networks
• Cyber protection &
assurance
• Vulnerability analysis
• Advanced cyber training

• Intelligence analysis
• Cyber policy
• All-source collection
• Multi-INT analysis
• Language-enabled
analysis
• Counterintelligence/
HUMINT

This pandemic has demanded agility from organizations—
this requires modifying processes to work in an online
connected environment. We use technology to re-engineer
processes to optimize performance and productivity.

Digital

• Business process
automation
• Data architecture &

Transformation

• Data Analytics
• Digital innovation
• Process assessments &
improvement

management

• Data visualization
• Business intelligence
• Digital organizational
strategies

• Program evaluation,
measurement &
effectiveness
• Technology architectures &
strategies

Company Profile
Perdigita provides mission support, cyber, and
business transformation services to federal clients.
Perdigita is appraised at CMMI Level 3 and is ISO
9001:2015 certified. Our offices are in Columbia,
MD; Toms River, NJ; Mechanicsburg, PA; San
Diego, CA; and Fairfax, VA.
Perdigita, LLC is a certified 8(a) SDVOSB joint
venture between ANALYGENCE, Inc. (managing
partner) and Client Solution Architects LLC.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DoD weapon systems
C4I systems
Enterprise IT
Cyber security management
Supply chain operations
Healthcare supply chain IT
Security assistance
Foreign military sales (FMS)
Strategic communications
IT service management
US Intelligence community

Knowledge Expertise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DoD 5000 acquisition
DoD financial management
Financial audit support
Federal contract management
Program & project management
Security assistance & FMS
Performance management
Fleet installation management
DoD ILS & logistics policy
Cyber security policy
Enterprise IT management

Technology & Process
Improvement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robotic process automation (RPA)
Web Development
Workflow development
Process mapping
SharePoint administration and
development
Database development and
management
Dashboards and Visualization
Analytics and Reporting
Operations research
Lean Six Sigma
Metrics Development

Perdigita, LLC
DUNS Number: 081127676
CAGE Code: 82LW4
OASIS Pool: OASIS SB Pool 1
Point of Contact:
Matthew McQuigg – (301) 291-7461
proposals@analygence.com

R&K Enterprise Solutions, Inc

Contact Information
Dean Lenuik
OASIS Program Manager
Dlenuik@randkes.com
Cell: 202.997.1287
www.randkes.com
111830 Cannon Blvd., Suite D
Newport News, VA 23606
Office: 757.534.9171
Fax: 757.534.9171

Certifications

R&K Enterprise Solutions, Inc. (R&K) is a
Service-Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business
establish in 2007 that provides our customer
with Reliable and Knowledgeable professional
services. R&K is headquartered in Newport
News, VA with satellite offices in the National
Capital Region and operates in 38 CONUS and
OCONUS locations worldwide.
Core Capabilities
• Mission Support
• Engineering
• Cybersecurity
• Exercise/Training
• Healthcare
Customer Base
• Department of Defense
- U.S. Air Force
- Air Force Medical Readiness Agency
- U.S. Marine Corps
• Department of Veteran Affairs
• Department of Homeland Security
- U.S. Secret Service
- U.S. Coast Guard
• U.S. Department of Transportation
- Federal Aviation Administration
Contract Information
• OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract Number –
47QRAD20D1015
• Sole source awards to Service-Disabled
Veteran-Owned Small Business concerns – Per 48 CFR §
19.1406, our Federal customers have the
ability to sole source awards up to $4M to
qualified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small
Business concerns.
Vision. Provide exceptional professional
services to our Government Customers.

Top Secret
Facility Clearance

Mission. Deliver exceptional professionals who
integrate into Government organizations – Our
customers’ mission is our mission.
Values. Integrity, Excellence, and Teamwork.

Team R&K Coronavirus (COVD-19) Specific Project Highlights
U.S. Veterans’ Health Administration (VHA). Team R&K’s experienced healthcare professional consultants
working across civilian, military, and global health systems since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak
have developed a set of actions, tools, and technical responses with healthcare leaders, managers, and
practitioners based on the best practices from the World Health Organization (WHO), CDC (U.S. and Canada),
the Military, and civilian health facilities. We are currently applying these best practices with leadership teams
across the world to rapidly respond to the fast-moving COVID-19 threat, manage and mitigate the severity of
the virus, and avoid unnecessary deaths and serious illness among patients and the healthcare workforce. Our
COVID-19 Raid Response strategy and execution is organized in four distinct yet interconnected operational
activities at the system, facility, and unit level of healthcare response using a multi-team system (MTS)
response including screening & testing, real-time tracking of operational status, communication, and
continuous improvement (Figure 1). Our approach has led to better COVID patient outcomes, lower infection
rates among non-COVID patients
and the healthcare workforce,
better sourcing and optimization
• Focused screening, testing,
• Case severity & spread
of precious PPE and other critical
treatment
• Resource availability
• Patient and staff screening
supplies and equipment, and
• Staff resilience
• Virtual screening &
more informed and empowered
• Contact investigation
testing
• New
patients, families, staff, and
• Screening & testing
recommendations
community. Leadership teams
zones
have been able to stay ahead of
• Screwing
the virus, better protect their
partnerships
most vulnerable communities
and stakeholders, and optimize
• Audit
their most precious resources
processes/tracers
• Frequent huddles
including people, time, and
• Educate/Coach/
• Partner check-ins
Mentor
• Contractor tag-ups
equipment by developing a
•
Learn from others
• Patients & public (PR)
‘combat-like’ rapid response
• Improve and adapt
• New Policy dissemination
rhythm necessary to prevent
• Debrief
system chaos and promote
continuous process
improvement even under
system duress.
Figure 1 – COVID-19 Rapid Response System.
U.S. Secret Service (USSS). Supports the Global Investigative Operations Center (GIOC) with identifying, and
investigating Coronavirus fraud threats/scams working with state, local and international law enforcement
partners to enable early detection of emerging threats and trends.
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG). Developed a single use Patient Isolation Unit (PIU) capability, which is used to
prevent the spread of infectious biological pathogens or hazardous chemicals from a contaminated person to
others during transport on a government aircraft or boat. This device was developed in response to the Ebola
outbreak in 2015 to move a potentially infected individual to designated medical facilities when
treatment-in-place was not possible. The PIU provides containment of a contaminated person, to minimize
potential exposure to boat/aircrews and potentially reduce the level of personal protective equipment (PPE)
currently required by USCG policy.
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Our team provides data and infrastructure support to the System
Operations (SysOps) crisis team. The SysOps team provides crisis response and incident management for the
FAA. During crisis response, our engineers and analysts provide 24/7 response to the SysOps crisis teams,
utilizing advanced data analytics and data mining techniques to provide critical information to the response
efforts. Our team's analysis includes geospatial, relational, and non-relational data upon request as well as
proactive information analysis as it is received. The FAA is anticipated to begin primarily utilizing their NAS
Integrated Status Insight System (NISIS) as the primary COVID response system, which our team maintains in
production.

One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) – SB Pool 2
GS00Q14OADS209

GSA Professional Supply Schedule (PSS)

RUCHMAN AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE
Nationwide Financial Investigative Support Services
Nationwide Accounting and Administrative Services
Drug Enforcement Administration
Criminal Disposition Support Services
National Instant Criminal Support Services
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Accounting Services Support
U.S. Coast Guard
Cybersecurity Support
Communications Systems Support
Air Force Space Command
Systems Engineering Support Services
National Security Agency

GS00F356CA

James Liang, COCM
(240) 355-4607
james@ruchman.com

Ruchman and Associates, Inc. (RAI) is a small business with a 40-year successful
track record in serving the Federal Government. RAI has held a TS Facility
Clearance since 1997, and its cleared workforce of over 200 employees has
supported Federal agencies across globally located cities, territories and US
interests. RAI has performed mission-critical contracts with a combined total value
of over $200M. RAI professionals have served intelligence and federal law
enforcement agencies across multiple domains.
CORE COMPETENCIES
•

Nationwide staff management at
CONUS and OCONUS locations,
including Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands

Tour Services and Visitor Center Operations
Bureau of Engraving and Printing

▪

Large-Scale Service Contract Act
(SCA) Compliant Operations

Firearm and Explosives Licensing Services
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

▪

Nationwide telecommute support HR
and IT infrastructure

Administrative and Technical Services
Department of Justice – Community Relations Service

Financial Operations
Accounting Operations
Annual Reporting Support
Risk Management Support
Audit Readiness Support
Budget Formulation and Execution
CFO Act/OMB A-123 Compliance
Financial Systems Management
GAAP Standards Compliance Assessments
Grants Management Compliance
Internal Controls Review
Travel TDY and PCS Processing

Technical and Administrative Operations
U.S. Department of State

Clerical and Administrative Operations
U.S. Marshals Service
Business Support Services
National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
Executive Administrative Support
National Nuclear Security Administration
Executive Administrative Services
Professional and IT Services
U.S. Army
Material Distribution Services
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Professional and Paralegal Services
Securities and Exchange Commission
Administrative and Technical Services
General Services Administration
Professional and Technical Services
U.S. Agency for International Development
Exhibit Management Services
Social Security Administration
Information Resource Support Services
U.S. Trade and Development Agency

http://www.ruchman.com
(301)776-5000
info@ruchman.com

Facilities Management & Logistics
Building Security & Surveillance
Call Center Operations
Facilities Management Quality Inspection
Construction Estimation
CAD/Drafting Services
Warehouse Administration
Supply Management
Public Affairs
Tour and Visitor Center Operations
Ambassador/Concierge Services
Museum Support Services
Tradeshow Exhibit Management

Business Operations/Administrative
Executive Level Support
Business Process Improvement
Mailroom/Correspondence Center Operations
Directives Management
Visitor Processing/Badging
Front Desk Reception
NARA Compliant Records Management
Paralegal Support
Procurement Support
FOIA Request Processing
Conference Room Management
International Trade and Development
Macroeconomics Analysis
SERVIR Coordination
Foreign Affairs Legislation
Strategic Budgeting
Grants Management
Project Information Management
Law Enforcement Support
Financial Investigations
NICS/Criminal History Records Services
Firearms Licensing Support
Case Tracking Administrative Services
Forensics Lab Support
Information Systems/Technology
Information Systems Analysis
Server System Virtualization and
Administration
Systems Integration
Helpdesk Support
Testing and Evaluation
Systems Engineering

Contact Us: OASIS
Deirdre Reed, President
(M) 703-919-9251
dreed@reedassociatescpas.com

Joe Karbowski, Manager
(O) 860-395-1996
jkarbowski@reedassociatescpas.com

✓ Successful performance on over
150 federal and state contracts
✓ 30+ years of senior management
federal sector experience.
✓ Improper payment identification
and reporting
✓ Compliance audits
✓ Verification procedures to validate
loan eligibility and loan document
execution
✓ Disaster relief audits, should-cost
and pricing reviews
✓ Conduct audits in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards
(GAGAS)
✓ Apply guidance contained in OMB
Circulars, FAR, DFARS, CFRs and
CAS.to costs incurred and costs
proposed
✓ Member AICPA, VSCPA, AGA and
ISACA
✓ Management certifications include
CPA, CISA, PMP and CGFM

www.reedassociatescpas.com

COVID-19 Support
Reed & Associates, CPAs, Inc. (Reed), a Woman-Owned
Small Business, is uniquely positioned to support
agencies that have provided funding to companies,
either through contracts, grants or loans, to help address
the COVID-19 pandemic. Reed is particularly specialized
in government contract compliance, grant and program
integrity, and other financial and compliance audit,
examination, validation and review services. Our
extensive experience spans a wide range of the federal
agencies that have provided services and/or funding
including CMS, Treasury, FEMA, USACOE, and
programs including federal loan programs, Medicare
benefits,
disaster
recovery,
and
information
management. Post COVID-19, the government will face
challenges in identifying program rollout and payment
accuracy, compliance with government requirements for
loan forgiveness, program integrity, and accurate
financial reporting. In addition to our core audit and
compliance
experience,
Reed
has
experience
conducting eligibility reviews for businesses and
individuals, establishing help desks, conducting loan
and grants compliance reviews, providing educational
outreach and communication, implementing effective
financial controls, and developing critical reporting
tools.
OASIS CONTRACT NO: 47QRAD18D0004
Our Capabilities

❖ CMS program eligibility review and oversight
❖ Program integrity monitoring of FEMA and HUD disaster
recovery funds
❖ Financial Auditing and Grant Management
❖ NeighborWorks/HUD low-income housing loan review and
compliance
❖ Audit plan design and oversight of grantee and sub-grantee
expenditures
❖ Program risk assessments
❖ Project management planning and performance tracking
8700 Centreville
Road,
Manassas
VA, 20110 contractors,
❖Headquarters:
Audits of disaster
recovery
state
construction
2201120110fjfjfjfjfjjf
clean up contractors, temporary housing providers, state

PCCI Reimers Systems

PCCI, through its Reimers Systems Division, designs,
engineers, manufactures, installs and maintains
hyperbaric and hypobaric research and treatment
chambers for both commercial hospitals and for the U.S.
Military. Reimers Systems has been a producer of
quality breathing apparatus test systems and life support
equipment for over 30 years. Our Personal Breathing
Apparatus Test Systems (PBATS) represent a masterful
integration of Reimers Systems experience with easy-touse, state-of-the-art technology.
PBAT's are designed to accurately test and document
performance of a wide variety of breathing apparatus
such as those used for diving, fire-fighting, mine rescue,
aerospace and other applications where documentation is
crucial.
Specific Products and Services
include:
• Monoplace and Multiplace
Hyperbaric Chamber Site
Development
• Mobile Hyperbaric Oxygen
Treatment (HBOT) Systems
• Hood and Mask Systems
• Oxygen Manifolds
• Design of Hospital Liquid
Oxygen Supply Systems
• Monoplace Air Ventilation
Package
• NFPA compliant oxygen supply
systems for Hyperbaric clinics
and small hospitals
• Testing of Life Support
Equipment
• Overhaul, relocation and
maintenance services for
monoplace and multiplace
chambers (all manufacturers
included)

If you need a device that cannot be purchased "off the
shelf" we can help.
We offer complete engineering and design services by
registered professional engineers. From custom pressure
vessel penetrations to adding an extra lock in your multiplace, PCCI’s Reimers Systems Division has a solution.
Visit the Reimers Systems Division website for the full
line of products and services offered:
https://www.reimerssystems.com/

OASIS SB Contract: GS00Q14OADS327
POOL: 3
POCs: Tom Hudon, Corporate OASIS SB
Program Manager
Phone: 703-229-1110
Email: thudon@pccii.com
Ramesh Dixit, Reimers Systems Div.
Phone: 703-229-1096
E-mail: rdixit@pccii.com

300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

ODS1 HOOD & MASK SYSTEM

For Keeping the Patients Breathing Environment Separate from the Chamber
The ODS1 is used to supply breathing oxygen • Flowmeter positions are not affected by
to a patient while air is being used as the
chamber pressure
chamber pressurization gas or for supplying
Over 20 years of successful use
air-break air to an oxygen-filled chamber
without diluting the oxygen.
• Reduces chamber infectious disease issues.
The patient circuits functions normally
with the chamber at surface pressure by
exhausting excess flow to the chamber via
an air gap. With an option exhaust
vacuum source, patient exhaust gas is
ducted outside the chamber even with the
chamber at surface pressure.
• Single supply & exhaust controls are easy
to use

HBO MOBILE TRAILER SYSTEMS
PCCI HBO mobile trailer system is
designed to accommodate two standard
monoplace hyperbaric chamber systems,
related ancillaries and oxygen supply
system. Trailer system is designed and built
to comply with NFPA 99 and 101 codes.
System is suitable for providing quick
hyperbaric service capability to hospitals,
outpatient clinics and doctor’s offices.
Trailer can be easy transported using
standard tow truck (Ford 350 or
equivalent).

OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
Need an oxygen service but cannot have a
bulk tank? PCCI’s Reimers Systems
Division can provide code compliant
oxygen service solutions for most
situations. RSD has vast experience in
design & construction of oxygen supply
systems that support multiple monoplace or
multiplace chambers. RSD provides turnkey installation services including
obtaining
permits
from
governing
authorities, development of hyperbaric
facility
plans
and
comprehensive
management
of
installations
&
commissioning.
300 North Lee St.—Alexandria, VA 22314 USA; Telephone (703) 684-2060 — Facsimile (703) 684-5343—http://www.pccii.com

RiverTech

Delivering Critical Infrastructure Services
in Response to COVID-19
The global pandemic, coronavirus (COVID-19), is putting a significant strain on the federal
government as agencies are being called upon to quickly and expertly build-out or retrofit
existing spaces into alternate care facilities. These facilities not only require physical
construction, but also an IT backbone that delivers superior connectivity and support for the
intake and processing vast amounts of data.
As a wholly owned subsidiary of Akima, an Alaska Native Corporation, RiverTech is uniquely
positioned to support the efforts of this emergency response. RiverTech is an agile, trusted
company that can offer robust capabilities in response of the impacts of COVID-19. Together
with its sister companies, RiverTech has offices located across the United States and can
quickly mobilize ready teams to support surge efforts in critical areas such as the North
Atlantic, South Atlantic, South Pacific, and Southwestern regions.

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

MISSION SUPPORT

A single point of contact and
accountability to handle facility
outfitting—from planning and artwork to
medical devices and IT.

Comprehensive professional services to support
federal agency missions. Our expert teams are
rapidly deployable, always reliable, and offer
innovative solutions to help you transform your
operations.

•

Health Facility Outfitting

•

Initial Outfitting & Transition Services

•

Products

FACILITIES, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Comprehensive services for equipment
and vehicle maintenance, as well
as building support services and
management.

•

Office Administration

•

Records Management

•

Research & Development

•

Subject Matter Expertise

LOGISTICS
From the warehouse to the airfield, our expert
logisticians deliver support services designed to
optimize and maintain all the links in our customers’
supply chains.

•

Base Operations

•

Depot Level Maintenance, Repair & Refit

•

Civil Engineering

•

Global Logistics Support

•

Facilities Maintenance

•

Logistics Consulting

•

Facilities Support Services

•

•

Low/High Voltage Electrical

Maintenance, Transportation & Supply Chain
Management

•

Range Operations

•

Warehousing

•

Real Property Management

RIVERTECHLLC.COM
TUVLI.COM

2553
Dulles
Drive,
Suite
700,
Herndon,
VAVA
20171
13873
ParkView
Center
Road,
Suite
400N,
Herndon,
20171

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Full spectrum IT product and support services.
Technology Services
•

Cybersecurity and RMF for
Medical Devices

•

IT Products: Value Added Reseller (VAR)

•

Digital Services

•

Servers and storage

•

Public Safety &
Law Enforcement

•

Software

•

Analytics

Desktops, laptops, printers,
terminals and other peripherals

Information Operations

•

Networking equipment, controllers,
modems

•

Communications, collaboration, and
telecommunications equipment

Infrastructure Operations

•

Service Desk

•

•

Staffing Augmentation

•

•

Cloud Computing

•

Application Development
(including Mobile Apps)

PROTECTIVE SERVICES
Akima provides enhanced security, a proven quality-focused project management approach, and technology platforms
that streamline detention operations, reduce programmatic and operational risks and strengthen our nation’s security.
•

Access Control

•

Detention Management/Prisoner Transportation

•

Armed and Unarmed Guards

•

Emergency Response

•

Base Security

•

Vulnerability Assessments

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
From pre-systems acquisition analysis and development to engineering, deployment, and
sustainment—our experts support customers through the complete systems lifecycle.
•

C5ISR

•

Research & Development Support (Labs)

•

Equipment Maintenance

•

Wired & Satellite Telecomm Services

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in design/build projects of all sizes.
•

Civil & Marine Construction

•

General Contracting

•

General Construction & Renovation

•

Security Infrastructure & Utility Improvement

To learn more about how RiverTech can support your emergency response needs, contact pmo@akima.com.

Simplified Procurement
RiverTech and the Akima portfolio of companies can swiftly
execute orders of both small and large magnitude. We also offer
customers the option of direct/sole source contracts with an
unlimited ceiling through Akima’s portfolio of 8(a) companies.
Our team stands ready to support your immediate needs.

•

•

CAGE: 7CG51
DUNS: 079736673

•

OASIS SB Contract Holder:
Pool 1 Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS119
Pool 4 Contract Number: GS00Q14OADS415

•
•

Period of Performance: June 2014 – December 2024

•

SBA may award a direct award contract (commonly
referred to as a sole source) with an unlimited ceiling to an
8(a) participant owned and controlled by an ANC [13 CFR
124.506(b)]
Quick, smooth transition to full contract operations typically
in 30 to 60 days
Awards above $22M for federal civilian agencies or $100M
for the Department of Defense require a simplified J&A [FAR
6.302-5(b)(4) and Class Deviation 2020 –O0009]
Limited potential for award protest [13 CFR 124.517(a)]
Small Disadvantaged Business and Native American Credits
[13 CFR 124.109(a)(4)]
Negotiated fair price

Point of Contact: pmo@akima.com

RIVERTECHLLC.COM

2553 Dulles View Drive, Suite 700, Herndon, VA 20171

Rumph and Associates, P.C.

Capability Statement

Rumph and Associates, P.C. (Rumph), founded in 2007, is an SBA certified 8(a), minority-owned small disadvantaged
business (SDB), headquartered in Alpharetta, Georgia. Rumph is committed to providing our federal, state and local
government, in addition to private sector and nonprofit clients, innovative, adaptable, quality-oriented, and costconscious services and integrated solutions which enable them to achieve their most desired short and long-term
business goals. We produce efficient, effective and well-timed results by understanding our clients' needs and
supporting them in their efforts to obtain the most desired outcomes.

Core Competencies
Rumph offers our clients a host of domestic and international
solutions designed to advance their mission and vision, so we
can win together!
◼ Global Rapid Response/Emergency Management
◼ Epidemiologic and Strategic Information Services
◼ Operational Support
◼ Technical Assistance and Training
◼ Evaluation and Program Effectiveness
◼ Monitoring and evaluation of response efforts
◼ Surge Support at Headquarters
◼ Laboratory diagnostic training
◼ Information Technology
◼ Governance, Risk and Compliance
◼ Business and Financial Services
◼ Agency Effectiveness
◼ Conduct emergency National Taskforce (NTF) meeting,
after declaration of Infectious Disease outbreak, and issue
interim response measures including event notification,
press release and media messaging
◼ Deploy multidisciplinary Rapid Response Team(s) (RRT)
to the affected area, and case management partners
◼ Deploy contact tracing and monitoring teams, to work
through an approach that engenders community trust and
participation
◼ Initiate active case finding, using simplified outbreak case
definitions and reinforcing surveillance data management
with routine analysis
◼ Expand risk communication and community engagement
in support of local containment measures
◼ Manage suspect and confirmed Infectious Disease case(s)
with adherence to IPC standards and other measures
◼ Reinforce and /or activate routine screening for Infectious
Diseases, and safety and isolation procedures, at all
health facilities in high risk areas

Differentiators

Small firm attention/big business results
International presence
International Epidemiologist and Health Advisors
Expertise in International Accounting Standards/ General
Accepted Accounting Principles
◼ In-Country Public Health Experience
◼ Evaluation, Assessments and Analysis Experience
◼ In-Country Capacity Building (Africa and Latin America)
◼
◼
◼
◼

Contracting Vehicles
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

SBA 8(a) Simplified Sole Source Contracting
Simplified Acquisition/Purchase Orders
Small Business Set-Asides
Full and Open Competition
On-Demand Partnership
GSA PSS Contract Number GS-00F-066DA
GSA OASIS Contract Number: 47QRAD18D000Q

Our Clients

• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
• U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)
• General Services Administration (GSA)

Company Data
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

CAGE Code: 51EN1
DUNS Number: 825064228
EIN: 26-0316307
SAM Registration: Active
SBA Certified 8(a); Graduation Date 03/29/2021
Atlanta, GA; Huntsville, AL, South Africa, Ghana

Experience/ Past Performance

For more than 13 years, Rumph and Associates has been providing innovative, adaptable, quality oriented, and cost-conscious
services and integrated solutions to global missions around the world in infectious disease monitoring, evaluations,
containment and education. Rumph has helped contain Ebola in the DRC and Liberia (Centers for Disease Control, Sierra
Leona and Guinea National Laboratory Advisory Service, 200-2016-91277 and CDC Technical and Medical Ebola Response
Support Services, 75D30120F07026), mitigate Zika in Puerto Rico (Center for Disease Control, Zika Outbreak Response, 2002017-93204) and conducted surveillance of AIDS/HIV and Avian Influenza in South Africa (CDC ITOPSS, 200-201800185). Rumph brings a robust set of capacity strengthening solutions to promote national initiatives and frameworks.

Technical, Management
& Program Support
Epidemiologic/ Strategic
Information Services
Operational Support
Global Health Security

Agency Effectiveness

Governance, Risk &
Compliance

Technical and Medical Ebola Response Support Services. Supporting CDC’s mission
and activities in informing the Ministries of Health on Ebola prevention and control strategies,
surveillance, Ebola response improvements, immunization program implementation, data
management, virus containment and follow on activities. Analyzing epidemiological data for
CDC to support the international outbreak response to develop solutions to problems that
arise in Ebola response, vaccine program implementation, disease outbreak response and
recovery efforts. Planning and implementing activities to improve data management practices
for disease surveillance.
CDC International, Technical, Operational, Professional Support Services (ITOPSS).
Assisting Ministries of Health to plan and implement evidence based public health programs,
Expand CDC’s global health programs that focus on the leading causes of mortality,
morbidity and disability, especially chronic disease and infectious disease. Rumph conducts
activities in the following major program areas: President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR), President’s Malaria Initiative, Worldwide Reduction of Measles Related Mortality
and Promotion of Child Health, Global Immunizations, The Pandemic and Avian Flu Initiative,
Global Disease Detection, Global Health Protection and Global Security, Safe Water, Injury &
Violence, Birth Defects & Developmental Disability, Field Epidemiology and Laboratory
Training, Sustainable Management Development, Reproductive Health, Workforce and
Career Development, and Global Preparedness and Program Coordination.
Sierra Leone and Guinea Laboratory Advisors. Providing technical leadership and
expertise to expand and strengthen the quality of laboratory services and public health
laboratory systems development. Rumph’s employee's primary areas of responsibility
include providing strategic and technical leadership and direction on laboratory issues to the
CDC-CGH Guinea Team. Working closely with the USG health teams throughout the US
Mission to ensure programs are coordinated.
Zika Outbreak Response. Providing technical and administrative services for the
Dengue Branch in the Division of Vector-Borne Diseases response to the Zika
outbreak. Rumph provides the technical and administrative support services that
support the Zika/DVBDR Laboratories within the Division of Vector-Borne Diseases,
Dengue Branch, located in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Thomas Rumph, Managing Partner
404-309-4751 I trumph@rumphandassociates.com
Michael Freeman, Program Manager
1-706-434-9712 I mfreeman@rumphandassociates.com
Tony Guthrie, Business Development Director
1-301-346-4860 I tguthrie@rumphandassociates.com
1125 Sanctuary Parkway, Suite 100 I Alpharetta, GA 30009 I 770-569-1239 Iwww.rumphandassociates.com I info@rumphandassociates.com

S&K Engineering and Research

S&K Engineering and Research (S&K) has assembled a team of industry leaders with in-depth capabilities to assist
the U.S. Government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We are positioned to provide COVID-19 testing centers
and mobile hospitals / quarantine facilities available for immediate deployment across the Country.

COVID-19 - OUR APPROACH
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Stage multiple COVID-19 TESTING CENTERS
with the highest standards, which can scale
and be replicated country- wide, addressing
immediate needs of ﬁrst responders.

FEATURES

CAPABILITIES
Emergency Logistics
Management - With
regional and local vendor
networks in each of most
heavily aﬀected the
COVID-19 locations, we are
able to expedite delivery of
PPE, personnel, material,
equipment and supplies to
these critical sites.

Oﬀer full service MOBILE HOSPITALS
AND QUARANTINE FACILITIES including
all necessary personal protective
equipment (PPE) materials.

Our team is ready to respond immediately.

The ability to set up 10-20 sites per week, per State.

Primary distribution centers in NY, FL, LA,
NE, TX, AZ, and CA.

Tents can be used for Field Clinics or for Drive Thru Testing
Sites.

Tents and teams are standing by in every
state ready to deploy.

World-class team standing by to execute the project with six
(6) Regional directors who will supervise the State directors.

Rapid Response and
Disaster Recovery comprehensive disaster
recovery services to support
COVID-19 response
operations at all levels,
complemented by stringent
quality and safety control
programs. Our COVID-19
response and recovery
solution includes
emergency medical
management, technical
rescue, and emergency
center operations.

Biomedical HAZMAT Support
and Recovery - Our method
reduces the spread of disease
by targeting critical areas
where viruses, fungi, and
bacteria grow and spread. We
disinfect these areas with
hospital l professional grade
UV-C disinfection systems
validated by more than 15
independent studies. We
issue a Proof of Disinfection
Certiﬁcate to ensure public
conﬁdence that an
environment has been
cleared of harmful pathogens.

UV-C Disinfection and
Cleaning Services - Our
rapidly deployable solution
includes industry expert
UV-C disinfection methods
that provide a chemicalfree, no-touch method of
killing germs on surfaces
and in the air. This system
exceeds the standard
approach for combating
pathogens including
COVID-19, reducing the
human error factor to
deliver optimal results –
results counted on by
medical facilities who
require the highest level of
sanitation.

Sample Test Collection
and Administration - Our
solution prevents
overcrowding of hospital
and medical centers to
control infection spread,
isolates or limits
interactions with
symptomatic personnel,
streamlines sample
collections for expedited
laboratory testing, and
aids in addressing public
concern through a
regulated, controlled
process that addresses
individual needs.

OUR TEAM
S&K Engineering and Research, LLC : (S&K) is a Small Business Administration (SBA) 8(a) certiﬁed
company headquartered in Polson, Montana. SKGS is owned by S&K Technologies, Inc., a family of companies of
the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) on the Flathead Reservation. As such, we continue the long
S&K tradition of superior program performance and long-term corporate stability. This ownership structure gives us
access to well-established methods of corporate governance, infrastructure, ﬁnancial support, and technical
“reach-back” across the entire range of the family of CSKT corporations.

Centerra, a Constellis company : Our comprehensive suite of services and protective measures range
from rapid response solutions, logistics management, HAZMAT removal and disposal, disinfecting and cleaning
services, and test collection services. Centerra COVID-19 emergency response services are used by Governments
and businesses, domestic and foreign, in response to the COVID-19 global pandemic. We provide rapid response
capabilities that enable business continuity and mitigate risks that jeopardize the safety of personnel, property,
critical infrastructure, and reputation. In response to this ongoing crisis event, Centerra oﬀers a fully integrated risk
solution to provide protective measures to keep the outbreak from overwhelming hospitals and to help advance
businesses with disinfection capabilities. Centerra oﬀers a comprehensive suite of services and protective measures
that range from rapid response solutions, logistics management, HAZMAT removal and disposal, disinfecting and
cleaning services, and test collection services.

Global Go : recently deployed temporary medical clinics and emergency facilities for USACE in the aftermath of
Hurricanes Irma and Maria. We provide tents, medical supplies, and other aid in emergencies anywhere in the
world. We deploy management and professional services teams to establish lost critical public infrastructure.

Marex Services Group, LLC : is a global logistics service provider of freight forwarding, transportation,
warehousing and supply chain management services. With oﬃces in the US, Latin American and the Middle East,
we are geographically positioned to handle both domestic and international logistics. Since 2011, Marex has
delivered hundreds of millions in cargo throughout North America, Central America, Europe, Middle East, North
Africa and the Far East. Marex is a licensed and bonded provider of domestic trucking and freight forwarding
services as regulated by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration under Motor Carrier-Broker License No.
DOT# 3247726 and Freight Forwarder License No. FF031205.

S&K Engineering and Research, LLC is a successful small
business that provides services for the federal
government and private sector in the aerospace
industry. We support critical programs for agencies
within the Department of Defense, Department of
State, and internationally – fulﬁlling a clear need for
advisory roles, as well as management, technical, and
manpower support. S&K is recognized as a leading
government small business contractor. We’ve earned an
outstanding reputation by exceeding clients'
expectations in quality, responsiveness, and
professional excellence, while delivering our products
and services on time and on budget. Contract with S&K
by contacting our representative.

Steve Taylor
OASIS Program Manager
(603) 362-2178
steventaylor@sktcorp.com
www.skercorp.com
OASIS SB Pool 1 Contract #:
47QRAD20D1034
DUNS: 782797869
CAGE: 4H1T9
NAICS: 488190 (Primary)

www.sabg.com
OASIS Pool 1 SB
Contract Number:

47QRAD20D1030

Point of Contact:
Mr. Adam Mungo, COPM
P: 703-717-9944
amungo@sabg.com

Strategic Alliance Business Group LLC

Strategic Alliance Business Group LLC (SABG) is an OASIS Small Business Pool 1 contract holder, and a SDVOSB and
EDWOSB, with a proven record of successful contract execution; developing and implementing cost effective, low
risk solutions at DoD and DHS. We are currently providing COVID-19 response services in the below areas.

COVID-19 RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
Emergency Response Coordination
SABG provides emergency response coordination
and notification development. We coordinate with
base operations and host installations to secure
proper response plans and actions during events, as
well as coordinate with janitorial services to ensure
after action activities.

Organizational & Strategic Planning
SABG works with customers to develop short-and longterm strategic operational plans in response to COVID19. We consolidate personnel reporting procedures for
executive leadership and assist programs in the
development of COOP plans and COOP location
buildout/leases.

Budget Development & Execution
SABG supports budget planning, development, and
execution needs to ensure the timely availability of
resources to achieve the customer’s financial and
mission objectives.

Program Management
SABG provides a wide range of program management
services; identifying and managing the issues,
requirements, risks, and solutions for projects of varying
size and complexity, including during times of
uncertainty and adaptive work environments.

Facilities Lifecycle & Space Management
SABG delivers innovative solutions for the
enhancement and sustainment of an organization’s
infrastructure and facilities operations. We provide
executive leadership with facility and floor plan
layouts, identifying affected spaces and areas
requiring sanitation activities.

Communications Support
SABG develops executive summaries, briefings, situation
reports, after-action reports, and communication
notices. We also conduct and support related
requirements meetings; prepare agendas, read-ahead
materials, minutes or notes, and summaries; and track
action items to closure. SABG engages with executive
leadership to develop responses for facilities
engagement during COVID-19 events.

LOCATIONS

RELEVANT PAST PERFORMANCE

Corporate Locations
Operating Locations

• Facilities, Logistics, and Space Management, Missile
Defense Agency (MDA) (Prime)
• Strategic Planning, MDA (Prime)
• Facilities Lifecycle Management, MDA (Sub)
• Warfighter Support, MDA (Sub)
• Program Management Support, Transportation Security
Administration (Prime)
• Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Engineering, MDA (Sub)
• Acquisition Support, MDA (Sub)
• Financial Analysis and Budget Support, National
Geospatial Agency (Sub)
• IT Help Desk Support, Naval Facilities Engineering
Command (Sub)
• Administrative Support, Office of the Ombudsman for
Customs and Immigration Services (Sub)

Customer Focused, Mission Driven

SC&A, Inc. Emergency Management Capabilities
Contract & Contact Information
GSA OASIS Contact# 47QRAD20D1084; Pool 1, Small Business
SC&A Contact: Ronald Davison, rdavison@scainc.com | 703.893.6600 X235

Company Information
A certified small business, SC&A provides technical and functional
capabilities to support clients during all phases of the emergency
management cycle (e.g., preparedness, prevention, response, recovery,
and mitigation). SC&A and our employees have supported federal
emergency management programs since 1991. We have served on the
front lines in operations centers, conducting response and recovery
support and developing after-action assessments to many of the nation’s
most challenging disasters including Hurricanes Andrew and Katrina,
9/11, Superstorm Sandy, the Loma Prieta earthquake and the Atlanta
Olympics Bombing. We currently support the DC Department of Health
in revising their Ebola Response Plan and support their operations center
for the COVID-19 response.
With SC&A’s deep scientific expertise in public health, toxicology, and
epidemiology, the company offers unique capabilities associated with
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosives (CBRNE) policy,
program, and assessment support. SC&A’s experience includes
evaluating the policy to stockpile potassium iodide for public use,
developing U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Protective
Action Guides (PAGs), examining the habitability of nuclear power plant
control rooms, and training on radiological issues for first responders.
SC&A evaluated Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program exercises, supported
EPA’s Radiological Emergency Response Program and the Domestic
Nuclear Detection Office’s (DNDO) Training, Exercise, and Assistance
(TE&A), and supported FEMA’s implementation of CBRNE programs, as
examples.

Selected Examples of Emergency
Management Clients Served
✓

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

✓

FEMA

✓

EPA

✓

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

✓

U.S. Department of Energy/National
Nuclear Safety Administration U.S.

✓

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)

✓

Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency

✓

National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Community Resilience Panel

✓

DC Department of Health (Ebola Planning)

✓

Northern Virginia Emergency Response
System (NVERS)

✓

Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport

✓

County of Santa Cruz, CA, Public Health
Department

Capabilites Highlights
✓ Program and Mission Support
✓ Strategic, Program, and Operational Planning; Continuity and Business
Continuity Planning
✓ Operational Data Collection, Analysis, and After-Action Reporting
✓ Multi-party collaborative Decision Making and NIMS Implementation
✓ Training, Exercising, and Crisis Communication
✓ Operations Center and Response Team Support and Cadre Program
Management
✓ CBRNE Scientific and Technical Expertise; Threat Response; and
Mitigation

Personnel
SC&A has additional employees and associates located throughout
the United States—more than 200 employees and associates in total.
SC&A is a certified small business under various NAICS codes that
provide expertise in air quality; climate change; compliance;
environmental management and audit services; information,
communication, editing, and publishing services; licensing and
performance assessments of nuclear facilities; NEPA nuclear safety
and radiological sciences; occupational health and safety; regulation
development and litigation support; remediation services; and risk
assessment and management.

SC&A: Professionals Offering Diverse
Knowledge, Skills, abilities, and
Experience
✓ 40 PhDs
✓ 111 Master’s degrees
✓ More than 70 applicable professional
registrations and certificates
✓ 54 Academic and Professional Fields

Examples of our professional team include:
✓ Ron Davison, 29 years supporting Federal, State, and local government EM preparedness, response, recovery and
mitigation.
✓ Larry Altenburg, recognized industry expert in mission assurance and critical infrastructure protection program
development and was profiled by the Washington Post, Washington Business Journal, and CBS News as a security policy
expert.
✓ Jennifer Lumpkins, Subject matter expertise in the following areas: biobehavioral health, epidemiology, infectious disease
including Ebola and Zika, maternal and child health, pandemic influenza and public health preparedness and response.
✓ Jeramie Calandro, Extensive experience in planning and coordinating Federal, state, and local EM preparedness, response,
recovery, and cadre development.
In addition, SC&A offers functional and technical expertise in scientific and health analyses, editing, publishing, graphic design,
facilitation, and environmental health and safety, as examples.

Sample Projects
SC&A has been supporting government organizations implement their emergency
management programs since the late 1990s.

Examples of our support
✓ Ebola planning and COIV-19 response for DC Department of Health
✓ Technical, Analytical, and Functional Support, including supporting the
revisions to the NRF Biological incident Annex (BIA), for FEMA CBRN
✓ Training, Exercises and Program Assistance for DNDO (now CWMD)
✓ EM full EM life-cycle support under subcontract to EPA’s OEM and
Decon/CBRN Teams
✓ Emergency contingency and continuity planning support for Santa Cruz
Department of Health

Sigmatech, Inc

CONTACT INFO
Raj Sandhu
OASIS Program Manager
256-319-9209
raj.sandhu@sigmatech.com
Lisa Willett
OASIS Contracts Manager
256-319-9212
lisa.willett@sigmatech.com
Jeff Flewelling
Colorado Springs Site Manager
719-434-3290
jeff.flewelling@sigmatechcos.com
BJ Stephens
Aberdeen MD Site Manager
410-306-6608
bj.stephens@sigmatech.com
Tim Adam
Arlington/DC Site Manager

703-697-6938
tim.adam@sigmatechcos.com

Company Address:
4901-C Corporate Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35805
256-382-1188
CUSTOMERS SUPPORTED:
• Army
• Navy
• Air Force
• US Space Force
• National Aeronautical Space Agency
• Office of Personnel Management
• DoD Agencies
OASIS Pools:
• Small Business
o Pool 4, Pool5a, Pool 5b, Pool 6
• Unrestricted
o Pool 6

ABOUT US
An OASIS company with unique capabilities to support both federal and
local government clients in their response to and recovery in pandemic,
emergency management and disaster response.
Sigmatech has a proven 34 year track record of national and international
experience, supporting a variety of government customers and the ability
to respond quickly to rapidly changing situations. Sigmatech personnel
includes high-level retired U.S. military and civilian leaders, with diverse
portfolio of professional expertise such as highly trained engineers,
technical and managerial professional staff, retired U.S. Army, Air Force,
and Marine Corps Colonels, and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Supervisory Special Agents (SSAs) who all have backgrounds in
emergency response situations, domestic and international deployments,
and construction and operation of command posts.

CORE CAPABILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•

Program/Fiscal Management
Technical Services
Test and Evaluation
Integrated Logistic Services
Training and Educational

Awards
• Best Places to Work Award Huntsville/Madison County
• Two-time BBB Torch Award Winner for Marketplace Ethics
• Huntsville/Madison Chamber of Commerce Small Business of
the Year for Government Contracting
• Army Aviation Association of America (AAAA) Joseph A.
Cribbins Small Business Materiel Readiness Award
• Small Business Administration's Alabama Prime Contractor of
the Year Award
• Top 250 GSA Contractors
• Alabama Quality Award Level I Commitment to Excellence
Award

ISO 9001:2015 Certified

We put technologies together!
History and Management
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1986 – 34 years experience
Managed/Executed over “50” Prime Contracts Valued at $750M
Annual revenue of ~$70M (~ 300 Personnel)
Average CPARS 4.5 – excellent Past Performance
Guided by Advisory board of senior Government, Industry, and Academia Professionals

Contract Vehicles
• SB - Responsive Strategic Sourcing for Services (RS3); #1 Ranked Small Business Awardee
• SB - GSA OASIS SB Pools 4, 5a, 5b, & 6 & OASIS Unrestricted Pool 6 (LB)
• SB - GSA Professional Support Services (PSS) (PES SINS .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .7; MOBIS SINS .4)
• LB - AMCOM Expedited Professional & Engineering Support Services (EXPRESS) Programmatic
• SB - AMCOM EXPRESS Technical
• SB - AMRDEC Development, Operations, Maintenance & Support (DOMS) Aviation Element Simulation (AES)
• LB - GSA OPM Human Capital and Training Solutions (HCaTS) Pools 1 and 2
• LB - USAF Air University EPASS Educational Technology BPA
• LB - US Navy Seaport – NxG

CERTIFICATIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MISSION:
Provide cost effective, value-added
management of programmatic, technical,
financial, logistics, training and education
to our customers by integrating the best
talent and experience of Sigmatech & our
business partners.

Top Secret Facilities (HSV)
Secret Compartmented Information Facility (CoS)
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015 (in process)
AS 9100
Approved DCMA Accounting System
Approved DCMA Purchasing System
Approved Property Management System

Corporate Office Locations:
•
•
•
•

We go where our customers need us!

Huntsville, AL (Corporate HQ)
Colorado Springs, CO
Crystal City, VA
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

POINTS OF CONTACT

ABOUT US

OASIS PROGRAM MANAGER
Derek Starling, PE, CQE, PMP
601.961.1415 ext. 214
dstarling@solengrs.com

Founded in 2001, SOL Engineering Services, LLC (SOL) was established as an engineering
and technical services provider, headquartered in Jackson, MS. SOL's is a premier provider
of engineering, program & project management, quality assurance, facilities support, and
related technical services in North America. SOL is a certified HUBZone Small Business
currently servicing clients throughout the United States and certain OCONUS locations.

OASIS CONTRACT ADMINISTRATORS
Daryl Starling
601.961.1415 ext. 215
dastarling@solengrs.com
Pamela Taplin
601.961.1415 ext. 217
ptaplin@solengrs.com

OFFICE LOCATIONS
Jackson, MS (Headquarters)
340 Edgewood Terrace Drive
Jackson, MS 39206
601. 961.1415
Huntsville, AL
7027 Old Madison Pike NW, Suite 108
Huntsville, AL 35806
256.799.0246
Birmingham, AL
New Orleans, LA
Vicksburg, MS
Memphis, TN
Atlanta, GA
San Antonio, TX
Denver, CO

COVID-19 CORE SERVICES
COVID-19 MANAGEMENT/ TECHNICAL SUPPORT
 Construction Engineering & Inspection
 Construction Management & Inspection
 Construction Quality Assurance
 Information Technology
 Logistics Management
 Program Management
 Project Management
 Quality Management/Assurance/
Control
 Assessments
 Operational Planning
 Scheduling & Coordination
 Hazard Mitigation (HMGP)


ALTERNATE CARE SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN
SOL Engineering Services, LLC was involved in building alternate care sites (ACS) to help cities
and counties manage their caseload of COVID-19 patients and prevent local hospitals from
exceeding capacity. There were daily inspections of the facility performed during construction,
mechanical reviews of all relevant engineering submittals by the onsite contractors, and ensured
the on-site construction activities were in alignment with approved plans and specifications.

PRIMARY NAICS CODE
541330

541620

541611

541715

541690

561210

DUNS NO. 109728969

CAGE CODE 44KM9

CONTRACT INFORMATION
OASIS SB Pool 4 - 47QRAD20D4066

CERTIFICATIONS

CONTRACT VEHICLES

We stand behind,
so you can take the lead

St. Michael’s Inc

- Take Command of Your Back Office ®
CAPABILITIES

Certified Professionals
• Certified Public
Accountants
• Certified
Defense Financial
Managers
• Certified Government
Financial Managers
• Project Management
Professionals

Corporate Capabilities
Finance & Accounting
Audit Sustainment
Program Management
Acquisition Support

St. Michael’s has spent the last ten years developing a reputation for excellence and
is well known in the Department of Defense (DoD) Financial Management (FM)
community. St. Michael’s brings depth in DoD financial management, and acquisition
support, providing expertise in meeting challenges and providing responsive,
mission-focused support for DoD and Intelligence Community (IC) clients.
Why St. Michael’s?
➢

St. Michael’s brings the expertise of a specialist company
o Proven reputation for delivering quality results
o Credentialed and cleared experts
o Many employees are retired and/or are former Federal Government
employees who are familiar with the ever-changing fast paced environment

Competitive on Price
o Large company expertise with less overhead which means greater value
o Small business agility reinforced by fully developed processes and resources
means greater reliability, lower risk, and responsive delivery
➢ We put our clients first: Their satisfaction is our goal; their success is our success
➢

“St. Michael’s spoils us.” - Government SES client
What does St. Michael’s have to offer?
St. Michael’s brings concentrated expertise to back office management, allowing
government agencies to focus on what they do best: keeping America safe. Our
unparalleled expertise has been developed through projects at SOCOM, DLA,
NGA, DTRA, Army, DARPA, and DHRA where we offer lifecycle processes and
tools that increase budget execution visibility through program build to execution.
Our experience, personnel, and tools deliver a solid foundation that reduces risk,
attracts and retains the best professionals, and improves your results.
St. Michael’s is a service-disabled veteran-owned small business (SDVOSB), driven by the
same principles that guide our armed forces. Founded by a US Army Paratrooper, we take
pride in our core values: excellence in reputation, commitment, candor, teamwork, and
dependability.

Pool 2 Small Business

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING | AUDIT SUSTAINMENT | PROGRAM MANAGEMENT | ACQUISITION SUPPORT

www.stmichaelsinc.com | 703.463.9463

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY VEHICLE (TRV)
Survice

ABOUT SURVICE

SURVICE Engineering has over 35 years of
experience in supporting the Department of
Defense and industry clients with specialty
engineering services and design expertise.
Our Applied Technology Operation focuses
on leading edge research and development
across engineering disciplines. We tap into our
company’s extensive science and technology
bench, and collaborate with industry, academic,
and government partners to develop disruptive
next-generation technologies.

ADVANCED COMPUTING AND CYBER
TECHNOLOGIES

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY
VEHICLE

SURVICE is the only small business in the
world to be accredited by NVIDIA as a GPU
Research Center (GRC), and we leverage this
expertise to develop custom, highly-optimize
software implementing neural networks and
machine learning technologies across a broad
spectrum of applications to include computer
vision techniques to automate drone operations.
We’ve also developed and implemented NISTapproved secure and global communications,
allowing operations to be conducted and
overseen anywhere in the world.

TRV OBJECTIVES

WORLD-CLASS INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Our Industrial Design and Robotics Design Team
has experience in a broad range of hardware
and software technologies, allowing us to
develop and fabricate tailored solutions to meet
unique end-user requirements.

The Tactical Resupply Vehicle (TRV) family
of drones, developed in collaboration with
UK-based Malloy Aeronautics represents
field-proven capability at tactically significant
payloads and ranges.

PAYLOAD
(LBS)

TRV-80**

TRV-150

TRV-300

0

31

90

45

25

18

65

42

50

11

50

40

100

-

30

35

150

-

20

30

300

-

-

25

Objective capabilities:
» 50-300+ lbs load capacity
» Battery-powered
» Multi-fuel engine (option)

•

Multi-role autonomousunmanned missions
» Focus on assured logisticsresupply in
tactical environment

• Augmentation of existing assets for “last mile”
logistics for assured resupply

ONGOING SPIRAL DEVELOPMENT
EFFORTS
•

Military COTS Transition – Increase
hardening while maintaining low-cost COTS
subcomponents

•

Spiral Technology Development –
Continuous improvement and evolution of
tactical capabilities

•

Autonomy – Develop/enhance autonomous
operations and supporting technologies

•

Vehicle Intelligence – Enable ground (GCE)
Marine operators

•

Interface Standardization – Establish
platform-agnostic interface standards to
streamline payload integration

PLATFORM RANGE (KM)*

DISRUPTIVE WARFIGHTER TECHNOLOGIES
SURVICE partners with leading edge companies
around the world to develop and deliver
innovative disruptive new technologies. Our
work in UAS development and testing is an
example of providing new game-changing
capabilities to the warfighter for transportation
and logistics.

•

• Testing & Evaluation – Validate/refine
performance with warfighter involvement

* Predicted range at sea level on ISO day
** Demonstrated/validated (to date)

www.survice.com | 410-273-7722 | info@survice.com

continued...
2018

WWW.SURVICE.COM

THE TACTICAL RESUPPLY VEHICLE (TRV)
TRV PLATFORMS
TRV-80

TRV-150

TRV-300

The TRV-80 is a tested and validated drone
platform that has undergone extensive testing
both in the laboratory and in the field, with the
most recent being experimental field testing at
ITX 18-3 at 29 Palms, CA.

The TRV-150 is another variant in the Malloy
Aeronautics TRV family of tactical drones
specifically designed to support assured
logistics resupply. The vehicle performance
was designed around the ability to deliver
enhanced speed bags. This platform is
under development, and has already met key
milestones such as demonstrated flight with
maximum payload.

The TRV-300 is currently the largest variant in
the Malloy Aeronautics TRV family of tactical
drones. While the initial commercial design
thrust was for personnel transport, the platform
has been undergoing testing for logistical
resupply and most recently is being refactored
into the TRV-150 X-8 configuration (i.e., 8
motors, 8 props). This refactoring includes
migration to US-based supplier for high-powered
motor controllers used in the electrical drivetrain
of the vehicle.

www.survice.com | 410-273-7722 | info@survice.com

a Woman-Owned Small Business
Headquartered in San Diego, CA
DUNS: 600985738
CAGE CODE: 42HP2
ESTABLISHED: 2004
NAICS CODES
Enterprise Solutions:
541611, 541614, 541618, 541990,
561110
Facilities Planning & Optimization:
541320, 561210, 541330
Data / GIS / GPS / CAD:
518210, 541360, 541370
IT/Programming Solutions:
511210, 518210, 519130, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519
Environmental Solutions:
541320, 541620, 541690, 561730,
562910, 924110, 924120
CERTIFICATIONS
 WOSB
 ISO 9001:2015 Certified
 Top Secret Facility Clearance
 DCAA-Approved Accounting
System
OASIS SB POOL 1
GS00Q14OADS143

A TRUSTED PARTNER FOR COVID-19 PANDEMIC RESPONSE
PROJECTS
T3W Business Solutions, Inc. (T3W) is a Woman-Owned Small Business providing
services that align with the needs of government agencies for immediate,
comprehensive Covid-19 pandemic response services. We serve state and federal
agencies with our diverse portfolio of core capabilities. Our proven team of
dedicated professionals delivers effective solutions on time, on budget, and in
collaboration with our customers to ensure their success. We build trust and
respect by listening to our clients and exceeding expectations with excellence,
integrity, and accountability. T3W is committed to providing innovative strategies
and best value to meet the unique needs of our customers.

CORE COMPETENCIES


Program Management



Infrastructure Planning & Engineering



Data Management, GIS & Custom Software Solutions



Operational Readiness



Financial Services

CONTACTS

CHUCK HENRY
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
C 619.857.4737
O 619.298.0888
E CHENRY@T3W.COM

TIM BURZETTE
CAPTURE MANAGER
C 619.207.8706
O 619.298.0888
E TBURZETTE@T3W.COM

T3W Business Solutions, Inc.
3921 Ampudia Street San Diego, CA 92110 | 619.298.0888 | www.T3W.com | Info@T3W.com

Services & Solutions
T3W has a solid track record of providing management and project
oversight to ensure consistent focus on our clients’ programmatic
objectives and goals. We deliver process-driven innovations and high
-impact solutions to optimize and secure our customers’ programs,
resources, and data.

PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT








DATA MANAGEMENT,
GIS & CUSTOM
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

MILCON: Program & Schedule
Management, Design Reviews,
Engineering Estimates, Capital
Planning, Technical Support, Analysis
of Alternatives, Certified Professional
Engineering Support
RP Management Systems
Work Classification Support
QA / IV&V Assessments

Parcel Mapping






Schedule and Risk Management

Space Utilization Planning
Out-Grant / Encroachment / Disposal
Assistance
Engineering / Technical Advising

INFRASTRUCTURE
PLANNING &
ENGINEERING

Assessing Fiscal Law Implications
Construction and Closeout Oversight

Facilities Planning











FINANCIAL
SERVICES





Complex Data Modeling
Data Quality Analysis & Improvement
SQL Server Subject Matter Expertise
XML and JSON Schema Development
GIS Database Schema Development
Geospatial Data Access & Release
Standard & Ad Hoc Cartographic
Products
Geospatial Analysis for Decision
Support
Data Owner Collaboration / Facilitation












Aerial Lidar Imagery
Drone Imagery & Mapping
Traditional / COTS Web Applications
Rapid Database Development
Large-Scale Data Migration
Business Intelligence & Data Analysis
Cloud Based Solutions
DevOpsSec for Hands-Off Secure
Deployments
Cybersecurity Hardening
Enterprise Architecture (C4ISR)



HR Operations Support



Defense Travel System (DTS)



Medical Case Management



Design-Manage KM Systems



Clinical Operations Support



KM Program Support



Emergency Preparedness (COOP)





Total Workforce Management System
(TWMS)

Strategic Communications
Development



Supply Chain Risk Assessment



Global Force Management (GFM)



Financial & Budget Management



Requirements Development



Processing Financial Documents



Accounting Systems: GFEBS, SABRS,
STARS-FL, WAWF / EDA, FPS,
FASTDATA, Navy ERP



Budget Planning & Execution: Program
Support, O&M Funds, Allocation of
Funds Analysis, Audit Support,
Managers Internal Control Program
(MICPs)



Funds Reconciliation

OPERATIONAL
READINESS

T3W Business Solutions, Inc.
3921 Ampudia Street San Diego, CA 92110 | 619.298.0888 | www.T3W.com | Info@T3W.com

Portfolio Analysis
Technomics, Inc.

Each disaster and its corresponding emergency assistance program come with the important challenge of ensuring that each dollar provides the most value to those in need. The Government Accountability Office (GAO)
and other oversight organizations have documented significant issues in the planning programming, budgeting
and execution of emergency relief funding following nearly every significant crisis in recent history:

− GAO found that, 16% of Hurricane Katrina payments may have been improper or potentially fraudulent.
− After the 2017 hurricanes (Harvey, Irma, and Maria), GAO found that only approximately 0.25% percent of
funds had been expended leaving almost $7 billion unallocated.

− The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 and the corresponding TARP program required significant oversight to prevent over $600 million of improper spending.
A standardized disaster relief portfolio analysis strategy helps leaders identify requirements, prioritize needs,
measure effectiveness and demonstrate the impact of every assistance dollar appropriated.

Technomics, Inc. is a small business (under NAICS 541219) founded in 1984 with the goal of using data to
help leaders and first responders make better decisions faster. One of our core capabilities to deliver the
greatest value to those in need is through our portfolio management. Our standard approach to portfolio management combines thoughtful and defensible analysis, sophisticated and practical tools, and highly skilled
people to deliver top quality and insightful analysis. This approach to requirements-based portfolio management assures alignment to mission priorities, ties funding to benefits in a measureable fashion, and delivers
consistent transparency throughout the funding lifecycle.
Technomics has developed a standard approach to portfolio analysis, which is easily tailorable to the analysis approach needed to meet the specific needs of any identified
portfolio. The team’s approach to implementing this involves five main steps:
1. Define the Portfolio
This step involves identifying the components, subportfolios and portfolios, scope, technical parameters
and description.
2. Collect Data
This step involves collecting data to model the portfolio.
3. Perform Analysis
This step involves using the data collected above to develop independent cost, schedule and risk estimates for
each component of the portfolio. Each component is
also assessed for its ability to meet part of the mission
requirements and its ability to be executed effectively.
4. Prioritize Investments
In this step, the program managers provide input and
direction into which components of the portfolio receive
a specified amount of funding using the analysis provided above.
5. Review & Track
This step is the most crucial step, and provides the leadership team detailed insight into the success of the
application of allocated funding. This includes developing relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) and
displaying them as part of data visualizations and business intelligence dashboards.
The application of the Technomics Disaster Relief Portfolio Analysis provides transparency and allows agencies to quickly prioritize and re-prioritize their funding to ensure each dollar is allocated to provide the most value to the mission. The true value of each dollar invested can be tracked to tangible benefits and impact to the
community throughout the funding lifecycle.

1225 Clark Street South, Suite 1500, Arlington, VA 22202, US
technomics.net | info@technomics.net | 571-366-1400

Past Performance & Information
Technomics has provided portfolio analysis support to Department of Energy
(DOE) National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) on primarily three tasks
including Capital Acquisition Planning (CAP), Programmatic Recapitalization
Working Group (PRWG), and the Lifecycle Extension Program/Alt planning model. Technomics manages the DOE/NNSA 25-year programmatic line-item plan,
which includes 74 projects ranging in Total Project Cost (TPC) from $33 million to
$9.5 billion, a total portfolio value of $70 billion. Due to our significant contributions in developing the CAP process, the Deputy Administrator for Defense Programs recognized the team with an “Award of Excellence.” Additionally, the team
was awarded the 2018 Team Achievement of the Year Award at the Washington
International Cost Estimating and Analysis Association (ICEAA) Annual Meeting.
The team’s contributions to the CAP process has enabled Defense Programs to
be postured for efficient execution of near term projects, to plan effectively for
long-term infrastructure investments, and allow for communication of their longterm infrastructure strategy to external stakeholders (Congress, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), DOE, and GAO). This strategy has also worked to
ensure that NNSA is able to execute each dollar allocated to accomplish the mission at hand.
Technomics also provides support to United State Marine Corps (USMC) Marine
Corps Installations Command (MCICOM) Installation Analytics branch where the
team is developing an installation infrastructure cost model to provide USMC
MCICOM the ability to manage installations as a portfolio. These tools are providing USMC leadership with unprecedented insight instrumental for long-term financial planning discussions.

Technomics specializes in developing tools for leadership to understand the status of their portfolio. Our technology-enabled approach empowers Leaders and
analysts to fully harness their data in the development actionable insights that
inform critical decisions. Technomics currently provides decision support
through empowered visualizations to the following organizations:
− Department of the Navy
− Department of Homeland Security

− Office of the Secretary of Defense
− Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security Administration
Business Information:
Contract #: 47QRAD18D000V
Contract Type: OASIS Small Business Pool 2
Business Classification:
− 541219 “Other Accounting Services
− 541720 "Research and Development in the Social Sciences and Humanities”
Point of Contact: Robert Fatzinger, 571-366-1409, rfatzinger@technomics.net

1225 Clark Street South, Suite 1500, Arlington, VA 22202, US
technomics.net | info@technomics.net | 571-366-1400

Tecolote Research

Corporate OASIS
Program Manager (COPM)
Leland Waymire
Sr. Vice President
(703) 414-3290, x3144
lwaymire@tecolote.com
Corporate OASIS
Contract Manager (COCM)
Michael Underwood
GSA Contracts Manager
(805) 571-6366, x120
munderwood@tecolote.com

DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS

At Tecolote, we approach every
project by understanding our
client’s challenges and crafting
unique solutions using appropriate
skill sets, tools, and teammates to
deliver cost-effective results. Our
ability to provide credible forecasts
is based on the rigor of our data
collections and analyses.
47

Years of cost analysis
innovation & leadership
25
Strategic locations across
the US
600+ Program reviews for complex
systems & mission-critical
programs

… best-in-class capability and
market leadership through
demonstrated technology success
and customer commitment
www. tecolote. com

About Us
Tecolote Research is a leading provider of decision support,
program management, and project control services for complex
acquisitions, facilities, and integration projects. Tecolote’s deep
expertise in analysis, engineering, and technology helps us serve
a broad constituency of Federal Government clients.
We approach every project by understanding our client’s
challenges and crafting tailored solutions using proven skill sets,
tools, and teammates to deliver cost-effective results. Tecolote
will work closely with the Customs and Border Patrol, Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Office of Emergency
Management (OEM), and other Federal/State organizations to
assess all aspects of our Nation’s COVID-19 response.
Relevant Client Experience
Our analysis expertise across a range of medical and public
health applications and environments serves a broad constituency
of military and civilian clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Defense (Headquarters and Services)
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Energy
Department of Commerce
Federal Aviation Administration
Director of National Intelligence
National Institutes of Health

Contract Information
Tecolote Pools
OASIS U Pool 2
OASIS SB Pool 5A
OASIS SB Pool 5B
OASIS SB Pool 6

Contract Numbers
47QRAD19DU210
GS00Q14OADS520
GS00Q14OADS619
GS00Q14OADS735

Capabilities
Project Controls: Cost, Schedule, Risk, Financial Management,
and Earned Value Management
Research & Analysis: Data Collection, Metrics, Methods,
Predictive Modeling, Research Studies
Software Development: Databases, Data Visualization; Cost
Estimating Tools, Integrated Cost/Schedule Analysis Tools
Integrated Services: Cost Estimating, Schedule & Risk Analysis,
Predictive Project Controls, Independent Assessments

Teksouth

Crisis Response Capabilities
Data Integration and Analytics / Professional Services
As the government struggles to marshal resources to address the
realities of the COVID-19 pandemic, it has learned that delivering
critical resources when and where they are needed is made more
difficult without understanding of what resources are available and
where they currently reside. Further, modeling and analysis on data that is either incomplete or inaccurate can lead to improper and
costly strategic and tactical decisions.
At no time in recent history has accurate, reliable, and timely data
been more important.
For three decades, through “normal” times and times of war and
government shutdowns, Teksouth has provided solutions to the
that enable data-driven decision making by:
• Overcoming distributed and “siloed” data sources
• Creating a common and validated operating picture
• Providing skilled and vetted personnel to supplement government efforts

Competencies
Business Intelligence
Data Management
Data Integration
Data Warehousing
Cloud Solutions
Application Dev.
Web Services
Professional Services
Program Management

NAICS
SB 541511*
SB 518210
SB 519130
LB 541219
SB 541512
SB 541513
LB 541611
LB 541990
LB 611420

OASIS Information
Two of Teksouth’s Solutions are particularly well-suited in a rapid
deployment environment. Both are in place and time-tested in the
Government and have delivered information and resources when
and where they are needed.
Desktop Analytics (DTA) solutions
are designed and built using the Microsoft tools already in place on Government computers. Teksouth personnel with both technical and
functional expertise quickly gather requirements and begin building an integration. The result is a real-time virtual database with
transaction-level drilldown capability that is verified for accuracy
and ready for use when our customers arrive at their desk each
day. Typical DTA solutions are ready for use after only 90-120
days from award.
Teksouth provides a variety of professional services from Application Development to DoD Financial Support delivered by Teksouth subject matter experts. We can provide the
dedicated on-site personnel to fulfill your compelling, urgent
assignments. Short or long-term, we help minimize interruptions to your programs and workflow.

•
•
•
•

Contract #: GS00Q14OADU220
Pool 2
Unrestricted
Primary NAICS: 541219

Representative Clients
SAF –FM
US Air Force District Washington
USAF—Central Command
Air Logistics Center—Warner Robbins
Joint Staff Comptroller
SOUTHCOM
AFRICOM
PACOM J84 & J02
Army Budget Office
US Army Special Operations Command
US Army South
National Guard Bureau and multiple USPFOs

For more information:
John Sletto
EVP, Federal Business Development and
Operations
john.sletto@teksouth.com
205-631-1500 | Office
478-842-1470 | Mobile

OASIS Small Business Pool 2
OASIS Contract No.: 47QRAD18D000X

TFC Consulting Inc
ABOUT US

OUR DIFFERENTIATORS

TFC Consulting Inc. (TFC) is a licensed CPA firm with over 18 years of
extensive experience in federal financial management .
TFC is prepared to support the Government in its mission and
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic in the following areas: risk
management, accounting, grants management, internal controls,
financial analysis and management, compliance reviews, improper
payments testing, data analytics, and corrective action support.
A Summary of Our Relevant Experience: We have provided support
in: 1) identification and recovery of erroneous grant payments
related to Hurricane Sandy Relief program for HHS Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA); 2)
examination of the internal controls surrounding payments made to
support the disaster relief efforts, recommendations to improve
internal controls, and testing of Hurricane Sandy Disaster Relief
Appropriations Act of 2013 payments for VA; 3) compliance reviews
and improper payments testing over grants disaster assistance for
DHS; 4) improper payments testing and estimation for Disaster
Relief Act disbursements for DOC National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA); and 5) providing internal controls and
enterprise risk management support (ERM) and development of risk
management policies and procedures for USDA and SBA.











TFC Quality Management System
is ISO 9001:2015 Certified
ISO 14001:2015 certified
CMMI Maturity Level 2
appraised
Peer Reviewed, CPA Firm
NIST SP 800-171 Compliant
Industry leader in providing
enterprise risk management,
internal control, and other
advisory services related to OMB
Circulars A-123 and A-11, GAO
Green Book, Fraud Reduction
and Data Analytics Act, and
other federal regulations
Strong track record of delivery
(high CPAR ratings)
Strong company culture, high
retention rate, year-over-year
continuity of project teams to
maintain organizational
knowledge

CONTACT US

CONTRACT VEHICLES/CERTIFICATIONS




Tashu Trivedi, CPA, MBA
President/CEO
301.792.2401
ttrivedi@tfcci.net

Small Disadvantaged Business
CPA Firm
OASIS Small Business Pool 2, Contract
No. 47QRAD18D000X (with 8(a)
designation)

TFC Consulting Inc.

240.453.6288

Janice Ho
Business Development
Manager
301.968.5777

info@tfcci.net

tfcci.net

The Leading Niche

®

TLN Worldwide Enterprises Inc. [dba The Leading Niche (TLN)], provides comprehensive
professional services to federal, civilian, defense, and commercial clients in domestic and
international markets. Our personnel deliver large business capabilities using a small
business/high-touch approach. We provide an uncompromising commitment to “Customer
Service, Quality, and Program Delivery.”
• Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone) participant
• Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)

PRIMARY NAICS CODES

541519, 541611, 541613, 541618, 541690, 541720, 541910, 541990, 561110, 561990, 611430

Addressing Operational Challenges of COVID-19
Strategic Communications and Content Management
ü At the CDC, we distributed key communications for procedures
and policies, and strategy approaches that account for all partners
SERVICES
CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS
ü Designed and published
web
content
ü Developed training and e-learning modules supporting COVID-19
vaccines, storage and handling, and administration
ü Managed Vaccine Task Force communications
ü Crafted key responses using different mediums (including
briefings, talking points, web content, newsletters, webinars,
social media content)

Cage Code: 5KEQ5
Duns Number: 831140541
Secret Facility Clearance
CMMI Level 3 DEV & SVC

CERTIFICATIONS
● 8(a) on OASIS 8(a) and GSA Stars II
● HUBZone (Historically Underutilized
Business Zone) Small Business
● EDWOSB (Economically Disadvantaged
Woman Owned Small Business)

PRIME SCHEDULES

Data Analytics and Empowered Decision Making
ü At CDC, we created a data expiration tracking tool for expiration
dates of vaccines
ü At DHS, we created data models to support policy, procedures,
and process changes to ensure successful operations

● OASIS SB Pool 1 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D1101)
● OASIS 8(a) Pool 1 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8126)

Logistics and Operational Support
ü At the CDC, we support emergency operations mobilization and
demobilization of federal staff and contractors
ü Managed travel budget and execution
ü Coordination across federal, state, and local offices

● OASIS SB Pool 3 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D3110)

ü Training and preparation for deployments
Key Partners with Contract Tracing Experience
ü For City of Baltimore, our partner developed a customer
management tool that is open-source tailorable tool which
automated the process of contacting 500 facilities through email
and will eventually via text in an instant

In addition, TLN is known for their work supporting
• Program management and strategic evaluation
• Public health and health services
• Data analytics focusing on data analytics, business intelligence,
quantitative decision support, analysis tools, fraud and
abuse/examination consulting, financial modeling
• Information technology supporting healthcare IT Services,
cybersecurity, custom computer programming, database
development & administration

● OASIS 8(a) Pool 2 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8203)

● OASIS 8(a) Pool 3 (Contract Number:
47QRAD20D8330)
● MAPSS IDIQ (Contract Number: 2002017-94524)
● GSA PSS Consolidated Schedule
(Contract Number: GS00F221DA)
● GSA 8(a) STARS (Contract Number:
GS00Q17GWD2348)
● GSA Schedule 70 (Contract Number:
GS-35F-571GA)

CLEARANCES
Secret Facility Clearance

KEY CONTACTS
Tamara L. Nall
President & CEO
Email: tamara.nall@theleadingniche.com
Phone: 646-729-3330
Scott Cannon
Director
Email: scott.cannon@theleadingniche.com
Phone: 703-606-4757

TLN Worldwide Enterprises, Inc. (dba: The Leading Niche) | Phone: 888-495-4452 • Fax: 646-395-1406 • Web: www.theleadingniche.com
Headquarters: 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 200• Washington, DC 20006 | Other Locations: NY, GA, AL

Tai Pedro and Associates, P.C. [TPA]
1010 Wayne Avenue, Suite 550 | Silver Spring, MD 20910
Office: 301-565-2181 Ext. 5020 | Fax: 301-565-3416
http://www.tai-pedro.com

OASIS SB Pool 2
Contract N0: 47QRAD18D000U
Institutional Capabilities
Tai Pedro & Associates, P.C.
TPA is a global management consulting and certified public accounting firm focused on
providing financial advisory, management consulting, human capital management, and
information technology services. In addition to our U.S. based work, we have done extensive
work overseas with multiple government and private clients. We maintain the ability to go where
our clients need us. Founded in 1991, TPA meticulously conforms to contract requirements
while providing a broad range of performance-based services founded on commercial best
practices. We are devoted to understanding you, meeting your expectations, and delivering real
value in support of your mission and program goals.
Our Services:
Program Management
A partnership for the proper operation and successful achievement of milestones & goals.
Services include:
• Strategic Planning • Planning and Budgeting • Policies and Procedures • Organizational
Development • Project Planning and Control • Process Design and Performance Improvement •
Business Metrics and Performance Management • Quality Assurance and Quality Control •
Independent Verification and Validation • Acquisition and Contracting Support • Evaluation and
Performance Management
Financial Management
We know money – how to plan for it, account for it, and assure it is being spent wisely.
Services include:
• Attestation Engagements • Accounting Support Services • Compliance and Oversight
Government Regulations • Forensic Audits and Management Reviews • Assets Management and
Due Diligence • Loan Portfolio Analysis and Liquidation Services • Financial Performance and
Compliance Audits • Financial and Program Management Services •
Information Technology
We apply technology from a business perspective.
Services include:
Requirements Analysis • Systems Integration • Technology Acquisition Support • Technology
Evaluation and Selection • Network Installation and Management • Change Management and
Implementation • Infrastructure Design • System Architecture Planning •

Tai Pedro and Associates, P.C. [TPA]
1010 Wayne Avenue, Suite 550 | Silver Spring, MD 20910
Office: 301-565-2181 Ext. 5020 | Fax: 301-565-3416
http://www.tai-pedro.com

OASIS SB Pool 2
Contract N0: 47QRAD18D000U
Human Capital Management
Solutions to achieve mission and program goals.
Services include:
Talent Analysis • Job Classification • Resource Planning • Compliance Reviews • Compensation
Planning • Employee Development Programs • Employee Retention Programs • Performance
Management Processes • Position Description Development •
Global Development
Bringing solutions to those that need it.
Services Include:
• Water management technology • Power generation and distribution • Renewable energy
supply and services • Agriculture and Food Security • Development project management •
Evaluations and performance management •
We have three pillars to the conduct of our business:
Process Driven: We believe in process design and continuous improvement, and we
practice it every day in the development and delivery of services to our customers.
People Centric: People are the core of what we do and who we are, and we work hard to
develop and retain our staff knowing that continuity enhances quality; the result is one of
the highest retention rates (98%) in our industry.
Customer Focused: Nothing makes us happier, nor is anything more important, than the
satisfaction of our customers and we work hard every day to develop management and
communication practices to assure we attain our goal.
Service delivered from a client perspective
We are a partner focused on your perspective, the outcomes you desire, and the standards of
performance you expect. We work to provide valuable insights, create realistic goals, and the
means to accomplish them within available resources. We bring a lot of experience in doing
difficult things while meeting real world challenges in partnership with our clients.
We take our request to earn your business very seriously. We have worked hard to position our
expertise to add value to your operations. We hope you will provide us an opportunity to partner
with you to achieve your mission and program goals.
Tai Pedro & Associates, P.C.
▪ A culture of good character - it defines who we are, how we act, and what we believe is
the right way to do business!

and

TSI CONTRACT HIGHLIGHTS
CDC Domestic, Professional, Administrative, Medical Support Services. TSI supports major international programs such as the President’s
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), Global Disease Detection (GDD), Pandemic and Avian Influenza Initiative, Polio Elimination worldwide,
Reduction of Measles Related Mortality and Promotion of Child Health. TSI epidemiologists are currently serving on the International Task Force for
the CDC’s Coronavirus Emergency Response and generating daily maps of Coronavirus cases by country; describing international spread.
CDC Rapid Disease Detection (RDT) in Kenya. TSI helped Kenya build and sustain local capacity in disease control, research, public health leadership,
and lab strengthening by conducting disease surveillance and deploying rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) for diagnosis of human and animal infections to
district laboratories.
CDC/NIH Interagency Agreement in HIV Transmission Research. TSI provided lab-based research on safety/efficacy of antiretroviral drugs and
microbicides using nonhuman primate models of HIV transmission.
CDC Zika Virus Research in Puerto Rico. TSI performs ongoing M&E activities to evaluate the implementation of the Zika Contraception Access
Network (Z-CAN) and provides critical data for a study in determining the prevalence and duration of Zika in pregnant women and their infants.
CDC Emergency and Environmental Health Technical and Scientific Services. TSI provides CDC with a ready source of technical/scientific expertise
in the areas of epidemiologic studies, surveillance, surveys, data collection and analysis, chemical and safety engineering, industrial hygiene, and more.
DHS Technical Assistance Team (TAT) Support. TSI provides technical and operational services to enhance the counter weapons of mass destruction
(CWMD) capabilities of Federal, State, local, tribal, and territorial (FSLTT) partners against the use of chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
material as weapons against the Nation.

SELECTION OF PAST TSI CONTRACTS
• Domestic, Technical, Operations & Professional Services
(DTOPS)
• Acute Febrile Infections Surveillance in East Africa
• Brucella Community-based Surveillance in Kenya
• Lab-Based HIV Research Assistance in Support of
NIH/CDC Interagency Agreement
• Infection Control (IC) Consulting in Tbilisi Georgia
• Division of Emergency Environmental Health Services
• Mortality Surveillance & Statistics
• IRIS Software Evaluation
• National Death Index (NDI) Consultation & Database
Support
• Demographic Coding Manual Development
• Immunization Information Systems (IIS) Performance
Enhancement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immunization Program Technical & Analytical
Assistance
Operations & Maintenance of the eGrATIS
Software System
Independent Validation & Verification (IV&V)
Distance Learning/E-learning Courses & Toolkit
Development
Multimedia Consultation for the Laboratory
Training
Laboratory Program Management
Tuberculosis (TB) Diagnostic Support Services
Administrative Support Services
Travel Support Services
Professional Support Services for the Procurement
& Grants Office

CONTRACT VEHICLES
• GSA OASIS SB Pool 1 #47QRAD20D1018
• GSA OASIS SB Pool 2 #47QRAD18D0005

POINTS OF CONTACT:
Jimmy Holt, PMP
OASIS Program Manager
jholt@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.721.3987 x134 (office)
256.431.5422 (mobile)

Virginia Moorefield
OASIS Contract Manager
vmoorefield@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.705.0128 (office)
256.468.5283 (mobile)

TOTAL SOLUTIONS, INC.
1626 County Line Road
Madison, AL 35756
www.totalsolutions-inc.com
Office: 256.721.3987
Fax: 256.464.7178

CAPABILITIES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

OVERVIEW
Total Solutions, Inc. (TSI) has been part of the global health industry for 15-years
responding to pandemics for COVID-19, Ebola, Zika, Avian H5N1 (Bird Flu), and H1NI
(Swine Flu). We stand-ready to aid with on-going emergency preparedness and
response efforts. Our competencies include:
•
•
•
•
•

Program management and staff augmentation support to include large,
diverse projects.
Mobilization of recovery personnel – facilities, specialized personnel, and
partnerships in place to support emergency response missions.
Ability to recruit and provide qualified contractors and specialists to perform
required training to other emergency response workers.
GIS and other cost-efficient technical support and systems integration
solutions.
Monitoring and Evaluation, communications, surveillance, and data
collection/analysis in support of emergency response activities and initiatives.

POINTS OF CONTACT

Jimmy Holt, PMP
OASIS Program Manager
jholt@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.721.3987 x134 (office)
256.431.5422 (mobile)
Virginia Moorefield
OASIS Contract Manager
vmoorefield@totalsolutions-inc.com
256.705.0128 (office)
256.468.5283 (mobile)

TSI aims to provide impact-focused services and solutions that result in improved lives of people, communities, and populations at
greatest risk of experiencing early mortality as a result of the lack of quality health care services. We also focus on providing proper
education and training on how to prevent and manage diseases and disabilities. TSI has experience establishing international
collaborative ventures which have resulted in in-place partnerships with key global organizations in Africa, the Republic of Georgia,
Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and other Caribbean countries.

PAST PERFORMANCE
CLIENTS
• Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)
• Centers for Medicaid & Medicare (CMS)
• Department of Defense (DoD)
• Department of Energy (DoE)
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Department of the Interior (DOI)
• Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
• Missile & Space Intelligence Center (MSIC)
• National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA)
• U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA)
• U.S. Army
• U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

NAICS CODES:
541330 | 541511 | 541512 | 541513 | 541519
541611 | 541612 | 541618 | 541690 | 541712
541720 | 541990 | 561210 | 561320 | 611710

TSI’S HIGH CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RATINGS
ENSURE A LOW

RISK SOLUTION

TSI provides medical and health services globally to help
achieve better health for the world community. We currently
manage, design, implement and support programs focused
on global health, HIV/AIDS, infection prevention and control,
surveillance, epidemiology, and laboratory services. TSI has
the ability to meet your current needs at multiple geographic
locations and address your future needs as a direct result of
our approach to portfolio management. Our firm has had over
200 employees and consultants with specialized expertise,
including individuals who are former CDC Directors, research
scientists and MPH/PhD professionals. TSI brings a low-risk,
highly effective offering to our customers that will provide
quality support services both domestically and overseas.

CAGE Code: 04DS9
DUNS Number: 938035573

CONTACT INFORMATION

Valerie Piazza, OASIS COCM
Director, Contracts
contracts@usfalcon.com
919-459-1955
David Jones, OASIS COPM
Program Manager, Operations
david.jones@usfalcon.com
254-383-1819
USfalcon, Inc.
100 Regency Forest Dr.
Suite 150
Cary, NC 27518

www.usfalcon.com

CERTIFICATIONS

OFFICES
-

Cary, NC (Corporate Headqtrs)
Colorado Springs, CO
Reston, VA
Arlington, VA

OTHER LOCATIONS:
-

Joint Base Langley-Eustis, VA
Washington Navy Yard
The Pentagon
Washington D.C.
Tinker AFB, OK
WPAFB, OH
Peterson AFB, CO
Schriever AFB, CO
Kabul, Afghanistan

USfalcon is a mid-tier professional services company and SDVOSB Pool 6 prime
contractor under NAICS 541715. We deliver core capabilities in Aviation, Space,
Business Operations, and Information Technology and continue to grow and
expand our competencies, contracts, and customer base to build upon our long
history of client and community support. We have a robust security team with over
75% of our employees having security clearances, 50% of the company with top
secret clearances, and a Defense Security Service (DSS) rating of “Superior” in
two recent security audits. Now, more than ever, our mission to “Contribute
Significantly to our Customers’ Success” is essential as the impact of COVID-19
continues to affect communities, companies, and agencies; we stand ready to
offer our professional services in any way necessary during this unprecedented
time and lead with our core values Integrity, Commitment, Stewardship, and
Service.

CONTRACT INFORMATION:

• OASIS SB Pool 6 - GS00Q14OADS739

CLIENT BASE:

• Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV)
• Department of the Navy (DON) Office of the Chief Management Officer
(OCMO)
• Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
• Department of Justice (DOJ) National Security Div. (NSD), FBI, and USMS
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Air Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC)
• Aviation Center Logistics Command (ACLC)
• U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM)
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
• U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
• Combat Capability Development Command (CCDC), Aviation and Missile
Center (AvMC)
• U.S. Army Program Executive Office (PEO) Aviation
• U.S. Army PEO Command Control Communications-Tactical (C3T)
CAPABILITIES:
• U.S. Army Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD)
AVIATION
• U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM)
MaintenanceOperational
& Training
Systems
• • United
States Forces
– Afghanistan
(USFOR-A)
• Logistics support
• Fabrication/Modification
• Training devices
• SME services for legacy & new generation aircraft
SPACE
• War Games & Exercise planning, execution, and support
• Training Systems Requirements Analysis
• Requirements Development, Test, ModSim, and planning for “Special”
programs with exquisite needs
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
• HCM Analytics, Workforce Planning & Recruiting
• Strategic Planning & Execution
• Organizational Design & Management
• Policy, Program, Budget, Communications Planning & Execution
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• SharePoint & Web Solutions
• Enterprise IT & Information Assurance
• Cloud and Agile Software Services
• Cybersecurity

Consider it Done!

USI Inc

CAPABILITY STATEMENT
CORE COMPETENCIES
Program Management &
Acquisition Support:
Hostile Environment Operations, CWMD
Operations, Counter-IED Support, Force
Management / Development, Personnel &
Resource Management, Product
Information Campaign, Operational
Concept of Use, Market Assessment,
SBIR/STTR and BAA Proposal Development

Cyber Operations / IT:
Knowledge Management, Technology
Scouting & Identification, Technology
Demonstration, Information Assurance,
Portal Development & Maintenance,
C4ISR, Electronic/Cyber Warfare, Data
Collections/Mining, Information
Security, Tier I, II, & III Support Services,
and Software Development

Strategic Planning:
Engagement Roadmap, International
Program Development, Operational
Requirements Development, PPBES
Development, Consequence Management,
Risk ID and Mitigation, Program COA
Assessment, Product Commercialization,
Manufacture and Transition Planning

Testing & Analysis:
Test & Evaluation, Operational Analysis,
Tactical Intelligence Analysis,
Airworthiness Qualification,
Nuclear/Biological surety, ORSA, IV&V
Processes, Equipment Characterization &
Safety Certification

Logistics & Training:
Field Service Tech Support, Mobile Training
Teams, New equipment training, Classroom
instruction, GOTS/COTS Equipment
Management, Resource Management,
Integrated Logistics Support

System Engineering:
Mission Command Networks and
Systems (C4ISR), Counter-IED,
Transformation Applications, Data
Modeling, Operational / Technical /
Systems View Development

MISSION
USI provides acquisition services for the
Department of Defense and Industry to
support System Life-cycle Management and
Professional Support Services in the critical
capability domains of CWMD, Technology
Development, Un-manned Aviation, Cyber
Operations/Information Technology, and
Logistics Support

OUR SOLUTIONS
•

Agile … The Way We Deliver

•

Innovative … Creating from
Visionary Ideas

•

Enduring … Support for Today
and Tomorrow

NAICS CODES
Principle Code: 541330
Other Supported Codes: 423490, 541511,
541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541613,
541618, 541690, 541712, 541990, 561210,
561320, 611710, 811219, 611512

PORTFOLIOS

CORPORATE INFO

Countermine
CWMD
• ISR Sensors / Systems
• Nuclear Defense
• MRAP / EOD Systems
Weapons
of
Mass
Destruction
•
• Close Combat Systems
• C-IED/EOD Detection Systems
Cyber Operations/ IT
Lifecycle Support
• Network Administration
• C-IED Operations; Attack the IED
• Network Security
networks, Defeat IED devices, and
• Tier I-II Support Services
Train Deploying/Deployed Forces
Technology Development
Unmanned Aviation
• Additive (3D) Manufacturing
• UAS Air Launch Effects (ALE)
• AI / Autonomy
• Airworthiness/Certification
• SBIR / STTR
• FTUAS Operational Demonstrations

USI is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Small Business (SDVOSB) that is recognized
for its proven and demonstrated expertise as
an acquisition/staff augmentation service
provider. USI currently provides global
professional support services for customers
such as DARPA, DLA, DTRA, DHS, Army ASA
(ALT), Army Futures Command and Army
Combat Capabilities Development
Command in mapping solutions to
requirements, solving their toughest
problems in requirement definition, concept
development, architecture, material
development, capability demonstration,
system of systems integration, and
technology transition.

•

www.usi-inc.net

Innovative Energy Storage

Spencer Hedden
Director of Business Development
14801 Murdock St. Suite 125, Chantilly, VA 20151
www.venesco.com
shedden@venesco.com

Providing
Quality Services &
Innovative Solutions
�������������
- 16+ years supporting Federal Agencies
- DCAA Approved Accounting
�������������
- CMMI Level III (Pending)
- #19 Washington Technology Fast 50
CAGE: 4P5R3
DUNS: 169170888

ABOUT US
Founded in 2004, Venesco LLC is an 8(a)
�������������������
headquartered in Northern Virginia. We
�������������������
Information Technology and Professional
services home and abroad through an understanding of our customers’ mission, goals,
and objectives.
Our mission: To be the catalyst in our
communities of customers, contributors,
and partners by providing mission essential
and innovative solutions & services.

Vehicles / IDIQs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OASIS SB POOL 1 (#47QRAD20D1071)
GSA PSS 		
(#GS00Q17GWD2347)
GSA IT 70
(#47QTCA19D009Z)
Seaport NxG
(#N0017819D8794)
CDC ITOPSS 3.0 (#HHSD200201896344I)
CDC DPAMSS
(#HHSD2002016889861)
JE-RDAP 		
(#W911QY18D0162)
FAA CAMI
(#DTFAAC16D00058)
USAISR RASS
(#W81XWH18D0006)
NASA HITSS III (#80HQTR18C0029)

Scientific Research & Development
Venesco provides scientific support services supporting missions for
DoD Laboratories, FAA, HHS, and CDC both home and abroad. Services
include:
- Infectious Disease Research - Biomedical Research and Development
- Aerospace Medical Research - Combat Casualty Care
- Monitoring Evaluation and Learning

Healthcare Services
Venesco provides health program management and development,
primary and ancillary care, and medical evaluations supporting missions
for NGA, DCOE, NHCP, and BUMED. Services Include:
- Primary and Ancillary Care - Health Policy & Management
- Medical Evaluations
- Clinical Program Support
- Occupational Health
- Behaviorial Health

Information Technology
Venesco provides a variety of information technology services and
products supporting missions of NASA, DoD, FAA and NHRCQ . Services
Include:
- Data Analysis - Systems Administration
- Database Mgmt
- Help Desk
- Application Development - Mobile Development
- Engineering
- Business Analytics
- Web Services
- Cyber Security - Emerging Tech
- Architecture

Professional Services
Venesco provides Professional Services supporting missions of the DoD,
CDC, FAA, NASA, DOJ, and DHS. Services include:
- Training
- Administrative
- Legal Services

- Asset Management
- Financial Services

- Logistics
- Knowledge Management

-

-

-

-

-
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Capabilities in
Response to COVID-19
About Williams Adley
Williams Adley, a nationally recognized certified public accounting and management
consulting firm, has been serving government clients for more than 35 years. We have
specialized past performance providing financial management and audit services for eight
federal agencies in support of government economic recovery and stimulus funds. Our
recovery work began more than 25 years ago during the Savings and Loan crisis, and
related taxpayer bailout period, with program management services in support of the
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and expanded to include consulting services for the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). After the 2008 financial crisis we
provided asset tracking and due diligence reviews for Treasury's Troubled Asset Relief
Program (TARP) funds, and in 2010 we supported the accounting for Treasury's Small
Business Lending Fund (SBLF) capital payments. More recent work includes assurance
and advisory services related to billions in federal and state grant monies for large scale
disasters such as Hurricanes Maria and Irma, Hurricane Katrina, Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill, Afghanistan Reconstruction, and the Syrian Refugee Crisis. Our ability to quickly
ramp-up project teams, our knowledge and experience assessing compliance with
government laws, regulations, and contract terms, and our expertise in accounting for
federal economic recovery funds makes us unequivocally qualified to provide financial
management services in support of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Williams Adley’s Capabilities

Program Management of Economic Recovery Funds
Wide variety of management, advisory, and accounting services related to federal recovery and
relief funds. We provide accounting, servicing, disposition, and reporting services related to
assets and loans acquired by the government from failed financial institutions. Services include
lockbox accounting and reconciliation; borrowers’ payment application and problem
resolution; analysis of financing arrangements and mechanisms for loan administration;
accounting and reconciliation of funds disbursed and received; administrative and reporting
functions for lenders or grantors; billing reviews; contract expiration reviews; and other special
reviews. Services also include document custodianship reporting, tracking, monitoring, and
due diligence reviews related to recovery funds for financial institutions.

Pre-Award and Capacity Audits
Pre-award and capacity audits of grantees and contractors prior to the receipt of federal
recovery monies to identify internal control gaps, system limitations, and other capacity issues
that could negatively impact the recipient’s ability to account for and expend funds in
accordance with federal regulations and agency guidance. We identify areas where recipients
and subrecipients may need additional technical assistance or monitoring and provide
implementable recommendations.

Grants Management
Grants management services to federal agencies to assist program and financial offices with
grant oversight. We perform risk assessments to determine the level of monitoring required
and then identify and track compliance issues. Additionally, we provide training and technical
assistance to grantees on behalf of the government to ensure understanding of grant
requirements and to reduce the risk of waste, fraud and abuse of taxpayer dollars.

Other Post-Award Audits
Performance Audits – Audits of grants or contracts to ensure adherence to financial and
performance requirements. We determine whether the grant recipient is meeting performance
goals or whether a contractor has adequate internal controls to perform under the contract. In
instances where performance goals were not met, or controls are not adequate, we determine
the cause and provide recommendations to improve performance.
Incurred Cost Audits – Audits of costs incurred under federal grants or contracts to determine
the allowability, allocability, and reasonableness of the costs incurred and to identify
questioned costs. We also perform tests to evaluate internal controls and compliance with
applicable laws, regulations, and grant agreements or contracts. Questioned costs result in
recommendations to refund federal monies.

Relevant Past Performance
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Resolution Trust Corporation – Program management services including internal control and
compliance reviews of more than 30 asset managers, property managers, and loan servicers for
the Office of Contractor Oversight and Surveillance.
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation – Staffing, management, and operation of the
accounting and loan servicing functions of three FDIC Financial Service Centers in Atlanta,
Kansas City, and Dallas.
Department of the Treasury – Document custodianship reporting, and tracking, monitoring,
and due diligence reviews related to TARP relief funds for financial institutions. Accounting for
SBLF capital payments. Additionally, for Treasury OIG, five compliance audits of RESTORE
Act grants in response to the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.
Department of Homeland Security – Capacity audits of Public Assistance grantees in Puerto
Rico in response to Hurricanes Maria and Irma. Audit of four Individual Assistance/Technical
Assistance Contractors responding to Hurricane Katrina. More than 15 performance audits of
states’ implementation of State Homeland Security Program grants, and 5 audits of Fire
Management Assistance Grantees.
US Agency for International Development – Audit of resources managed by three USAID
grantees in response to the humanitarian crisis in Syria and seven grantees in Afghanistan.
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction – More than 20 incurred cost
audits of grantees and contractors tasked with Afghanistan Reconstruction.
Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Affairs – More than 40 attestation
examinations of education initiative grantees’ financial and performance data.
Centers for Disease Control – Audit and needs assessment for the ministries of health in
Ethiopia, Zambia, and Zimbabwe related to the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR) grants and Haiti related to the 2010 Haiti earthquake.

Differentiators
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small business CPA firm that exclusively serves government clients.
Experience supporting many national post-disaster/post-crisis economic recovery programs.
More than 100 grant-related and program compliance audits for federal agencies.
Significant experience auditing disaster funds issued under the Stafford Act.
In depth knowledge of federal grant and contract requirements including Uniform Guidance and
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), and the Grants Oversight and New Efficiency Act.
Experienced Project Management Office to support extensive international travel.
Top Secret Facility Security Clearance. Cleared personnel.
Outstanding Service Awards from Department of the Treasury and Small Business Administration.

Company Information
Washington, DC Based
Facility Clearance: Top Secret
EIN: 94-2834893; DUNS: 86-8712969; CAGE Code: 1ZFQ9
NAICS Codes: 541211, 541219, 541519, 541611, 541618, 522390

Contract Vehicles
GSA OASIS SB, Pool 2, Contract #47QRAD18D000Y
GSA PSS, Federal Supply Group: 00CORP, Contract #
GS-00F-013DA

WILLIAMS, ADLEY & COMPANY-DC, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Management Consultants
1030 15th Street, NW • Suite 350 West • Washington, DC • 20005
Phone: (202) 371-1397 • Fax: (202) 371-9161
www.williamsadley.com

Contact: Melinda Buck, Business Development Lead
mbuck@williamsadley.com

WTI CAPABILITIES IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WTI

Q u al i t y H e a l t h C ar e
We have the capability to

WTI provides current capabilities in both Remote Intensive Care
Monitoring of Critical/Severe Acute Respiratory and Medical Support
Services for Emergency Preparedness First Responder Training.
▪ Our capabilities address a hospital’s

ensure COVID-19 patients

need for additional full-time medical
personnel to augment current staff as
the number of both COVID-19
patients and sickened medical staff
removed from service grows.

receive the highest quality
care through our
appropriately credentialed,
qualified, certified, and
licensed personnel.

▪ Remote intensive care unit (ICU)

I m p r o v em en t s t o t h e
E f f i ci e n c y &

monitoring expands a hospital’s
capacity to treat and monitor patients.

E f f e ct i v en e s s o f
H e al t h c a r e S e r vi c e s

▪ Our medical support services
personnel maintain a constant state
of emergency readiness through
execution of the required
preparedness exercises and handson education for trainees.

Remote ICU matches the
local need for additional
critical care services/
expertise when and where
they are needed providing
rural hospitals or
understaffed hospitals with
medical expertise 24/7.

Dir ect Im p act s on
Q u al i t y o f C ar e an d
P a t i en t S af e t y
By augmenting current
hospital staffing with teleICU licensed medical
personnel, we provide an
extra set of eyes to improve
outcomes and reduce the
chance that mistakes may
be made by exhausted and
overextended staff.

Augmenting Hospital COVID-19 Capabilities with Experienced Medical Personnel
In support of the Defense Health Agency
(DHA)’s remote ICU monitoring program
between the VA and USAF, we provide a
rapidly scalable, turnkey, continuous remote
critical/intensive care bed monitoring
solution that permits intensivists and critical
care nursing teams at distant locations to
augment constrained and overloaded local
resources at outbreak epicenters on a 24/7
basis, providing clinical expertise where it is
most needed, connecting intensivist
resources with seriously ill patients—
anywhere. Our telehealth services increase
critical resource availability, improve clinical
monitoring and oversight of critical/acute
patients and improve outcomes for patients.
Remote ICU monitoring has achieved
“best practice” status in the critical care
community.

For Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) emergency preparedness
first responder training, we provide a team
that includes a mix of Nurse Practitioners,
Paramedics, and other medical, lab, and
safety personnel who deliver subject
matter expertise including medical support,
project management, risk and vulnerability
assessments, quality assurance/quality
control, documentation, and training. Of
utmost importance during the COVID-19
emergency, under this contract we support
FEMA’s responsibilities as a Personnel
Mobilization Center during national
disasters, providing emergency medical
support and ensuring adequate
staffing.

CAPABILITY TO BATTLE THE COVID-19 VIRUS
THROUGH REMOTE TELE-ICU

S t an d a r d s o f C a r e
Our personnel at FEMA
meet/exceed COBRA
(Chemical, Ordnance,
Biological and Radiological)
Training Facility standards,
qualifications, and
licensure, which prepares
them to battle COVID-19.

E x p er i en c e w i t h
Section 508
C o m p l i an c e
Our personnel assigned to
FEMA are experienced at
complying with requirements that ensure fair and

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, a hospital’s
capacity is being overwhelmed with more patients
than the resources and hospital staff can
accommodate. Community-sized and smaller
hospitals must increasingly care for very sick
patients while competing for resources. These are
life and death situations that have created
conditions that can end in unwarranted death. This
scenario is occurring every day with the rapid
spread of the virus, posing risks to the patient, other
patients, physicians, nurses, and even the hospital’s
ability to continue operating. The result is that patients are by necessity being triaged
based on resource constraints rather than acuity of their respective needs.
Because our personnel are experienced in providing direct medical support for emergency
preparedness - first responders as well as tele-ICU services, we offer the capability to
provide tele-ICU medical services in locations where they are most needed. Our expertise
in both tele-ICU medicine and emergency medical services allows our personnel to begin
providing value on Day 1. We are both ready and able to support the nation during this
national disaster as soon as we are called upon.

equal treatment of persons
with disabilities.

Turnkey Solutions
These capabilities are
currently provided under
Government contracts and
can be deployed in the
battle against COVID-19.
For more information on
any of our services, please
visit us on the Web at
www.wti-solutions.com or

Company Profile
Company Name: Webworld Technologies, Inc., dba WTI
Address:
4031 University Drive, Suite 100
Fairfax, VA 22030
Phone:
703-286.2416 ext 133
DUNS Number: 957461023
CAGE Code:
3AV78
Tax ID Number: 54-1795975
POC:
Tanice “TK” Gonsalves
OASIS Contract: Contract Number: 47QRAD20D1077
OASIS Pool:
Small Business
Business Type: Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)

contact Tanice “TK”
Gonsalves, President

Services Available

Federal, at
703-286.2416 ext 133 or at
tkgonsalves@wti-solutions.com

Staffing
Artifical Intelligence
Business Intelligence
Application Development
Medical Services
Laboratory Services

Big Data
Application Support
Business Operations Support
Program & Project Management
Emergency Support Services
Mobile Remote Cart Services

